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INTRODUCTION.

Disclaiming all pretensions to originality either of

matter or of manner, the following pages are strictly what

they purport to be, a compilation of remarks and observa-

tions, selected from all eligible sources, upon the rise and

progress of the Art of Painting.

It has been the aim of the compiler to abridge and ab-

breviate, as far as practicable, retaining, at the same time,

the entire sense of the author ; and, he will consider him-

self truly fortunate, if, by furnishing a few useful facts for

those who are proposing to visit the Galleries of Art in

the Old World, or by refreshing the memories of such as

have already enjoyed that privilege, with a few memoran-

da of Artists and their Works, he may have succeeded in

adding one leaf to the already richly laden Tree of Know-

ledge.

T. C.

Boston, December, 1846,
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PART I,

THE ART OF PAIXTING



COERECTIONS.

Page 3, line 10, for scarabens, read scarabeus.

P. 34, 1. 3, note, for side, read site.

P. 46, 1. 21, and elsewhere, for Jacops, reac? Jacopo.

P. 71,1. 15, for equaling, read equalling.

p. 85, 1. 15, for exeetly, read exactly.

p. 89, 1. 20, for Compared with Cartoons, read Compared with

the Cartoons.

P. 107, 1. 34, for saropagus, read sarcophagus.

p. 139, 1. 4, for prospective painting, read perspective painting.

p. 151, 1. 22, for occured, read occurred.

P. 170, 1. 17, for James, raad Janus.

P. 232, 1. 30, for gradually conceived, read grandly conceived.

*^* There are a few other errors, obviously typographical, in

the names of persons and places, which the reader is requested to

cori*ect.



THE ART OF PAINTING.

CHAPTER I.

Origin and Progress of the Art among the Ancients— The
Egyptian Painters and Sculptors— Tombs of the Theban
Kings— Sesostris— Sepulchres in the western part of

Thebes— Stephens' description of a Theban tomb — The So-

ANEAN Sarcophagus— Belzoni— Art among the Hebrews—
Art in Persia— Art in India—Transplanted into Greece—
Paintings AND colors— Fresco painting— Encaustic paint-

ing — Kevival in Germany.

So far as regards the intellectual pleasure of man, no de-

partment of the fine arts can claim so high a place in the

Temple of Genius, as the representation of real or imagina-

ry subjects by the proper disposition of colors, denominated

the Art of Painting ; and as the shadow of each plant and

animal must have suggested to the mind of man, even in his

most uncultivated state, the possibility of imitating the figures

of objects, it is not improbable that he must, naturally, and

at a very early period, have conceived an idea of the first

principles of the art.

Plato, an Athenian philosopher, who lived four centuries

before the Christian era, informs us that painting had been

practised by the Egyptians for ten thousand years ; that

some of their ancient productions were yet in existence ; and

that they bore an exact resemblance to those which were ex-

ecuted by them, in his own time. Without regarding his

1



THE ART OF PAINTING.

Egyptian chronology as very accurate, we may consider it

as designed to impress us with an idea of its very remote

antiquity.

Both the Egyptian painters and sculptors designed their

figures in a style peculiarly stiff and formal, with the legs

invariably closed, and the arms pendant by their sides, as if

they had consulted no other models than their own bandaged

mummies. As they never dissected their dead, they must

have been totally unacquainted with the construction and

articulation of the bones and muscles ; and, though it has

been pretended that the Egyptians were not ignorant of

anatomy, it may be said to be but little more than a mockery

of the term, as it is generally conceded that their knowledge

of that science was confined to what they could learn from

preparing the bodies of their dead for embalment.

The most ancient paintings to be seen at the present day

are those upon the walls of the tombs of the Theban Kings.

At what period these paintings were executed, cannot be

accurately ascertained ; but most travelers and scholars agree

in assigning the date as early as that of Sesostris, about

seven hundred years before the Christian era. This king

was the most powerful monarch that ever ruled in Egypt

;

and, in addition to his great skill in directing his immense

armies, he seems to have had a superior taste for the fine

arts. He enriched, ornamented and repaired the temples of

the gods, and beautified the whole country with splendid
.

public and private edifices ; he founded that celebrated

society or college of priests, which was so long the deposito-

ry of the arts and sciences ; and, for the purpose of facilita-

ting and extending commerce, he conceived the project of

connecting, by a canal, the Red Sea with the Mediterranean ;

this he abandoned only for the more important object of en-

closing his cities with walls and ramparts to preserve them

from the encroachments of the Nile, which, towards the com-

mencement of summer, extended itself, like a vast sea, over
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the whole surface of Egypt. Tht;Les, then at the apex of

its glory, was the seat of the Egyptian government, and we
have every reason for supposing that these royal sepulchres

were excavated and adorned by this enlightened monarch.

The sepulchres in the western part of Thebes, are placed

in the middle of a solitary valley, surrounded by a circle of

rocks, which have the appearance of a multitude of grottos,

excavated in the solid stone. The principal object which

strikes the attention, is a doorway, ornamented in its upper

part with a scarabens, (an insect held in great veneration by

the Egyptians, and used by them as the symbol of immor-

tality,) and a man with the head of a sparrow-hawk enclos-

ed in a circle, outside of which are two kneelino; fio-ures.

The interior is disposed in the form of galleries, the walls of

which are decorated not only with innumerable hieroglyphics

or picture writings, but also with designs quite complicated

and of various colors ; showing conclusive evidence that,

even at that early day, composition, one of the chief charms

of the art, was not unknown. The art of rendering their

colors indelible, was understood too, far better than at

present; for notwithstanding thousands of years have elapsed

since these sepulchres were decorated, the colors ai'e as

vivid now, as if they had been painted within the century.

The subjects of these paintings are very varied, compris-

ing representations of all kinds of warlike weapons, armours,

arrows, bows, quivers, sabres, helmets, and lances. In other

parts are representations of culinary utensils, furniture, seats

of various sorts, beds and couches, vases, baskets, and im-

plements of husbandry. The figures, the outlines of which

are traced with black strokes, are generally colossal, and tlie

colors are commonly blue, red, yellow and green, laid on

without any mixture or shading, over a white ground, the

lights being formed by leaving the white, as in the case of

modern crayon drawing. Little action was given to the

ngures, and no attention at all to expression.
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Mr. Stephens, who in 1836 visited one of the Theban

tombs, which had been opened by Belzoni in 1816, thus de-

scribes it :
' The entrance is by a narrow door ; a simple ex-

cavation in the side of the mountain, without device or orna-

ment. The entrance hall, which is extremely beautiful, is

twenty-seven feet long and twenty-five broad, having at the

end a large door opening into another chamber, twenty-eight

feet by twenty-five, the walls covered with figures drawn in

outline, but perfect as if recently done. Descending a large

staircase and passing through a beautiful corridor, Belzoni

came to another staircase, at the foot of which he entered

another apartment, twenty-four feet by thirteen, and so orna-

mented with sculpture and paintings that he called it the

Hall of Beauty. The sides of all the chambers and corridors,

are covered with sculpture and paintings, the colors appear-

ing fresher as the visitor advances toward the interior of the

tomb ; and the walls of the chamber are covered with the

figures of Egyptian gods and goddesses, seeming to hover

around and to guard the remains of the honored dead.

Farther on is a large hall supported by two rows of square

pillars, which Belzoni calls the Hall of Pillars ; and beyond

this is the entry to a large saloon with a vaulted roof, and

opening from it are several other chambers, in one of which

he found the mummy of a bull. In the centre of the grand

saloon was a sarcophagus of the fine oriental alabaster, but

two inches in thickness, minutely sculptured within and with-

out with several hundred figures, and perfectly transparent

when a light was placed within it.'

This most valuable relic, now in the Soanean Museum in

England, is constructed of one entire piece of alabaster,

or more properly Arragonite, measuring four feet nine inches

in length by three feet eight inches in width, and two

feet eight inches in depth. The sides are covered with

elaborate hieroglyphics, and on the interior of the bottom is

sculptured a full length figure, representing the Egyptian
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Isis, the guardian of the dead. Belzoni records the day and

hour of its discovery with characteristic enthusiasm. ' I

may call this,' he says, ' a fortunate day—one of the best

perhaps of my life. I do not mean to say that fortune has

made me rich, for I do not consider all rich men fortunate ;

but she has given me that satisfaction, that extreme pleasure,

which wealth cannot produce—the pleasure of discovering

what has long been souorht in vain.'

Among the Hebrews the art of painting cannot be sup-

posed to have made any great progress, as their principal

object was the culture of their lands and care of their flocks,

and the most simple means to maintain a simple, or pastoral

life. During their residence in Egypt, they began to study

the arts ; but their laws forbidding the representation of men

and animals, and particularly the Deity under the human

form, although not obeyed to the strictness of the letter, pro-

duced an impression on their minds unfavorable to the arts,

and obliged their artists to confine themselves to the repre-

sentation of fruits, flowers and foliage. It appears however

that they were acquainted with the art of forging and casting

metals, and carving in wood or stone ; and it is certain that,

in the most flourishing times of their monarchs, they employ-

ed foreign artists, as is evident from those of Tyre and

Sidon being engaged in the construction of the magnificent

temple of Solomon ; but their style too much resembles the

Egyptian to form an epoch in the art.

The ancient Persians were so far from excelling in the

arts, that the paintings of Egypt were highly esteemed among

them after the conquest of that country, three hundred and

fifty years before the Christian era.

In India, the art of painting seems to have been confined

to the monstrous figures connected with their religion ; and

the Chinese, whose representations of human beings, even

at the present day, are caricatures upon the human figure,

seem never to have had the slightest idea of perspective.

1*
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From Egypt the ai'ts were transplanted into Greece,

where a more genial culture awaited them; where they

were freed from the impediments to which they had been

subjected under the government of Egypt ; and where alone,

in the more early period of the world, they are found to have

been fully brought into action. To the Greeks, then, are

we indebted for the highest cultivation which the imitative

arts have known. In sculpture this is even now sufficiently

palpable, since, to this day, their performances remain un-

rivalled. The same observation holds with respect to archi-

tecture ; but, in consequence of the perishable materials of

which paintings are composed, few of a very early date have

been preserved to us ; and hence it is impossible to form a

correct estimate of the perfection to which the art was carried

by the ancient Grecians.

The paintings of the ancient artists were either movable,

or on the ceilings or compartments of buildings. According

to Pliny, the most eminent artists were those who painted

movable pictures, either on fir-wood, larch, box-wood or

canvas ; and they occasionally used marble, upon which are

four paintings recently discovered at Herculaneum. The

colors employed by the ancients, which according to Pliny,

were but four in number, white, yellow, red and black, they

seem to have mixed up with size of a peculiar nature, which

made them so durable and adhesive, that they existed un-

injured for several centuries, and became objects of admira-

tion to the Romans, many ages after they were executed.

They were also in the habit of employing a varnish called

atramentum, which served to secure their pictures from the

influence of the atmospheric air.

The earliest form of the art was decorative, and the method

employed, was that called by the Italians, alfresco, a word

signifying /resA ; fresco painting implying that the colors,

which are entirely mineral, are laid on while the plaster,

spread over the surface to be painted, is still fresh and wet

;
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thus sinking into the substance, and becoming, as it dries,

incorporated with it.

The origin of the invention is lost in the night of ages.

The Greeks borrowed the art from the Egyptians ; and the

paintings of Polygnotus at Delphi, described by Pausanias,

are supposed to have been in fresco. The art seems to have

been transmitted from generation to generation, and never

entirely lost, although in the middle ages, the mechanical

part of the process had deteriorated, and was imperfectly un-

derstood even in the time of Raphael.*

* It has been recently revived in Germany, with all the aids which

the modern improvements in chemistry and other mechanical advan-

tages, can lend to native genius. The ingenious industry, also, of the

Germans, has recovered the ancient invention of Encaustic painting, a

word implying that it was executed by the action of fire. The colors

were mixed with melted wax, and applied on an absorbent ground,

into which they sank ; and when the whole was finished, a hot iron was

passed over it, which brought out the colors to the surface. This man-

ner of painting was extremely durable, and had the advantage of not

being easily injured, either by damp, sun or air.
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CHAPTER II.

The Art of Painting among the Grecians — Principal Schools

IN Greece— Monochramata— 'Battle op the Magnesians'

BY BULARCHUS — ThE EtRURIANS — SEPULCHRAL GROTTOS AT

Tarquinia— Etruscan Vases— The Warwick vase— The
Portland vase— Broken and restored—Principle of Con-

struction— Panaenus of Athens — The Age of Pericles—
Phidias— Zeuxis— Parrhasius— Their contest— Apelles

and Protogenes— Decline of the Art in Greece.

The history of painting among the Greeks is better known

than that of the nations by whom the art was practised at an

earlier period. The principal Grecian schools of painting

were at Sicyon, at Rhodes, at Athens, and at Corinth.

Aristotle, the contemporary of Plato, ascribes the honor of

the invention to Euchir, a kinsman of the famous Daedalus,

who flourished twelve hundred and eighteen years before the

Christian era ; Theophrastus ascribes it to Polygnotus, the

Athenian ; Athenagoras to Saurias of Samos ; while others

have given the credit to Cleanthes of Corinth. But, how-

ever much the ancient authors may differ with respect to the

name of the inventor of the art, they are all unanimous in

this, that the first essays were simple outlines, of a shade

similar to those which have been introduced by the students

of physiognomy under the name of silhouettes ; without any

other addition of character or feature than that afforded by

the profile of the object thus delineated. This simple man-

ner of drawing, was styled by the Greeks, sciagraphia, and

afterwards by the Latins pictura linearis. The first step

made towards the advancement of painting, according to

Pliny, was by Ardices, the Corinthian, and Telephanes of
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Sicyon, or Crato of the same city. These began to add to

their figures other lines, by way of shadowing, which gave

them an appearance of roundness and much greater strength.

This manner was called Graphice. But the advantage it

brought to its inventors, were so inconsiderable, that they

still found it necessary to write under each of their produc-

tions, the name of the subject it was designed to represent,

lest the spectators might not be able themselves to make

the discovery.

The next improvement was by Cleophantus of Corinth,

who first attempted to fill up his outlines. But as he did it

with a single color, laid on everywhere alike, his pieces, and

those of Hygiemon, Dinias and Charmas, his followers,

thence received the name of Monochramata, or pictures of

one color. Quintilian states that they could so manage this

single color, as to give every appearance of relief to the

parts ; but by what means, as light and shade appears not to

have been observed, he does not mention. After these came

Eumarus, the Athenian ; he began to paint men and women
in a manner different from his predecessors, and attempted

to introduce a variety of objects into his pictures, but was far

excelled by his disciple Cimon, the Cleonaen, who discovered

the art of painting historically, arranged his figures in a

variety of postures, distinguished the several parts of the

body, by making out the joints and veins, and was the first

of the ancient painters, who attended to the folds of draperies.

Neither Pliny, nor any of the ancient writers, have affixed

a period as to the century in which the above mentioned

artists lived ; but he contends, and with reason, that, about

the time of the foundation of Rome, 750 years before the

Christian era, the Greeks had brought painting to such a

degree of perfection, that Candaulus, king of Lydia, pur-

chased a picture painted by Bularchus, representing a battle

of the Magnesians, for which he gave its weight in gold.

This fact gives us perhaps but very little idea of the actual
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state of art at the time ; since, in its infancy, the patron

could only be guided in his judgment by what had pre-

ceded ; and the best, though moderate, has always re-

ceived the highest eulogium from those, who of necessi-

ty are ignorant of superior exertions. Pliny mentions that,

at this period, the art of painting was carried to great

perfection by the Etrurians, a very ancient nation, who, at

an early time, according to Livy, occupied the whole tract of

country between the Alps and the Apennines. It is the

opinion of most writers upon the subject, that the people of

Etruria cultivated the arts of design at a very early period,

perhaps anterior to those of Greece. They were a powerful

people at least nine hundred years before the Christian era,

and three hundred before the time of Pericles. They pos-

sessed twelve large cities ; and when Pomulus laid the foun-

dation of Rome, they h^d far advanced in science and the

arts.

"Whether the fine arts had been cultivated to a proportion-

ate extent with the useful, is a matter of speculation. Win-

kelman is of opinion that they had made considerable pro-

gress in the arts dependent on design, before their communi-

cation with Greece ; and Pliny relates that at Casre, in Etruria,

and Ardea, and Lanuvium, there existed in his time some

paintings, which attracted the attention of the curious, and

which, he says, were more ancient than the foundation of

Rome.

Near Tarquinia, the capital city of ancient Etruria, about

twelve miles from Civita Vecchia, there are a multitude of

sepulchral grottos, scattered about the fields, to the number

of some thousands, extending from Tarquinii down to the

sea. Some of them are cut out of the rock, which is a tufa

and easily worked. They are of different shapes, square, in

the form of a cross, sometimes with three aisles like a church,

and often in two stories communicating with each other.

They are not deep, apd generally situated under hillocks,
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through which a square aperture gives access to the grotto

;

and there is usually a communication from one to another

under ground. The rock is hewn out in an architectural

manner in the inside, with pilasters and cornices covered with

arabesque paintings, supporting a vaulted arch, which is like-

wise painted and divided into compartments. Some of the

colors remain distinct, particularly the red ; the yellow is

much faded, but the blue and green may be easily distin-

guished. A frieze encircles the vault, which is ornamented

with numerous figures, in the style of those upon Etruscan

vases. They are generally in the attitude of fighting, clothed

with long draperies, having wings and bearing a spear in

their hands ; and some of them are in cars drawn by one or

two horses. The paintings are on the rock itself, without

any preparation of plaster ; and the whole composition seems

to bear a reference to the passage of the soul into the Ely-

sian fields.

The paintings and sculptural designs upon the exterior sur-

face of the Etruscan vases, have excited great interest among
the lovers of antiquity. These vases were made of clay

hardened by fire, and upon them figures were painted gener-

ally of a reddish color, sometimes relieved by white, upon a

dark or black ground ; but in some of the earliest specimens

the figures themselves are black, and the ground of yellowish

red. As luxury and refinement increased, however, they

were executed with greater elegance, and were made of more

costly materials, such as marble, ivory, glass, or vitrified

paste, precious stones, bronze, silver and gold.

It would be a vain attempt to endeavor to point out the

various uses and purposes to which vases were applied by the

ancients ; but from what may be collected from the works of

the Greek and Roman writers, and from the sculptured re-

cords or painted remains of antiquity, it appears that they

were employed in holding the lustral water used in the puri-

fications of the ancients, in receiving the blood of the victim
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to be sacrificed, or in containing the consecrated wine which

was to bedew his devoted head. They were used also in the

celebration of the Eleusinian and other mysteries, were car-

ried in the public processions, and given as rewards in the

gymnastic exercises ; they were customary presents to a

friend or newly married couple, were used for various purpo-

ses in the public and private baths, and served for the pre-

sentation of the first products of the harvest, of the fruits of

the vine, and of flowers, which the grateful worshipper of-

fered to the gods.

The greater portion of the vases which have escaped the

devastation of time, has been discovered in the sepulchral

chambers of the ancients. In some instances they have been

found with human ashes in them, but most frequently empty,

placed upon the floor, arranged around an unburnt skeleton,

or hanging upon nails of iron or bronze, in which state they

are supposed to have held the provisions and offerings which

it was customary to present to the dead. The larger vases

were placed as articles of splendor in the spacious halls of

the Romans, or as ornaments in their gardens, where they

frequently contained shrubs and flowers.

One of the most beautiful and celebrated specimens of

Grecian art, which now embellishes the grounds of one of

the finest monuments of feudal grandeur in England, is the

* Warwick Vase,' said to be the production of Lysippus, a

statuary of the age of Alexander the Great. It was dug up

from the ruins of the Emperor Adrian's villa, at Tivoli,

about fourteen miles from Rome ; was sent to England by

the late Sir WiUiam Hamilton in 1774, and is considered one

of the finest specimens of ancient sculpture in that country.

It is of white marble, of a circular form, with a deep reverted

rim, measuring six feet eleven inches in diameter, and is suf-

ficiently capacious to hold one hundred and sixty gallons.

Two interlacing vines, whose stems run into, and constitute

the handles, wreath their tendrils with fruit and foliage around
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the upper part. The centre is composed of antique heads,

standing forwards in grand relief. A panther's skin, with

the thyrsus or sceptre of Bacchus, and other embeUishments,

complete the composition. It was purchased of Sir William

Hamilton by the late Earl of Warwick, and is now preserved

at Warwick Castle.

Another beautiful relic of antiquity in England is ' The

Portland Vase' ; this was found in the sixteenth century in a

marble sarcophagus,* deposited within the vault of a sepul-

chre, the ruins of which formed a mount called Monte del

Grano, on the road from Rome to Fraseati ; and was named af-

ter the family into whose possession it first came, the Barberini

Vase. About fifty years ago. Sir William Hamilton, into

whose hands it had fallen, sold it to the Duchess of Portland,

from whom it received its present name of the Portland

Vase. In the year 1810, it was placed by the Duke of Port-

land in the British Museura.f Its dimensions are nine and

three quarter inches in length, and twenty-one and three

quarter inches in circumference.

It appears to have been the work of many years, and there

are antiquaries who date its production several centuries before

* This sarcophagus, now in the Capitoline Museum at Rome, was

called the sarcophagus of Alexander Sevems and his mother, Julia

Mammea, from some resemblance in the recumbent figures on the top,

to the heads on the medals of that emperor; but Winkelmann dissents

from tliis opinion, and considers that the two figures represent a husband

and wife.

t On the 7th of Febniary, 1845, a Avanton and disgraceful outrage

was perpetrated by the wilful destruction of this celebrated monument

of ancient art. It was placed in a room called the Hamiltonian Room,

upon a small circular mahogany table, secured down to the floor. On
this table was a cube, containing the apparatus for turning the vase,

which was covered by a high and thick glass receiver of an air pump.

The perpetrator of this outrage availed himself of an opportunity when

the attendant had lel't the room, and seizing a heavy stone, a Persepoli-

tan monument of Basalt, from an adjoining shelf, cast it at the vase.

2
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the Christian era, as sculpture was unquestionably declining

in the time of Alexander the Great.*

Many opinions and conjectures have been published con-

cerning the figures on this celebrated vase. Bartoldi, by

whom an explanation was first published, thought that the

subject engraved upon it, related to the birth of Alexander

the Great. M. D'Hanearville thinks that it represents the

well known fable of Orpheus' descent into Elysium, to recov-

The stone fortunately lost much of its force by cutting through the re-

ceiver, and although the vase was considerably and severely injured, yet

it will be interesting to the lover of art to know that the exertions of

two skilful artists, who have had considerable experience in resetting

fragments of Greek vases, have been so successful that it has been but

little blemished by the effects of the injury. The young man who thus

disgmced himself, confessed that he was in a high state of nei-vous ex-

citement, caused by intoxication ; and, that upon his return to his senses,

he was heartily ashamed of what he had done. He was fined three

pounds, the value of the glass shade, and, in default, was committed for

two months' imprisonment ; but two days after, an anonymous letter was

received, enclosing the amount, and he was consequently released.

* At a recent meeting of the Society of Arts in London, some highly

interesting information has been communicated as to the manner in

which the vase was formed. Mr. Doubleday, the restorer, exhibited a

number of specimens of ancient glass manufacture, as illustrative of

the theory which he deduces as the true principles of its construction.

He imagines the blue body of the vase to have been first made, and then

covered with a thin coating of semi-transparent white glass, by dipping

it into that material while in a state of fusion. The vase, he supposes,

was next placed in the hands of an artist, who, by a process similar to

cameo-cutting or gem engraving, produced the beautiful designs in re-

lief, which now adorn its surface. Two other individuals, who are practi-

cally acquainted with the manufacture of glass, concurred with him in

the view he had taken of its construction. From these statements it

would appear that, after all, the merit of the work rests with the artist,

as there is no difficulty in manufacturing similar materials at the pres-

ent day. Mr. Doubleday stated that the bottom of the vase did not

originally belong to it, and from the style in which it is executed, he

should imagine that there is a difference of two hundred years in the

date of their execution.
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er from thence his beloved Eurydice, so elegantly told by

Virgil. According to Winkelraann, it is the story of Thetis

transformed into a serpent to avoid the pursuit of Peleus.

M. Von Veltheim supposes that the story of Admetus recov-

ering his wife Alcestes from Elysium is engraved upon it.

The learned Visconti conjectures that it may record the mar-

riage of Peleus and Thetis ; while the philosophic poet, Dr.

Darwin, is of opinion that the figures of this funeral urn do

not represent the history of any particular family or event,

but that they express part of the ceremonies of the Eleusin-

ian mysteries invented in Egypt, and afterward transferred

into Greece. The ceremonies consisted of scenic exhibitions,

representing and inculcating the expectation of future life

after death, and Dr. Warburton has with great learning and

ingenuity, shown that the descent of Aeneas into hell, de-

scribed in the sixth book of the Aeneid, is a poetical account

of the representations of the future state in these mysteries.

Dr. Darwin divides the vase into two compartments, and

supposes that the first is emblematical of mortal life, express-

ed by a female figure in a reclining and dying attitude ; in

her left hand, the elbow of v/hich supports her as she sinks,

she holds an inverted torch, while the right hand is raised

and thrown over her drooping head ; she sits on a mass of

broken marble under a tree of deciduous leaf, attended by

two persons, who seem to express the horror with which man-

kind regarded death ; the second compartment he considers

to represent immortal life, expressed by a male figure enter-

ing the gate of Elysium, conducted by Divine Love under the

figure of Cupid, and received by a beautiful female represent-

ing Immortality, and having between her knees a large and

playful serpent, which from its annually renewing its exter-

nal skin, has ever been esteemed an emblem of renovated

youth. At the left of the female, with one foot sunk into

the earth, the other raised upon a column, and his chin rest-

ing upon his hand, stands an aged figure, who under the char-

Mm
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acter of Pluto receives the stranger-spirit with inquisitive at-

tention, and prepares to assign him his place within the bless-

ed Elysium.

On the bottom of the vase, there is another figure on a

larger scale than those we have already mentioned, with a

Phrygian cap upon the head, and the finger pointing towards

the lips, which Dr. Darwin supposes to represent a priestess,

'whose office it was to exclude the uninitiated, and to guard

the secrets of the temple. Upon the handle of the vase are

represented two aged heads with the ears of a quadruped,

and, from the middle of the forehead, rises a kind of tree

without leaves. These latter are generally considered as

mere ornaments, and to have no connection with the story re-

presented upon the vase.

The question has been recently discussed, and with some

earnestness, whether the vases which have been so long de-

signated as Etruscan, may not have been of Grecian manu-

facture, since there have been great quantities of them dis-

covered in the Athenian tombs ; and several English travel-

ers, among others Mr. Hamilton, have pronounced them em-

})hatically Grecian. Wherever or whenever they may have

originated, the paintings upon these ancient vases are ex-

tremely interesting, on account of the subjects represented,

and of the beauty of the workmanship.

The next painter of celebrity, whom we find mentioned

in ancient history, is Panaenus of Athens, who lived in the

age of Pericles, 446 years before the Christian era, and is

celebrated for having painted upon the walls of the Paecile,

a representation of the battle of Marathon, between the

Greeks and the Persians, and introduced into it portraits of

Miltiades, and the general officers on both sides, so that they

could be easily distinguished from each other.

Phidias, whose name is as familiar to every man of education,

as his own, was the brother of Panaenus, and excelled both in

painting and in sculpture, but particularly in the latter. The

"^^
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performances of Phidias, particularly his Olympic Jupiter and

the statue of the goddess Minerva in the Pantheon at Athens,

remain, even to the present day, to claim our admiration.*

During the government of Pericles, which lasted twenty

years, Athens, the capital of Attica, had become the most

magniiScent city in Greece, and her most skilful artists had

adorned it, with more costly temples, porticos and other

works of art, than Rome, though mistress of the world, could

boast in seven centuries.

The next great name of this epoch is Polygnotus of Thasos,

who was employed to paint in the hall at Delphos. These

pictures representing scenes subsequent to the destruction of

Troy, and Ulysses consulting the spirit of Tiresias in Hades,

have been minutely described by Pausanias- They were

necessarily works of immense labor, from the number of

figures introduced into each, but were entirely without any

idea of composition, perspective, or light and shade. Each
figure had its appropriate action, consistent with its history

and character, but no connection in lines with its neighbor

;

and, that the observer might be at no loss of time in consider-

ing whom they represented, the painter had placed a name
to every figure.

With this simplicity of manner and materials, the art

seems to have proceeded for several years, till the appearance

of Apollodorus, the Athenian, who flourished 400 years be-

fore the Christian era. His name is particularly mentioned

by Pliny as having discovered the principle of beauty, or

rather having first adopted it in painting ; for it had long

been known and practised in sculpture.

The system of Apollodorus, to whatever perfection he may
have raised it, was eagerly embraced by his pupil and suc-

* The remains of the statue of the Eleusinian Ceres by Phidias, were

purchased by the late Dr. Clarke, of Jesus College, Cambridge ; and af-

ter being removed, at considerable labor and expense, from Greece to

England, are now placed in the library of that university.

2*

^
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cesser Zeuxis of Heraclea, who, according to Quintilian, was

the first artist who understood the proper management of

lights and shades, and excelled in coloring ; though Pliny

and other authors tell us that there w^ere but four colors then

in use, white, yellow, red and black.

His most celebrated picture was the ' Helena,' which he

jiaiuted for the Crotonians, as an ornament for their temple

of Juno. Desirous of combining every quality which might

constitute a perfect beauty, he selected five of the handsomest

females at Crotona, and transferred to his picture, from their

unveiled charms, all that he observed to be the most beautiful

in each. Of the manner of his death, the following whimsi-

cal anecdote is recorded : having painted a comical woman,

whilst he was attentively surveying it, he was seized with

such a violent fit of laughter, that he died upon the spot.

Timanthes, Eupompus, Androcides, and Parrhasius, the

Ephesian, all flourished in the same era with Zeuxis. The

latter however, Parrhasius, is the only one, who may be said

to have rivalled him ; and it is difficult, to say which carried

the art to the greatest extent, or was most vain glorious.

The story related by Pliny of their contest, is not decisive

on the former point, since those pictures had little to do with

the real excellence of either artist, except in the one quality

of coloring. Zeuxis painted grapes, and on exhibiting his

pictures, the birds came v/ith the greatest avidity to pluck

them. The rival artist then proceeded to display his perform-

ance, and on being introduced to the spot, Zeuxis exclaimed,

• Remove your curtain, that we may see the painting.' The

curtain was the painting, and Zeuxis confessed himself van-

quished, exclaiming, ' Zeuxis has deceived birds, but Parrha-

sius has deceived Zeuxis himself.'

Timanthes, the Cythnian, the competitor with Parrhasius,

is renowned for his vigor of imagination. His most celebra-

ted works were ' The sleeping Polyphemus' and ' The Im-

molation of Iphigenia in Aulis,' painted, as Quintilian in-

^M:
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forms US, in contest with Calotes of Teos, a painter and

sculptor from the school of Phidias. One of his pictures, a

portrait of a prince, ^very perfect and full of majesty', re-

mained at the time Pliny wrote, about 400 years afterward,

in the temple of Peace, at Rome.

The art now continued to advance with rapid strides.

Nature was the guide ; and to develope her various charms

in expression, shape and color, the object of the artists.

' To such a pitch of excellence,' says Pliny, ' was painting

at this time advanced among the Greeks, that it was thought

worthy of being ranked at tl\e head of the liberal arts, was

ordered to be taught to the sons of the higher classes, and

forbidden to be practised by slaves.'

Pamphilus, of Amphipolis, was the first painter of antiqui-

ty who joined to his art the study of Mathematics and Geom-
etry; and to him, Apelles, the unrivalled hero of Grecian

painting, was indebted for his initiation to its mysteries.

This extraordinary man appears, if we give full credit to

the traditions concerning him, to have been endowed with a

more perfect combination of rare talent and excellent quali-

ties, than has either before or since, fallen to the lot of any

individual. In addition to this, he had the happiness to live

at a period when the genius of his country had reached its

highest point of cultivation.

Apelles was born in the Island of Cos, and flourished in

the time of Alexander the Great, about 330 years before the

Christian era. The characteristic excellence of all his per-

formances was grace, and in this he claimed the preeminence.

His coloring was chaste and simple ; and, according to Pliny,

he used four colors only. The varnish with which he colored

his pictures was of a peculiar kind, and served to soften and

harmonize his tints. The well known friendly contest of

Apelles and Protogenes of Rhodes stands as a fact on un-

deniable testimony. Being highly delighted with a picture

of lalysus, painted by Protogenes, Apelles sailed for Rhodes,
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and proceeded to his house with great eagerness to examine

the works of an artist known to him only by name. Proto-

genes was absent from home, but an old woman was left

watching a canvas, which was fitted in a frame for painting.

Upon her asking Apelles his name, that she might inform her

master on his return, * tell him,' says Apelles, * he was en-

quired for by this person,' at the same time, taking up a

pencil he drew on the canvas a line of great delicacy.

When Protogenes returned, the old woman acquainted him

with what had happened. The artist upon contemplating

the fine stroke of the line, immediately pronounced that

Apelles had been there, for so finished a work could be pro-

duced by no other person. Protogenes, however, himself

drew a finer line of another color, and as he was going out,

ordered the old w^oman to show that line to the stranger if he

came again, and say, this is the person for whom you are en-

quiring. Apelles returned and saw the line ; he would not

for shame be overcome, and therefore in a color, different

from either of the former, he drew some lines so exquisitely

delicate, that it was utterly impossible for finer strokes to be

made. Protogenes, on his return, confessed the superiority

of Apelles, flew to the harbor in search of him, and resolved

to leave the canvas with the lines on it, for the astonish-

ment of future artists. It was afterward taken to Rome,

where it was seen by Pliny himself, who speaks of it, as

having the appearance of a large blank surface ; the extreme

delicacy of the lines rendering them invisible, except on close

inspection. Beloved, honored and employed by Alexander,

Apelles had the happiness of enjoying that fulness of renown,

to which he was so justly entitled. Alexander, the envy

and admiration of the world, treated him with the familiarity

of a friend ; ordained that none others should presume to

paint his likeness ; frequently visited him, and crowned his

favors by a sacrifice to friendship of a most uncommon nature

among men. The paintings produced by this eminent artist
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were very numerous, but the most celebrated were the pic-

ture of * Alexander, in the character of Jupiter,' in the temple

of Diana at Ephesus, highly extolled for its effect, and the

boldness of its relief; the hand which was raised, appearing

to come forward, and the lightning to be out of the picture

;

and that of ' Venus emerging from the sea,' and pressing her

wet locks with her hands, which, being taking to Rome, was

placed in the temple dedicated to Julius Caesar by Augustus.

Aristides of Thebes, the pupil of Euxeridas, was a con-

temporary of Apelles ; but unable to rival him in harmony

and grace of color and execution, he followed in the steps of

Timanthes. He was the first, according to Pliny, who, by

the rules of art, attained the knowledge of expressing the

passions and emotions of the mind ; for so effective was the

earnestness of a suppliant, painted by him, that his voice

seemed to escape from the canvas. His most celebrated

picture which was in the possession of Alexander the Great,

is the ' sacking of a city taken by storm,' in which is repre-

sented a woman who had received a mortal wound upon her

breast, endeavoring to prevent her infant, eager for its nour-

ishment, from drawing the blood instead of the milk ; a sub-

ject which it must have required great discriminative power

of mind and hand to execute. Aristides painted also a pic-

ture of a ' Battle between the Greeks and Persians,' in which

were introduced one hundred figures, for each of which he

was paid by Mnason, king of Elatea, ten pounds of silver.

At this period, the art of painting was practised in Greece

by a great number of ingenious men, renowned for their dis-

tinctive excellences. With Asclepiodorus, Nichomachus,

Nicophanes and Nicias, all nearly contemporaries, the art

arrived at its utmost height ; and although it continued to be

practised by a succession of distinguished men, many of

whose names are handed down to us, and who strenuously

contended against the formidable difficulties presented by the

scenes of luxury and confusion which opposed them, yet
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their efforts to uphold its dignity were in vain. Their

country, weakened by domestic broils, became subjugated by ,

the Romans ; its arts and its energies expired with its liber- ^

ties ; while the spirit which animated them being removed,

they fell to rise no more, at least for ages. ^

.1
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CHAPTER III.

Akt OF Painting among the Romans— Fabius suknamed Pic-

TOK— Portrait of Nero— The oldest paintings at Rome—
Baths of Titus— The Aldobrandine Marriage— Paintings

at Herculaneum and Pompeii— Arabesque painting— De-

cat OF the Art at Rome.

From the preceding condensed account of the Greek

painters, it will be seen that many of their most celebrated

works were transported to Rome for the embellishment of

temples and public edifices ; and we might be naturally led

to conclude that painting would be successfully practised and

patronised among the Romans at an early period of the re-

public. But this warlike people were too much occupied

with schemes of aggrandizement and military fame, to devote

much attention to the cultivation of the arts ; and it was not

till the time of the emperors that anything like encourage-

ment was bestowed upon them in Italy. The earliest satis-

factory account of the art being practised at Rome, is in the

year 450 of the city, or 303 years before the Christian era ;

when Fabius, a patrician, who had traveled in Greece, where

he had an opportunity of studying the works of the great

masters, employed himself in painting the Temple of Health,

which was accidentally destroyed by fire in the reign of

Claudius. *^

The example of Fabius, surnamed Pictor, from his pro-

fession, does not appear to have been followed by any of his

fellow citizens. A century and a half elapsed before the

tragic poet Pacuvius amused his declining years with paint-

ing the Temple of Hercules in the Forum Boarium. Time-
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machus of Byzantium, who flourished at Rome about fifty

years before the Christian era, in the reign of JuHus Caesar,

was succeeded by Araelius and Ludius, the latter of whom
decorated many of the magnificent temples erected by Au-

gustus. The emperor Nero gave considerable encourage-

ment to artists during the first years of his reign ; and had

his own portrait painted upon canvas in the proportion of

one hundred and twenty feet in height, so that it might ex-

ceed in size the stupendous statue of Jupiter, sculptured by

Phidias for the temple of Olympus. The picture was con-

sumed by lightning, and the Roman people felt that the

Thunderer had thus avenged himself for this impious insult.

In the reign of Vespasian are mentioned Cornelius Pinus

and Ascius Priscus, as having ornamented temples dedicated

to Virtue and Honor, which that emperor caused to be re-

paired.

Nearly all the works of which we have noticed in history,

whether in Rome or elsewhere, were the productions of

Greek artists ; consequently there cannot be said to have

been any Roman style of painting. Among the few pictures

painted at Rome of which the name of the artist is recorded,

was the ' Triumph of Paulus ^milius' by Metrodorus the

philosopher, whom he brought from Athens, as tutor to his

son Scipio. It must have been a picture of great magnitude,

if it gave a true representation of the triumph, which, for one

part of the train, is said to have been attended with two

hundred and fifty chariots filled with statues and pictures.

This very abundant supply, which flowed from the conquest

of Greece and its colonies in Sicily, was perhaps one power-

ful means of paralyzing any talent for painting which might

have sprung up among the Romans. So long as the demand

found sufficient supply at the easy rate of conquest, there

could be little encouragement to native artists, particularly

as the Romans soon acquired sufficient taste to prefer the

works of the ancient Greeks to any productions of their own
day.
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As to the specimens of ancient art that have reached us,

the very small proportion is much less to be wondered at,

than that any of them at all should have survived, consider-

ing how very few centuries suffice for the entire destruction

of the ornamental painting of our best preserved buildings

;

for of that description alone are those that have been found

in Italy. Of movable pictures, such as the finer works of

the Greeks are recorded to have been, no vestige has ever

come to light, and probably never can. Indeed, when we
consider the devastation to which Italy was exposed, and the

barbarous ignorance under which that country lay for so

many centuries, cooperating with the slow but sure tooth of

time, it is only the singularly favorable circumstances of con-

cealment and protection under the hermetical seal of a mass

of melted rock, that could have succeeded in preserving in

any degree, the monuments of ancient art. The oldest

paintings found at Rome were chiefly the ornamental works

of baths,* either in pencil or mosaic. Various collections

have been published of them, and much discussion has been

excited among the learned antiquaries of Italy. The work

which has principally attracted notice, is an antique fresco,

now in the Vatican Museum, representing a wedding, known

by the name of the Aldobrandine Marriage. It was dis-

covered about the year 1600, during the pontificate of

Clement VIII, not far from the church of Santa Maria

Maggiore, in the district, where formerly were the gardens

of Mecaenas ; from this spot it was carried into the Aldo-

brandini Ville, whence its name. "VVinkelmann supposed it

to be the wedding of Peleus and Thetis ; the Count Bondy,

that of Manlius and Julia. ^
The ancient paintings more recently discovered at Hercu-

* The walls and vaulted ceilings of the different apartments of the

Baths of Titus, many of which are subterranean and quite dark, are

covered with a smooth stucco, upon which the fresco paintings are exe-

cuted.

3
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laneum and Pompeii, two Roman towns buried beneath the

lava of Vesuvius in the 79th year of the Christian era, are

equally interesting.* They were all executed in fresco and

generally in two colors, the figures being red, and painted

upon a black ground ; but occasionally several colors of

brilliant hues were blended, producing a very pleasing effect,

although but little taste was exhibited in composition. This

mode of decoration appears to have been used as much in

ancient times, as it is at the present day ; but instead of

being done by stamps or printed paper, it was produced en-

tirely by the hand of the artist. The subjects of these paint-

ings are generally representations of theatrical exhibitions,

gladiatorial combats, races and games, with figures and ani-

mals in grotesque and imperfect shapes. The ornaments

consist of arabesque, with panelings, architectural orna-

ments, and square or round medallions representing subjects

of poetry or of fancy ; in other places stucco bas-reliefs (the

grounds painted of a deep blue or other color, like cameos)

take the place of pictures. The arabesque paintings! seem

to have been the favorite subject of the ancient frescos,

* Herculaneum was covered by successive streams of lava which

have elevated the surface of the earth from 70 to 100 feet. Pompeii

was overwhelmed by a shower of ashes, pumice and stone forming a bed

of variable depth, but seldom exceeding 12 or 14 feet, loose and pliable

in texture and therefore easily removed, so far as completely to uncover

and expose the subjacent buildings. The latter city remained buried

for 1676 years. The first indication of ruins were observed in 1689, but

the excavations did not commence till 1755.

t Arabesques are flower pieces, consisting of all kinds of leaves and

flowers, real or imaginary, and are so called from the Arabians, who
first used them, because they were not permitted to copy beasts and men.

As they were also used by the Moors, they were sometimes called

Moresques. These ornaments are properly called Grotesques, because

they are found in the ruined buildings of the ancient Romans and in

subteiTanean chambers, which the Italians call grottos. Raphael was

well aware of their beauty, and made great use of them in painting the

Porticos of the Vatican.
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generally displaying great elegance and taste, as well as

fertility of invention.

But the Romans and the Roman emperors, whatever sub-

ject they may have created for the pencil, found no native

talent able to convey them to posterity. Nothwithstanding

the magnificence and splendor of the Augustan age, the arts

of painting and sculpture continued to fail in every valuable

quality, till at length the irruptions of the northern nations in

the year 476 put an end both to Grecian and Roman efforts,

which for several centuries, lay buried in one common grave,

beneath the ruins of the Roman empire.
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CHAPTER IV.

State of the Art during the Dark Ages — But tartiallt ex-

tinguished — The Vatican Virgil— Copies of Terence—
Effect of the reign of Constantine upon the Arts— Rome
attacked by the Goths— The Mausoleum of Adrian— The
Emperor Constans— Introduction op painted glass into

the churches —Art cherished by the Popes, and by the

HIGHER classes OF SOCIETY— ThE UrSINI FaMILY— GUELPHS
AND GhIBELLINES.

For nearly a thousand years, during what are termed the

Dark Ages, the fine arts, as well as the sciences, were

shrouded in that mortal gloom which rested upon the world

;

and it was only occasionally that a beam of intelligence broke

forth to give evidence that the empire of mind was not wholly

a desolation. Greece had become extinct as a nation, and

her arts and literature were buried in the same tomb with

her political greatness. Rome in her turn, ere she had

fairly acquired a taste for the arts, sufficient to encourage

their practice, was trampled under the foot of the Goth ; and

the rude barbarians who governed the Western, and the

superstitious Saracens who ruled the Eastern empire, alike

spurned such refinements. We are not however to suppose

that there existed a total eclipse of the liberal arts during the

Dark Ages. Evidence sufficient has been collected to prove,

that at no period of its history was Italy totally destitute of

painters, and even painters of native birth ; and there is

every reason to suppose, that the curious pictures of the

Vatican Virgil, illustrating the remarkable incidents of the

Georgics, the Bucolics and the Aeneid may have been a
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production of the fourth century. Two ancient illuminated

copies of Terence also ai'e supposed to have been executed

in the time of Constantine, who, in removing the seat of

empire from Rome, in consequence of the opposition of the

senate and people to the reception of Christianity, did more

towards the destruction of the arts than any of his predeces-

sors. Resolved to transfer the seat of government to a situa-

tion in the neighborhood of ancient Troy, he was induced to

select Byzantium on account of its advantageous situation,

and proceeded forthwith to remove from Rome and Italy,

whatever of sculpture, statuary and painting was valuable,

and even transferred the artists to his new capital, where

they were to realize all the extravagant ideas he had con-

ceived of its future grandeur. The finest buildings of Rome
were taken down, and the materials carried to Byzantium,

where the ill taste and clumsy execution of the architects,

produced an inextricable confusion of orders and of sculptured

work, which they endeavored to conceal by surcharging the

edifice with ornament, thus producing a species of patchwork,

of which some specimens still remain at Constantinople.

In the year 537 the Goths made an attack upon Rome,

which likewise proved very disastrous to the ancient monu-

ments. Procopius mentions, that in the assault they made

upon the fortress, formerly the Mausoleum of Hadrian,* the

* The Moles Hadriani was built by the emperor, as a sepulchre for

himself, and for persons of the imperial family ; and was also the tomb

of his successors, the Antonines. In the middle ages there were for-

tresses on the Colosseum, the baths of Titus, at the arch of Titus, and at

many other positions occupied by the powerful families. Of these

fortresses, the Mausoleum of Adrian, now called the Castle of St. Angels,

(from the vision of an angel sheathing his sword, which Gregory the

Great saw resplendent on the summit, when that pope went to offer up

prayers for the deliverance of Rome from a pestilence,) was the most

important, both by reason of its massive structure and from its situa-

tion, commanding the ^lian bridge, which was then the only entrance

into Rome from the north.

3*
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ample summit of which was ornamented with statues of great

value, the Romans who defended the walls, broke them into

pieces, for the purpose of hurling them down upon the enemy.

From the state in which many of the remnants of ancient

art are now found, it is not improbable that a great propor-

tion of them were subjected to a similar fate ; more espe-

cially as the public buildings, where these monuments were

generally deposited, were often exposed to attack, from the

shelter they afforded to those who sought their protection.

Tiraboschi is of opinion that more destruction ensued from

this cause than from any wilfulness of the victorious Goths,

as they appear to have shown considerable regard for sculp-

ture, at least, and continued to give it encouragement, even

after they had made themselves masters of Italy. An enu-

meration is given of the workmen employed in repairing and

embellishing the royal palace of the Gothic monarch in the

sixth century, in which are mentioned the architects employed,

the marble sculptors, the founders of bronze, those who con-

structed the domes, and the workers in stucco and mosaic ; but

no mention being made of painters, he questions whether

they gave any encouragement to the art. Neither do any

writers of the age make mention of its practice, except in the

lives of the Popes, where it is recorded that some of the

churches were decorated with pictures.

Although devastation continued its course during the con-

stant struggle which succeeded the invasion of the Goths,

yet the barbarity of the Lombards proved less fatal than the

rapacity of the Greeks themselves. For when the emperor

Constans, in the year 663, began to follow the example of

his predecessors, in stripping Italy of her treasures of ancient

art, he swept away everything that he could transport to

Constantinople, even to the bronze covering of the roof of

the Pantheon. Neither are we without the record of pictures

in the time of the Lombards. In the year 705, Pope John

VII. was employed in the decoration of some Roman churches
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with paintings ; his example was followed by Pope Gregory

III, and, besides the works in mosaic, which are frequently
I

mentioned by the writers of that period. Pope Zachary had

a description of the world, probably a map, painted upon the '

walls of the Vatican Palace ; and the Bishop of Ravenna

caused to be painted a series of portraits of himself and his ;

predecessors. Towards the end of the eighth century,
|

stained glass was introduced as an ornament to church i

windows. Every succeeding pope sought to surpass his pre-
;

decessor in the decorations of their favorite churches, in the
j

variety and profusion of brilliantly colored glass, rich carved

work or fresco representations of Scripture subjects ; and to

this custom may be attributed the preservation of the art,

during a period of comparative barbarism. Of the numerous

list of popes who occupied the chair of St. Peter, during the

ninth and tenth centuries, there is not one in whose praise it

is not recorded, that he ornamented certain churches with
|

mosaics and pictures. As to the eleventh century, we derive i

from the chronicles of the ancient churches, abundant evi- I

dence of the practice at least of painting, however inferior

may have been the merit of the execution ; particularly in

the account of the celebrated convent of Monte Casino, and

of the rebuilding of the Lateran palace in the twelfth centu-

ry, which is particularly said to have been ornamented with

pictures. The practice was not confined to Rome and its

neighborhood, but seems to have extended itself to all the

different parts of Italy ; and the demand for pictures, created

by the newly established churches, which daily arose in the

different quarters of Europe, as the light of Christianity pro-

gressively diffused itself, gave full employment to the Greek

and Itahan artists.

When the train of evils, which had for so long a period

deluged Italy, began to subside, and the people, worn out by

oppression, felt the independence of nature stirring under the

yoke, they soon discovered the possibility of shaking it off.
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In various quarters tyranny began to shrink into its shell,

and free republican states were formed. The citizen could

regard his property as his own, and exerted himself to in-

crease it. Wealth flowed in, and brought along with it, its

usual concomitant, a desire for luxuries. Fortunately for

the arts, munificence directed its attention towards the em-

bellishment of the churches, as a means of extending fame,

and at the same time of acceptable service to the priesthood,

who in their turn lavished the easy requital of indulgences,

and expiation of those acts of violence and crime, to which

the turbulent manners of the times exposed the higher class-

es of society.* This dawning of encouragement was not

without its effect in preparing the way for the revival of a

better taste. The emulations of the wealthy excited the in-

vention of the artists to gain favor ; and they obtained an

opportunity of extending their knowledge from the increasing

intercourse with foreign nations to which the Crusades gave

rise. They were led to borrow refinement from the elegan-

cies and luxuries of eastern manners ; to extend their obser-

vation, and gradually to improve their taste ; and, finally,

they had the stimulus of an entirely new subject, upon which

to exercise their genius—namely, the triumphs of Chris-

tianity.

* The Ursini family, the head of a powerful faction, and the rivals

and antagonists of the Colonna family at Rome, originated from Spoleto

in the twelfth century. The feuds between these two families, kept the

city of Rome in a state of internal war for 250 years, including the

seventy years, during which the popes, from their inability to control

these factions, quitted Rome, and fixed their seat at Avignon. The
Colonna were Ghibellines, and took the part of the German emperors

;

the Ursini were Guelphs, and embraced the cause of the church, but the

real object of both parties was to obtain dominion and preeminence in

Rome.
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CHAPTER V.

Revival of the Art of Painting— Triumph of Christianity—
Florence the Restorer op the Eine Arts— Church of St.

Mark at Venice— Mosaics by Andrew Tapi at Florence—
Giovanni CiJiABUE— His frescos at Assisi— Mosaic in the

DuoMO at Pisi— Duccio— His paintings at Siena— Giot-

to —The Navicella at St. Peters— Origin of the Cruci-

fix — Taddeo Gaddi— His works at Florence and Abezzo—
SiMONE Memmi— Invention and history of the Art of Mo-
saic Work— Pisa— Paintings at the Campo Santo— Illu-

minated MSS.— Invention of Printing— The Florentine
Academy founded.

The art of painting was revived in Europe about the end

of the thirteenth or the beginning of the fourteenth century,

when, an important change had taken place in the moral

world, under the influence of which we are now to see the

arts called into view. Hitherto they have been subservient

to the purposes of heathen worship, and employed almost

exclusively in ministering to the absurdities of pagan mythol-

ogy, but from this time they appear under the auspices of the

Christian religion. Instead of imaginary deities and im-

probable legends, the subjects of the pencil are now to be

drawn from the remarkable history of the chosen race, the

incidents of our Savior's life, and the lives of the first min-

isters of our faith.

To Florence is generally given the credit of being the

mother and restorer of the fine arts in Italy ; but there are

many other cities which do not willingly admit of this prece-

dence. At Sienna is a picture of the Virgin, painted by

Guido of that city, bearing the date of 1221, and at Bologna
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they show pictures of similar antiquity, some of them singu-

lar from being painted on gilt canvas. At Venice too, on

the ceiling and upper walls of St. Mark* are a number of

mosaics on a gold ground, representing subjects from the

New Testament, executed in the severest Byzantine manner

;

and upon the vaults and lunettes of the vestibule surrounding

the church, are represented scenes from the Old Testament,

from the creation to Moses, certainly not later in their exe-

cution than the twelfth century.

Among the older Italian writers, the question of priority in

the study of the arts, is a subject of bitter controversy. But

the probability is, that the art began to improve generally,

and at the same time, wherever it was practised, so soon as

the circumstances of the times held forth any encouragement,

which doubtless would be more favorable to some states than

to others ; and as Florence in particular, was happily situated

in this respect, the effects naturally showed themselves there

more prominently ; and although perhaps not strictly entitled

to the name of the Restorer of the Fine Arts, she decidedly

took the lead in this great event. To the period of the

thirteenth century have been assigned the mosaics on the

cupola of the Baptistery at Florence, executed by Andrea

Tafi, who having heard that some Greek artists were em-

ployed in ornamenting the church of St. Mark at Venice,

went thither, and cultivating an acquaintance with one of

them, called Apollonius, finally prevailed upon him to become

his instructor, and to accompany him to Florence. The sub-

jects of these mosaics, ascribed jointly to Tafi and Apollo-

nius, represent the ' History of the Creation,' the ' Life of

Joseph,' the * Life of Christ' and the ' Life of John the Bap-

tist ;' and over the principal chapel is a gigantic figure of

* The church of St. Mark was built about the year 1000, and con-

tained the body of St. Mark, brought from Alexandria by the Venetians

in the year 829. The first church of St. Mark on the same side, was

built in 828 J and destroyed by fire in 976.
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Christ, finished entirely by Tafi, the execution of which

must have cost him much care and labor.

An impetus having thus been given to the art at a period

when the sciences were almost extinct in Italy, in conse-

quence of the perpetual wars and contests in that country,

the credit of its revival, according to the authority of Vasari,

whose excellent work of the ' Lives of the Painters,' was

published at Florence in the middle of the sixteenth century,

has been assigned to Giovanni Cimabue. He was born of a

noble family at Florence in 1240, and spent whole days in

observing the manner of working of some Greek artists, who

were employed, at this time, in ornamenting a chapel under

the church of St. Maria Novella. Having displayed a de-

cided inclination for the art, his father was prevailed upon to

place Giovanni with them as a scholar, and he applied him-

self so incessantly to the practice, that, in a short time he

proved superior to his instructors, both in coloring and de-

sign ; executing not only historical subjects, but also portraits

after the life, which was considered at that period as a won-

derful effort of the art. Of his numerous works at Florence,

little now remains except his ' Madonna with the infant

Christ' at St. Maria Novella, in which are represented angels

kneeling on either side ; the frame is ornamented with small

medallions, in which are introduced heads of the saints.

This picture, and another of the same subject, formerly in

St. Trinita, but now preserved in the Academy, are painted

in distemper, a preparation of colors mixed with size and

water, and are well preserved. The use of oil in painting

was not discovered till the year 1410.

But an adequate idea of the genius of Cimabue can alone

be formed by examining his large frescos in the church of

St. Francis, at Assisi.* The church itself is remarkable in

* Assisi, the birth place and residence of St. Francis, the founder of

the mendicant order of Franciscans, one of the most numerous of the
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the history of architecture, having been erected by foreign

artists in the first half of the thirteenth century, in the Gothic

style, which was then uncommon in Italy. Two churches,

of almost equal extent, are apparently built one over the

other ; the under one forming originally the sepulchral church

of St. Francis, while the upper one alone was dedicated to

the usual religious services of the monastery. Here, upon

one side, Cimabue painted in sixteen compartments, with

figures something larger than life, the Histories of the Old

Testament from the creation of the world to the story of Joseph

and his Brethren ; and, on the opposite side, the same num-

ber of subjects, from the New Testament, beginning with

the Annunciation and ending with the Resurrection.

Although the greater part of these pictures have suffered

greatly from the destructive hand of time, yet several of them

are tolerably and some of them perfectly preserved ; and

are, notwithstanding the rudeness of their execution, in so

grand and simple a style, as to strike with astonishment the

traveler, who has been taught to expect in the first efforts of

the art, nothing beyond an imperfect attempt at imitation.

The greater portion of the large mosaic, which adorns the

chief tribune of the Duomo, at Pisa, representing the Savior

in colossal size, with John the Baptist and the Madonna

beside him, was executed according to authentic documents,

by Cimabue, towards the close of his life, probably about the

year 1300.

Another artist, whose manner resembles that of Cimabue,

but in a far more developed form is Duccio, who flourished at

Sienna in 1311, at which time he was engaged in painting the

great altar piece for the cathedral of that city. His picture

representing the Madonna and saints in large size, still exists,

inscribed with the name of the master, and is a surprisingly

monastic orders, is situated about nine miles from Spolcto, on the road

to Perugia. St. Francis was born in 1182, and died in 1226, at the age

of forty-four years.
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perfect example of the first style of raodern painting. To
this artist is ascribed the revival of inlaid mosaic work, some

of which still remains in the floor of the cathedral.

The next master of note, whom we find mentioned in the

history of the art, is Giotto, who was born at Yespignano,

a village near Florence, in the year 1276, and died in that

city in 1336. It is said that he was originally a shepherd

boy, and that Cimabue di&covered him drawing his flock,

after the life, upon the sands, took him home, and gave him

instruction in painting. He had not applied himself long to

designing, before he began to shake off the stiffness of the

Grecian masters ; and his works so far exceeded what had

been done for two centuries, that his fame reached Pope

Benedict IX, who sent a person into Tuscany to bring him

a just report of Giotto's talents ; and also to procure a design

from each of the Florentine painters, that he might form

some opinion of their skill. When he came to Giotto, he

took a sheet of white paper, and setting his arm to his hip to

keep it steady, drew with one stroke of his pencil a circle so

exactly, that ' round as Giotto's 0' became a proverb. The

pope, who understood something of the art, immediately

comprehended how much Giotto excelled the other painters of

his time ; and accordingly sent for him to come to Rome,

where he executed many pieces, and, amongst others, the

celebrated mosaic of the ' Navicella' or boat of St. Peter, in

the vestibule of St. Peter's church in that city. It represents

a ship with the disciples on an agitated sea ; the winds per-

sonified in human or inhuman shape, storm against it ; above

appear the Fathers of the Old Testament speaking comfort

to the sufferers. According to the early Christian symboli-

zation, the ship denoted the church. Nearer and on the

right, in a firm attitude, stands Christ, the Rock of the

church, raising Peter from the waves ; and opposite to him

sits a fisherman in tranquil expectation, denoting the hopes

of the believer. The mosaic has frequently changed its

4
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place, and is now in so mutilated a state, that it retains little

of the original design. Pope Benedict was succeeded by

Clement V, who transferred the papal court to Avignon,

whither he was followed by Giotto.

The best works of Giotto are in the under church of St.

Francis at Assisi, over the sepulchre of the saint, represent-

ing the three vows of the Order, Poverty, Chastity and

Obedience, and the Glorification of the Saint. In the first

vow, that of Poverty, he has evidently followed the allegory

of Dante, who was an intimate friend of the artist, with some

additional embellishment. Poverty appears as a woman

standing amongst thorns, whom Christ gives in marriage to

St. Francis ; in the foreground are two boys, mocking her,

and on each side, stand groups of angels and witnesses of the

holy union. The other designs appear to be Giotto's own in-

vention. Chastity, as a young woman sitting on a strong for-

tress, surrounded by walls and battlements, and angels paying

her homage. In the foreground, a man ' washed in pure

water' is spiritually baptized by angels, and hosts of mailed

warriors stand around for the defence of the fortress. The

allegory of Obedience is not so clear, and loses itself in arbi-

trary symbols. In the fourth representation, St. Francis

appears sitting on a rich throne, clothed in a robe interwoven

with gold, holding in his hands the cross and rules of his

order, while at his side are numerous hosts of angels pro-

claiming the praises of the saint with songs and music.

In the chapel of the Annunziata at Padua, there are sev-

eral frescos by Giotto, containing the lives of Christ, the

Virgin and St. Joseph, in about fifty squares, arranged in

chronological order. Those at the extreme ends are sur-

rounded with tasteful ornaments by way of frame. On the

wall of the refectory of Santa Croce at Florence is a large

' Last Supper,' a subject frequently represented in those

apartments, that it might stand at all times before the eyes

of the assembled monks as the holiest love-feast. And on the
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wall of the chapel in the Palazzo del Podesta have been re-

cently discovered the portraits of Dante, Brunetto Latini,

Corso Donati and others who- at that time shone conspicuous

in literature, and with whom he lived upon terms of intimacy

and friendship.

Giotto, however, did not confine his genius altogether to

painting ; he was likewise both a sculptor and an architect.

In 1327, he formed the design of a magnificent and beautiful

monument for Guido Tarlati, bishop of Arezzo; in 1334, he

undertook the beautiful Gothic campanile or bell-tower ad-

joining the church of Sante Maria del Fiore at Florence, and

many of the statues which adorn the tower were the work of

his hand. To him also has been attributed the invention of

mosaic work and of crucifixes. The former has been very

satisf^torily disproved, and the latter, we trust, rests on a

story which has little foundation. Intending one day to draw

a crucifix to the life, Giotto persuaded a poor man to suffer

himself to be bound to a cross for an hour, at the end of

which time he was to be released, and receive a considerable

reward ; but instead of this, as soon as he had fastened him,

he stabbed him dead, and commenced drawing. When he

had finished his picture, he carried it to the pope, who ex-

pressed himself so much pleased with the copy, that he offer-

ed to show him the original. ' What do you mean ?' said

the pope ;
' will you show me Jesus Christ upon the cross in

person ?' ' No,' said Giotto, ' but I will show your holiness

the original from whence I drew the picture, if you will

absolve me from all punishment.' The pope promised this,

which Giotto believing, attended him to the place where it

was ; so soon as they were entered, he drew back a curtain

which hung before the dead man on the cross, and told him

what he had done. The pope, troubled at so barbarous an

action, retracted his promise, and told Giotto that he should

surely be put to an exemplary death. With seeming resig-

nation Giotto only begged leave to finish the piece before
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he died, which was granted him, and a guard set upon him

to prevent his escape. So soon as it was delivered into his

hands, having previously provided himself with a wash for

the purpose, he daubed the picture all over with it, so that

nothinoj of the crucifix could be seen. At this his Holiness

was so incensed, that he threatened to put Giotto to the most

cruel death, unless he drew another equal to the former, if

so, he would not only give him his life, but also an ample

reward in money. Giotto, as he had reason, desired this

under the pope's signet, that he might not be in danger of a

second repeal. This was granted him, and taking a wet

sponge, he carefully wiped off all the varnish he had daubed

upon the picture, so that the crucifix appeared the same in

all respects as it did before. Whereupon the pope remitted

his punishment, and this crucifix is supposed to be the origi-

nal from which the most famous crucifixes in Europe have

since been drawn.

The most important of Giotto's scholars was Taddeo Gaddi,

who attained his greatest celebrity about the middle of the

fourteenth century. The most memorable works of this artist,

now existing, are subjects from the hfe of the Virgin, painted

on two walls of the Giugni chapel, in Santa Croce at Florence,

and the ' Passion of the Savior,' preserved in the church of the

Holy Ghost at Arezzo. Besides these, there exist some beau-

tifully executed small panel pictures by Taddeo ; several are

in the Florentine Academy ; many are in the Museum at Ber-

lin ; and among these last are some subjects forming a small

altar decoration, inscribed with the name of the artist and the

year 1334, which are particularly worthy of notice.

In the chapel of the Spaniards, which was founded by a

rich Florentine citizen, Mico Guidalotti, in 1322, for the cele-

bration of the then new and enthusiastically received festival

of Corpus Christi, are several paintings which have been at-

tributed to Taddeo Gaddi, and Simone Memmi, his pupil and

assistant. The subjects chiefly exhibit the triumph and glo-
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rification of the Catholic church, the Crucifixion, the Resur-

rection and the Ascension. The painting on the left wall

contains an allegorical representation of the Wisdom of the

Church, in the upper part of which is introduced St. Thomas

Aquinas, who was considered the greatest philosopher of his

time, and had been active in promoting the institution of the

Corpus Christi festival.

Simone Memmi was employed to execute a picture for the

cathedral at Sienna, of which the subject was the * Virgin and

Child attended by Angels,' and also assisted Giotto in the

mosaic painting,* which he undertook for the church of St

Peter at Rome.

* Nothing is known, with certainty, of the invention and history of this

art of mosaic work, in antiquity. It is supposed to have originated in the

East, and to have been brought to perfection among the Greeks ; and

thence communicated to the Romans, in the time of Sylla the Dictator,

about one hundred years before the Christian era. When, in the fifth

century, the aits and sciences were driven from Italy by the distracted

state of the country, this art was preserved by the Byzantine Greeks,

and, with painting, was restored again in the thirteenth century.

Mosaic work is an imitation of painting, by means of colored stones,

pieces of glass, of marble, and even of wood, of different colors, cemented

together with much art. In the most costly mosaics, precious stones have

been cut to furnish materials ; but in common works of this art, enamels

of different colors, manufactm-ed for the purpose, are the materials em-

ployed. This enamel consists of glass mixed with metallic coloring,

heated for several days in a furnace, each color separately. "VVTien suf-

ficiently melted, it is taken out and pom-ed upon a fiat marble slab, then

covered with another, in which state it remains till perfectly cold. The

whole cake is then broken, by means of an iron instrument, into pieces

of a proper shape and size for the artist. These colors, of which there are

17,000 shades, are then properly ranged upon the tables. Having pro-

vided himself with a shallow pan of stone or copper, the size of the pic-

ture the artist intends to represent, he next mixes a paste of pulverized

Travertinoj quicksilver and hnseed oil, which is to remain twenty or

thirty days before it is sufficiently stiff to receive the pieces of enamel.

With the painting to be copied constantly before him, the artist now pro-

ceeds to fix into the paste each piece of the enamel in its proper shade
j

4*
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The skill and success of Giotto excited the emulation of

many among his contemporaries and throughout Italy ; and

the arts having now acquired an earnest of employment and

reputation, of emolument and of honor, no longer wanted

skilful professors or illustrious patrons.

Our attention is next drawn to a place which is important

above all others in the history of the art in the fourteenth cen-

tury ; this is the Campo Sante or cemetery at Pisa,* a vast

rectangle, about four hundred feet in length and one hundred

and eighteen in width, said to have been filled with earth

brought from the Holy Land. The space is enclosed by high

walls, and surrounded on the inside by sixty-two light and ele-

gant gothic arcades. On the east side is a large chapel ; on

the north, two smaller ones ; and opposite to them, on the

south, are the two entrances. The entire walls, from top to

bottom, are covered with fresco paintings, which, although

of no intrinsic merit themselves, are interesting as the early

works of the revivers of the art in Italy.

The most ancient of the paintings at Campo Sante are those

on the east wall, representing the Crucifixion, Resurrection,

and Ascension of our Savior ; and are supposed to have been

executed by Buffalmacco, before the middle of the fourteenth

century. The large pictures on the north wall belong to the

middle of the same century, and were painted by Andrea Or-

cagna, who died in 1389.

The first of these pictures is called the * Triumph of Death.'

and when the whole picture is completed, it is put aside for six months,

to harden, when it is planed off and polished by means of a flat stone and

€mery. A mode has been recently invented of sawing the plate with the

mosaic pieces into two or three sheets, and thus multiplying the pictures.

* According to Pliny, the ancient city of Pisa was founded by a

Greek colony. In the middle ages she became a powerful republic, pos-

sessed of an extensive trade, and the rival of Genoa. The Duomo, or

cathedral at Pisa, was built in 101 6, by Buschetto, a Greek architect ; the

church of St. John, or baptistery, was erected in 1163 ; and the Campo
Santo in the year 1200, by the architect Giovanni Pisano.
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On the right, is a festive company of ladies and cavaliers,

seated under the orange trees, and splendidly attired, who are

apparently Ustening to the music of a troubadour and singing

girl. On the left. Death approaches, under the aspect of a

hideous old woman, with wild, streaming hair, and claws in-

stead of nails, swinging in her hands a scythe, with which she

is about to mow down the joys of the party. At her feet lie,

closely pressed together, a multitude of corpses, representing

kings, queens, cardinals, bishops, warriors, etc., out of which

arise souls, in the form of new-born infants, which are re-

ceived by angels and demons ; the former ascend to heaven

with those they have saved ; while the latter drag their vic-

tims to a fiery mountain, visible on the left, and hurl them

down into the flames below. In another part of the picture

is a second party of dames and princes, on horses splendidly

caparisoned, and a train of hunters with dogs and falcons. A
descending path has led them to three open sepulchres, in

which lie the bodies of three princes, in different stages of de-

cay. Near by stands a decrepid monk, who points dovm

to this bitter ' memento mori.' On the mountain heights are

several hermits, who, in contrast to followers of pleasure, have

attained, in a life of contemplation and abstinence, the highest

joys of human happiness.

The second representation is the ' Last Judgment.' Above,

in the centre of the picture, sit Christ and the Virgin, in sepa-

rate glories. Turning to the left, toward the condemned, with

a countenance full of majestic wrath, the Judge raises his

right arm with a menacing gesture, while the Virgin upon the

right of her Son, is a picture of heavenly mercy ; and turns

away almost terrified at the words of eternal condemnation,

while her countenance and mien express only divine sorrow

for the lost. On both sides sit the Fathers of the Old Testa-

ment, the Apostles and other saints next to them ; over Christ

and the Virgin hover angels, holding the instruments of the

passion ; under them is a group of angels, summoning the dead
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from tlieir graves ; and lower down is the earth, where men
are rising from the graves, and armed angels directing them

to the right and to the left.

Next to the ' Last Judgment,' is a picture of the * Regions

of Eternal Punishment,' represented as a great rocky cal-

dron, divided into four compartments, rising one above the

other. In the midst sits Satan, a fearful, armed giant, out of

whose body flames arise in different places, in which sinners

are consumed or crushed ; and beside him, in various com-

partments, serpents and demons torment the condemned.

Next to this picture, Orcagna intended to have painted a

* Paradise ;' but this design was not executed, and in its place

is the * Life of the Hermits in the Wilderness of the Thebais,'

which may be considered as a continuation of the scene of the

Hermits in the Triumph of Death. This is a well filled pic-

ture, composed of a number of single groups, in which the

calm life of contemplation is represented in the most varied

manner. In front flows the Nile ; a number of hermits are

seen on its shores, who are still subjected to earthly occupa-

tions, some catching fish, some hewing wood, and others car-

rying burthens to the city. Higher up, in the mountain where

the hermits dwell in caves and chapels, they are more and

more estranged from the concerns of the world; but the Temp-

ter, always recognized by his claw feet, follows the spirit of

man even into the wilderness, seeking to divert the pious from

their holy occupations.

In the first division of the arcade on the western walls, are

six large pictures, representing the ' History of St. Ranieri,'

the patron saint of Pisa, painted by Simone Memmi, in 1360 ;

the second division contains six paintings, representing the

' Histories of St. Efeso and St. Potito,' painted by Spinello

Arctino, about the close of the fourteenth century ; and on the

third division of this wall is represented the ' History of Job,'

by Francesco da Volterra, executed in the year 1370. The

portion in which Jehovah, surrounded by angels, gives audi-
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ence to Satan, is very beautiful ; and the irruption of the en-

emy on the possessions of Job, is excellent ; as well as the

visit of his three friends and of Elihu.

These paintings are unfortunately much defaced, and have

been in part destroyed by the erection of sepulchral monu-

ments.

On the north wall are subjects from the Creation to the Del-

uge, ascribed formerly to Buffalmacco, but now supposed to

have been the work of Pietro di Puccio, and executed in the

last ten years of the fourteenth century.

Political disturbances impeded, for a while, the progress of

the works in the Campo Santo ; and it was not till between

the years 1469 and 1485 that Benozzo completed the embel-

lishments, by painting a continued series of frescos, repre-

senting ' Subjects from the Deluge to the Visit of the Queen

of Sheba to Solomon ;' of which the greater part is in good

preservation, and forms one of the most interesting monu-

ments of art of the fifteenth century.

It is remarkable that, among the immense number of coun-

tenances contained in these paintings, we scarcely find any

two alike. The faces, generally speaking, are well done, the

figures and drapery stiff, and the perspective bad ; but the

borders, which form the several compartments, are highly fin-

ished, and, in some instances, even elegant.

It was in the course of this, the fifteenth century, that that

species of painting which had for its object the decoration of

manuscripts, or illuminating, as it is termed, was carried to

great perfection. It became a principal object of luxury and

munificence among the princes and great men of that age, to

possess splendidly illuminated copies of the books of greatest

repute, which, from the very great labor and expense attend-

ing these performances, could only be attained by the wealthy.

The cultivation of this taste, at the particular period at which

it occurred, was a fortunate circumstance for the preservation

of many of the Uterary works of the ancients, which, but for
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the value of these embellishments, might never have reached

our day. They were regarded as gems, upon which too much

care could not be bestowed ; and, considering the perishable

nature of opaque water-colors, with which they are executed,

the brilliancy and state of preservation in which they are

generally found to be, is very surprising. They possess a

wonderful vivacity of coloring, graceful intricacy and playful-

ness, with great truth in the figures of children, animals, flow-

ers, festoons, and every variety of arabesque. It was the cus-

tom for princes who aimed at literary fame, to keep a set of

illuminators constantly in their service, who visited the places

wherever there were valuable works to be copied, and by this

means formed a collection for the employer.*

The artists already mentioned, with others of scarcely in-

ferior merit, occupy a space of nearly two hundred years.

* They were obliged,' says Wilkie, ' to reinvent art ; to intro-

duce it again to the world, and render it acceptable ;
giving

all the interest of a new discovery to every fresh effort of the

mind and hand." The number of painters became soon so

considerable in Florence, that in 1350, fourteen years after

the death of Giotto, a disciple of his, Jacops di Cassentino

* The art of printing was introduced into Italy soon after its invention

in Germany in 1430—40. The first book printed in Italy, of which

scarcely any copies exist, was a grammar for schools, ' Donatus pro

Puerulis,' named from the ancient grammarian Donatus, printed in or

before the year 1465. A second book was printed in Italy the same year,

1465, 'Lactantii Firmiani Divinarum Institutionum, Lib. VII.' Both

were printed at the monastery of German monks at Subjaco, on the Teve-

rone, twenty miles above Tivoli, and forty miles from Rome. The first

book printed at Rome was ' Ciceronis Epistolarum, Lib. XVI,' and was

printed in 1467, in one of the palaces of the Maesimi family. In the city of

Venice, the number of printers rapidly increased, and the art was soon

brought to great perfection there by the elder Aldus Manutius, who lived

from 1447 to 1515, and was succeeded by his son Paolo Manuzzio, cele-

brated for his Ciceronian Latin, and his editions of Cicero. Before the

end of the fifteenth century, printmg houses Avere established in almost

every city of Italy.
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and nine other artists, founded in that city the Florentine

Academy—an institution from which arose a large display of

talent, increasing in worth, till at length, one hundred and

fifty years after its foundation, it gave to the world three great

luminaries, Leonardo da Vinci, IVIichael Angelo Buonarotti,

and Raphael Sanzio da Urbino, whose genius was to bring to

maturity all that was excellent in painting, and to expound

and simplify the rules of art to their successors.
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CHAPTER VI.

Schools of Painting— The Florentine School— The Roman
School— The Venetian School— The Lombard School—
The Flemish School— The Dutch School— The German
School— The Spanish School— The French School— The
English School.

Since the foundation of the Florentine Academy, in the

middle of the fourteenth century, the painters of Europe have

been ranked under the following schools,—a term denominat-

ing a class of artists, who have received instruction from a

certain master, and who consequently discover in their pro-

ductions more or less of his manner and style of coloring and

delineation. The modern schools of painting are generally

thus classed by the historians of art :—1. The Florentine.

2. The Roman. 3. The Venetian. 4. The Lombard.

5. The Flemish. 6. The Dutch. 7. The German. 8. The

Spanish. 9. The French. 10. The English School.

1. The Florentine school, of which the most distinguished

masters are Leonardo da Vinci ; Michael Angelo Buonarotti ;

Baccio della Porta, who took the name of Fra Bartolomeo ;

Andrea Vanucchi, called also ' Del Sarto ;' Daniele Riccia-

relli, surnamed ' Volterra ;' Agnolo Bronzino ; Georgio Va-

sari; Pietro Berritini, commonly called 'Pietro da Cortona;'

and Carlo Dolce.

2. The Roman school, comprehending Raphael ; Giulio

Romano ; Caravaggio ; Carlo Maratti ; and Andrea Sacchi.

2. The Venetian school, with Giorgione ; Titian ; Sebas-

tian del Piombo ; Giacomo Bassano ; Tintoretto ; and Paulo

Veronese.
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4. The Lombard school, with Antonio AU^ri, called Cor-

reggio ; Ludovico Caracci ; Agostino Caracci ; Annibale Ca-

racci ; Guido Reni ; Albani ; Domenichino ; Lanfranco
;

Guercino da Cento ; and Salvator Rosa.

5. The Flemish school, with John Van Eyck (commonly

called John of Burges) ; Stenwjck ; Sprangher ; Rubens

;

Sncyders ; David Teniers the elder; Yandyk ; and David

Teniers the younger.

6. The Dutch school, with Van Ryn Rembrandt ; Albert

Knyp; Brauwer; Van Ostade ; Gerhard Douw ; Metzu;
Wouvermans ; Paul Potter; Mieris; Ruysdael; Vander

Velde ; Vander Leeuw ; and Van Huysum.

7. The German school, with Albert Durer; Lucas Cra-

nach ; Hans Holbein ; Schwarts ; Schoonefeld ; Felix Mey-
er ; Huber ; Raphael Ant. INIengs ; and Zoffany.

8. The Spanish school, with Antonio del Rincon ; Pedro

Campana ; Morales ; Becerra ; Luis de Vargas ; Pablo de

Cespedes ; Ribera, called Spagnoletto ; Velasquez ; Alonza '

Cano ; and Murillo.

9. The French school, with Nicholas Poussin ; Claude Ge-

lee, commonly called Claude Lorraine ; Mignard ; Alphonse

du Fresnoy ; Le Sueur ; Le Brun ; Coypel ; Watteau ; Vi-

en ; and David.

10. The English school, with Jamesone ; Dobson ; Lely

;

Kneller ; 'Richardson ; Thornhill ; Hogarth ; Wilson ; Rey-

nolds ; Gainsborough ; West ; Barry ; Fuseli ; Northcote

;

Beechy ; Stothard ; Raeburn ; Hoppner ; Opie ; Morland ;

Lawrence ; Constable ; Jackson ; Wilkie ; Hilton ; and

Haydon.

*
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CHAPTER VII.

The Florentine School— Leonardo da Vinci — Michael An-
GELO BUONAROTTI— BaCCIO DELLA PoRTA, COMMONLY CALLED

Era Bartolomeo— Andrea del Sarto— Daniele di Volter-

RA— AlESSANDRO AlLORI, CALLED BrONZINO— GlORGIO Va-

SARI— PlETRO DA CORTONA— CaRLO DoLCE,

For many ages, the city of Florence has been one of the

principal seats of the fine arts ; and has produced, in all their

various branches, a number of justly eminent professors.

Her senate, as we have seen, patronized several artists from

Greece, in the thirteenth century, by whom the style and

taste of her students were formed ; and hence arose the elder

Florentine school, at the head of which stands Cimabue, and

which may be said to comprise all the painters of Italy

worthy of notice, until the appearance of Leonardo da Vinci,

with whom commenced the Florentine school, followed by

Michael Angelo and a list of other great masters.

The leading principles of this school may be denominated

grandeur, dignity and force ; attitudes seemingly in motion ;

a certain dark severity ; an expression of strength, by which

grace, perhaps, is excluded ; and a character of design, ap-

proaching to the gigantic. The productions of the Tuscan

artists, who seem to be satisfied with commanding admiration,

may be in some respects considered as overcharged ; but, as

has been justly observed, it cannot be denied that they pos-

sess an ideal majesty which elevates human nature above

mortality.
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LEONAEDO DA VINCI.

Leonardo da Vinci, the master of the Florentine school

of painting, was born at the castle of Vinci, in the lower vale

of the Arno, in the year 1445, and died at the age of seventy-

five, in 1520. Towards the beginning of the century in which

Leonardo was born, the use of oil was adopted as a vehicle

for painting ; and afforded the means of most extensive im-

provement, particularly in color and effect. The discovery

of this very essential advantage to the art of painting, which

so readily enabled it to outstep what had been previously done,

has been generally attributed to John Van Eyck of Brussels,

in 1410, who was accustomed to varnish his distemper pic-

tures with a composition of oils, which was pleasing on ac-

count of the lustre it gave them. In the course of his practice,

he came to mix his colors in oil, instead of water, which he

found rendered them brilliant, without the trouble of varnish-

ing.

In his earliest youth, Leonardo da Vinci devoted himself

to a great variety of studies,—painting, sculpture, anatomy,

architecture, mechanics, poetry and music ; but having ex-

hibited a peculiar fondness for designing, he was placed under

the tuition of Andrea Verocchio, eminent as a sculptor, an

architect, and a painter.

The progress of his pupil equalled the most sanguine ex-

pectations of Verocchio, who, having been employed by the

monks of St. Salvi at Valombrosa, to paint the ' Baptism of

Christ,' ordered the young Da Vinci to paint the Angel which

was to be represented as bearing the garment of Jesus when

he was baptized by St. John. This he did with so much taste

and skill, and so far surpassing the work of his master, that

Verocchio, mortified at seeing himself excelled by his pupil,

abandoned the art from that time, and confined himself en-

tirely to sculpture.
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Thus endowed and constituted to apply the endowments

with energy to every useful and ornamental purpose, fame

soon spread the renown of his uncommon talents throughout

Italy ; and in the year 1494, he was invited to Milan by the

duke Ludovico Sforza,* who appointed him director of the

Academy for architecture, in which capacity he restored the

simplicity and purity of the Greek and Roman models.

About this period the duke, having formed the design of

supplying the city of Milan with water by a new canal, in-

trusted the execution of the project to Leonardo ; in order to

accomplish which, he spent much time in the study of mathe-

matics, applying with double ardor to those parts which might

enlighten him upon the work he had undertaken. To these

studies he joined antiquity and history, observing how the

Ptolemies had conducted the waters of the Nile through the

several parts of Egypt, and how Trajan had opened a com-

merce with Nicomedia, by rendering navigable the lakes and

rivers lying between that city and the sea. At length, he

happily achieved what some thought next to impossible,—the

rendering hills and vallies navigable with security. The ca-

nal, which goes by the name of Montesana, is above two hun-

dred miles in length, passing through the valley of Chiaverna,

and conducting the river Adda to the very walls of Milan.

Having labored some years as an engineer and architect,

he was desired by the duke to adorn the city with his paint-

ings ; and having finished a ' Nativity,' as an altar-piece,

which was presented to the emperor of Germany, and por-

traits of the duke and duchess, he, in 1497, produced his cele-

brated master-piece, the picture of ' The Last Supper,' thirty

feet in length and fifteen in height, the figures being larger

than life, painted on the walls of the refectory, in the convent

* Ludovico Sforza 11 Moro was a patron of artists and a man of learn-

ing. He promoted the university of Pavia, opened schools for different

branches of science at Milan, and brought to that city several eminent

professors,—Chalcondylas, Memla, Minuziano, and others.
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of Dominicans ; which will, to the end of time, display the

elevated genius of its author.

Of this picture, which is rendered so familiar to us by Mor-

ghen's excellent engraving, one opinion only has been ex-

pressed by all who have written or spoken of it, that of supe-

rior excellence in all the most admirable and exalted qualities

of the art. Da Vinci has chosen for his subject the interest-

ing moment, when our Savior uttered to his disciples the well-

known words, ' One of you shall betray me.' The assembled

guests sit at the farther side of a long narrow table, the figure

of Christ forming the centre ; he sits in a tranquil attitude, a

little apart from the others, while the disciples are ranged

three and three together, forming two separate groups on

each side of the Savior. The prediction has necessarily caused

the liveliest emotion in the sorrowing party. Those most

distant, doubtful if they have heard it right, are anxiously in-

quiring of their nearer neighbors the precise meaning of the

prophecy. Some express their astonishment, some their in-

dignation ; others exhibit the most candid expression of their

innocence. In the middle of the first group sits the betrayer,

anxious to conceal his guilt ; while, true to the scriptural ac-

count, his left hand and the right hand of Christ approach, as

if unconsciously, the dish that stands between them. Tradition

has pointed out the person intended by each particular figure,

and is probably correct ; as the most remarkable of the apos-

tles correspond perfectly with the figures allotted for them.

Beginning from the left of the spectator, the figure standing

is St. Bartholomew ; then follow in order St. James the Less,

St. Andrew, St. Peter, Judas, St. John, Jesus, St. James the

Greater, St. Thomas, St. Philip, St. Matthew, St. Thaddeus,

and St. Simon.

Unfortunately, Da Vinci's knowledge in chemistry was not

equal to his love of novelty, or he would not have used a

vehicle or a ground totally discordant, which necessarily led

to a speedy destruction of the surface. It was painted with oil

5%
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colors upon the plastered wall, and in consequence the color

•cracked and peeled off; so that fifty years after it was painted,

when Armenini visited it, he says, 'it was already half spoiled
;'

and Scaneili, who saw it in 1642, states, that the subject was

scarcely discernible. Lanzi, in speaking of it, observes that,

' what with the attempts to restore it by oil and varnishes,

and with the repairing which has accompanied these attempts,

there now remain only three heads of the apostles by the

hand of Da Vinci, and these rather drawn than colored. The

assent, therefore, which may now be given to the high testi-

mony of contemporary authorities, as to the merit of this great

work, rests with the many copies which were made when the

picture was perfect, and the general character of Leonardo's

talent.

His uuAvearied activity and exertions, supported by such

uncommon talents, had already formed many skilful artists,

who afterwards became renowned ; and who would probably

have rendered Milan the rival of Florence, as a school of art,

had not his patron, the duke, been vanquished in battle by

Louis XII, in 1500, and conducted a prisoner to France,

where he shortly afterwards died, in the castle of Loches.

]By this event, the progress of art at Milan was interrupted,

with its Academy, for a time ; and its illustrious president re-

turned to Florence, where it was sheltered by the genial

patronage of the Medici.*

In 1503, the Florentines having determined to decorate

their council chamber with works of art. Da Vinci was ap-

pointed to execute one side of it ; and Michael Angelo, then

* The family of Medici held the rank of private citizens, at Florence,

in the fourteenth century. They acquired great wealth by trade : and,

from being the leaders of one of the parties or factions, they became, at

last, rulers of the State. Cosmo, in 1464, gOA'^erned without assuming the

title of prince. He gained the esteem and affections of the people by his

prudence and the liberal use lie made of his wealth j and after his death,

he was called the Father of his country.
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only twenty-nine years of age, but whose gigantic powers

were already matured, was selected as his competitor, to un-

dertake the other. A most unfortunate coalition, as the emu-

lation it excited produced, in the end, the most confirmed

jealousy between these two great men, and divided Florence

into parties, who embittered their disputes without being able

to reconcile their differences.

Da Vinci chose for his subject a victory of the Florentines,

under their leader Nicolo Piccinino, in 1440, at Anghiari in

Tuscany, and had passed some time upon his picture, when,

owing to some imperfection in the preparation of the ground, his

colors began to peel from the wall, and he abandoned the work.

It was probably at this period that he painted his own por-

trait, which is in the Ducal gallery at Florence, a head whose

energy leaves all the rest in the room far behind.

When Leo X. ascended the papal throne in 1513, Da Vinci

went with his friend Julian de Medici to Rome, where, find-

ing the ground too firmly occupied by both Raphael and Mi-

chael Angelo, he accepted an invitation from Francis, king of

France, to visit his court. But Da Vinci, now an old man,

appears to have been so exhausted with anxiety and sickness

on his arrival in France, that he was never more able to use

the pencil. Having labored under an incurable complaint for

five years, he died in 1520, at a place called Cloux, near Am-
boise, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.

Other celebrated pictures by Leonardo da Vinci are a

' Head of the Medusa,' lying on the earth amidst all sorts of

reptiles, now in the gallery of the Uffizj at Florence ; a ' Ma-

donna' in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg ; a 'Madonna and

Child,' in fresco, in the church of Onofrio, at Rome ;
' Christ

with the Doctors,' in the National gallery in London ; two fe-

male half figures of ' Modesty and Vanity,' in the Sciarra

palace at Rome, the former w^ith a veil over her head, beckon-

ing to her sister, who stands fronting the spectator, beauti-

fully arrayed, and with a sweet seducing smile ; a ' Holy
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Family,' known by the name of ' La Vierge aux Rochers,' in

the Louvre at Paris ; besides several portraits, for example,

* La Belle Ferroniere,' also at the Louvre ; a very beautiful

portrait of ' Mona Lisa,' the wife of Francesco di Giocondo^

a friend of Leonardo, also in the Louvre, a picture of great

sweetness of expression and most delicate finish ; to which

•toiay be added a portrait of a celebrated old ' Wan*ior,' in the

Dresden gallery ; according to some authorities, however,

this last is from the hand of the younger Holbein.

MICHAEL ANGELO.

Michael Angelo Buonakotti, the second of the great

triumvirate, and eminent alike in painting, architecture and

sculpture, was born in the territory of Arezzo, in Tuscany, in

1474, and died in 1564, at the age of ninety years. At the

age of fourteen years he was placed as a disciple with Do-

minico Ghirlandaio, but soon became superior to his instructor ;

and entered the school of sculpture and design, which had

been established but a few years previously under the patron-

age of Lorenzo de Medici. It was at the early part of the

fifteenth century that Cosmo de Medici, the richest private

citizen in Europe, became the munificent patron of literature

and the arts ; established an Academy at Florence for their

encouragement and support, and collected manuscripts of the

Oriental, Greek, and Latin languages, which proved the nu-

cleus of the celebrated Laurentian library.*

* Amongst the remarkable manuscripts preserved in this library, there

is one of Virgil, of the fourth century, in Roman capitals, not very dif-

ferent in form from the letters on ancient Roman marbles. It is on vel-

lum, of the size of a small quarto, vnth notes written in the fifth century,

by the consul Turcius Rufus Apronianus, as his signature attests. This

is one of the most ancient legible manuscript books in Europe, of which

the period is authentic. This library also possesses the celebrated manu-

script of the Pandects, written in capital letters, on vellum of the size of
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Lorenzo de Medici, the grandson of Cosmo, who in 1464

succeeded to his power and influence, was endowed with an

equal predilection for science and literary pursuits. He de-

termined to excite among his countrymen a good taste, by pro-

posing for their imitation the remains of the ancient masters ;

and to elevate their views beyond the forms of common life, by

the contemplation of that ideal beauty, which alone distin-

guishes works of art from mere mechanical productions.

With this view he appropriated his gardens in Florence to

the establishment of an academy for the study of the antique,

which he furnished with a profusion of statues, busts and

other relics of art.

To this institution more than any other circumstance, Mr.

Roscoe ascribes the sudden and astonishing proficiency,

which, towards the close of the fifteenth century, commenc-

ing at Florence, extended itself over nearly the whole of

Europe. The gardens of Lorenzo de Medici are frequently

celebrated as the nursery of men of genius ; but had they

produced no other artist than Michael Angelo Buonarotti,

they would have sufficiently answered the purposes of the

founder.

The distinguishing forte of Michael Angelo was sculpture,

which he practised at the academy under Bertoldo ; and his

style of excellence may be judged of by his incomparable

figure of Moses, over the tomb of Julius II, in the church of

San Pietro in Yincoli, so called from its possessing the chain

with which St. Peter was bound. This statue, which is

larger than life and seated, is remarkable for the noble, com-

manding expression of the law-giver, and for the correctness

of execution ; and is considered as Michael Angelo's chief

masterpiece in sculpture. In fact so great was his attachment

to this noble art, that it was with great reluctance that he

a large foUo book, supiDosed to be of the time of Justinian, in the sixth

century. A Tacitus, of the eleventh century, is in a running letter,

'4f
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commenced the immortal works which he has left in paint-

ing.*

* This first great work,' says Fuseli, ' was the design so

much celebrated under the name of the Cartoon of Pisa, be-

gun in competition with Leonardo da Vinci, for the council

hall of the republic at Florence.' This work, which repre-

sented a number of soldiers bathing, and on a sudden attack,

leaping or rushing forward, to arm and defend themselves,

was finished at intervals, but was never completed in fresco

on account of the turbulence of the times.

By the command of Julius II, Michael Angelo next pro-

ceeded to paint the series of frescos, which occupy the ceilings

and arches of the Sistine chapel in the Vatican. Their sub-

jects in various historic compartments and single figures, ai'e

Theocracy or the empire of religion, the origin of the human

* In the Chapel de'Depositi in the church of San Lorenzo at Flor-

ence are two monuments of the Medici family, facing each other, and

adorned with statues from the chisel of Michael Angelo. Each monu-

ment is composed of a sarcophagus, on the top of which are two reclining

emblematic statues larger than life. On one is a figure of Night, rep-

resented by a female asleep, wearied with the fatigues of the day ; and

on the other is Aurora awaking and reluctantly quitting a state of re-

pose. The second reclining figure on each sarcophagus is a male ; both

these are only rough hewn and unfinished. Above the one sarcophagus

in a. rectangular niche is a statue in a sitting posture of Giulian de

Medici, Duke of Nemours ; and above the other is the seated statue of

Lorenzo de Medici, Duke of Urbino.

Some of his other sculptures, are the restoration of the Dancing Faun

in the gallery at Florence,— La Pieta in the cathedral at Florence,— a

Virgin on the high altar in the church of San Lorenzo,— David with a

sling in his hand, in front of the Palazzo Vecchio,— Adonis wounded, in

the Grand Duke's villa,— Poggio Imperiael, near Florence,— a bas re-

lief of the Virgin with a dead Christ, in the church of the Albergo de'

Poveri at Genoa,— and La Pieta, or the Mater Dolorosa, the Virgin

mourning over the dead body of Christ, in St. Peter's church at Rome.
This was the last work of Michael Angelo, as appears from the inscrip-

tion, and like many others of his statues, is unfinished.
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race, and its progress to society. This immortal work,

which, though his first essay in fresco, displays the full ma-
turity of his powers in execution and conception, he com-

pleted to satisfy the impetuosity of his patron, in the short

space of twenty months. The ceiling of the Sistine chapel

forms a flattened arch in its section, the central portion of

which is a plane surface, and contains a series of pictures,

representing the creation and fall of man, with its immediate

consequences. In the large triangular compartments at the

springing of the vault are sitting figures of the prophets, and

the sibyls, who according to the legends of the middle ages,

stand next in dignity to the prophets ; it being their ofiice to

foretell the coming of the Savior to the heathen, as it was

that of the former to announce him to the Jews. In the

soffits of the recesses between these compartments, and in the

arches underneath, immediately above the windows, are the

ancestors of the Virgin. On the flat space of the ceiling are

represented several striking scenes from the book of Genesis.

The creating spirit is presented in majestic flight, sweeping

through the air, surrounded by genii, partly supporting, part-

ly borne along with him, covered by his floating drapery

;

they are the distinct syllables, the separate virtues of his

creating word. In the first large compartment, the Creator,

with extended hands, assigns to the sun and moon their re-

spective paths. In the second, he awakens the first man to

life. Adam lies stretched on the verge of the earth in the

act of raising himself; the Creator touches him with the

point of his finger, and appears thus to endow him with feel-

ing and life. The third subject represents the ' Fall of Man,*

and his ' Expulsion from Paradise.' In the centre stands

the tree of knowledge, around which the serpent, the upper

part of his body being that of a woman, is entwined ; she

bends down towards the guilty pair, who are in the act of

plucking the forbidden fruit. Close to the serpent, hovers

the angel with the sword, ready to drive the fallen beings
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out of paradise. In the double action, this union of two

separate moments, there is something peculiarly poetic and

significant ; it is guilt and punishment in one picture. The

fourth a representation of the * Deluge,' with many figures, is

one of the most extensive dramatic compositions of Michael

Angelo. The five small intermediate compartments, repre-

senting the ' Almighty separating Light from Darkness,'

the * Creation of Eve,' the ' Thanksgiving of Noah,' the

« Inebriation of Noah,' and the ' Gathering of the Waters,'

all display great and peculiar beauties. In the corner soffits

of the ceiling are still four other historical subjects, represent-

ing the ' Deliverance of the Israelites ;' ' Judith after she has

slain Holofernes ;' ' Goliah vanquished by David ;' the ' Mir-

acle of the Brazen Serpent ;' and the ' Punishment of Ha-

man.'

Julius the second was succeeded by Leo X,* whose pon-

tificate has been so brilliantly illustrated by the elegant pen of

Roscoe. Clement VII. succeeded Leo, and Paul III. fol-

lowed him—a period into which more great events were

crowded, than any other of which history has transmitted to

us the memorials. On the accession of Paul III, in 1534,

Michael Angelo, being now sixty years of age, was prevailed

upon by this pontiff to commence the celebrated painting of

* The Last Judgment,' in the Sistine chapel. This grand

and noble production, which stands alone in the history of

Art, is fifty-four feet high, and forty-three feet wide ; and

the immensity of its composition may be conceived, from its

having occupied this wonderfully expeditious painter seven

years. Having, by a constant study of anatomy, investigated

the secret mechanism of the muscles, and conscious of his

own ability, Michael Angelo endeavored in this work to

* There were three popes of the Medici family : Leo X, who died in

1521 ; Clement VII, who died in 1533, and Leo XI, who died in 1605,

after a short reign. Pius IV. was of a Milanese family of the same

name, but distinct from the Medici of Florence.
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strike out a new path, and by a display of terrible power, to

surpass all his predecessors.

This gigantic picture represents Christ in the act of judg-

ing, or rather, at the moment of condemning. At the top, stand-

ing in the heavens, with a cloud at their feet, Christ and his

mother are seen, surrounded by the apostles, who place a

crown upon his head, and by a multitude of saints, while an-

gels above carry the symbols of his passion. The look of

the Son of God is terrible—his outstretched arm separates

the good from the wicked, and drives the latter from his pres-

ence, to everlasting fire. Beneath Him, are the seven an-

gels described in the Apocalypse, with the seven last trum-

pets, awakening the dead from their tombs, and calling them

to judgment. Two of them hold in their hands an open

book, in which are written the destinies of the uncounted my-

riads who are flocking to judgment. On the left hand stretch

away below the eternal flames, and, on the right, is the earth,

which opens its tombs and renders up its dead. At every

blast of the trumpet, the graves are breaking open, and,

amidst the wild confusion spread on every side, the terror-

stricken race are flocking up to hear their doom. On the left,

is hell—the hell of Dante, with his fearful mingling of Hea-

thenism and Christianity ! Charon, sailing over the Acheron,

with his boat full of souls, driving with his oar, those who

linger before they plunge ; above, are seen demons seizing

the condemned, who strive to break loose from their grasp,

and angels bearing away the souls of the just to Heaven

;

and, brooding over all this scene, is the dun, thick air, the

murky gloom, the terror of the final judgment.

The effect of this picture resembles that of the sublimest

passages of Dante, particul arly in connection with the large im-

ages of the prophets, who, like warning and stern heralds of

the last judgment, look down from the ceiling upon the spec-

tator, resembling beings of another world, rather than deline-

ations made by the hand of man. The last labor of Michael

6
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Angelo was in the opposite chapel, the Pauline, in which he

painted the ' Conversion of St. Paul,' and the ' Crucifixion

of St. Peter ;' but these may be considered as the languid re-

mains of his powerful genius.

The work which occupied the last ten years of this great

artist's life, was the building of St. Peter's Church, at

Rome.* Persevering with iron energy, he had nearly

brought to its completion an undertaking, the conception of

which is so singularly grand, that, had not the general effect

of the building been injured by later additions, it would have

ranked among the most sublime works of modern archi-

tecture.

Michael Angelo seldom exercised his hand in easel pictures

;

and those ascribed to him, in the different galleries, are rarely

genuine. In the Tribune, at Florence, is a circular picture

of a ' Holy Family,' which, according to Yasari, is perhaps

his only strictly authenticated picture.

Sir Joshua Reynolds, in the spirited and masterly sketch

which he has given of the character of Michael Angelo, in

his discourse delivered before the students of the Royal acad-

emy in 1790, describes him as ' the exalted founder and father

of modern art,' and adds :
' Were I to begin the world again,

however unequal I feel myself to the attempt, I would tread

in the steps of that great master ; to kiss the hem of his gar-

ment, to catch the slightest of his perfections, would be glory

* Saint Peter's was built in the space of about one hundred years,

from 1510 to 1610, during the pontificates of Julius II, Leo X, Sixtus

V, and other popes, and was finished in the seventeenth century, in the

time of Paul V; some additions were made in 1650, under Innocent X.
After the death of Michael Angelo, Vignola was employed as architect,

and built the two small cupolas. The front was constructed after the

design, and under the inspection, of Carlo Maderno, in 1610. The colon-

nade was built by Bernini, in the reign of Clement XI, in 1721. All

the pictures in the church are composed of Mosaic, which resists the ef-

fects of humidity better than oil painting.
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and distinction enough for an ambitious man. I feel a self-

congratulation in knowing myself capable of such sensations

as he intended to excite ; and should desire that the last

words which I should pronounce, in this academy, and from

this place, might be the name of Michael Angelo.'

ERA BARTOLOMEO.

Baccio della Porta, who took the name of Fra Bar-

TOLOMEO when he entered the Dominican convent of St.

Mark at Florence, was born in the territory of Savignano,

near Florence, in 1469, and died in the convent of St. IMark

in 1517, aged forty-eight years. He was placed, at an early

age, under Cosimo Roselli, at Florence, with whom he con-

tinued several years, studying with great diligence not only

the works of his instructor, but those also of Leonardo da

Vinci, under whose influence he adopted a style more conso-

nant to his own peculiar taste. Two of his early performances,

a ' Nativity' and the ' Circumcision of Christ,' are in the gal-

lery in Florence ; the composition is particularly pleasing and

dignified, the arrangement of the drapery excellent, and the

execution extremely delicate. He afterwards exerted his

genius on works of a superior character, and gave a noble

proof of his powers in the very interesting but now much in-

jured fresco of ' The Last Judgment,' painted for the chapel

of St. Maria Nuova. The draperies of the apostles are par-

ticularly excellent ; and in the arrangement of the figures we

are forcibly reminded of Raphael's Disputa, as well as of the

Last Judgment of Orcagna, in the Campo Santo at Pisa.

About this time Porta contracted an intimacy with the cele-

brated monk Jerom Savanarola, who shortly afterwards suf-

fered execution at the stake ; and the painter was so much

affected by the death of his venerated friend, that in the year
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1500 he assumed the habit of St. Dominic, and the title of

Fra Bartolomeo, and during four years never touched a

pencil.

In 1504 the youthful Raphael arrived at Florence, and,

making the acquaintance of Bartolomeo, endeavored to re-

awaken his love of art ; and having imparted to him some in-

structions in coloring, induced him to visit Rome ; where his

own works and those of Michael Angelo so much astonished

and depressed him, that he was almost inclined to abandon

the art, in despair of being able to rival such excellence. On
his return to Florence, however, his spirits revived, and he

executed several noble altar-pieces, with the Madonna and

various saints ; one of which, a particularly dignified and ani-

mated composition, with the 'Madonna on the lap of St. An-

na,' is in the Uffizj at Florence. Another sublime altar picture

is in the church of St. Romano at Lucca ; it represents the

' Madonna' sitting with gracious mien amidst a host of pious

votaries, whom she protects with her mantle from the wrath

of heaven.

Bartolomeo, with all his modesty and merit, could not

escape the shafts of envy ; and to refute the calumny of his

competitors, who maintained that he was ignorant of anatomi-

cal proportions, he painted two pictures, one of' St. Sebastian/

and the other of ' St. Mark,' now in the Pitti palace, at Florence;

the latter of which has been highly extolled for its sublimity,

and for its beauty and accuracy has seldom been surpassed.

During the troubles occasioned by the French revolution,

several of his works, among which were the ' Marriage of St.

Catherine,' (one of his grandest compositions,) and the * Four

Evangelists,' were carried off to decorate the National gallery

at Paris ; but most of them have since been returned.—
The use of wooden lay figures is said to have been introduced

by Fra Bartolomeo, and was the means of considerably im-

proving the study of drapery.
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ANDEEA DEL SARTO.

Andrea Vanucchi, called 'Andrea del Sarto/ from

the occupation of his father, who was a tailor, was born at

Florence in 1488, and died in 1530, aged forty-two years. His

teachers were not of a high order, and he cultivated his talents

principally by the study of great masters, such as Da Vinci

and Michael Angelo. Having obtained considerable reputation

by painting several frescos in the court of the Campagnia del-

lo Scalzo at Florence, representing the ' History of St. John

the Baptist,' his fame was greatly increased by the noble design

which he executed for the Carmelites at Florence, represent-

ing the * Preaching of St. John.' The attitude and air of the

head of the principal figure were exceedingly fine ; the coun-

tenance was full of spirit and wisdom, and strongly expressive

of his character ; and the sun-burned tint of the flesh was

properly suited to his manner of life in the desert.

The fame of Andrea having reached the ears of Francis I,

of France, who was desirous of embellishing his country with

works of art, he invited him to his court, where he was re-

ceived with much kindness and distinction. Having painted

a portrait of the Dauphine, and a picture of ' Charity' now in

the Louvre, he received, unfortunately for him, letters from his

wife, urging him to return to Florence. Desirous of comply-

ing with her request, he obtained permission for a few months'

absence, promising to return with his family and settle in

France. The monarch confided in his integrity, made him

several presents with royal liberality, and entrusted him with

large sums of money to purchase statues and pictures worthy

of a royal collection. Unhappily, Andrea soon forgot his en-

gagements, shamefully squandered both the gifts and trusts of

his generous patron, and never returned to his friend and

benefactor. After suffering a variety of difficulties and dis-

6*
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tresses, he finally died of the plague, which afflicted his na-

tive city, in 1530.

The most esteemed pictures of Del Sarto are a ^ Sacrifice

of Abraham' in the Dresden gallery ; a ' Dead Christ with

Mary and the Saints,' and the ' Virgin and Child with St.

John and St. Francis,' in the Pitti palace at Florence ; a

beautiful ' Madonna' in the church of the Annunziata, known

by the name of the ' Madonna del Sacco,' from the circum-

stance of St. Joseph, who is near her, reclining on a sack of

grain ; and in the refectory of the convent of St. Salvi, near

Florence, is a very fine fresco of ' The Last Supper,' of which

it is related that, when the city was besieged and captured in

1529, the soldiers, upon entering the monastery, were so

struck with the beauty of this picture, that they retired with-

out committing any violence.

VOLTERRA.

Daniele RicciARELLi, sumamcd Volterra from his

native town in Tuscany, was born in 1509, and died at Rome
in 1566, aged fifty-seven years. He was a disciple of Razzi,

called II Sadoraa ; but finding himself unemployed in his na-

tive city, and without means of improvement, he went to

Rome, where he cultivated the friendship of Michael Angelo

and Sebastian del Piombo ; by the study of whose works he

was enabled to produce the ' Descent from the Cross,' in the

chapel belonging to the church of Trinita del Monte. This

is an admirable performance, full of powerful action, and dis-

posed with great skill and judgment. According to the opin-

ion of Poussin, the Transfiguration by Raphael, the Commu-
nion of St. Jerome by Domenichino, and the Descent from

the Cross by Volterra, were the three greatest pictures in the

world. The merit of this picture induced the French, in their
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rage for spoliation, to attempt the removal of it from the wall

;

and, in the attempt, it was so much injured, that some ignorant

pretender afterwards endeavored to enliven the colors by

means of oil and varnish. The consequence has been that

the surface is become black and the figures scarcely percep-

tible ; and thus this grand work, one of the principal features

of modern Rome, one of the greatest monuments of human

ingenuity, and the support of the well earned renown of an

artist ranked among the best, has been sacrificed to ambition,

vanity and folly.

Lanzi is of opinion that Michael Angelo must have assisted

Volterra in his work, particularly in the composition, as the

other parts in the chapel are far inferior to it. He is known

to have been partial to him, and on terms of intimacy. Call-

ing upon him one day in his absence, in his study, Michael

Angelo left behind him a sketch of a colored head in charcoal,

which Volterra never would permit to be removed, and which

remains, to this day, on the walls of the Villa Farnesina at

Rome. * '^

To him also Pope Paul III. entrusted the slight drapery

which is thrown over some of the figures in the Last Judg-

ment, in the Sistine chapel ; and ordered him also to complete

the paintings in the Sala Rejia in the Vatican, which he did

;

but not, as Vasari says, with skill equal to that he had ex-

hibited at the Trinita del Monte. Having revisited his na-

tive city about the year 1560, he left there, as a memorial of

his affection, the celebrated picture of the ' Massacre of the

Innocents,' containing more than seventy figures, which was

placed in the church of St. Peter at Volterra, but afterwards

came, by purchase, into the Florentine gallery.

* The Farnesina was built after the design of Peruzzi, by Agostino

Chigi, an eminent banker at the time of Leo X, and was afterwards pur-

chased by the Farnese family.
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BRONZmO.

Alessandro Allori, called Bronzing, was born in Flor-

ence in 1511, and died in 1580, aged sixty-nine years. He
was a disciple of Pontormo, who, dying before he had finished

the chapel of St. Lorenzo, at Florence, the grand duke ap-

pointed Bronzino to complete it. He also distinguished him-

self in the painting of portraits, particularly those of Andrea

Doria, Boccacio, Dante and Petrarch, and many of the il-

lustrious persons of the house of Medici.

His works at Pesaro and at Pisa bear lasting testimony to

his merit ; and his fresco in the Palazzo Vecchio, and ' Pur-

gatory' in the church of Santa Croce are among the pictures,

generally admired at Florence. His taste at design, says

Pilkington, was grand, his pencil neat, but free ; his coloring

resembled that of Pontormo, and in his draperies he imitated

the manner of Michael Angelo.

VASARI.

Georgio Vasari was born at Arezzo, in Tuscany, in

1514, and died in 1578, aged sixty-four years. He was first

instructed in design, by Luca Signorelli, but was afterwards

taken to Rome by Cardinal Ippalito di Medici, where he la-

bored assiduously, attaching himself particularly to Michael

Angelo, by whom he appears to have been very sincerely es-

teemed. He was employed in several public works at Rome,

both as a painter and an architect, particularly in the Vatican

in the Sala della Cancellaria, where he painted by direction

of the Cardinal Farnese, a series of frescos representing the

principal events in the life of Paul III ; and in the church of

St. Giovanni Dicollato, he painted for the principal altar, the
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martyrdom of that saint, one of his most highly esteemed

performances.

In 1553, he was invited by Cosmo I, to Florence, and em-

ployed by that prince as superintendent of the important

works then going on in the Pelazzo Vecchio, where he exe-

cuted, with the help of numerous disciples, the decoration of

the principal apartments. Of these, the most considerable

was the apartment of Clement YII, in which he has repre-

sented that pope crowning the emperor Charles V ; and in

the other compartments, the principal actions and victories of

that monarch. But he is best known as the writer of the * Lives

of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, from Cimabue to

his own time,' first printed in 1550 ; a work which is highly

esteemed, both on account of the facts it contains, and for the

scattered remarks in relation to the progress of the arts ; and,

although in many points, he appears to have been too facile of

belief, and to have related histories without sufficient enquiry

into their correctness, yet, upon the whole, the world is in-

debted to him for an ingenious and useful work, without

which, the history of the art would not now have been so dis-

tinctly understood, nor the profession so justly known and

honored.

PIETRO DI CORTONA.

PiETRO Berretini, commonly called Pietro di Corto-

NA, was born at Cortona, in Tuscany, in 1596, and died in

1669, aged seventy-three years. He acquired the first rudi-

ments of his art under Andrea Commodi and Baccio Carpi,

but went early to Rome, where he studied the works of

Raphael, Michael Angelo, and Polidori, with such diligence,

that he attained great excellence as an artist. At this early

period he was patronized and employed by the Marquis Sac-

chetti, in whose palace he painted the * Rape of the Sabines/

and the ' Battle of Alexander ;' these were much admired for
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their tone of color, and deemed to be equal to the perform-

ances of the best masters. For further improvement he

traveled through Lombardy and Venice ; and, returning by

way of Florence, he was employed by the Grand Duke Fer-

dinand the second, to paint the saloon and four apartments

in the Pitti palace, where he represented the ' Clemency of

Alexander to the family of Darius,' the ' Continence of Cy-

rus,' the * Firmness of Porsenna,' the ' History of Massanis-

sa,' and other subjects. At Rome, where he afterwards re-

sided, he adorned the gallery of the palace of Innocent X,

from scenes in the Aeneid ; and, as an arcliitect, in which

profession he excelled, he gave designs for a number of

churches, palaces, chapels, and monuments.

Besides the works already mentioned, there is, in the

palace of the king of Sardinia, at Turin, a small sketch, rep-

resenting the ^ Annunciation of the Virgin,' and in the pal-

ace of the Prince del Torre at Naples, a picture of the

* Flight into Egypt,' of which the composition is extremely

fine and the coloring excellent.

CARLO DOLCE.

Carlo Dolce, the last distinguished master of the early

Florentine school, was born at Florence in 1616, and died

in 1686, aged seventy years. He was a disciple of Jacops

Vignati, an artist scarcely known in history. His first at-

tempt was a whole length figure of St. John, painted when

he was only eleven years of age, which received extraordina-

ry approbation ; and this was succeeded by the portrait of his

mother, which gained general applause ; and from this period

his new and delicate style procured him much employment

at Florence and other parts of Italy. He was particularly

fond of painting sacred subjects j and his works are easily

%t
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distinguished, not so much by any superiority to other great

artists in design or force, as by the peculiar delicacy of his

compositions; by a pleasing tint of color, improved by a

judicious management of the chiaro-scuro, which gave a sur-

prising relief to his figures ; by the graceful air of his heads

;

and a general harmony prevading the whole.

His most celebrated works are an ' Ecce Homo' and a

' Saint ApoUonia,' in the Corsini palace at Rome, the latter

said to be a portrait of his eldest daughter ;* a ' St. Sebas-

tian in the Corsini palace, and the ^ Four Evangelists,' in the

Ricardi palace at Florence, a ' Saint Cecilia,' ' Herodias with

the head of John the Baptist,' and^ ' Christ blessing the

Bread and Wine, in the Dresden gallery.

Carlo Dolce left a daughter Agnese, who imitated without

equaling her father, and furnished many of the copies made

from his numerous pictures.

* Saint Apollonia was martyred by having all her teeth extracted,

and she is therefore always represented holding a tooth in a forceps.
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CHAPTER VIII.

The Roman School— Raphael Sanzio daUrbino— Giulio Ro-

mano— POLIDORO CaLDARA, CALLED CaRAVAGGIO— AnDREA
Sacchi— Carlo Maratti.

Rome takes the precedence of all other schools of paint-

ing, in having furnished the first name that stands on the

catalogue of its great masters. The stimulus of example it

owes undoubtly to Florence, and seems very early to have

profited by the light that began to restore the arts to view in

the thirteenth century.

This school owes its great importance and success to the

« ^ fact that Rome was so rich in the productions of Greece,

either brought from that country, or finished in its own

bosom by the Grecian artists ; and by the study of those in-

estimable relics of antiquity within her walls, her artists were

evidently formed. They derived from them, the knowledge

of design, beauty of exquisite form, greatness of style and

justness of expression. From them also they obtained the

principles of the art of drapery, and while following their ex-

amples, they made the drapery of modern paintings even

more large and flowing than that practised by the ancient

sculptors.

The Roman school was altogether devoted to the principal

parts of the art— to those which require genius and vast

conceptions ; and was no farther occupied with colors, than

was necessary to establish a difference between painting and

sculpture, or rather between painting varied with colors, and

in chiaro-scuro.* This effect however was but imperfectly

* Chiaro-scuro, (compounded of two Italian words, chiaro, light, and
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understood till about the middle of the fifteenth century, the

painters prior to this period having had very little idea of

what are called projecting shadows ; so that in many of the

pictures of the artists who preceded Leonardo da Vinci, the

ground on which the figures stand, is made so light on that

side, where the projecting shadow should be thrown, that

they frequently seem to have only the air to support them.

RAPHAEL.

Raphael Sanzio da Urbino, the third and last of the

great triumvirate, was born in the city of Urbino, on Good

Friday, March 28th, 1483, and died at Rome on Good

Friday, April 7th 1520, when he had just completed his

thirty-seventh year. He was the son of Giovanni Sanzio, a

painter of no great reputation, who finding that the taste of

Raphael merited more skilful instruction, placed him as a

pupil with Pietro Vanucci, commonly called Perugino, who

was then in very high esteem.* In 1499, Raphael, then

only sixteen years of age, quitted Perugino, and went to the

neighboring town of Citta di Castello, where he painted the

* Crucifixion,' for the church of the Dominicans, a ' Corona-

tion of the Virgin,' for the convent of the Eremitani, now in

the Vatican, and a ' Holy Family,' at Formio, in which the

Virgin is represented as lifting a veil from the sleeping

infant.

About this time the painting of the library of the cathedral

oscuro, dark,) is the art of distributing the fights and darks in a picture, in

such a manner, as to give at once proper refief to the figures, the great-

est deUght to the eye, and the best effect to the whole composition.

* Perugino practised his rude and dry style of painting at Kome, and

derived more honor from the accident of having been Raphael's master,

than from any merit of his own.

7
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at Seinna had been entrusted to his friend and fellow pupil,

Pinturiccio, who invited Raphael to assist him in the work.

He complied with the request, and had already completed a

great part of the cartoon, illustrative of the history of Pope

Pius II, when his curiosity was excited by the fame spread

throughout Italy of the cartoons prepared by the great artists

Leonardo da Vinci and Michael Angelo, for the council hall

at Florence. He consequently left his engagement with

Pinturiccio, and in the autumn of the year 1504, proceeded

to that city.

These cartoons and Florence itself, then the seat of all that

was attractive and beautiful, induced him to fix his residence

there, where he formed the acquaintance of several artists of

celebrity, among whom were Ghirlandaio and San Gallo.

From Florence, Raphael was recalled to Urbino by the death

of his father; and being obhged to remain there some time

for the purpose of settling the estate, he employed his leisure

hours in painting two pictures, a ' St. George and the

Dragon,' and probably its pendant, a ' St. Michael,' now in

the gallery of the Louvre at Paris ; the ' Marriage of Mary,

Lo Sposalizio,' now in Milan, and Vasari also mentions a

' Christ praying in the garden,' painted for the Duke of

Urbino, which was finished with all the neatness of a minia-

ture.

In 1505, he returned to Perugia, where he painted for

the church of Trati de Servi a ' Madonna,' and for that of

St. Stephen a picture in fresco of ' Christ in glory with God
the Father,' surrounded by angels and six saints, three on

each side, the latter of which is now in the Colonna palace in

Rome. He also painted here, for the nuns of St. Antonio,

a picture of the 'Virgin,' with the infant upon her lap,

clothed, and near her St. Peter, St. Paul, Sta Cecilia and

Sta Catharine, now in the royal palace at Naples. The
heads of the Virgin and child were in their air and attitude

graceful and beautiful in the extreme, and were regarded as
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the finest works of the time. Above the picture, in a semi-

circle, was represented the Ahnighty Father, and at the foot

of it, in three compartments, were the scenes of our Lord's

sufferings, viz. in his agony in the garden, carrying his cross,

and dead upon the lap of the Virgin. Having finished this

picture, Raphael returned again to Florence, where he re-

mained nearly two years; during which period he painted a

Madonna now in the Louvre, called ' La belle Jardiniere ;'

representing the Virgin, seated among flowers, in a garden,

with the child standing by her, and St. John kneeling before

him ; ' another Madonna with the Fathers of the church,'

now in Brussels; the ' Entombment of Christ,' for the Fran-

ciscan church of Perugia, now in the Borghese palace at

E-ome, and the ' Madonna della Seggiola' in the Pitti palace

at Florence, which has been so exquisitely engraved by

Morghen. The Madonna della Seggiola is the most celebra-

ted, and probably one of the most faultless productions in the

world. The Virgin mother is represented in a sitting pos-

ture, (whence the distinctive appellation of the picture), with

the infant Savior in her arms, and another child, St. John

the Baptist, at her side. Her form, her features, an inde-

scribable sweetness of expression, the maternal tenderness

beaming from her soft hazel eye, the modest and pious con-

sciousness of being the mother of a God, the position of the

child's cheek to her own, expressive at once of both dignity

and fondness of affection, the propriety of costume, the color-

ing, the finish— all, all are divine.

The reputation which Raphael had acquired by these pro-

ductions having reached Rome, he was invited thither in

1508 by Pope Juhus II, who was at that time engaged in

ornamenting the Vatican. Upon his arrival, he was cordially

received by the Pope, and immediately employed in painting

a superb suite of apartments in the Vatican, called the Ca-

mere della Segnatura, better known under the name of the

stanze or chambers of Raphael.
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They are four in number, opening into one another, and

the walls are occupied by sixteen different paintings in fresco,

all of his design, and a large proportion of them executed by

himself. The dimensions of the rooms are about 20 feet by 30,

presenting an immense area to be filled, as the tablets of his

exhaustless fancy. I may here add, says a recent American

traveler, that until I saw these frescos, I did not fully realize

the title of Raphael to be the ' Prince of Painters ;' but

these stanze first made me appreciate the unequaled fertility,

power, feeling, and invention of his genius.

Raphael immediately commenced his first picture, the

* School of Theology,' which represented a dispute relative

to the Holy Sacrament. The place of assembly exhibits

the foundation of a church, with part of the superstructure

begun. In the centre of the picture is raised an altar, upon

which the Host is exposed, and ranged upon each side, are

the sacred writers and theologists, Sts. Gregory, Ambrose,

Augustine, Jerome, etc., while above all is represented the

Trinity with the Madonna and St. John, in the midst of the

blessed in heaven. The composition of the lower part of

this picture, especially the group of St. Augustine, dictating

to a youth, is greatly admired.

When this work was completed, such was the surprise and

admiration of the Pope, that he ordered all the ornamental

works of the former artists to be effaced, in order that the

whole chamber might be decorated by Raphael ; who, how-

ever, out of respect for his master, Pietro Perugino, would

not allow the ceiling he had painted to be destroyed, and it

is therefore still remaining. Opposite to the School of The-

ology, is Philosophy or the ' School of Athens,' the scene of

which is laid in a magnificent portico, imitated from the

original designs made for the church of St. Peter by Bra-

man te and Michael Angelo.

In the centre of the picture are Plato and Aristotle, mas-

ters of the school, standing on the summit of a flight of steps,
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and apparently debating on some philosophical subject.

Near them is Socrates, instructing Alcibiades and other dis-

ciples. Next to Socrates, and distinguished by a venerable

beard, is Nicomacus Hierasimus, and below this group a

young man in white, with his hand upon his breast, said to

be the portrait of Francesco, duke of Urbino, nephew to

Julius II. Next to Francesco stands Terpandez, the Greek

musician, with his eyes fixed on Pythagoras, who is writing,

and before whom a youth holds a tablet. Next to Hierasi-

mus is Alexander the Great, and near Aristotle stands a

corpulent, bald headed figure, said to be the portrait of Car-

dinal Bembo. At the feet of Alcibiades, and clothed in the

oriental garb is Averroes, an Arabian philosopher, and im-

mediately behind him is the profile of Aspasia. On a line

with Pythagoras, seated at a table, and apparently in deep

meditation, is Epictetus ; and beyond him, seated alone, on

the step, is Diogenes the Cynic, with a cup by his side, and

a small scroll in his hand. Raphael has pictured the great

architect Bramante, under the character of Archimedes, who

is tracing a hexagonal figure. The youth who stands behind

Archimedes, in an attitude of admiration, is said to represent

Federigo Gonzaga, first Duke of Mantua. The philosopher

who wears a crown, and holds a globe in his hand, is Zoro-

aster, at whose side stand two persons, the younger of whom,

with a black cap, is a portrait of Raphael, the elder, of his

master Pietro Perugino. Talking with Zoroaster, and also

holding a globe, is a figure said to represent Giovanni, of the

house of Antistes. On the opposite side of the school, and

next to the base of a column, is Empedocles, seated and at-

tending to Pythagoras. The old head, which appears just

above the book placed on the base of the column, is Epichar-

mus ; and the child, with fine hair, just above Aspasia, is

Archytas.

The School of Athens is perhaps the most perfect of Ra-

7*
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phael's conceptions, and its fifty-two figures are only so many
variations of dignity and grace.

The third picture, representing ' Jurisprudence,' is divided

into two parts. On the left side of the window stands the

emperor Justinian, presenting the book of Civil Law to Tre-

bonian ; on the right side, Gregory IX, under the figure of

Julius II, presenting his Decretals to an advocate of the con-

sistory, and the figures who surround him are the portraits of

individuals comprising his court at the time.

The fourth picture in the room was colored by Raphael,

and personifies ' Poetry' under the representation of Mount

Parnassus.

Homer is pictured standing on the summit of the moun-

tain as an Improvisatore, whom Apollo accompanies on the

violin ; Dante is placed on the right hand of Homer and

Virgil ; on the left, the Muses surround Apollo, and the low-

er regions of the mountain contain groups of celebrated

Greek, Latin and Italian poets. In the foreground sits Sap-

pho, holding a scroll with one hand, and a lyre with the other,

apparently listening to Laura, who stands with Petrarch be-

hind a tree. On the opposite side of the mountain, and next

to one of the Muses, whose back is towards the spectator,

stands Tibullus, and next to him Boccaccio ; lower down is

Ovid, and still below him stands Horace, in an attitude of

admiration, listening to Pindar, who like Sappho, is seated.

Over each of these subjects respectively, are painted circular

ones of single figures, representing ' Theology,' ' Philosophy,'

* Justice,' and ' Poetry ;' and four square-side pictures repre-

senting the ' Fall of Man,' the ' Punishment of Marsyas,' a

* Female examining a terrestrial globe,' and the ' Judgment of

Solomon.' The pictures in the next room are the ' Expul-

sion of Heliodorus from the Temple at Jerusalem ;' ' Attila

arrested in his progress towards Pome ;' the ' Miracle of Bol-

sena,' and the ' Deliverance of St. Peter from prison, by an

angel.'
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The first of these pictures is illustrative of a passage in

the book of Maccabees, and represents Heliodorus, treasurer

of Seleucus, King of Syria, who came 176 years before the

Christian era, to pillage the Temple at Jerusalem, thrown

down and vanquished by two angels, and a warrior on horse-

back in golden armor, whom God sent to the aid of his high

priest Onias. This picture is extremely admired, especially

the angels, who are pursuing Heliodorus with such rapidity

that they seem to fly. The warrior on horseback is strikingly

fine ; the temple appears swept of the people in a moment;

while in the back ground, Onias is discovered at the altar, in-

voking heaven. The episode of Julius II, borne into the

temple on men's shoulders, appears to have been a whim of

his, with which Raphael was obliged to comply, by way of

representing that Julius, like Onias, delivered the church

from its oppressors. The pope's chair-bearer, on the left, is

a portrait of Giulio Romano.

Opposite to this painting, is ' Attila, King of the Huns, ad-

vancing against Rome,' and discovering in the air St. Peter

and St. Paul descending to arrest his progress. Raphael has

chosen the moment when the apostles are not discovered by

the army in general, but by Attila alone. Pope Leo appears

on a mule followed by cardinals, but Attila regards only the

apostles. The figure representing the pope is that of Leo X,

and the Macebearer on the white horse, before the pope, is a

portrait of Raphael's master, Perugino. The two Sarma-

tian horsemen on the right, are copied from Trajan's column.

There is a beautiful bas-relief representation of this same

subject on the tomb of one of the popes in St. Peter's.

The third picture, the ' Miracle of Bolsena,' represents a

priest, who doubted the real presence of our Savior in the

Eucharist, till being in the act of administering the holy sa-

crament, he saw blood drop from the consecrated wafer—

a

miracle said to have been wrought in the year 1263. This

picture is much admired, and was extremely difficult to com-
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pose, from being painted around a window, which cuts it

nearly in halves. Julius II. is again introduced, supposed to

be in the act of hearing mass ; but as the Head of the Church

is not to question the real presence of the Eucharist, he tes-

tifies no surprise at the miracle, though the people in general

express great astonishment. The heads of the cardinals,

the popes, and the priests in prayer are deemed very beauti-

ful, as is the coloring of the picture. In front of the steps is

a part of the papal Swiss guard.

The remaining picture, * The deliverance of St. Peter

from prison,' contains a double action ; first, St. Peter in

prison awaked by the angel, and secondly, St. Peter going

out of prison, conducted by the angel. Raphael has here

exhibited an astonishing proof of his knowledge of lights.

The centre of the picture represents the prison, illuminated

with a splendor, rivalling the beams of the sun, which pro-

ceeds from the body of the angel who is in the act of awak-

ing St. Peter ; on the right, they are hastening away,

while on the left, the aroused soldiers, whose figures are

beautifully illuminated by the combined light of a torch and

the moon, are rushing out in pursuit. He has here, too, af-

forded another proof how art may convert the impediments

thrown in her way, to her own advantage ; for the place be-

ing broken by a window, he has painted on each side of it a

staircase, affording an ascent to the prison, and on the steps,

at the right, has placed the guards, overpowered with sleep

;

so that the artist does not appear to accommodate himself to

the place, but the place to have become subservient to the

artist. The four divisions of the ceiling are painted with sub-

jects from the Old Testament—the ' Promise of God to

Abraham,' the ' Sacrifice of Isaac,' Jacob's Dream,' and

' Moses before God in the burning bush.'

The next room contains the ' Coronation of Charlemagne,'

by Pope Leo III, in the church of St. Peter, A. D. 800

;

the ' Justification of Leo,' before Charlemagne, the cardinals
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and archbishops ; the ' Victory obtained by Leo IV. over the

Saracens,' at Ostia ; and the * Conflagration of the Suburb of

St. Peter's/ which happened in 847.

The Coronation of Charlemagne is thought not to possess

so much interest as some of the other pictures of Raphael.

The composition is said to be confused, and the young man
in armor, in the foreground, is the only part particularly ad-

mired. The ceremony is represented as taking place within

the church of St. Peter. Upon a raised platform on the

right, is seated, under a gorgeous canopy. Pope Leo III, in

the act of placing an imperial crown upon the head of Char-

lemagne, who kneels suppliantly before him. The remain-

der of the picture is occupied with the attendant cardinals

and bishops, in their rich and splendid costumes.

The next picture, the ' Justification of Leo III,' is broken

by a window in the same manner as the Release of St. Peter.

Above the window is represented an altar, behind which

stands the pope, attended by his cardinals, with his hand rest-

ing upon the Gospels, in the act of swearing before Charle-

magne, that he was not guilty of the crimes laid to his charge

by the party who wished to depose him. The two sides of

the picture are occupied by the Swiss guards and other per-

sons in attendance.

Opposite this picture is the ' Victory of Leo IV. over the

Saracens.' The scene is laid on the shore of the Mediter-

ranean ; the Roman gallies are seen at anchor in the dis-

tance, and, in the foreground, on the left, is seated the pope,

before whom are brought the Saracen prisoners bound with

cords.

The fourth picture, the ' Conflagration of the Suburb of

St. Peter's,' called the ' Incendio del Borgo,' is one of Ra-

phael's most celebrated works, finished by himself, and repre-

sents the fire in Borgo S. Spirito, near the Vatican, which

happened during the pontificate of Leo IV.

This wonderful piece, says Lanzi, alternately chills the
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heart with terror, or warms it with compassion. The calam-

ity is carried to its extreme point, as it is the hour of midnight,

and the fire which ah^eady occupies a considerable space, is

increased by a violent wind agitating the flames that leap

with rapidity from house to house. The affright and misery

of the inhabitants are wonderfully expressed ; one man,

Aeneas like, is carrying off his father, another is letting him-

self down gently from the wall, while a third is receiving

an infant from the arms of its distracted mother. In the

foreground is another woman, raising her hands towards Leo

IV, who appears in a gallery, below which is a group of

figures imploring his assistance. The four circular pictures

on the ceiling of this room, representing the Almighty and

Christ in different glories, are those which Raphael permitted

to remain out of respect to his master Perugino.

The fourth and last Stanza, commonly called the hall of

Constantine, contains four pictures commemorating the mili-

tary achievements and the reUgious acts of this monarch

:

' Constantine addressing his troops before the battle ;' the

' Battle of Constantine,' fought against Maxentius, near the

Pius Milvius, A. D. 312 ; the ' Baptism of Constantine, by

Pope Sylvester,' and the ' Donation of the patrimony of the

church by Constantine.' These pictures were all designed

by Raphael, but colored after his death, by his scholars.

In the first picture, the ' Address of Constantine,' Raphael

has represented the moment when the cross appears in the

air supported by angels, who are supposed to be saying to

him : " In hoc signo vinces,"—" By this conquer."

The next painting, representing the ' Battle at the Pons

Milvius,' was colored principally by Giulio Romano, and is,

according to some opinions, the first picture in the first class

of great works. The most striking groups are an old soldier

raising his dying son ; two soldiers fighting, in the same part

of the picture ; and in the centre, Constantine, on a white

horse, with his eye fixed upon Maxentius in the Tiber, vainly
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struggling to extricate himself. The military array of men
and horse, and the fury of the combat are most powerfully

depicted.

In the third picture, representing the ' Baptism/ Ra-

phael has selected for the scene of action the Baptistery,

built by Constantine after he had embraced Christianity, and

supposed to represent that of St. Giovanni in Lateran.

The composition of the fourth picture, representing the

' Donation made by Constantine to S. Sylvester,' is much ad-

mired ; but the figures of Constantine and the Pope are said

to want majesty. This picture is full of episodes ; namely,

soldiers driving the spectators back between the columns ; a

beggar imploring charity, a woman with her back only visi-

ble, who leans upon two other women, in order to see the cer-

emony ; and a child mounted upon a dog.

While the latter works in the Stanze were in progress, Ra-

phael's first great patron, Julius II, died ; but fortunately for

the arts, he was succeeded by another, Leo X, who was even

more attached to them, and more fond of the renown arising

from the cultivation of w^hatever adorns society. By this

pontiff, Raphael was employed upon two other great under-

takings in the department of painting, the decoration of the

Loggie of the Vatican, and designs for the tapestries of the

Sistine chapel.

The Loggie are open galleries, built around three sides of

the court of St. Damasus, the oldest portion of the palace of

the Vatican. They consist of three stories, the two lower

ones formed by vaulted arcades ; the upper, by an elegant

colonnade. The first arcade of the middle story, was dec-

orated with paintings and stuccos under Raphael's direction,

and leads to the Stanze ; so that one master work succeeds to

another. The walls around the windows on the inner side of

the Loggie are ornamented with festoons of flowers and fruits,

of great beauty and delicacy of style. The other paintings,

which alternately with small stuccos, adorn the walls, repre-
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sent animals of various kinds, but consist principally of tlie

so-called arabesque or grotesque decorations. The stuccos

consist of various architectural ornaments, and an almost in-

numerable multitude of reliefs, of small busts, single figures

and groups, representing mythological subjects, exhibiting a

spirited imitation of the antique style, and in some cases of

actually existing monuments.

The chief ornaments of the arcade are the paintings of the

vaulted ceiling, representing an extensive cycle of events

from Scripture, particularly from the Old Testament, and are

known by the name of ' Raphael's Bible.' But a small por-

tion of this work, however, was done by Raphael, the super-

intendence of them having been entrusted to Giulio Romano,

by whom, with the assistance of his scholars, they were

painted from the drawings of the great master.

The exposure of the Loggie to the inclemency of the

weather, has very much diminished its beauty ; but those who

saw it at an early period, says Lanzi, when the unsullied

splendor of the gold, the pure white of the stuccos, the bril-

liancy of the colors, and the freshness of the marble, rendered

every part of it beautiful and resplendent, must have thought

it a vision of Paradise.

The design for the tapestries of the Sistine chapel, repre-

senting events from the lives of the apostles, were executed

by Raphael in the years 1515 and 1516, and are some of his

most important productions. ' The Cartoons,' as they are

emphatically called, are a series of grand designs, drawn with

chalk upon strong paper, and colored in distemper,* for the

purpose of being worked in tapestry. There were originally

ten cartoons designed by Raphael, each of which was about

* Painting in distemper is where the colors used are moistened with

water, and thickened into consistency by some glutinous mixture. This

was the mode generally practised in the middle ages ; and when well exe-

cuted and glazed with varnish, might be mistaken for oils, though it can

never have the same force or brilliancy.
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twelve feet in height, but of various lengths, with figures

rather above the size of life. Three of them are lost, the

* Stoning of St. Stephen,' the ' Conversion of St. Paul,' and

* St. Paul in the Prison of Philippi,' and seven remain :
—

the miraculous ' Draught of Fishes,' the ' Charge to St. Peter,'

the ' Healing of the Lame man,' the ' Death of Ananias,' the

' Punishment of the Sorcerer Elymas,' ' Paul and Barnabas

at Lystra,' and ' St. Paul preaching at Athens ;' all of which

are preserved in the palace of Hampton Court in England.

The rich tapestries wrought from the Cartoons, at Arras

in Flanders, in wool, silk and gold, were completed and sent

to Rome in 1519, the year before Raphael died. Eighteen

years afterwards, when Rome was sacked by Bourbon's bar-

barian mercenaries, these tapestries were carried off by the

soldiers, and fell (it is not known exectly where or how) into

the hands of the constable Anne de Montmorenci, who re-

stored them to Pope Julius III. They are yet preserved

with great veneration at Rome, and shown only on a few days

in the year, in the gallery which leads from St. Peter's to the

Vatican. They are, however, not only injured in many parts,

and badly restored, but have faded so much, that the general

effect of the coloring is destroyed. Under the large subjects

are small compositions, in the style of friezes, painted in

bronze color, portraying scenes from the history of the apos-

tles, so connected with the subjects of the chief pictures, as

to carry on and unite the separate events.

In the Sistine chapel, the tapestries appear to have been di-

vided into two series ; those on the left of the altar, compre-

hending the earlier history of the church, in which the sub-

jects relate principally to St. Peter ; and those on the right,

consisting of events connected with the ministry of St. Paul.

Around each tapestry ran a rich border, relieved with gold,

representing incidents in the life of Leo X, with ornamental

arabesques, groups of boys, fruits, flowers, etc.

8
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First Series.

The miraculous draught of Fishes, Luke, ch. v. The scene

represents the sea of Gennesaret, with a view of the distant

shore ; in front are two boats, in one of which Christ is seated,

in the act of speaking to St. Peter, who has fallen on his

knees before him, while the boat is apparently sinking with

the weight of the fish. Two men are employed in drawing up

the nets ; on the shore, in the foreground, stand three cranes ;

and in the distance are seen the people, to whom Christ has

been preaching out of the ship or boat. The cartoon for this

tapestry appears to have been painted almost entirely by Ra-

phael's own hands, as a model, perhaps, for the others ; the

keeping is remarkably well observed, the drawing excellent,

and the coloring clear and deep in tone.

The charge to St. Peter, ' Feed my sheep,' St. John xxi.

The disciples, to whom our Lord appears after his resurrec-

tion, are here assembled. Christ is standing and pointing

with one hand to the keys held by St. Peter, who kneels at

his feet, and with the other to a flock of sheep, as emblematic

of the words of the charge. Richardson praises the introduc-

tion of the sheep, as the only means of making the incident

intelligible ; while Dr. Waagen is of opinion that Raphael

has perhaps, in avoiding one error, fallen into another ; and

not being able to express the real meaning of the words, has

turned into a palpable object, what was merely a figurative

expression, thus producing an ambiguity of another and less

pleasant kind. In the background is a landscape, and on the

left, the lake of Gennesaret, and a fisher's bark. In the tapes-

try, the white robe of our Savior is strewed with golden stars,

which has a beautiful effect, and doubtless existed in the car-

toon, though no trace of this is now visible.

The healing of the lame man, Acts iii. The scene is the
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portico of the temple of Jerusalem, adorned with several rows

of richly ornamented twisted columns, imitated from those

which are preserved in the church of St. Peter, as relics of

the temple. Under this portico stand the two apostles, Peter

and John, the former holding bj the hand an unfortunate

cripple, who is gazing up into his face, while the miracle is

performed. Among the surrounding people, who are entering

the temple at the hour of prayer, being the ninth hour, are

seen conspicuous a woman with an infant in her arms, and

another leading a boy, carrying tvv'o doves.—The whole gives

an impression of festive splendor.

The death of Ananias, Acts, ch. v. In the centre, upon a

raised platform, are assembled nine of the disciples, in the

midst of whom stands Peter, with uplifted hand, in the act of

speaking. In the foreground, upon the left, Ananias has fallen,

in convulsions, upon the earth, as a punishment for his false-

hood ; while a young man and woman, on the right, are start-

ing back affrighted, with horror and astonishment strongly

expressed in every feature. In the background, to the left,

is seen Sapphira, who, unaware of the catastrophe of her hus-

band, and the terrible fate impending over her, is paying

some money with one hand, while she withholds a portion

in the other. St. John and another apostle are on the right,

distributing alms. As a composition, considered artistically,

this cartoon holds the first rank.

The stoning of Stephen, Acts, ch. vii. The cartoon for

this tapestry has disappeared. St. Stephen is represented

kneeling, with his eyes raised to heaven, where the Savior

appears with the Eternal Father and angels, and prays to God

for forgiveness for his murderers. In the foreground, Paul

holds the clothes of the witnesses.

Second Series.

The conversion of Paul, Acts, ch. ix. Upon the ground,

thrown from his horse, hes St. Paul, who alone sees the threat-
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ening figure of the Savior, while his armed followers witness

only in its effects the awful majesty of the Divine presence.

The expression of fear and consternation, throughout the en-

tire group, is admirably portrayed. The cartoon for this

tapestry is also lost.

The punishment of the sorcerer Elymas, Acts, chap. xiii.

In the centre of the picture, with lictors, etc. at his side, is

seated the proconsul Sergius upon a throne, beholding with

astonishment Elymas struck blind by the word of the

Apostle Paul, who stands upon the right, with his arms

extended towards the sorcerer, who moves with uncertain

steps, feeling his way with outstretched hands. Consterna-

tion and wonder are visible in the bystanders, who are all

occupied with the remarkable event which is passing before

their eyes.

Paul and Barnabas at Lystra, Acts, chap. xiv. A festal

procession with a victim, (imitated from an antique bas-

relief, which, in Raphael's time, was in the Villa Medici,)

approaches to offer sacrifice to Paul and Barnabas, who,

standing beneath a portico, and shocked at the intention, are

in the act of rebuking a man who is bringing a ram for the

occasion. On the left is seen a group of the people, leading

two oxen, and a man with an axe to strike one of them down,

while, at the same time, his arm is held back by a youth,

who having observed the abhorrent jesture of Paul, judges

that the sacrifice will be offensive to him. In the foreground

appears the cripple, now cured of his lameness, who turns

gratefully towards Paul ; on the right, is seen a statue of

Mercury, and, in the background, the forum of Lystra, and

several temples. The two children at the altar, the one

playing upon a musical instrument, the other holding a box

of incense, and apparently unconscious of the events which

are passing before them, are much admired. The whole is

full of movement and interest, and is the most dramatic in

effect of the entire series.
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St. Paul preaching at Athens, Acts, chap. xvii. Paul,

standing upon some elevated steps, with both arras raised to

heaven, is in the act of addressing the Athenians in the

Areopagus ; behind him are three philosophers of the differ-

ent sects of Plato, the Cynic, the Epicurean and the Platon-

ic, which are easily distinguished ; and beyond is a group of

sophists, disputing with each other. On the left, are seen

the half figures of Dionysius the Areopagite, and the woman

Damaris, who ' believed and came unto him ;' and on the

same side, in the background, is seen the statue of Mars, in

front of a circular temple, the design of which was taken

from the Temple of Bramante, near the church of San

Pietro di Montorio.

Paul in the prison of Pliilippi, at the time of the earth-

quake. Acts, chap. xvi. The cartoon of this tapestry, which

is smaller in size than either of the others, has also disap-

peared. Behind the grate of the prison, the Apostle is seen

in prayer ; in front are the guards, and the earthquake is

personified by a giant, who has rent the ground asunder.

Compared with cartoons, says HazUtt, all other pictures

look like oil and varnish ; we are stopped and attracted by

the coloring, the penciling, the finishing, the instrumentalities

of art ; but here the painter seems to have flung his mind

upon the canvas. His thoughts, his great ideas alone pre-

vailed ; there is nothing between us and the subject ; we

look through a frame and see Scripture histories, and are

made actual spectators in miraculous events.

After the completion of the tapestries for Leo X, owing to

the great applause with which these splendid articles of luxu-

ry were received, repetitions w^ere executed for many other

places, and thus various copies are seen in Dresden, Mantua,

France and England.

When Rome was plundered, in 1527, in the time of

Clement VII, Raphael's scholars had fled ; and the works of

art being totally neglected, the original cartoons were per-

8*
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mitted to remain in the store rooms of the manufactory in

Flanders. Seven of them were purchased by Rubens for

Charles I. of England, but they seem to have excited but

little curiosity, till William III. caused a gallery to be erected

for their reception at Hampton Court, which they now

occupy.

In the same apartments of the Vatican there is another

series of thirteen tapestries, higher in shape, and without the

ornamental accessories, representing scenes from the life of

Christ ; and, although it is not certain that the cartoons for

these tapestries were executed under the immediate direc-

tion of Raphael, since, in the greater number, the drawing is

much less satisfactory than in the other series, yet the general

invention, composition and style of these works announce,

for the most part, his unquestionable genius, dignity and

grace. The most beautiful of this second series are ' The

adoration of the Magi,' the ' Resurrection,' and three narrow

tapestries of the ' Massacre of the Innocents.'

Notwithstanding the immense amount of labor which

Raphael must necessarily have expended upon the great

works in which he was employed by the Popes, his peculiar

powers were most fully developed in his Madonnas and Holy

Families. Of his various conceptions of these subjects, his

three large altar-pieces are interesting examples.

Of these the ' Madonna di Foligno' in the Vatican is the

earliest. It was originally ordered for the church of Ara

Coeli in Rome by Cismondo Conti, one of the court of Julius

II, but was afterwards transferred to Foligno— hence its

name. In the upper part of the picture is the Madonna
with the child, enthroned on the clouds in a glory, surround-

ed by angels. Underneath, on one side, kneels the donor,

raising his folded hands to the Virgin ; and behind him

stands St. Jerome, who recommends him to her care. On
the other side is St. Francis, also kneeling, and looking up-

ward, while he points with one hand to the people, for whom
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he entreats the protection of the Mother of Grace, and be-

hind him is John the Baptist, directing the attention of the

spectators towards the Madonna, as if inviting him to pay

her homage. Between the two groups stands an angel hold-

ing a tablet, intended for an inscription ; in the distance is a

city, on which falls a meteor, while a rainbow spans it above,

in allusion to some providential escape, victory or success,

in remembrance of which this votive picture, so called, was

dedicated. The second of these altar pieces, the ' Madonna

del Pesce,' now at Madrid, but originally painted for the

church of St. Domenico at Naples, possesses much more

repose and grandeur, as a whole, than the former ; and the

artist has imparted a wonderfully poetic character to the sub-

ject. It represents the Madonna and child upon a throne ;

on one side is St. Jerome, and on the other the guardian

angel wdth the young Tobias, who carries a fish, '(whence the

name of the picture.) St. .Jerome, kneeling on the steps of

the throne, has been reading from a book to the Virgin and

child, and appears to have been interrupted by the entrance

of Tobias and the Angel. The infant Christ turns towards

them, laying his hand upon the book ; and the Virgin turns

towards the Angel, who introduces Tobias, while the latter,

dropping upon his knees, looks up meekly to the divine in-

fant. The majesty and sweetness of the Virgin, the inter-

esting sympathy of the child, the thoughtful gravity of St.

Jerome, the easy bending figure of the Angel, the inexpressi-

ble naivete of Tobias, all combine in beautiful harmony, and

leave a refined impression on the feelings of the spectator.

The third and most important of this class is the * IVIadon-

na di San. Sisto,' in the Dresden gallery. Here the Madon-

na appears as the queen of the heavenly host, in a brilliant

glory of countless angel-heads, standing on the clouds, with

the eternal Son in her arms ; and at the sides are kneeling

St. Sixtus and St. Bai'bara, each of whom seem to connect

the scene with the spectators. A curtain, drawn back, en-
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closes the picture on each side, and underneath is a Hght

parapet, upon which two angel-boys are leaning.

The Madonna, says Dr. Kugler, is one of the most won-

derful creations of Raphael's pencil ; she is at once the exalt-

ed and blessed woman of whom the Savior was born, and

the tender, earthly Virgin, whose pure and humble nature

was esteemed worthy of so great a destiny. There is some-

thing scarcely describable in her countenance, which express-

es a timid astonishment at the miracle of her own elevation

;

and at the same time, the freedom and dignity resulting from

the consciousness of her divine situation. The child rests

naturally, but not listlessly, in her arms, and looks down up-

on the world with a serious expression. The eye of the

spectator is with difficulty disenchanted from the impressions

produced by these two figures, to enable it to rest upon the

grandeur and dignity of the pope, the lowly devotion of

Saint Barbara, and the cheerful innocence of the two angel-

children.

According to Vasari, Raphael painted this picture for the

principal altar of St. Sixtus at Piacenza—at least, it was

there in his time, and was not removed to Dresden until the

last century.

Among the most interesting of Raphael's portraits, of

which he executed a great number, is his own likeness in the

gallery at Munich, representing him apparently as about

thirty years of age, wearing a black cap over his long, fair

hair ; the countenance is Italian, full of sensibility, with a

slight air of melancholy playing over it, blended with a cer-

tain acuteness of expression ; there is also a portrait in the

Tribune at Florence, of a very beautiful woman, holding the

fur trimming of her mantle with her right hand ; this is in-

scribed with the date 1512, and by some is thought to repre-

sent the ' Fornarina,' or the Baker's Daughter. Still, it has

been questioned whether this picture is by Raphael, as it

bears no resemblance to the second picture of the Fornarina,
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in the Barberine palace in Rome, which bears the name of

Raphael on the armlet, and of the authenticity of which

there can hardly be a doubt. In the latter, the figure is re-

presented in a sitting posture, uncovered to the waist, in the

act of drawing a light drapery around her, with a shawl

twisted around the head. The execution is beautiful and

delicate, the eyes large, dark, and full of fire, seeming to

speak of brighter days. In the Tribune, is likewise Rapha-

el's portrait of Pope Julius II, an old man, seated in an arm-

chair, in deep meditation ; and in the Pitti gallery, a very

grand and noble picture of Pope Leo X, sitting at a table,

the breviary open before him, with the cardinals, de' Medici

and de' Rossi standing on each side.

The last, and perhaps the greatest work of this artist, is

the picture of the ' Transfiguration on Mount Tabor,' paint-

ed for the Cardinal de' Medici, and now in the Vatican. Al-

though critics have objected to this painting, that it contains

two subjects, and consists of two pictures, every one must

concede that in perfectness of design, nobleness of composi-

tion, elevation and sublimity of expression, together with

truth and vigor of coloring, it is not inferior to his other

works.

At the foot of Mount Tabor is an assembled multitude,

among whom are some of the disciples, endeavoring in vaia

to relieve a youth from the dominion of an evil spirit. The
various emotions of the different parties in this group, are

most characteristic ; but the mind is soon carried beyond the

touching scene below, to the sublime one above, where

Christ appears elevated in the air, surrounded with glory,

between Moses and Elias, while the three favored apostles

kneel in astonishment on the ground. The countenance of

Christ, in which, says Lanzi, he has developed all his com-

bined ideas of majesty and beauty, may be considered the

masterpiece of Raphael, and seems to us the most sublime
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height to which the genius of the artist, or even the art itself

was capable of aspiring.

With this great work the labors of the painter were end-

ed ; for, while engaged upon it he was seized with a violent

fever, which suddenly terminated his life. The body lay for

a while in state, in the room which had been the scene of his

labors, and over it was placed the noble picture of the Trans-

figuration. He was honored by a public funeral, and his re-

mains deposited in the Pantheon, where a monument was

shortly afterwards erected to his memory.

Beside the works already enumerated, there are other

pictures by Raphael which we cannot pass over unnoticed ;

a ' Madonna' at Berlin, with the child upon her lap, holding

a goldfinch in his hand ; the ' Virgin in the Meadow,' in

which the little St. John offers a reed cross to the infant

Christ, and which is now in the Belvidere gallery at Vienna

;

the ' Madonna del CardelHno' in the Tribune at Florence,

which takes its name from the little St. John presenting a

goldfinch to the infant ; the ' Madonna di Pescia' in the Pitti

palace at Florence, in which the mother and child are repre-

sented upon a throne, with St. Peter and St. Bruno on one

side, and St. Anthony and St. Augustine upon the other, and

in front are two boys—angels holding a scrip of parchment

;

the ' Vision of EzekieF, also in the Pitti palace ; the ' Holy

Family,' known by the name of ' the Pearl,' in the Museum

of Madrid ; a ' St. Cecilia,' who, charmed by a melody supe-

rior to her own, permits her musical instrument to drop from

her hands, now in the gallery of Bologna ; a ' St. Catherine of

Alexandria,' in the National Gallery at London ; ' the Violin

player,' in the Sciarra palace at Pome, representing a youth

holding the bow of a violin, with a laurel wreath in his hand,

and looking toward the spectator over his shoulder ; to which

may be added several frescos, one in the St. Maria della

Pace, representing ' Four Sibyls surrounded by angels' sup-
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porting tablets ; the ' Prophet Isaiah and two angels/ also

holding a tablet, painted on a pilaster in St. Augustino ; the

* Judgment of the Gods/ who decide the dispute between

Venus and Cupid ; the ' Marriage of Cupid and Psyche/

and a fresco known by the name of the ' Galatea/ represent-

ing the goddess of the sea riding on a shell car, drawn by

dolphins, and surrounded by nymphs and tritons, on the walls

of the Farnese palace, at Rome, formerly the villa of Agos-

tino Chigi, an opulent friend of Raphael and of the arts.

When we review, says Dr. Kugler, the immense number

of Raphael's creations in painting, and consider that, beside

directinoj the buildino; of St. Peter's, he executed several

other architectural works ; that in the latter years of his life

he was zealously occupied in superintending the examination

of the monuments of antiquity ; that he did not even omit to

undertake -works in sculpture, and that he died in his thirty-

seventh year, — we are filled with astonishment at the inex-

haustible creative power of this master, without any excep-

tion, the most distinguished of modern artists.

GIULIO EOMANO.

GiULio Romano, the most renowned among the imme-

diate scholars of Raphael, his heir, and the continuator of his

works, was born at Rome in the year 1492, and died in 1546,

aged fifty-four years. While a pupil, he followed less his

master's delicacy, than energy of character, and chiefly sig-

nalized himself in subjects of war and battles,, which he rep-

resented with equal spirit and erudition. Yasari, who visited

him at Mantua, prefers his drawings to his pictures, as being

more full of that original fire which distinguishes his concep-

tion, and which was apt to evaporate in the longer process of

finishing.
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After he had completed the Hall of Constantine in the

Vatican, from the design of his master Raphael, he went to

Mantua, where he found a wide field for the exercise of his

powerful genius, both in achitecture and in painting, at the

palace of the T, which was ornamented entirely by him, or

by his scholars under his direction. The ' Victory of Jupiter

over the Giants ;' the ' Fall of Phaeton ;' the ' Marriage of

Cupid and Psyche ;' and ' Acis fleeing with Galatea from

the monster Polyphemus/ are all finely executed, and com-

mand the admiration of connoisseurs.

The altar pieces of Giulio are not numerous, and he did

not live to complete those which he had commenced at Man-

tua. The most remarkable of those which he finished with

his own hand, are the three frescos at St. Mark, and, in the

church of St. Christopher, the athletic figure of that saint,

groaning under the weight of the divine Infant on his should-

ers. The master piece of Giulio in this department, is the

* Martyrdom of St. Stephen,' painted for the church of St.

Stephen at Genoa, and still there. In the centre of the

picture is placed, very prominently, the sufferer, young and

beautiful, illuminated by the celestial light which streams

down upon him alone ; near him, sits the captain of the

guard, while somewhat more distant are seen the Poman
soldiers, taking aim and following each missile with their

eyes.

In the Dresden gallery there is a ' Holy Family,' also of

great merit. The child, standing in a vase, is held by the

Virgin, while the little St. John playfully pours in the water ;

thus giving the picture, which is beautifully drawn, a charac-

ter of forward sportiveness.

In addition to his powers as a painter, Giulio Romano pos-

sessed a very considerable knowledge of the principles of

architecture, and was employed in plans for several of the

palaces at Rome and Mantua. Vasari relates that, upon the

death of San Gallo, the architect of St. Peter's, Giulio was
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selected for his successor ; but was prevented from leaving

Mantua by the interest and entreaties of his relatives and

friends ; and, whilst he was endeavoring to surmount these

difficulties, and enjoy the proffered honor, he was seized with

a fever which carried him to the grave.

POLIDORO CALDARA.

PoLiDORO Caldara, Called Caravaggio, belongs to

the school of Lombardy by birth, but to that of Rome by

education. He was born at Caravaggio, in the Milanese, in

1495, and died in 1543, aged forty-eight years. His parents

being very indigent, he went to Rome in search of employ-

ment, where he was engaged as a porter by the artists who

were employed upon the Vatican, to carry mortar for the

plaster of their fresco paintings. Whilst occupied in this

humble station, he observed very attentively with what facili-

ty the artists executed the designs of Raphael ; and, in-

spired by his natural disposition for the arts, he made some

attempts, which attracted the notice of this master, of whom
he afterward became one of the most illustrious disciples.

Having formed an intimate friendship with Maturino of

Florence, and assisted by his advice, Caravaggio applied

himself assiduously to the study of ancient statues and bas-

reliefs ; in the delineation of which he so much excelled, that

he was selected by Raphael to paint the friezes which ac-

companied the works of that master in the Vatican ; and

they were in no way unworthy of being placed with the sub-

lime productions of that artist.

It was the custom, at this time, at Rome, to ornament the

exterior of the principal houses and palaces with the works

of eminent artists executed in a style called by the Italians

^ sgrajitlo^ expressed by hatchings on the plaster, in the

manner of engraving. In works of this nature Caravaggio
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and his friend Maturino were much employed, and it is

greatly to be regretted, that their exposure to the weather

and the ravages of time, have deprived the art of these val-

uable productions, of whose beauty we may form some judg-

ment, from the prints which have been engraved from some

of them by Alberti, Goltius, and Galstruzzi.

At the sack of Rome by the Imperial army under the

Duke of Bourbon in 1527, Caravaggio fled to Naples, whence

he proceeded to Sicily, and was there employed to paint a

triumphal arch, which was erected at Messina, on the occa-

sion of Charles Fifth's return from his expedition to Tunis.

His most celebrated picture, painted at Messina, is ' Christ

bearing the Cross,' a grand composition of many figures,

painted in oil, with a beauty and harmony of coloring, which

proved that he would have acquired greater celebrity, had he

undertaken greater works. Rome being restored to tranquil-

lity, Caravaggio was desirous of returning to the emporium

of art ; and, preparatory to his departure, he had drawn out

his money from the bank ; tempted by which, he was mur-

dered by his servant, a Sicilian, in 1543.

ANDREA SACCHI.

Andrea Sacchi was born at Rome in 1594, and died in

1661, aged sixty-three years. He was the son of Benedetto,

a painter of little reputation, by whom he was instructed in

the rudiments of design ; but had afterwards the advantage

of studying under Francesco Albani, of whom he was the

most distinguished disciple. On leaving the school of that

painter, he improved his style by an attentive study of the

works of Raphael, Caravaggio, and the antique marbles ; by

which means he acquired the correctness and severity of

design, for which his works are remarkable.
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Sacchi distinguished himself in a very eminent degree by

his painting in fresco ; he was favored with the patronage of

the Cardinal Barberini, who employed him in ornamenting

his palace with several allegorical pictures ; and many of the

public edifices at Rome are embellished with his works,

which have been ranked among the admired productions of

art in that capital. Such are his pictures of the * Death of

St. Anne' in the church of St. Carlo a Catinari, the 'Angel

appearing to Joseph' in the church of St, Joseph, and his

* St. Andrew' in the Quirinal.

But his most distinguished performance is his famous

picture of * St. Romualdo, among the Friars of the Order,'

now in the Vatican, which was considered one of the finest

pictures at Rome. The composition is extremely simple ; it

represents the saint seated in a solitary valley of the Apen-

nines, surrounded by some of his order, explaining to them

his reason for retiring from the world. Everything in the

picture breathes tranquillity and repose. The expression in

the head of St. Romualdo is admirable, as is the attention

with which the monks are listening to his discourse. The

surprising effect that he has given to a group of six figures,

all habited in white drapery, without the appearance of mo-

notony, is the wonder and admiration of the artist.

The admirers of Andrea Sacchi regard him as the great-

est colorist the Roman School can boast, and Mengs places

his talents nearly on a level with those of Pietro da Cortona

;

which without raising him to the elevation of the great lumi-

naries of the art, assigns him an honorable station among its

able professors.

CARLO MARATTI.

Carlo Maratti was born at Camerino, in the marquis-

ate of Ancona, in 1625, and died in 1713, aged eighty-eight

<*/ r-
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years. He was the disciple and friend of Andrea Sacchi,

with whom to the death of that great master, he pursued his

studies and continued his attachment. Having devoted him-

self particularly to the study of the works of Raphael and

Michael Angelo, he attracted the attention of Pope Clement

IX, and was employed by him in painting some frescos for

the Vatican, which Maratti executed so much to his satisfac-

tion, that the Pope appointed him overseer of the Vatican

Gallery ; and to him are we indebted for the preservation of

the works of Raphael and of Annibale Caracci in the Farnese

palace, to each of whom, he erected at his own expense, the

noble monuments in the Pantheon at Rome.

Maratti chiefly applied himself to the painting of Madonnas

and female saints ; and is celebrated for the lovely, modest,

yet dignified air of the former, and the devout character and

graceful draperies of the latter. The most celebrated pictures

of the artist are the ' Visitation of the Virgin,' and a ' Flight

into Egypt,' in the cathedral at Sienna ; and a ' Venus' in

the Arnoldi palace at Florence. His last work, representing

the ' Baptism of Christ,' is in the Carthusian convent at Na-

ples ; and although finely designed, one cannot but observe

the decay of that masterly hand in the style of its execution.

He lived to the advancd age of eighty-eight ; and, as an art-

ist, deserves the title given him by Richardson, of * the last

painter of the Roman school.*
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CHAPTER IX.

The Venetian School— Giorcio Barbarelli, commonly called

GiNGIONK — TiZIANO VeCELLI, BETTER KJfOWN BY THE NAME OP

Titian— Sebastian del PioaiBO— Giacomo da Ponte, sub-

named Bassano— Giacomo Robusti, called Tintoretto — Pas
le Cagliari, known by the name op Paul Veronese.

Whilst the superior principles of the art were receiving

the homage of Tuscany and of Rome, the inferior but more

alluring charm of color began to spread its fascination at

Venice. Destitute of the examples which the elder Floren-

tine school presented to its later offspring, and also of the far

more brilliant advantages possessed by the followers of the

Roman school, the Venetian artists applied themselves ar-

dently to the contemplation of nature ; and seized upon a

source of fascination, which had been in a great measure dis-

regarded by their predecessors. Their chief object was, by

harmony and variety of colors, as well as by the contrast of

light and shade, to produce a vigorous effect, and to demand
and fix the attention. It is chiefly this quality, which gives

the stamp of perfection to their productions. With admirable

mastery they give the warmth of life to the flesh, and imi-

tate, with wonderful exactness, the splendor and brilliancy of

different materials. And although this general aim would ap-

pear to restrict imitation to familiar objects and circumstances,

yet they knew how not only to penetrate life in all its aspects,

and through all its depths, but to treat also the grandest themes.

It is to be remarked that the Venetians, on the whole, painted

chiefly in oil ; the nature of oU-painting being much more fa-

vorable to their peculiar object than the severer methods of

fresco.

9*
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GIORGIONE.

Giorgio Barbarelli, commonly called Giorgione, by

which name he is best known, was born at Castel franco, in

the Venetian territory, in 1477, and died of the plague in 1511,

at the early age of thirty-four years, and disputes with Titian

the rank of founder of the Venetian school. He received his

£rst instructions in the art of painting from Giovanni Bellini,

but soon dismissed the minuteness and labored style of his

master, and substituted breadth and fulness of handling and

effect.

Vasari observes that Giorgione having seen some works of

Leonardo da Vinci, wherein the grand style of chiaro scuro,

(that of opposing strong lights by strong shadows,) was af-

fected, he was strongly impressed by it, and endeavored after-

wards to imitate it in his own pictures ; but Fuseli has ably

defended him from the charge, and thinks that if he adopted

that style, he did not scruple to vary it, to suit his own more

pleasing taste.

Giorgione painted in fresco, also, with great vigor and ef-

fect, and ornamented many of the facades of the palaces of

Venice, as was the fashion at that period, with works of which

little but the ruins now remain ; but his numerous oil pictures

still retain their beauty. His portraits are reckoned among
the finest of the Italian school, and he has justly been styled

the Father of portrait painting, since handed down to us by

Titian, Van Dyck and Sir Joshua Reynolds, the three great

luminaries that have, at different periods, succeeded him.

Some of his most beautiful portraits are in the Manfrini gal-

lery in Venice ; one, for example, representing a ' Lady with

a lute,' and a second in which a Venetian cavalier turns to-

wards a lady attended by a beautiful page. Giorgione's own
portrait, in the Munich gallery, is also excellent, full of im-

passioned feeling, with a peculiar melancholy in the dark

glowing eye.
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His most celebrated pictures are * The Tempest allayed,' re-

moved from the school of St. Mark to the Venetian Academy,

representing a sea storm which threatened destruction to Ve-

nice in the year 1310, till its fury was assuaged by the inter-

vention of three saints, St. Mark, St. Nicholas and St. George

;

these are in the act of embarking in a small boat, for the pur-

pose of driving out the evil demons, some of which are seen

precipitating themselves into the waves, while some sit upon

the cordage of the vessel, and others rest upon the caps of the

masts, from which the flaming fire spreads over the sky and

sea ; in the Brera at Milan is the ' Finding of Moses,' histori-

cal in subject but romantic in conception, in which the figures,

comprising the princess to whom the child is brought, and

several knights and ladies, are all dressed in the rich Venetian

costume of Giorgione's time ; two very fine landscapes, one of

which introduces a beautiful woman clothed in white, with a

naked child at her feet, and other figures. This is in the

Manfrini gallery at Venice ; and there is a peculiarly pleasing

one in the gallery of the Louvre, in which two young men
and women with musical instruments, are drawing water from

a spring ; a ' Christ bearing the Cross,' too, in the church of

San Eosa at Venice, is held in high estimation.

TITIAN.

TiziANO Vecelli, better known by the name of Titian,

was born at Cadore, in Friuli, in 1477, and died in 1576, at

the advanced age of ninety-nine years. His parents sent him,

at ten years of age, to one of his uncles, who, finding that he

had a taste for painting, placed him as a disciple with Gio-

vanni Bellini. But so soon as Titian had seen the works of

Giorgione, he preferred his manner ; and becoming his dis-

ciple, he imitated his style so exactly, that many of his earlier
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pictures can scarcely be distinguished from those of Giorgione

himself.

Titian was particularly remarkable for his accurate obser-

vation, and faithful imitation of nature, as regards the tones

of shades and coloring ; his taste in design was less conspicu-

ous ; but, in portraits and landscapes, he is deemed unrivalled.

His first work, which is entirely his own, and has been de-

nominated ' Titianesque,' is the ' Angel Raphael conducting

the young Tobias,* painted in his thirteenth year for the sa-

cristy of San Marciale ; and soon after, he painted the ' Pre-

sentation of the Virgin,' at the Carita, one of the richest and

most numerous of his compositions.

In his early works, Titian appears as a follower of the style

of Bellini ; but he treats it, from the first, with a peculiar power

of his own. An ' Adoration of the kings,' in the Manfrini

palace in Venice, is a small picture, copious in composition,

with some defects in drawing, but with an extensive and clever

landscape. A ' Madonna with Angels, in the gallery at Flo-

rence, and a pleasing little ' Madonna' in the Sciarra palace at

Rome, evince a further development. To this period also

belongs a beautiful and simple picture in the Venetian Acad-

emy, representing the ' Visit of Mary to Elizabeth,' and a very

graceful ' Madonna and Child,' in the gallery of Vienna. The
most finished and beautiful of Titian's early works, is * Christ

with the Tribute money,' painted for the duke of Ferrara,

and now at Dresden. The union of the flesh tints, the delicate

handling of the hair and beard, the mildness of the reproving

glance at the crafty Pharisee, all combine to produce the no-

blest effect. A portrait of the Barberigo family, painted about

this period, excited universal admiration ; and he was soon af-

terward employed in concert, or rather in rivalry, with Gior-

gione, to paint one of the facades of the Fondaco de' Tedeschi,

when, unhappily, the jealousy already subsisting between

these great artists was strengthened by the superior encomi-

ums bestowed upon Titian.
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Through the medium of the Cardinal Farnese, he was

next invited to Rome, where, according to Vasari, he arrived

in the year 1546, and was most kindly received by Pope
Paul V, who assigned him apartments in the Palazzo Belvi-

dere ; he also employed him to paint his portrait at full

length, sitting between the Cardinal and Prince Oltavio,

which gave universal satisfaction ; but an ' Ecce Homo/
which he painted as a present to the Pope, was not es-

teemed by the Roman artists, whose minds were accustomed

to the works of Raphael and Michael Angelo, the latter of

whom is said, when seeing Titian at work upon his beautiful

Danae, to have expressed his regrets that he had not studied

the antique as accurately as he had nature, in which case his

works would have been inimitable, by uniting the perfection

of coloring with correctness of design. Titian did not re-

main long at Rome, and, on his return to Venice, visited

Florence, where he beheld with delight the great works of

art with which this city was adorned ; here he waited upon

the grand duke, Cosmo, who declined the request to sit for

his portrait ; perhaps, as Vasari observes, that he might not

give umbrage to the ingenious artists of his own city and do-

minions. While at Florence, he received an invitation from

his patron, Charles V, to visit Spain, and accordingly, early

in the year 1550, went to Madrid, where he remained three

years, during which time he painted a great number of por-

traits and historical pictures.

In the year 1555, the Emperor Charles resigned his au-

thority and his crown, and was succeeded by his son Philip

II, who having erected a magnificent palace called the Iscu-

rial, in honor of a victory gained over the French in the year

1557, conceived the idea of enriching it with splendid speci-

mens of art, and resorted to his father's favorite painter to

assist him in perfecting it ; although it does not appear that

Titian returned to Spain, yet he must have employed his

pencil very assiduously in the service of Philip, from the
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great number of his pictures which are to be found there,

among which is an admirable one of the ' Last Supper.'

There are also several excellent altar pieces by Titian, one

of which, the ' Assumption of the Virgin,' has been removed

from the church of St. Maria to the Academy of Venice. It

represents the Madonna, a powerful figure, borne rapidly up-

wards, surrounded by fascinating groups of infant angels,

while beneath stand the apostles gazing up with solemn ges-

tures. In the Manfrini palace in Venice, is the 'Entomb-

ment of Christ,' one of the noblest representations of this

subject. One of the bearers is at the head, another at the

feet of Christ ; John standing behind, raises the arm, while

on the left is the Virgin, sinking back fainting, supported by

Mary Magdalene, whose eyes are fixed earnestly upon the

Savior. There is also, at Milan, a ' Christ crowned with

thorns,' full of grace and dignity, admirably colored and

sweetly pencilled.

Titian displays peculiar mastery in the representation of

the female form, for the magic of his coloring is here devel-

oped in its fullest power. His pictures of this kind, are to

be met with frequently in all large collections, it having been

his custom to repeat the same subject, sometimes by his own

hand, but oftener by his scholars, whose performances he al-

ways retouched, and frequently added the background, thus

giving their works the appearance of originals. In the Tri-

bune of the Ufiizj, at Florence, is the celebrated ' Venus,'

who by her artlessness powerfully fascinates the beholder, as

she reclines on a white drapery before a light background,

with flowers in her hand ; in the Strafford gallery, in Eng-

land, is a charming picture of ' Venice rising from the Sea ;*

and in the Borghese palace at Rome, is one of the most mas-

terly paintings of the kind, known by the name of ' Sacred

and Profane Love.' Two female figures, with forms pure

and delicate, are sitting on the edge of a saropagus-sbaped

fountain ; the one is clothed in a splendid white garment in
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beautiful folds, while the other is naked, with a red drapery

falling behind her.

The highest merit of Titian, is perhaps displayed in his

portraits, which are very numerous, and are to be found in all

the fine collections in Europe. Among the most beautiful,

are a half figure of a female in rich costume, called ' La

Bella di Teziano,' in the Pitti palace at Florence ; another in

the Barberini palace at Rome, in splendid red and white cos-

tume, leaning in thoughtful mood, against a pillar ; a por-

trait of Ariosto in the Manfrini gallery at Venice. A por-

trait of his Daughter, holding up a casket of jewels, in the

collection of Earl Grey in England, and his celebrated ' Ti-

tian's daughter' lifting a plate of fruit, in the Berlin Museum ;

of which there are several repetitions.

This great painter is one of the happy few, for whom na-

ture and circumstances have combined in fortunate conjunc-

tion. For him, says Vasari, health and fortune labored, and

he received of heaven only happiness and blessings. He ap-

pears to have been able to preserve his favorite art to a very

advanced period ; and though it may well be imagined that

the latter productions of his pencil exhibit the strong hand of

time, yet they are free and masterly in everything in which a

perfect knowledge of the principles of the art are concerned,

and weak only in the execution.

SEBASTIAN DEL PIOMBO.

Sebastian del Piombo, whose family name was Lucia-

no, was born at Venice, 1485, and died in 1547, aged sixty-

two.—Havingrenounced music, of which he was very fond, for

painting, he studied first under Giovanni Bellini, but after-

wards became the disciple of Giorgione, whose beautiful style

of coloring he carefully studied, and imitated it, with the

greatest success.
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His first attempts, when he entered on his profession, were

portraits, which were greatly admired, for the strength of re-

semblance, and the sweetness and fulness of style with

which they were executed. His ' Portrait of Girilia Gonza-

ga,' the fa%-orite of Cardinal Hippolito de' Medici, has been

highly celebrated ; and a very beautiful one of 'Cardinal

Pole,' in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg, which at an

earlier period was attributed to Raphael, is now ascribed to

Piombo.

His reputation having extended itself throughout Italy, he

was persuaded by Agostino Chigi, an opulent merchant of

Vienna, to accompany him to Rome ; and as his style was

soft and delicate, like that of Giorgione, and very different in

many respects from that usually practised by the eminent

artists of that city, his works, as well in fresco, as in oil, soon

drew him into public notice. The delicacy of his finish was

greatly admired ; and Michael Angelo, who seems to have

been somewhat jealous of the growing fame of Raphael, in-

duced Piombo to paint a grand composition of the ' Raising

of Lazarus,' now in the National Gallery at London, to stand

in competition with Raphael's ' Transfiguration.' This pic-

ture, which Waagen pronounces the most important that

England possesses of the Italian school, and for which Mi-

chael Angelo furnished some part of the design, namely, the

group of Lazarus and those employed around him, is of the

same size of Raphael's, and when completed, was placed also

in the church of St. Peter in Montorio ; and though the won-

derful composition of the Transfiguration was accounted in-

imitable for design, expression and grace, yet the work of

Piombo, even while compared with it, was exceedingly and

universally admired. Piombo was highly esteemed by Pope

Clement VIII, whose portrait he painted with great power

and fidelity, and by him he was created Keeper of the pa-

pal seals, for which circumstance he derived his surname,

Del Piombo, the seals attached to the papal bulls, being at

10
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that time made of lead (piombo). He also painted a por-

trait of the famous satirist, Aretino, which was afterwards

placed in the council chamber of Arezzo, not only as an

honor to the poet, but to the city which produced such a

genius.

But none of the pictures of this master obtained greater

encomiums than his ' Martyrdom of St. Agatha,' now in the

Pitti palace in Florence, which he painted for the Cardinal

of Arragon. It was beautifully designed and charmingly

finished, combining like the Lazarus, the composition of

Michael Angelo with the coloring of the Venetian school.

Piombo also obtained great praise for having discovered a

method of preventing oil colors upon walls from becoming

dark ; this he accomplished, it is said, by using a plaster

composed of quicklime, pitch and mastich, and in this man-

ner painted a * Scourging of Christ,' now to be seen in St.

Peter in Montorio at Rome.

BASSANO.

GiACOMO DA PoNTE, commonly called Bassano, was
born at Bassano, near Venice, in 1510, and died in 1592,

aged eighty-two years. He was a disciple of Bonifacio
;

and having improved himself in his art by studying and copy-

ing the works of Titian and Parmegiano at Venice, he re-

turned to his native place, a small country town, whose en-

virons appear to have first suggested his particular style of

composition ; he selected those subjects in which he could

most extensively introduce landscape and cottages, peasants

and the lower classes of people. At one period, his conceptions

were lofty, and he gave proofs of the grandeur of his ideas

in the history of ' Sampson slaying the Philistines,' painted
in fresco on the front of a palace belonging to the Micheli
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family, the principal figure of wliich, was said to have been

worthy of Michael Angelo.

Bassano did not long retain this masculine energy, but

soon resumed the natural and simple style in the representa-

tion of such portions of Scripture as afforded the rural scene-

ry of animals, and landscape ; such as ' the Israelites in the

Wilderness,' the ' Return of Jacob,' the ' Flight into Egypt'

and the 'Adoration of the Shepherds.' Although his compo-

sitions cannot boast of any great degree of elegance or digni-

ty, they are distinguished by force and truth ; his local colors

are well observed, and some of his altar pieces are uncom-

monly sublime, particularly the ' Entombment of Christ' in the

church of St. Maria in Vanzo at Padua ;' a ' Nativity,' now in

the Louvre at Paris ;
' St. Roche interceding with the Virgin,

for a people infected with the plague,' now at Vicenza ; the

' Offering of the wise men ;' and the ' Seizure of Christ in

the Garden.' Bassano also painted several excellent por-

traits of the Doges of Venice, of Ariosto, and other persons

of eminence. His works are spread all over Europe, and

are readily known by the similitude of his countenances, his

daughters generally sitting to him for his females, whether

queens, JVIadonnas, Magdalens or peasant-girls; by his taste

in the buildings, utensils and draperies, and by a violet or

purple tint that predominates in all his pictures. JVIany

however, which are called originals, are supposed to be copies

by his sons, who were inferior to himself, but were mostly

employed in copying the works of their father, which he

generally retouched.

TINTOllETTO.

GiACOMO RoBUSTi, called Tintoretto, on account of

his being the son of a dyer (tintore), was born at Venice in
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1512, and died in 1594, aged eighty-two years. His natural

disposition toward the art of drawing manifested itself at a

very early age, and he was for a short time in the school of

Titian, but not continuing on good terms with his master, he

soon quitted him, and ap{)lied himself to studying the works

of Michael Angelo, and designing from casts of the Floren-

tine and antique sculpture.

Tintoretto was perhaps the most expeditious painter of his

day, and he was so certain of his execution, that he is said

by Sandrart to have frequently wrought without a previous

sketch or any preparatory outline. One remarkable instance

of his boldness and promptness of execution is related by

Vasari. The members of the confraternity of St. Roche at

Venice having desired Paul Veronese, Salviati, Zucchero,

Schiavone and Tintoretto to make designs for a picture of

the ' Crucifixion,' in order to decorate their church, the good

fathers were astonished, on the day appointed for their de-

cision, to find a finished picture by Tintoretto placed in the

appointed situation ; and when they remonstrated upon so

extraordinary a proceeding, as they had only required a de-

sign from him, he replied, that that was his design, and if

they hesitated to pay him for his trouble, they were welcome

to the picture ; it was permitted to retain possession of its

honors. Algarotti, a recent writer, observes that Tintoretto

is in no respect inferior to any artists of the Venetian School,

when he painted with an intention to display his talents ; and

this he exemplifies in the ' miracle of St. Mark,' now in the

Academy at Venice, which represents a tortured slave, res-

cued by the saint, from the hands of the heathen. In this

celebrated, but not very pleasing picture, design, coloring,

composition, fife, expression, and the effects of light and

shadow, are all carried to the highest pitch of perfection.

Many of the grand performances of Tintoretto are in the

palaces, churches and convents of Venice ; his portrait of

himself is in the Louvre, several of his pictures are in Ger-
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many and England, and, in the Escurial in Spain, were two

admirable pictures, the one representing the ' Savior washing

the feet of his disciples,' the other ' Queen Esther fainting in

the presence of Ahasuerus,' either of which are sufficient to

immortalize the artist. His manner of painting is bold, with

strong lights opposed by deep shadows ; his pencil is firm

and free, his touch full of life and spirit, and the carnations

of his best pictures are thought to approach those of Titian.

PAUL VERONESE,

Paolo Cagliari, surnamed Paul Veronese, was born

at Verona in 1530, and died at Venice in I088, aged fifty-

eight years. His talents displayed themselves at an early

period, and his father, who was a sculptor, placed him under

his uncle Badile, an excellent artist at Verona ; but he

formed himself, particularly in coloring, after Titian. He
seems however to have neglected the study of the antique,

and to have known little of the true principles of the chiaro-

scuro ; though, in several of his works, he seems happily to

have hit upon it, from the dictates and guidance of his own

genius. Having executed several subjects, chiefly of the

light and rural kind, exhibiting the fertility of his invention

and the brilliancy of his pencil, he engaged in several large

works for the churches at Venice and Verona, which served

farther to advance his reputation.

In his first great efforts, which are in the church of St.

Sebastian at Venice, there is a want of boldness and deci-

sion ; but the ' History of Esther' in fresco, which he after-

ward painted in this church, excited universal admiration,

and the execution of many important works was entrusted to

him, among which are those that adorn the library of St.

Mark's.
10*
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From Venice, Paul Veronese accompanied the Venetian

ambassador Gricaani to Rome, where he greatly improved

his style by an inspection of the works of Raphael and

Michael Angelo ; and after his return, painted, in the Ducal

palace, his celebrated picture called the ' Apotheosis of Ve-

nice,' in which the imperial goddess, seated on high, is rep-

resented in regal costume, attended by honor, liberty and

peace, while Juno and Ceres are introduced as symbols of

grandeur and felicity. The summit is decorated with speci-

mens of magnificent architecture with columns ; while, lower

down, appears a great concourse of lords and ladies splendid-

ly attired, and, on the ground, are represented warriors, arms,

ensigns, prisoners and trophies of war.

It was, however, less to this work than to his banquetting

pieces, or ' Suppers,' as Lanzi styles them, that Veronese

owes his celebrity. The most celebrated of these scenes,

which he frequently repeated, are the ' Marriage at Cana,'

formerly in the refectory of St. Georgio Maggiore in Venice,

now in the gallery of the Louvre, thirty feet wide and twenty

feet high, in which, according to Sandrart, there are at least

one hundred and fifty figures, many of them portraits of il-

lustrious men who flourished at that period. This picture

represents a brilliant atrium surrounded by majestic pillars

;

the tables at which the guests are seated form three sides of

a parallelogram, and in the centre is a group of musicians,

while the spectators are seen on elevated balustrades, or the

roofs of distant houses, and, in the foreground, are introduced

servants with splendid vases. Another is in the Academy
at Venice representing the ' Feast of Christ with Levi' with

a similar splendid table under an open arcade. A second
' Marriage at Cana' is in the Dresden gallery ; and in the

Durazzo palace at Genoa is ' Christ at the table of Simon,'

with Mary Magdalene at his feet, in which the air of pride in

the aspect of the Savior, instead of a simple expression of

dignity, and the position of the principal personage in the
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corner of the picture, have been justly censured. Light

grounds and virgin tints have contributed to preserve the

freshness of his pictures. Titian used to say that Veronese

was the ornament of his profession, and Guido declared that

next to Raphael and Correggio, he would rather be Paul

Veronese than any other painter of his time.

1

%
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CHAPTER X.

The Lombard School— Antonio Allegri, surnamed Correg-

Gio— LuDOVico Caracci— Agostino Caracci— Annibale

Caracci— GuiDO Reni— Francesco Albani— Domenico Zam-

PIERI, SURNAMED DOMENICHINO— GlOVANNI LaNFRANCO— FRAN-

CESCO BaRBIBRI, CALLED GUERCINO— SaLVATOR ROSA.

The father and greatest ornament of the ancient school of

Lombardy, was Antonio Allegri, generally called Correggio.

Being of an obscure parentage, he enjoyed none of those ad-

vantages which contributed to form the other great painters

of that illustrious age. He studied none of the statues of an-

cient Greece or Italy, nor any of the works of the established

schools of Rome and Venice, but began by imitating nature

alone ; and as he was chiefly delighted with the graceful, he

was careful to purify his design, varying his outlines by fre-

quent undulations, and thus giving an agreeable and capti-

vating tone to all his pictures.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, the Caracci

(Ludovico, Agostino, and Annibale) founded at Bologna the

Eclectic School, the aim of which was, by selecting the beau-

ties, correcting the faults, supplying the defects, and avoiding

the extremes of the different styles then practised, to unite

the best qualities of each of the great masters, without how-

ever, excluding the study of nature. This attempt to combine

and harmonize all the beauties of the different styles which

had preceded it, manifested uncommon grasp and power in

the mind of its suggestors ; and although the idea was fine

and comprehensive, yet its elements were too little assimilated

to remain in combination ; and its avowed followers soon

separated, each taking that particular path, to which his indi-

vidual genius appeared to impel him.
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The distinguishing characteristics of this school are an

agreeable taste for design, without great correctness ; a mel-

lowness of pencil ; and a beautiful mixture of colors.

CORREGGIO.

ANTONIO Allegri, called Corregio, from the place of

his nativity, a small village in the duchy of Modena, was born

in 1494, and died in 1534, at the age of forty years. Al-

though great difference of opinion exists respecting the early

education of this celebrated master, yet the opinion generally

received is, that the young Correggio obtained the rudiments

of his art from an uncle named Lorenzo ; and that he after-

wards, according to Vedriani, frequented the school of Fran-

cesco Bianchi, at Modena, where he acquired that practice in

modelling, for which the Modenese artists were so celebrated.

One of the earliest pictures of Correggio, now in the Dres-

den gallery, was painted in 1512, at the age of eighteen, for

the Franciscan convent at Carpi. It represents a ' Madonna

enthroned,' with St. Francis and St. Anthony upon the left

;

and upon the right, St. John the Baptist and St. Catharine.

Two pictures of this period, are in the Tribune at Florence

;

one, the ' Holy Family resting during the Flight into Egypt,'

in which Joseph breaks off a palm branch for the infant

Christ, while St. Francis kneels on one side in adoration;

and the other is a 'Madonna adoring the infant Savior.'

Two other equally beautiful compositions, are the Madonna

called ' La Zingarella' (the Gipsey), from the turban around

the head, now at Naples ; and the ' Madonna della Scodella,'

at Parma, which takes its name from the cup the virgin holds

in her hand. Even in these early efforts, the dawning genius

and native grace of Correggio are apparent, though they pos-

sess little of that breadth of effect, which afterwards so emi-

nently distinguished his productions.
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He advanced, however, with rapid strides ; for we find that

in 1518 he was invited to Parma to paint a saloon in the con-

vent of St. Paolo, from ancient mythology ; and the subjects

which he executed here, are among his most beautiful works,

and have become the admiration of succeeding ages. On the

principal wall is Diana returning from the chase, in a car

drawn by white stags ; on the ceiling is painted a vine-arbor

with sixteen oval openings, in which are groups of genii,

with the attributes of the chase, horns, hounds, the head of a

stag, etc. ; and underneath are sixteen lunettes in chiaro^scuro,

filled also with mythical subjects, the Graces, Fortune, the

Fates, Satyrs, etc.

But his greatest works in fresco are, the Cupola of the

church of St. Giovanni, and the Duomo in the last mentioned

city, executed from about 1520 to 1530. In the centre of the

cupola, he represented the ' Ascension of Christ,' surrounded

by the apostles, who, seated on clouds, which the angelic hosts

support, are wrapt in adoring wonder. The boldness of the

fore shortening in this work, the grand style of drawing,

the elevation of character in the heads, added to an astonish-

ing breadth of light and shadow, rendered it a miracle in the

art, hitherto unexampled ; the tremendous ' Last Judgment' of

Michael An^lo not having been executed till some ten or

twelve years afterwards. So wonderful a production could

only be supported by the artist himself, who, in 1530, com-

pleted his matchless work in the cupola of the Duomo. Here

the Madonna, in an attitude the most exquisitely expressive

of devotion and beatitude, rises majestic amidst myriads of

saints and angels, who, vying with each other in their demon-

strations of joy at the arrival of the virgin mother of Christ,

form an innumerable host, in full jubilee and pious joy

;

whilst below are introduced, as usual, the apostles, who be-

hold the Assumption with the most dignified expressions of

awe and astonishment.

Correggio's best oil pictures are now dispersed, and Italy
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has but few of his finest efforts left. One of his most beau-

tiful and often repeated small works is the ' Marriage of St.

Catharine,' in which the youthful saint, according to her vision,

is betrothed to the divine infant, while the mother carefully

superintends the holy rite ; the ' Madonna with St. George

and other figures,' in the Dresden gallery, where the little an-

gels are beautifully introduced, playing with the armor of the

Christian Hero ; and the ' Holy Family,' in the National

gallery at London, in which the Virgin is represented with

the infant Christ upon her knee, looking up with an expression

of joy, while, in the background, Joseph is seen working as a

carpenter ; a beautiful and finely executed picture.

The ' St. Jerome,' or ' The Day,' is one of Correggio's

most celebrated pictures. Near the centre are the Madonna

with the Infant ; on the left is St. Jerome, and on the right

kneels Mary Magdalene, who kisses the foot of the child. The

pure light of day is diffused over the picture, and the figures

seem surrounded as it were by etherial brightness. Another

picture, which has been much admired, is now in the Dresden

gallery. It is called ' The Notte,' or the * Adoration of the

Shepherds,' and is celebrated for the striking effect of the light,

which, in accordance with the old legend, proceeds from the

new born infant Savior ; he reclines on a little straw, en-

circled by the arms of his mother, whose countenance por-

trays the most tender affection and anxiety. A few sur-

rounding shepherds and a shepherdess, an exquisite model of

female beauty, contemplate with joy and astonishment the

Divine Offspring ; Joseph is seen engaged near the manger,

a few feet distant ; and, balanced on a vapory cloud, appears

a group of angels, floating in the air, above the scene.

Some of the most beautiful of Correggio's pictures were

formerly in Spain, but they are now principally collected

in London. The most important of these is the ' Christ in

the Mount of Olives,' in the collection of the Duke of Wel-

lington. Here as in the Notte the light proceeds from the Sa-
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vior, who kneels at the left of the picture. Thus Christ and

the angel above him appear in a bright light, while the sleep-

ing disciples, and the soldiers who approach with Judas, are

thrown into dark shadow. ' Christ as a gardener with the

Magdalen,' is one of his most admired productions, still in

Spain.

Another series represents scenes from ancient mythology,

in which the softness of female forms, and the joys of earth,

are displayed with unrivalled skill. Among the first in this

class are two pictures in the Berlin Museum, ' Leda with the

Swan,' and ' lo embraced by Jupiter' veiled in a cloud. In

these, as in the sacred subjects, every feeling is resolved into

one pervading idea, the joy of a pure and noble race of be-

ings unacquainted with vice or falsehood. In the Borghese

palace at Rome, is the ' Danae' modelled with exquisite soft-

ness, reclining half raised upon a splendid couch ; and in the

gallery at Vienna, the ' Ganymede borne through the air by

an Eagle.'

But a volume would not be sufficient to point out the beau-

ties scattered with so lavish a hand throughout the works of

Correggio ; and when we contemplate the hard and dry man-

ner of painting in use among the artists of Lombardy at the

time he appeared ; when we recollect that he never visited

either Florence, Rome or Venice ; that he had few of those

advantages of education or example, which the works of the

distinguished masters furnished to the more fortunate artists

of Lower Italy ; we cannot deny that in him was one of the

most extraordinary displays of genius ever vouchsafed by

heaven, for the guidance and advancement of mankind in the

paths of art.

Vasari, the first biographer of the painters, commiserates

the fate of this divine artist, and terminates his sad history

by informing us that having received at Parmo a payment of

sixty crowns of copper, he was obliged to carry this unworthy

load upon his shoulders, the distance of six or eight miles to
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his indigent wife and children ; and that the weight of the

burden and the heat of the weather, immediately threw him

into a pleurisy, which in three days terminated his life and

his misfortunes.

LUDOVICO CARACCI.

LuDOVico Caracci was born at Bologna in 1555, and

died in 1619, aged sixty-four years. He was at first a disci-

ple of Prospero Fontana, but afterwards studied the works of

Titian, Tintoretto, and Paul Veronese, at Venice, and resi-

ded some time at Parma for the purpose of studying Cor-

reggioj who was then imitated by almost all the Florentine

painters. He was, however, far from subscribing to the dic-

tates of either of the early masters, or servilely imitating

their style ; but was, says Fuseli, the sworn child of nature.

To a simplicity eminently fitted for those subjects of religious

gravity, which his taste preferred, he joined that solemnity

of hue, that sober twilight, that air of cloistered meditation,

which has been so often recommended as the proper tone of

historic color.

At Bologna, Ludovico endeavored to obtain popularity for

his new principles among the young artists, and united him-

self with his cousins Agostino and Annibale, whom he sent

in 1580 to Parma and Venice. On their return to Bologna,

the three artists began to acquire reputation, and Ludovico

resolved, in concert with Agostino and Annibale, to establish

an Academy for painters, which he called the Accademia degli

Incamminati, (from incamminare, to put in the way ;) and

although they at first met with much opposition, yet the

School of the Caracci became more and more popular from

day to day, and it was not long before all the other schools of

Art were closed at Bologna.

Ludovico excelled in architectural views, and in drawing;

11
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and his first principle was that the study of nature must be

united with the imitation of the best masters. He soon gave

an example of this principle in the ' Prophecy of St. John the

Baptist,' now in the gallery at Bologna, in which he has imi-

tated in single figures, the style of Raphael, Titian and Tin-

toretto. Another of his celebrated pictures in this gallery is

a ' Madonna,' in a glory of angels, standing on the moon,

with St. Francis and St. Jerome beside her ; the Madonna

and child are painted with peculiar grace, and with a happy

imitation of the chiaro-scuro of Correggio.

AGOSTINO CARACCI.

Agostino Caracci was born at Bologna in 1558, and

died in 1602, aged forty-four years. His first master was

Prospero Fontana, and afterwards Passerotti ; but he laid

the foundation of his eminence under the direction of his

kinsman Ludovico Caracci. Agostino superintended the

theoretical instruction of the academy, and devoted a great

portion of his time to the practice of engraving.

The most celebrated picture of this master is the ' Com-

munion of St. Jerome,' which has been compared with its

rival painting of the same subject by Domenichino. These

two pictures, says Fuseli, have often been compared, with-

out much discrimination of the principles that distinguish

either, and the result has commonly been in favor of Dome-
nichino ; but surely if Agostino yields to his scholar in re-

pose, and the placid economy of the whole, he far excels

him in the principal figure, the expression and character of

the saint. The composition, like that of all the great works

of the time, has the appearance of contrivance, but the picture

contains much that is good in detail.
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ANNIBALE CARACCI.

Annibale Caracci, by far the most distinguished of

this family, was born at Bologna in 1560, and died in 1609,

aged forty-nine years. He was a disciple also of his kins-

man Ludovico Caracci, and studied the works of Titian,

Tintoretto and Paul Veronese at Venice, and those of Cor-

reggio at Parma. Annibale taught the rules of arrangement

and the distribution of figures in the Academy.

His early performances at Bologna, manifested proofs of

an extensive genius, which surprised the artists of his time ;

and having gained much reputation by a picture of ' St.

Roche distributing alms,' now in the Dresden gallery, he was

invited to Kome by the Cardinal Farnese, and employed in

painting the gallery which is so well known throughout

Europe, and which bears his name. At Rome he had an

opportunity of observing the antique statues, the bas-reliefs,

and also the compositions of Raphael ; and he was induced to

change his Bolognese manner, formed after that of Correggio,

and to adopt another, more learned, but more dry and less

natural, both in coloring and design.

In the gallery of Bologna there is a picture of Annibale

from the church of St. George, in which the Madonna is in

the manner of Paul Veronese ; the infant and the little St.

John in that of Correggio ; St. John the Evangelist in that

of Titian, while the St. Catharine resembles Parmegiano.

Another of his ' Madonna's' is in the Tribune at Florence,

and a third in the Museum at Berlin.

His genius, however, appears to have been better adapted

to practical and profane subjects, than to sacred ones ; and

though superior to his cousin and brother, in power of execu-

tion and academic boldness, was inferior to them in taste,

sensibility and judgment ; in proof of which Fuseli adduces
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the master-piece of Annibale, in the Farnese gallery at

Rome.

The three Caraccis, of each of whom we have thus given

a brief account, laid the foundation of that school which has

been highly celebrated by the title of the Academy of the

Caracci ; from which sprang several excellent artists, with

various peculiarities of style, who, in some respects, greatly

surpassed their masters.

GUIDO RENL

GuiDO R.ENI, the principal painter of the Caracci school,

was born at Bologna in 1574, and died in 1642, aged sixty-

eight years. At an early age he became the disciple of

Dionysius Calvaert, a Dutch artist, who was at that time in

high repute at Bologna ; but in the mean time, the school of

the Caracci beginning to eclipse the former by its novelty

and superior taste, Guido joined it, in his twentieth year. A
desire to behold the treasures of Art at Rome, induced him

to visit that city, with two of his fellow students, Domenichino

and Albani ; while there he studied the works of Raphael,

and attempted for a while to imitate the powerful and ex-

pressive manner of Caravaggio, with whose force and vigor

he was much struck. Finding however that this style was

not generally approved, and required too much labor for

success, he then fixed on a manner peculiar to himself, which

was easy, graceful, and elegant ; which secured to him the

universal applause of the world and the admiration of posteri-

ty, and he is ranked among the first artists of any age since

the revival of the art.

Guido's reputation soon spread abroad, and he was em-

ployed by Cardinal Borghese to paint the ' Crucifixion of

St. Peter' now in the Vatican, said to have been painted in
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imitation of Caravaggio, with the heavy and powerful delin-

eations of form which distinguished this master ; this increas-

ed his fame ; and the admiration became universal, when,

at the Cardinal's request, he completed the ' Aurora' on the

ceiling of the garden pavilion of the Rospigliosi palace at

Kome, in which the goddess precedes Phoebus, whose chariot

is drawn by white horses, while the hours advance in rapid

flight, (so beautifully engraved by Morghen). In the church

of St. Phihp Neri, at Fano, there is a grand altar piece by

Guido, representing ' Christ delivering the keys to St. Peter.'

The head of the Savior is exceedingly fine, that of St. John

admirable, and the other apostles are in grand style, full of

elegance, and with strong expression. In the Colonna palace

at Pome is Guido's celebrated portrait of Beatrice Cenci,'

a most admirable work of art, taken, according to the family

tradition, on the night preceding her execution. It is (says

Shelley in the preface to his tragedy, which has made her

sad story familiar to all English readers), most interesting, as

a just representation of one of the loveliest specimens of the

workmanship of nature. There is a fixed and pale com-

posure upon the features ; she seems sad and stricken down

in spirit, yet the despair thus expressed, is lightened by the

patience of gentleness. Her head is bound with folds of

white drapery, from which the yellow strings of her golden

hair escape, and fall about her neck. The moulding of her

face is exquisitely delicate ; the eyebrows are distinct and

arched ; the lips have that permanent meaning of imagination

and sensibility which suifering has not repressed, and which

it seems as if death scarcely could extinguish. Her forehead

is large and clear ; her eyes, which we are told were re-

markable for their vivacity, are swollen with weeping, and

lustreless, but beautifully tender and serene. In the whole

mien there is a simplicity and dignity, which, united with

11*
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her exquisite loveliness and deep sorrow, are inexpressibly

pathetic*

During the pontificate of Pope Urban VIII, a dispute hav-

ing occurred between Guido and his treasurer, the cardinal

Spinola, respecting the price of a picture, the former returned

to Bologna, where, in the gallery, are to be found some of his

finest productions ; a ' Madonna della Pieta,' in the upper

part of which is the body of Christ, laid upon a tapestry, with

the Mater Dolorosa and two weeping angels at the side ; a

* Crucifixion,' with the Madonna and St. John beside the cross ;

and the ' Massacre of the Innocents,' in which the composi-

tion is animated, and the female figures very beautiful.

Having finished these pictures, Guido was recalled to Rome,
but soon experienced new difficulties, and accepted an invita-

tion to visit Naples, where, in the choir of St. Martin, he

painted a ^Nativity,' which, although unfinished, is generally

considered his master piece ; in the figures of the shepherds

and the women who come to worship, there is a beauty and

artlessness such as are not to be found in any of his works.

In consequence of the envy of the Neapolitan artists, Guido

soon found himself uncomfortable at Naples, and returned

once more to his native city, never to quit it again. From
this period, he often painted in careless haste, caused nume-
rous Madonnas, Cleopatras, Sibyls, etc. to be executed by his

' * Beatrice Ceiici was beheaded on the square near the Pons Aelius,

Sept. 11, 1559, on the accusation of having conspired to murder her

father, a monster of vice, without shame, remorse or pity. Some time

after his death, the stepmother, the daughter Beatrice, and two of the

sons, were accused of having murdered him, and were thrown into

prison. The government condemned the wliole of a young and inno-

cent family, even the little children, to the torture, that the perpetrator

of the murder might be discovered. Beatrice herself bore the rack with

unshrinking firmness ; but when her little brother was seized by the

executioner to be placed upon it, and liis plaintive voice cried, ' save

me ! save me !' she burst forward, and screamed aloud, * I am the

murderess !'
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pupils, and sold them, after having retouched them, as his own
works ; many of these are to be found in every gallery ; and

all this was done merely for the purpose of raising money as

rapidly and as easily as he could, to retrieve his immense

losses at the gaming table, by which he became involved in

pecuniary embarrassments, which were the cause of his death.

FRANCESCO ALBANI.

Francesco Albani was born at Bologna in 1578, and

died in 1660, aged eighty-two years. His first master was

D. Calvaert, who left him entirely to the care of Guido Reni,

whom he accompanied to the school of the Caracci. Having

finished his studies at Bologna, Albani went to Rome, where

he resided eighteen years and married ; but his wife dying at

the end of a year, he returned, at the request of his relations,

to Bologna. His second wife was a very beautiful woman, by

whom he had twelve children, who served him for models in

the practice of his art. In the summer months he retired to

one of his country houses, surrounded with groves and foun-

tains, where he was furnished with landscape scenery in his

favorite subjects of loves and graces ; these are distinguished

by a peculiar elegance of design, harmony of coloring and

delicacy of finish, the characteristics of his pencil.

In point of original invention, Lanzi ranks Albani as supe-

rior to Domenichino, and perhaps to any other of the school

;

and in his representation of female forms, according to Mengs,

he has no equal. His favorite themes are the ' Sleeping Ve-

nus,' ' Diana in the bath,' ' Danae on her couch,' ' Galatea in

the sea,' and ' Europa on the bull.' In the Ducal gallery at

Florence is a very fine picture by Albani, representing the

'Infant Christ,' with his eyes turned toward the angels in

heaven, who are in the act of bringing thorns and other sym-

bols of his future passion. His four oval pictures of the * Ele-
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ments,' in the Royal gallery at Turin, are of extraordinary

beauty, and well preserved ; the design is excellent, the dra-

peries and coloring elegant and lovely, and the whole very

correct.

The scholars of Guido with whom he vied, accused Albani

of effeminacy and weakness of style, and maintained that he

knew not how to give any dignity to his male figures. For

this reason he avoided subjects which demand fire and spirit,

and has by some been denominated the Anacreon of painting.

DOMENICHINO.

DoMENico Zampieri, surnamed Domenichino, a very

distinguished pupil of the Caracci, was born at Bologna, in

1581, and died in 1641, aged sixty years. He received his

first instructions in the art of painting from Calvaert, but

afterwards entered the school of the Caracci, at the time

when Guido and Albano were both students there. Domeni-

chino distinguished himself more by his care and assiduity,

than by brilliancy of talent ; and having attached himself to

Albani, they left the Caracci, traveled together to Parma,

Modena, and Reggio, to study the works of Parmegiano

and Correggio, and soon afterwards they both repaired to

Rome. Here his first patron was Cardinal Agucci, who

commissioned him to paint three pictures for the church of

St. Onofrio, of subjects from the life of St. Jerome. His

former master, Annibale Caracci, also employed him for some

time to assist in his great work in the Farnese gallery ; and

he painted from his own designs in the loggia in the garden,

the * Death of Adonis,' when Venus springs from her car to

assist her unfortunate lover.

As Annibale Caracci was obliged to refuse many commis-

sions offered to him, in consequence of his declining health,

he recommended them to his scholars ; and had the satisfac-
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tion of seeing Guido and Domenichino employed by the Car-

dinal Borghese to paint the frescos in St. Gregorio, which

have subsequently become so celebrated, and of which the

' Flagellation of St. Andrew' by the latter, is so justly ad-

mired. The Cardinal Farnese also employed him to paint

some frescos in the chapel of the Abbey at Grotto Ferrata,

and among them is the picture of the ' Cure of the Demoni-

ac,' which has been compared with the demoniac of Raphael,

in the Transfiguration and by many preferred to it.

But the picture of the ' Flagellation' is in no way to be

compared with the ' Communion of St. Jerome' or the ' Mar-

tyrdom of St. Agnes', the first of which is generally allowed

to be the finest picture Rome can boast, next to the Trans-

figuration, while the second was much preferred by his rival

Guido, to either of the pictures of Raphael. Another of

Domenichino's best works, an oil painting in the Borghese

gallery at Rome, represents ' Diana and her nymphs,' some of

whom are shooting at a mark with arrows, others bathing—

a

very pleasing composition.

Although modest and inoffensive in his deportment, the

merit of Domenichino excited so much envy at Rome, that

he returned to Bologna, where he tranquilly passed some

years in the delightful practice of his art. Among the most

celebrated of his productions of this period, are his pictures

of the ' Martyrdom of St. Agnes' for the church of St. Ag-

nes, and the 'Madonna della Rosario,' upon the latter of

which he was employed during two entire years. Fame
having added fresh laurels to the brow of Domenichino, he

was recalled to Rome by Pope Gregory XV, who appointed

him his principal painter, and architect of the Vatican.

His first labor after his return, was in the church of St.

Andrea della Valle, where he represented the ' Four Evan-

gelists with angels,' which, after innumerable similar produc-

tions, are still regarded as models ; and in the church of St.

Sylvester, he painted four pictures, ' Esther before Ahasue-
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rus ;' ' Judith with the head of Holofernes ;' * David playing

before the ark ;' and ' Solomon with his mother Bathsheba

seated upon a throne/ which are much esteemed on account

of their composition and taste in costume.

After the death of his patron Gregory XV, he accepted

an invitation to Naples ; but, like his fellow student Guido,

he incurred the envy of the Neapolitan painters, who would

tolerate no strangers. Of his works here, the most impor-

tant are a ' Dead Christ on the knees of the Virgin,' attend-

ed by Mary Magdalene and others, and some frescos in the

chapel of the Tesoro in the Duomo ; but he died before their

completion, as was suspected by poison.

GIOVANNI LANFRANCO.

Giovanni Lanfranco was born at Parma in 1581, and

died in 1647, aged sixty-six years. He was at first a disciple

of Agostino Caracci, but afterwards studied under Annibale,

and having obtained a good degree of knowledge in his pro-

fession, he was employed by that artist to execute some of his

designs in the Farnese palace at Rome. Endowed by nature

with a lively imagination, he abandoned himself to the im-

petuosity of his genius ; and, losing sight of the simplicity of

nature, he indulged his fancy in ideal forms and groups,

which, while they exhibit his skill, deprive him of a reputa-

tion for judgment or good taste.

After he left the Caracci, Lanfranco paid great attention to

the artificial style of Correggio, and studied particularly the

cupola of the Duomo at Parma ; where he acquired a fondness

for the admirable effect produced by foreshortened figures

;

and painted a representation of the ' Saints in glory' in the

cupola of St. Andrea della Valle at Rome, with figures

twenty feet in height, which is esteemed a very excellent
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performance. By order of Pope Urban VIII, he painted in

the church of St. Peter at Rome, the representation of ' St.

Peter walking upon the water,' which afforded his patron so

much satisfaction, that he conferred upon him the order of

Knighthood.

In the church of St. Anne at Naples is a picture by Lan-

franco, representing the ' Virgin and Child' with St. Domi-

nic and St. Januarius, the coloring of which is admirable, and

the effect beautifully brilliant ; and in the same city, in the

Palazzo della Torre, is a ' St. Francis dying,' attended by

angels, who are assisting and comforting him in his last mo-

ments ; this is esteemed equal to any of his productions. His

pencil being exceedingly rapid, the works of Lanfranco are

by no means scarce, but are to be met with in all large col-

lections.

GUERCmO.

Giovanni Francesco Barbieri, called Guercino da

Cento, was born at Cento, a village near Bologna, in 1590,

and died in 1666, aged seventy-six years. He was at first

the disciple of Benedetto Gennari, but afterwards studied in

the school of the Caracci, though he did not adopt the man-

ner of that famous Academy. He preferred the style of

Caravaggio to that of Guido or Albani, conceiving it impos-

sible to imitate nature truly, without the assistance of strong

lights and shadows ; and on this principle he caused the light

to be admitted into his painting room from above. Having

observed the astonishing effects produced by the coloring of

the celebrated Venetian masters, and having found, that not-

withstanding any imperfection in regard to correctness or el-

egance, their works were the objects of universal admiration,

he made it his whole aim to excel in this department ; for he
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was convinced that although few persons are quahfied to dis-

cern the elevation of thought which constitutes the excel-

lence of a composition, or are perhaps capable of examining

even the correctness of any part of a painting, yet every im-

perfect judge may be sensibly affected by the beauty of the

coloring.

In the early works of Guercino we find the same power

and solidity which characterizes the performances of Guido,

with the same depth of shadow tempered by a certain sweet-

ness. There are two excellent pictures of this class in the

gallery of Bologna, ' St. William of Aquitain, assuming the

garb of a monk,' and the ' Virgin appearing to St. Bruno.'

The ' IncreduHty of Thomas' in the gallery of the Vatican,

the ' Prophets and Sybils' in the cupola of the cathedral of

Piacenza, and the ' Aurora,' in a small garden pavilion of the

villa Lodovisi at Rome, have commanded the admiration of

connoisseurs.

At a later period of his life, observing that the clearer and

brighter manner of Guido and Albani had attracted the ad-

miration of all Europe, Guercino adopted a softer style, in

which he produced a fascinating effect, by a delicate combi-

nation of color. Among his works of this period, are the

' Dismissal of Hagar' in the gallery at Milan, and a ' Sibyl'

in the Tribune at Florence. His best performance is the

' History of St. Petronilla,' which was long considered one of

the principal ornaments of St. Peter's at Rome.

SALVATOR ROSA.

Salvator Rosa was born at Naples in 1614, and died

in 1673, aged fifty-nine years. He derived his first know-

ledge of design from his kinsman, Francazano; but at the

death of his father, being reduced to extreme poverty, he
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was constrained to provide a maintenance by sketching de-

signs on paper, and selling them at any price he could ob-

tain. In this dependent situation, he labored for some time,

till one of his designs, a historical subject, accidentally hap-

pened to fall into the hands of Lanfranco, who was so much
pleased at the ability it displayed, that he eagerly enquired

for the artist, took him under his protection, and placed him

in the Academy of Ribera, with whom he continued until

his twentieth year ; he then accompanied his master to Rome,

where he remained four years, and found a patron in Cardinal

Brancacci, who took him to Viterbo, and gave him employ-

ment. After this he returned to Naples, but the attractions

of Rome drew him tliither again, and he there became known

to Prince Giovanni Carlo de Medici, who took him to Flo-

rence, where he staid nine years, dividing his time between

poetry, music and painting.

Salvator Rosa's great excellence lay in landscape. He
delighted in representing scenes of desolation, solitude and

danger, lonely defiles and deep forests, trees scathed by

lightning and clouds lowering with thunder. Sometimes he

attempted to create an interest by filling the scene he drew

by some sacred or historic subject ; but in this he rarely suc-

ceeded, his figures having a certain air of constraint and

insipidity.

At Florence he was patronized by the Grand Duke and

other members of the Medici family ; many of his pictures

are in the Pitti palace, the best of which is the ' Conspiracy

of Catiline,' which is much admired. Another picture of

Salvator's, which he probably painted at this period, and

which displays the merit of the artist in the strongest point

of light, is at Versailles. The subject is ' Saul and the

Witch of Endor ;' the attitude of Saul is majestic, and the

witch possesses much enthusiastic dignity of character. From
Florence, Salvator returned to Rome, where he painted

many pictures for the churches of that city.

12
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After this period the Art of Painting continued to decline

in Italy, and the talents of her great masters were abused by

the too great facility with which they satisfied the perverted

minds of their employers. At intervals a solitary artist en-

deavored to stem the corruption in taste which now flowed

over the classic ground of former ages ; but the eflPorts were

unavailing, and, with the termination of the seventeenth

century, closes all record, worthy of notice, concerning the

Art in Italy.
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CHAPTER XI.

The Flemish School—John Van Eyck— Henry Stenwtck—
Bartholomew Spranger—P. P. Rubens—Prancis Sneyders—

D. Teniers, THE Elder— Anthony Van Dyck— D. Teniers,

the Younger.

This school ordinarily comprises all the celebrated paint-

ers of the Low Countries, more particularly Brabant and

Flanders, which provinces were long the principal seats of

industry and wealth. It is particularly recommended to the

lovers of art by the discovery or at least the first use of oil

in painting, in the early part of the fifteenth century ; pre-

vious to which time the mode of painting was with gums, or

a preparation called egg-water, and a kind of varnish was

also applied, which required a certain degree of heat to dry.

Of this wonderful discovery it is related that .John Yan

Eyck, a distinguished artist at Bruges, having finished a

picture with great care, placed it in the heat of the sun to

dry ; when the board upon which it was painted, split.

Mortified at seeing the fruit of so much labor destroyed, he

determined to attempt to discover, by the aid of chemistry,

some process by which he might in future avoid so distress-

ino- an accident. In this research he is said to have discov-

ered the use of linseed oil, which he found the most sicca-

tive ; and it was for some time generally believed that it was

to this circumstance that the art was indebted for the dis-

covery of oil painting in the year 1410.*

* Vasari states that Van Eyck discovered, after repeated experi-

ments, that the oil of linseed and of nuts proved of a more drying quali-

ty than any other article he had tried. These, when boiled with other
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The authenticity of this discovery, however, has not only

been disputed, but it has been proved by several writers

upon the art, that oil painting was practised long before this

period. Teofilo, a monk, sometimes called Ruggiero, who
lived in the eleventh century, wrote a work entitled ' Science

of the art of painting,' in which he gives instructions for the

use and preparation of oil. Bernardo di Dorainico, in his

* Lives of the Neapolitan Painters,' mentions several pictures

painted in oil by the artists of his country, as early as the

beginning of the fourteenth century ; and Mr. Raspe, the

celebrated antiquary, in a treatise on the invention of oil-

painting, published in 1781, has very satisfactorily proved

that the method was practised long before the time of Van
Eyck. It is however generally admitted that John and his

brother Herbert were the first wlio brouo;ht it into general

practice, by showing the excellence of which it was suscepti-

ble ; and their paintings have acquired throughout Europe

great reputation for softness and delicacy of color.

The Flemish school is remarkable for great brilliancy of

colors ; a profound design not founded on the most beautiful

forms ; a composition full of grandeur ; a certain air of noble-

ness in the figures ; strong and natural expressions ; in short,

a kind of national beauty, which is neither copied from the

ancients, nor from the Roman or Lombard schools ; but

which deserves to please and is capable of pleasing.

ingredients, formed the varnish so much wished for by himself and other

painters. Previous to this, painters had wrought their works in distem-

per^ as it is called, the colors being mixed with size, whites of eggs or

any suitable glutinous substance, in the manner of the celebrated Car-

toons at Hampton Court in England ; and in order to secure them from

the action of the air and dampness, they were accustomed to cover them

with a thin coating of varnish. Van Eyck afterwards discovered that

Ms colors, when mixed with these oils, acquired hardness ; and, in dry-

ing, not only equalled the water-colors, but possessed more force and

brilliancy.
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JOHN VAN EYCK.

John Van Eyck was born at Maaseyk in 1370, and died

in 1441, aged seventy-one years. He was a disciple of his

brother Hubert, and proved greatly superior to him in the

art ; but great as his merits were, he is more indebted for

the fame he has acquired, to his supposed invention of oil-

painting, which after many an ineffectual process, as we have

already stated, he is said to have discovered in the year

1410.

Considering the early period of the art. Van Eyck pos-

sessed uncommon talents as a painter ; he copied his heads

generally from nature, but his figures are seldom well drawn

or composed. He produced however a surprising richness of

positive colors, and labored his pictures very highly, particu-

larly in the ornaments, which he bestowed with a lavish

hand, but with all the Gothic taste of the time and country

in which he lived. In the cathedral of St. Bavon, at Ghent,

are four paintings in the highest state of preservation, the

united work of the brothers, Hubert and John Van Eyck,

which are justly considered the most valuable productions of

the early Flemish School, and the most remarkable of their

kind in Europe. The subject of the first is the ' Blessed

Lamb, surrounded by saints and angels,' besides a great

number of figures in the foreground, many of which are por-

traits, and two of them are said to represent the brothers.

The other three, which are smaller than the first, are the

' Virgin Mary,' seated on a throne, ' St. John the Baptist,*

and ' the Savior,' holding in one hand a sceptre of crystal,

the trasparency of which is most wonderfully imitated. These

four pictures each had folding-doors or pannels, likewise

painted in a masterly style, by the brothers Van Eyck. In

the gallery of the Louvre is a picture by John Van Eyck, of

12*
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the ' Divine Being,' as he chose to call it, represented by an

old man with a long beard, crowned with the pope's tiara,

seated in a chair, with golden circles of Latin inscriptions

around his head ; but without the slightest dignity of charac-

ter, or evident action or intention. In the collection of the

Earl of Pembroke, at Wilton House, is a small picture by

Van Eyck, the subject of which is the ' Nativity, with the

Adoration of the Shepherds.' This composition, which con-

sists of four figures, besides the infant and four angels, has in

the background, a choir of the heavenly host appearing to

the keepers of the flocks in the fields of Bethlehem. It is

in oil, and the colors are most of them very pure, except

those of the flesh. The glory surrounding the heads of the

virgin and child, is of gold. In the collection of the Duke of

Orleans was a picture by this master, of ' The Wise Men's

Offering,' and at Chiswick, in the collection of the late Earl

of Burlington, was a capital painting of * Lord Clifford and

his family.' Van Eyck lived to practice his discovery for

thirty-one years, and died at an advanced age, in 1441.

STENWYCK.

Henry Stenwyck was born at Antwerp in 1589, but the

time of his death is unknown. His father, Henry Stenwyck,

excelled in depicting architecture and perspective ; and by

him he was instructed, and imitated his manner, but generally

on a larger scale. His usual subjects were the interiors of

churches and convents of Gothic architecture, and frequently

views of them by night, when they were illuminated with

flambeaux and tapers. Vandyck, who admired his works, in-

troduced him to the court of Charles I. of England, where he

met with great encouragement, and continued to be employed

several years. He sometimes painted the backgrounds of
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Vandyck's pictures with ornamental architecture ; and that

great master gave the portrait of Stenwyck a place among
the distinguished artists of his time.

He died in London, and his widow, who practised prospec-

tive painting during his life, retired to Amsterdam, where she

followed that profession, and painted in the style of her hus-

band and his father, with great credit ; and as her works were

generally esteemed, she was enabled to live in affluence and

honor.

SPEANGHER.

Bartholomew Sprangher was born at Antwerp in

1546, and died in 1623, at the age of seventy-seven years.

As he exhibited a taste for painting, his father, a merchant of

eminence, placed him as a disciple under Modyn and Mos-

taert, painters of some reputation in his own country ; but

afterwards sent him to Parma, where he resided three years

with Bernardo Sogaro, who had been the disciple of Correg-

gio. He thence went to Rome, where the cardinal Farnese

favored him with his patronage, and employed him to paint

^ several landscapes in fresco, in the villa Caprarola. By the

cardinal he was introduced to the Pope, Pius V, who ap-

pointed him his principal painter, and gave him apartments

in the Palazzo Belvidere. Here he spent nearly three years

in painting a ' Last Judgment,' on a plate of copper, which,

according to Sandrart, was six feet high, and contained five

hundred heads.

The fame of Sprangher now reached the court of Vienna,

to which he was invited by the emperor MaximiHan IL in

1575, and appointed his principal painter. Upon the death of

the emperor in the following year, his successor, Rodolph H,

^ continued to patronize Sprangher, and, in 1588, conferred up-

on him the rank of knighthood, at the same time placing a

chain of gold around his neck. He painted in large, as well
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as small ; and at Vienna finished several grand altar pieces,

with figures nearly the size of life, and also a number of easel-

pictures for the imperial palaces.

Sprangher had an extraordinary lightness of hand, and

great sweetness of pencil, which always procured him ad-

mirers ; but he never could be induced to study after nature,

and only worked by the assistance of imagination.

RUBENS.

Sir Peter Paul Rubens was born at Cologne, in 1577,

and died in 1640, aged sixty-three years. His father was

one of the principal magistrates of Antwerp ; and when

Flanders was desolated by civil war, he retired to the city

which had the honor of giving birth to this distinguished

artist. The day of his nativity being the feast of St. Peter and

St. Paul, he received, at the baptismal font, the names of the

apostles.

Having early discovered a prompt and lively genius, he

was instructed with great care in every branch of polite lite-

rature ; and, when his education was completed, he was placed

as a page to the countess of Lalain, a situation too trivial to

detain long, in its obsequious frivolities, such a mind as he

possessed; and on the death of his father, which happened -soon

afterward, he obtained permission of his mother to pursue the

bent of his inclination, the art of painting. To forward this

view, he placed himselfunder T.Vestraecht, a landscape painter

at Antwerp ; but soon left him to study history-painting under

Adam Van Oort, from whom, on account of his morose disposi-

tion, so little congenial to the elevated mind of Rubens, he in

a short time parted, and entered the school of Otho Van Veen,

a man of learning and an accompHshed artist.

After continuing some years with his instructor. Van Veen

had the candor to tell him that he could teach him no more.
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and advised him to visit Italy, and gather the fruit of higher

cultivation in art, in that fertile nursery of taste and talent.

This wise and parental advice of his master, corresponded so

entirely with his own inclination, that he immediately pre-

pared himself for the journey ; and, having received recom-

mendatory letters from the archduke Albert, governor of the

Netherlands, to Vincenzio Gonzaga, duke of Mantua, he set

out for Italy. Devoting a short time to the examination of

the works of art at Venice, he proceeded to Mantua, where

he was kindly received by the duke, who soon after appointed

him one of the gentlemen of his chamber. His residence at

this court afforded him the opportunity of constant access to

the admirable collection of painting and statuary in the Palace

del T, where he was particularly attracted by the works of

Giulio Romano ; and having continued here two years, he

requested permission to visit Venice, for the purpose of study-

ing still farther the works of Titian and others, which had so

much engaged his attention as he passed through that city.

On his return to Mantua, he evinced how much he had bene-

fitted by studying the rich and brilliant productions of the Ve-

nitian school, in the three magnificent pictures painted for

* the church of the Jesuits, which rank nearly among his best

productions. The duke of Mantua afterward requested him

to make copies for him of some of the most celebrated pictures

at Rome, a commission which he executed with uncommon

success.

In the year 1605, Rubens was honored by his patron with

another commission, which still further assisted to advance

his knowledge of the art, whilst it served the views of the

prince. He was sent on an embassy from Mantua to the

court of Spain ; and having executed his mission with success,

he did not neglect to employ his pictorial talents, and painted

a portrait of the king, Philip III, from whom he received

very flattering marks of distinction. Soon after his return to

Mantua, he again visited Rome, where he was engaged to
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adorn the tribune of S. Maria in Vallicella, in which he painted

three admirable pictures, one of which, the ' Virgin with a

glory of angels,' is after the style of P. Veronese. From

Rome he went to Genoa, where he executed for the church of

the Jesuits two pictures, ' The Crucifixion,' and ' St. Ignatius

performing a miracle,' each of which were greatly admired.

Having been absent from his native country eight years,

Rubens was summoned home by the death of his mother.

This loss affected him deeply ; and having arranged his pri-

vate affairs, he formed the design of settling in Italy ; but at

the earnest request of the archduke Albert, he established

himself at Antwerp, where he married his first wife, Isabella

Brandt; here he built a magnificent house, with a saloon in

form of a rotunda, which he enriched with antique statues,

busts, vases, and pictures by the most celebrated masters

;

and here, surrounded by works of art, he carried into execu-

tion the numberless productions of his prolific and rich inven-

tion, and painted for the cathedral his great master piece, the

* Descent from the Cross.' Another very celebrated work by

Rubens is the ' Chapeau de Faille,' as it has been called, by

a strange perversion of sound, although it was formerly dis-

tinguished as the ' Chapeau a TEspagnole,' in the private gal-

lery of Sir Robert Peel, in London, and familiar, by numerous

engravings, to every class of amateurs. It represents a young

lady of the family of Lunden, the acknowledged beauty of

Antwerp in her day, half-length, the countenance hvely and

playful, with the eyes fixed upon the spectator, nearly a full

face, and wearing a black beaver Spanish hat, ornamented

with white ostrich feathers, and a black spencer with scarlet

sleeves. The hands are held crossed in front. It is said that

Rubens would never part with this picture ; and, in the in-

ventory of effects taken after his decease, it is noted as the

portrait of a lady having one hand crossed on the other.

In a few years the fame of this master had extended through

every part of Europe ; and, in 1620, he received a commission
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from Mary de Medici, wife of Henry IV. of France, to adorn

the gallery of the palace of Luxembourg, with a series of al-

legorical and emblematical designs, illustrating the principal

events in her own history. This admired series of composi-

tions (now in the Louvre), extensive in their design, and

rich in number of figures and variety of coloring, he completed

in three years. It was at this period, that he became known

to Villiers, duke of Buckingham, who afterwards became the

purchaser of Rubens' rich collection of works of art, for which

he is said to have given ten thousand pounds sterling.

On his return to Antwerp, he was despatched by the arch-

duchess Isabella on a political mission to the court of Madrid,

where he was graciously received by Philip TV. The Duke
of Olivares had just founded a convent of Carmelites at the

small town of Loeches, near Madrid ; and the king, as a

mark of his favor to the minister, commissioned Rubens to

paint four pictures for the church, which he executed in his

grandest style, with the richest glow of coloring. The first is

an allegorical design of the ' Triumph of the new Law,'

which he has personified by a figure of Religion, seated on a

superb triumphal car, drawn by four angels, with others bear-

ing the cross, with characteristic symbols ; while four figures

expressive of infidelity or ignorance, follow the car as cap-

tives bound in chains. The companion picture represents

the ' Interview of Abraham with Melchisedek,' who offers

him bread and the tenth of his spoils. The other two repre-

sent the ' Four Doctors of the church,' and the ' Four Evan-

gelists,' with their distinctive emblems. They are all of large

dimensions, and not excelled in composition and expression

by any of his works. He also painted eight grand pictures

for the saloon of the palace at Madrid, the subjects of which

were ' the Rape of the Sabines,' the bath of Diana and her

nymphs,' ' Perseus and Andromeda,' ' The Rape of Helen,'

' The judgment of Paris,' ' Juno, Minerva, and Venus,' and

the ' Triumph of Bacchus.' He also painted an equestrian
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portrait of the king, and a picture of the ' Martyrdom of St.

Andrew,' for which productions he was richly rewarded, re-

ceived the honor of knighthood, and was appointed gentle-

man of the royal bedchamber. He thus, in the short space

of little more than nine months, designed and executed a

series of pictures, a labor which to any other artist not pos-

sessed of his extraordinary powers, must have required the

exertion of as many years.

He returned to Flanders in 1629, with a secret commis-

sion, and proceeded to England. Although not received

openly as a minister, Charles I, who was both a patron and

judge of the fine arts, honored him with his notice, and com-

missioned him to paint the ceiling of the banqueting house at

Whitehall,* where he has represented the Apotheosis of king

James I. The ceiling is divided into nine compartments, and

decorated with a similar number of paintings. The largest,

in the centre, of an oval form, contains the apotheosis ; and

on the two sides of it are friezes with genii loading sheaves

of corn and fruit into carriages drawn by lions, bears and

other animals. In two other compartments King James is

represented as the protector of Peace, seated upon his throne,

and appointing Prince Charles as his successor. The four

pictures at the side of these, contain allegorical representa-

tions of royal power and virtue.

While he was engaged on this great work, Rubens improv-

ed an opportunity of a visit with which Charles frequently

* The palace of Whitehall was originally built by Hubei't de Burgh,

Earl of Kent, before the middle of the seventeenth century. It afterward

devolved to the archbishop of York, whence it received the name of

York palace, and continued to be the town residence of the archbishops,

till purchased by Henry VIII, of Cardinal Wolsey, in 1530. At this

period it became the residence of tlie court; but in 1697, the entire edi-

fice was destroyed by an accidental tire, except the banqueting-house,

which had been added to the palace by James I, according to a design

of Inigo Jones, in 1619.
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honored him, to introduce the subject of a peace with Spain
;

and finding that the monarch was not averse to it, he pro-

duced the credentials with which he had been furnished.

The king appointed some members of the council to negotiate

with him, and the business was speedily brought to a conclu-

sion. He remained in England about a year, during which

time he received the honor of knighthood, and then returned

to Flanders, where he married the Vjeautiful Helena For-

mann, his second wife, and continued to receive the honors

and distinctions due to exalted merit. It was probably at

this period of his Hfe, that he painted for the church of St.

Peter at Cologne, in which he was baptized, his celebrated

altar piece of the ' Crucifixion of St. Peter,' which for

strength, truth, and coloring, is considered superior to many

of his productions.

liubens continued to enjoy his well earned fame with un-

interrupted success, till he arrived at his forty-eighth year,

when he was attacked with gout, which debilitated his frame

and unfitted him for great exertions ; yet he continued to ex-

ercise his art at easel painting until the year 1640, when he

died, at the age of sixty-three.

As a colorist, Rubens, in comparison with Titian, the great

master of the Venetian school, will rise or fall according

to the taste of the observer. If he is less chaste than the

Venetian, he is more brilliant, and claims our applause

rather by the lustre and splendor of his tints, than by the

truth of his colors. The latter in his execution mingled his

hues as they are found in nature, in such a manner as to

make it impossible to say where they begin or terminate

;

Rubens, on the other hand, laid his colors in their places, one

by the side of the other, and then very slightly mixed them

by the touch of a soft pencil, not unfrequently leaving his

prepared ground visible through parts of the colors, to pro-

duce a harmonizing tone ; in fine, Titian's may be regarded

13
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as the most correct, while Rubens' may be considered the |

most alluring.

SNEYDERS.

Francis Snetders was born at Antwerp in 1579, and

died in 1657, at the age of seventy-eight years. He was a

disciple of Henry Van Balen, and at the commencement of

his practice confined himself to fruits, flowers, and other ob-

jects of still-life ; but afterwards his genius prompted him to

paint animals and scenes from forest life, in which style he

was accounted equal, if not superior, to the great masters of

his time. Though he had gained considerable credit by his

performances in his own country, yet from an eager desire

to improve himself, he traveled to Rome, and there having

an opportunity of observing the works of Castiglione, he was

so captivated with the style and manner of that great master,

that he not only endeavored to imitate, but exerted himself if

possible to surpass him.

From this time his usual subjects were hunting-scenes,

engagements of wild animals, shops with fruit and vegetables,

dead game, and chases of the fox and deer. Every object

showed truth and nature ; every animal had an expression

suitable to his species or situation ; his landscapes were al-

ways designed in fine taste, and the whole composition was

admirable. If any of his designs required figures of a larger

size, they were generally inserted by Rubens or Lordaeus,

which still gave an additional value to his works.

The Archduke Albert, governor of the Netherlands, ap-

pointed Sneyders his principal painter; and the king of

Spain adorned his palaces with several of his hunting pieces,

as also did the Elector Palatine, in whose superb collections

were gathered some of the best works of this master. Al -

though Rubens painted animals and landscapes incomparably
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well, yet he frequently employed Sneyders to introduce

them both into his pictures ; and such was his excellence in

coloring and execution, that he succeeded in producing an

union of spirit and effect, which rarely occurs where two

artists are engaged on the same canvas.

TENIERS, THE ELDER.

David Teniers, the elder, was born at Antwerp in 1582,

and died in 1649, aged sixty-seven years. He was a disci-

ple of Rubens, who highly esteemed him for his promising

genius ; from the school of that celebrated painter, Teniers

went to finish his studies at Rome, where he attached him-

self to his countryman Adam Elshiemer. He continued with

him six years, and acquired from him that neatness of pen-

cilling for which his works are so highly esteemed.

On his return to his native country, he blended the styles

of his two masters, forming an original one of his own, which

his son afterwards very happily cultivated and carried to

great perfection. His pictures were usually small and his

subjects were the shops or laboratories of chemists, conversa-

tions, rural festivities, temptations of St. Anthony, or friars

in numerous groups and grotesque combinations, which he

executed with so neat a pencil and so much nature, that his

pieces procured him great honor and continual employment;

every lover of art being eager to possess some of his works.

Although his coloring, touch, design and distribution of

the lights and shadows of his pictures, very deservedly re-

ceived universal applause, yet his performances were soon

eclipsed by those of his son, who exhibited a touch more free

and delicate, a finer choice of actions and attitudes, and a

much greater transparency in all his pictures.
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VAN DYCK.

Sir Anthony Van Dyck was born at Antwerp in 1599,

and died in 1641, aged forty-two years. According to Hon-

broken, he was tlie son of a painter on glass, who first in-

structed him in the elements of the art of painting, but after-

wards intrusted him for further tuition to the care of Henry

Van Balen, under whom he made rapid progress, when the

increasing fame of Rubens, and the beauty of his works in-

spired him with the desire of becoming a disciple of so gifted

an instructor, and his wishes were soon crowned with suc-

cess. Rubens beheld with pleasure the value of the talents

brought by Van Dyck into his school, and found in him an

able and useful assistant in forwardino; his larorer works from

the sketches he himself had prepared, and it was not long ere

an incident established Van Dyck's superiority.

Whilst Rubens was employed upon his celebrated picture

of the ' Descent from the Cross,' his pupils, anxious to see it

in its progress, improved the opportunity, during their mas-

ter's absence, of visiting his studio. One of them, carelessly

fell against the picture, and effaced an essential part of it, on

the face of the Virgin, and the arm of Mary Magdalene,

which Rubens had just been painting. Consternation and

alarm seized upon the party, and Van Dyck was prevailed on

to repair the mischief, which he did so effectually, that when

Rubens came the next morning to his work, first standing at

a distance to view his picture, as is the custom with painters,

he exclaimed suddenly that he liked the piece far better than

he did the night before.

In 1619, when he was twenty years of age, Rubens ad-

vised him to visit Italy, where he would have an opportunity

of extending his studies ; and having painted, as a present for

his instructor, a very excellent portrait of his wife Helena

Formann, and received in return from Rubens one of his
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finest horses, he left his native city for Genoa ; here his

power was recognized, and his pencil employed by the prin-

cipal nobility in their portraits, as well as by several churches

and convents, for which he painted many historical pictures.

From thence he went to Venice, where he copied and studied

with great attention the works of Titian, and imbibed their

real spirit. He thence proceeded to Rome, where he was in-

troduced to that patron of elegant literature, the cardinal Ben-

tivoglio, whose portrait in the gallery at Florence is justly

esteemed the most perfect of the kind that ever came from

his pencil. Having painted some historical pictures for the

cardinal, and also several portraits of distinguished persons,

his residence here was rendered uncomfortable by the treat-

ment he received from a party of his countrymen, with

whom he had refused to join one of their societies ; and

having received an invitation to visit Palermo, he repaired

thither, and painted the portrait of Philibert, prince of Savoy,

the viceroy of Sicily, and the celebrated Sophonisba Angos-

ciola, then at the age of ninety-one. He was also engaged

in several commissions for the court, when the plague break-

ing out, obliged him to leave the island, and he soon after-

wards returned to Flanders.

The reputation of Van Dyck's talents induced several re-

ligious communities to employ his pencil. His first public

work was his celebrated picture, painted for the church of the

Augustines at Antwerp, of ' St. Augustine in ecstasy,' sup-

ported by angels, with other saints ; this procured him great

reputation ; but Sir Joshua Reynolds observes that it has no

effect, from the want of a large mass of light. In justice to

both painter and critic, it must be observed, that, as it was

originally painted by Van Dyck, St. Augustine was dressed

in white, and, with the two angels that support liim, formed a

principal mass of light ; but that the monks insisted upon their

patron being dressed in black, and refused to pay for the picture

until the alteration was made. Commissions now came fast up-

13*
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on him, and most of the principal public edifices of Antwerp,

Brussels, Ghent and Mechlin were embellished with the pro-

ductions of his pencil.

About this time he painted the beautiful series of small

portraits of the eminent artists of his time ; which, for char-

acter, veracity, and exquisite execution, remain unequalled.

He produced, also, the much admired altar piece for the church

of the Recollects at Mechlin, of the ' Crucifixion,' which Sir

Joshua considered as the finest of the works of this great

master. Soon after this, he accepted an invitation from

Frederick, prince of Orange, to visit the Hague, and there

painted the portrait of that prince and those of his family,

with many of the principal personages of the court.

But the advantages he reaped in his own country were not

proportioned to his merits ; and in 1629, Van Dyck resolved

to visit England, where he had heard of the patronage be-

stowed by Charles upon the arts. Owing to some circum-

stances, with which we are unacquainted, he had not the

good fortune to attract the notice of the king, and greatly an-

noyed at his disappointment, he returned to Antwerp. A ,

portrait however of Sir Kenelm Digby, which he had painted,

beng shown to the king, Charles, perceiving what a treasurei

had been within his reach, immediately gave orders for an in-

vitation to be sent to the painter to return, with which he ac-

cordingly complied and was most graciously received by his

majesty. Van Dyck's amiable disposition and personal ac-

complishments, united with his extraordinary merit in his

profession, gained him the affection of the king, who in 1632

conferred upon him the honor of knighthood, and the follow-

ing year granted him a pension of two hundred pounds, with

the title of Painter to his Majesty.

The rapidity of his pencil could now hardly keep pace

with the commissions he received, and there are few houses

of the old nobility in England wherein there are not to be

found some of his pictures. Among those of great excel-
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lence may be enumerated a portrait of * King Charles I. in

armor ' at Blenheim ; another of the ' King, in armor, on a

white horse,' at Hampton Court ; ' George Villiers ' the se-

cond Duke of Buckingham, and ' Lord Francis ' his brother,

when children, at Kensington ; the ' Pembroke family ' at

"Wilton ; and lastly, the ' Earl of Strafford and his Secretary

'

at Wentworth House.

"Van Dyck's popularity continued to increase, and the king

bestowed upon him for a wife Maria Ruthven, the daughter

of the unfortunate Lord Gowry, with whom he acquired only

honor and beauty ; and, soon after his marriage, he revisited

his native city, and from thence went to Paris, hoping to be

employed in the decoration of the gallery of the Louvre, but

was disappointed in finding the commission given to Poussin,

who had been invited from Pome expressly for this purpose.

He now returned to England, and being ambitious of accom-

plishing some great national work, proposed to the king to

paint the walls of the Banquetting-house, of which the ceil-

ing had already been adorned by Rubens, with the ' History

and Procession of the Order of the Garter ;' but the Rebel-

lion prevented the consummation of the plan, and if it had

not, the death of Van Dyck, which occured at Blackfriars,

would have interrupted the execution, or at least the comple-

tion of it.

Though "Van Dyck produced many valuable works in his-

torical painting, it is in portraiture that he stands most deci-

dedly conspicuous ; and if Rubens deserves to be preferred to

him in the former, yet in many of the portraits of his earlier

time, Van Dyck is allowed to be equal to Titian ; and supe-

rior to all others who have appeared since the revival of the

art of painting.
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TENIERS, THE YOUNGER.

David Teniers, called the younger, son of the preceding

artist of the same name, was born at Antwerp in 1610, and

died in 1694, at the advanced age of eighty-four years. He

was principally instructed in the art of painting by his father,

whose taste of design he always followed ; but he afterwards

became a disciple of Adrian Brouwer, and had also the ad-

vantage of receiving instruction, particularly in coloring,

from Kubens. At the first display of his powers, his merit

was so little regarded, that he was often under the necessity

of going in person to Brussels to dispose of his pictures, and

was frequently mortified to find the paintings of inferior

artists preferred to his own. But it was not long ere his

talents commanded admiration, and he was patronized by the

Archduke Leopold William, then governor of the Low
Countries ; Leopold appointed him his principal painter, and

gave him the superintendence of his gallery, which contained

the works of the most distinguished masters of the Italian

and the Flemish school. Of this gallery, Teniers made

several pictures, in which he imitated each master so suc-

cessfully, as to obtain the name of the Proteus of painting
;

and published the prints of them in a folio volume, dedicated

to his patron, generally called Teniers Gallery, so well known

by all lovers of the art of painting.

It was not, however, to his imitative faculties that Teniers

was indebted for his greatest celebrity. He was a constant

and faithful observer of nature ; and in his favorite subjects,

village festivals and merry-makings, Flemish fairs and incan-

tations, he has displayed a characteristic originality, and ex-

hibited with a most engaging freedom, the manners and char-

acters of his countrymen. That he might conveniently min-

gle with the scenes he chose to represent, he took up his res-
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idence at a small village, between Antwerp and Mechlin,

where, with a painter's eye, he observed the undisguised im-

pulse of the natural character among the people, and has left

many beautiful and pleasing remembrances of occurrences,

uninteresting in themselves, but receiving a charm from his

delightful manner of representing them.

His principal subjects are landscapes with small figures,

interior apartments of the cottage, the cabaret or the guard-

room, the diversions, sports and occupations of the villagersi

in all of which he gave to his figures great truth of character

and expression. His pictures are generally clear in all their

parts, with a beautiful transparence ; and the incredible prices

which are at this day given for the paintings of this master

in every part of Europe, are incontestible evidence of the

universal esteem and admiration of his works. Though he

generally painted in small, he was capable of executing large

works, and Des-camps mentions an altar piece in a church

near Mechlin, of which the subject is the ' Temptation of St.

Anthony,' with figures the size of life.
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CHAPTER XII.

The German School— Albert Durer—Lucas Cranach— Hans

Holbein— Christopher Schwarts— J. H. Schoonefeld— Fe-

lix Meyer— J. R. Huber— Raphael Ant. Mengs— Johan

ZOFFANT.

In Germany, as elsewhere, the arts were first trained to the

service of religion, and for its embellishments ; and partook

of the taste of those barbarous ages we have already endeav-

ored to describe, in which architecture had made considera-

ble advances, but painting so very little. We find the same

gold-ground in the ancient German pictures ; the same con-

straint and defective proportions. So long as painting re-

mained exclusively in the hands of the monks, and was never

employed for any other purpose than the constant repetition

of the same sacred subjects, and after the same manner of

representation this continued. But the application to profane

subjects, which took place in the eighteenth century, immedi-

ately effected an improvement simultaneously with that which

occurred in Italy.

The towns of Cologne and Prague seem to have produced

the earliest masters whose names are known, and at the same

time to have introduced a species of painting which has since

retained its primitive form unaltered, namely, the painting of

playing cards.* This art, though it can pretend to very lit-

^ The manufacture of playing cards took place in Germany about

the year 1300, though the discovery is attributed by Breitkopf, to the

Italians. However barbarous the execution of these portraits, they suf-

ficiently answered the purpose for wliich they were intended, and as ef-

fectually, as if they had been more skilfully executed ; consequently,
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tie merit in itself, was however a most important step in the

progress of science and literature in general, in so far as it

began that train of discovery, which reached by the progress

of improvements through wooden stamps to wooden engrav-

ing and that on copper,* to the substitution of types for

stamps, and ultimately to the establishment of printing itself.

Owing to the political circumstances of the country, and per-

haps to the moderate temperament of the people themselves,

the progress of the art of painting was comparatively slow;

and there can hardly be said to have existed a distinct early

German school, but rather a continuation of single artists,

who derived their manner from different sources of originality

and imitation.

There were some German painters of eminence, when the

art, emerging from its barbarous state, began to be cultivated

in Europe ; but deprived of any opportunity of studying the

antique, and having scarcely any access to the works of their

contemporaries in Italy, they were left to improve their prim-

itive taste in their own homely way, and to continue to follow

nature as their only guide. In this deplorable condition they

continued till the appearance of Albert Durer toward the lat-

ter part of the fifteenth century, whose improvements in taste

were speedily adopted by his successors, and the gothic char-

acter of the German school soon became blended and smooth-

there was no inducement to attempt any improvement, and they afford a

familiar specimen of the taste of that period.

=* The art of engraving was carried to great perfection, and engaged

the attention of the first artists in Germany, as appears from the multi-

tude of very curious and laborious performances, on wood, by Albert

Durer, in whose hands this art seems to have reached a high state of

perfection. It however soon afterwards yielded to the more delicate

process of copper engraving, for larger works, although the greater con-

venience and more ample management of the wooden stamp, occasioned

the employment of that mode to be long persevered in as an accompani-

ment to books, even after the invention of copperplate engraving.
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ed down into the purer taste which progressively diffused it-

self from the great focus of the fine arts in Italy.

ALBERT DURER.

AxBERT DuRER, the Raphael (as he has been termed)

and Founder of the German School, was born at Nuremberg

in 1471, and died in 1528, aged fifty-seven years. His

father was an eminent goldsmith of that town, by whom, as

he himself left on record, he was instructed in the art, as

well as in chasing in general. He received his first instruc-

tions in the art of painting from Michael Wohlgemuth, with

whom he continued three years, and at the expiration of this

term, was sent by his father into Belgium, where he remain-

ed four years, and made himself well acquainted with the

art of engraving. The first performance which he exhibited

to the pubHc, was a print of the ^ Three Graces,' represented

by as many female figures, having over their heads a globe,

on which was inscribed the date of the year, 1497. He also

engraved on wood the ' Revelations of St. John ;' a series of

sketches of the ' Sufferings of Christ,' a lithographic imita-

tion of which has been published ; the celebrated print of

' The Knight, Death and the Devil,' which Kugler considers

the most important work which the fantastic spirit of German

art has ever produced ; the * Triumphal arch of the Emperor

Maximilian,' a strange rambling work, with an endless variety

of historical representations, portraits and fanciful ornaments

;

several remarkable portraits of his contemporaries, the ' Elec-

tor Frederick, the Wise,' ' Erasmus of Rotterdam,' and ' Me-

lancthon,' besides various copperplates of Madonnas and

Apostles, all of which display great dignity and depth of

feeling.

But Durer's talent was not confined to engraving. He
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discovered a general capacity not only for every branch of

design, but for every science that stood in any relation to it.

He wrote treatises on proportion, perspective, geometry and

civil and military architecture, and crowned his various

knowledge by the most eminent skill in painting, in which

he far surpassed all those who had hitherto studied and

practiced the art in his own country.

The oldest undoubted picture by Durer is his own portrait,

of the year 1498, now in the Gallery of the Uffizj at Flo-

rence. The arrangement of this picture is well known.

The artist, a half figure, arrayed in a peculiar holiday dress,

a shirt neatly plaited, and cut low in the neck, a white jerkin

striped with black, a pointed cap of the same, and a brown

mantle over the left shoulder, stands at a window, with the

hands resting upon the sill. In the Munich Gallery, there

is also a portrait of himself, painted two years afterward in

1500, representing him' in a front view, with his hand laid

upon the fur trimming of his robe. A marked difference is

observable between this and the Florentine portrait, indica-

ting the change that had taken place in the development of

his mind.

In the year 1506, Durer made a journey into Upper Italy,

and remained a considerable time at Venice ; from which

period, commences the zenith of his fame, and a great num-

ber of distinguished pictures follow each other in rapid suc-

cession. The most remarkable of these is the ' Martyrdom

of the Ten thousand Saints,' painted in 1508, for Duke

Frederick of Saxony, now in the Belvidere Gallery at Vienna.

In the centre of the picture stand Durer and his friend Pirck-

heimer as spectators, both in black dresses, and around are

a multitude of single groups, exhibiting every species of

martyrdom. In the following year he painted the celebrated

' Assumption of the Virgin,' which was accidentally destroyed

by fire at Munich in the early part of the seventeenth cen-

tury. To the year 1511, belongs one of Durer's most cele-

14
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brated efforts, ' The Trinity, surrounded by the Saints and

Spirits of the Blessed.' It was painted for a church at

Nuremberg, whence, hke many of his works, it was removed

to Prague, and at present is in the Belvidere at Vienna.

Above, in the centre of the picture are seen God the Father,

who holds the Savior in his arms, and the Dove of the Holy

Spirit ; some angels spread out the priestly mantle of the

Almighty, whilst others hover near with the instruments of

Christ's passion. On the left hand, a little lower down, is a

choir of females, with the Virgin at their head ; and on the

right, are the male saints with St. John the Baptist. Belov^

all these, kneel a host of the blessed, of all ranks and nations,

extending over the whole of this portion of the picture. Un-

derneath is a beautiful landscape, and in a corner the artist

himself, richly clothed in a fur mantle. There is also at the

Belvidere a picture of a ' Madonna and Child' painted in

1512, which is much admired ; it has a blue drapery, and a

veil over the head of the Virgin.

Beside the pictures already mentioned, there is a ' Descent

from the Cross,' and an ' Ecce Homo' in the chapel of St.

Maurice at Nuremberg, the representation of ' St. Philip' and

' St. James' and an ' Adam and Eve' in the Florence gallery,

and tv/o pictures, corresponding to each other of the four

Apostles, 'John and Peter,' 'Mark and Paul,' of the size of

life, now in the Munich gallery— the grandest and last

work of importance executed by Albert Durer.

His style was so generally admired by the artists of his

time, that it was imitated by his countrymen to the utmost of

their ability ; and he received a still more gratifying homage

from the professors of the Italian school, many of whom,

according to Sandrart, thought it no diminution of their fame

to adopt not only the attitudes, designs, dresses and other

ornaments of his figures, but the entire figures themselves,

and even sometimes painted the whole of large historical

compositions from his engravings on wood and copper. But
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the excellence to which he had raised German Art, passed

away with him, and centuries saw no sign of its revival.

_ CRANACR

Lucas Cranach, the elder, was born at Cranach, a town

in the bishopric of Bamberg, in 1472, and died at AVitten-

berg in 1553, aged eighty-one years. His family name was

Sunder, his second name he took from the place of his birth.

He was instructed in the first principles of painting by his

father ; entered early into the service of the electoral house

of Saxony; and was court-painter to the three electoral

princes, Frederick the Wise, John the Steadfast, and Fred-

erick the Magnanimous. With the first he made a pilgrim-

age to the Holy Land in 1493, and, with the last, he shared

an imprisonment after the fatal battle of Muhlberg, in 1547.

The pictures of Cranach consist of historical representations,

allegories and portraits ; and many of his works have much in

common with Durer, particularly in the simple conception of

nature, and in his smooth and somewhat thin, but still power-

ful coloring. His portraits are admired for their great truth

of character, and the freshness and beauty of their carnations,

notwithstanding the incorrectness with which they are drawn,

and the entire want of economy in the management of the

lights and shadows. His best pictures are a large representa-

tion of the ' Ten Commandments,' in the Town Hall at Witten-

berg, and the principal altar piece in the cathedral of that city;

the latter is divided into three parts—the centre representing

the ' Last Supper,' the disciples, with heads of varied charac-

ter, seated around a circular table—the right wing represent-

ing the 'Sacrament of Baptism,' administered by Melancthon

—the left a ' Confessor absolving a kneeling penitent ;' and,

in the Royal gallery at Berlin, is a series of pictures repre-

senting the ' Passion of Christ,' of which the ' Bearing the

%
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Cross,' and the * Scourging of our Lord/ are the most re-

markable. Another picture, rich in story, for which the Old

Testament furnislies the subject, is in the Public gallery at

Augsburg ; Delilah is seated in a beautiful garden, and Samp-

son, as a proud knight, with rich golden greaves, and the jaw

bone of the ass in his hand, sleeps in her lap ; she is cutting

off his hair with a pair of bright scissors, and the Philistines

are seen creeping stealthily jimong the green trees.

Towards the decline of life, Cranach retired from the court

of Saxony. In 1533, he was appointed Purgomaster of Wit-

tenberg, and thenceforward lived on the most familiar terms

with tlui great reformers of the church, particularly with Lu-

ther, whose marriage with Katherine Pora was brought about

principally by his inlluencc.

HOLBEIN.

Hans Holbein was born at Augsburg in 1498, and died

of the plague in London in 1554, aged fifty-six years. He
learned the rudiments of painting from his father, John Hol-

bein, and passed the earlier part of his life at Pasle, where he

appears to have early imbibed the soft and life-like conception

of nature, peculiar to the artists of South-western Germany,

and to have thus formed his own style. Poverty at home, and

the ho[)e of better pros{)ects abroad, induced him, in the year

152G, to visit England, having brought with him letters of

recommendation from Erasmus to Sir Thomas More, then

chancellor. He was honorably received, lodged for some

time in the house of that distinguished man, and painted sev-

eral portraits of his family and friends. It is stated of him,

that hai)pening one day to mention the nobleman who had,

some years before, invited him to England, Sir Thomas was

very solicitous to know who he was; Holbein rephed that he

had foi-gotten his title, but remembered his face so well, that
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he thought he could draw his likeness, which he did so faith-

fully that the features were immediately recognized.

The chancellor having enriched his apartment with Hol-

bein's productions, invited the king, Henry VIII, to view them.

Henry, who, with all his faults, was a liberal encourager of the

fine arts, was struck with admiration, and immediately took

the painter into his service, with a salary of thirty pounds a

year. Of the numerous pictures which Holbein painted for the

king, but few remain. One of his best and largest, repre-

senting ' Henry VII. and Henry VIII. with their queens,'

was painted on the wall of one of the chambers of the old

palace of Whitehall, which was consumed by fire in 1698.

Fortunately a small and fine copy has been preserved, and is

now at Hampton Court. Other [)ictures of his, preserved at

Hampton Court, are ' King Henry VIII. and his Family,'

the king seated upon a throne, on an open colonnade which

looks out upon a garden, with one hand upon the shoulder of

prince Edward—Queen Catharine Parr at his side, and the

two princesses, Mary and Elizabeth, standing near ; ' Queen

Elizabeth,' then a girl of twelve or thirteen years of age,

holding a prayer-book in her hands—the complexion fair, the

hair light red, and the countenance, though not pretty, very

agreeable, with a decided expression of sense and intellect

beyond her years ;
' Lady Vaux,' wife of lord Vaux, the poet

;

'Portraits of the artist's Father and Mother,' dated 1512;

' Will Somers,' the king's jester ; ' Portrait of Frobenius,' the

celebrated printer; ' Portrait of Sir Henry Guildford,' one of

the ornaments of the court of Henry VIII, and the friend and

correspondent of Erasmus ; ' Henry VIH,' when a boy ; two

* Portraits of Erasmus,' the one with his hands upon a book,

and the other in the act of writing his famous Commentaries

;

' Portrait of Reskimeer,' a private gentleman of great estate in

Cornwall ; ' Margaret, countess of Lenox,' niece of Henry

VIII, and mother of Lord Darnley ; ' Portrait of the Artist,*

and ' Portrait of his Wife,' two pictures in water colors ; and

14*
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* Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey,' the last and most distin-

guished victim of the tyranny of Henry VIII. The only

picture of Holbein's, in the imaginative and historical style,

at Hampton Court, is the ' Christ and Mary Magdalene in the

Garden,' a singular and very interesting production ; the

morn is breaking in the distance, and on the right is the in-

terior of the tomb, where the two angels are seen supernatu-

rally illumined by a strong light. At Windsor Castle there are

also five of Holbein's pictures : a portrait of ' Henry VHI,'

three-quarter size
;
portrait of * Thomas Howard, Duke of

Norfolk,' father of the accomplished earl of Surrey ; portrait

of a ' Man opening a letter with a knife,' said to be that of the

German merchant Stallhof; 'portrait of Martin Luther,'

holding a book and a pen, and a ' Head of a young German,'

decidedly the best of Holbein's in this collection.

Few historical paintings of sacred subjects by Holbein are

in existence. Among the pictures in German galleries, the

best and most beautiful is the * Madonna of the Meyer Fam-
ily,' now at Dresden, which has been pronounced by an ac-

complished connoisseur, the chef d'oeuvre of old German
art. In the centre stands the Virgin, as Queen of Heaven,

with the Child in her arms ; on her right, kneels the Burgo-

master, Jacob Meyer, and one of his sons, near whom a little

naked boy is standing, and on the left the Burgomaster's wife,

her daughters, and another female relative. Schlegel has ex-

pressed the opinion that this picture corresponds better with

the ideal of the Divine Mother, than even the Madonna of

Raphael in the same collection.

Beside the pictures already mentioned, there are several

portraits of earlier time, among which one of a female, with

the inscription ' Lais Corinthiaca,' is especially remarkable,

and a series of the ' Passion of Christ,' painted in eight con-

nected pannels, in the public Library at Basle ;
' Henry VHI,

presenting their new charter to the Company of Barber Sur-

geons,' in the Barber Hall in London ; and ' Edward VI,
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granting the palace of Bridewell to the lord mayor of London,

for an hospital,' in the hall of Bridewell. He designed, as

did Durer before him, on wood for others to engrave upon.

His most celebrated performance of this kind is his ' Dance

of Death,' which was a favorite subject in German art,

throughout the whole of the fifteenth century.* These wood

cuts, a series of about forty prints, form an independent work,

of which the first editions and imitations attest the continued

estimation in which they are held.

SCHWARTS.

Christopher Schwarts was born at Ingolstadt in 1550,

and died in 1594, aged forty-four years. He learned the

first principles of the art in his own country, but finished his

studies at Venice, where he not only made the works of Ti-

tian his model, but had the advantage also of receiving some

instructions from that illustrious master. Having spent some

years there, he returned to Germany, where his works were

much admired, as his manner of painting was very different

from that to which the Germans had been accustomed to, and

was immediately invited by the Elector of Bavaria to his

court, and appointed his principal painter.

The best works of this master, as well in fresco as in oil,

are in the palace at Munich, and in the churches and con-

* The idea of the Dance of Death, an allegory in which are repre-

sented the various figures and appearances of death in the diiferent rela-

tions of life, appears to be originally German, and to belong to poetry.

Peignot, in a work published at Paris in 1826, has endeavored to inves-

tigate the origin of the ceremony ; and, in accordance with the relations

of the old chi-onicles, advances the opinion that it represents the 'emaciated

forms of those persons who have been attacked by the plague, rushing

from their dwelhngs, and making violent efforts to restore their rapidly

declining strength, by every kind of morbid action. Others derive the

origin of this representation from the masquerade.
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vents, particularly in the grand hall of the Jesuits in that

city, where there is a picture of the ' Virgin and Child' in

which the air of the head is noble, and the countenance

shows an expression of modesty and innocence, truly worthy

of the character.

Schwarts was allowed to have a genius for grand composi-

tions ; but although he shook off some of his national taste

during his residence in Italy, yet he could never entirely di-

vest himself of it. He gave up his whole attention to color-

ing, seeming to neglect other branches of the art which were

at least as essential, if not more so ; and even to the last, he

retained a mixed manner, participating of the Roman, Vene-

tian and German styles. In the attitudes and dispositions of

some of his figures, he approached the two former schools,

but in the airs of his heads, countenances and expressions, he

was decidedly German.

SCHOONEFELD.

John Henry Schoonefeld was born at Bibrach in Sua-

bia, in 1619, and died in 1689, aged seventy years. He
learned the art of painting from John Schelbein, but after-

wards resided some time in several cities of Germany for the

purpose of improvement ; and soon gave evident tokens of

such an elevation of genius as would render him a consider-

able artist ; for he acquired with ease, and in a short time,

those accomplishments, which, in others, are the result of

many years of unintermitted application.

Having traveled through a great part of Germany, he

next went to Rome, where, by studying the most celebrated

pieces of painting, architecture and sculpture, he refined his

taste and obtained a more perfect idea of design and compo-

sition ; he distinguished himself by an uncommon readiness

of invention, as well as freedom of execution.
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Two of Schoonefeld's best paintings are in the church of

the Holy Cross, at Augsburg ; the one, * Christ conducted to

his Execution,' and the other a * Descent from the Cross,' in

which the figures and dispositions are much admired ; and,

in the Senate house of the same city, is preserved a fine

composition, representing the ' Race of Hippomenes and

Atalanta,' which received the highest commendation, not

only for the expression and action of the principal figures,

but likewise for the variety of attitudes and passions in a

great number of others who are spectators of the contest. He
excelled equally in historical subjects, landscapes, seaports,

architecture, ruins of grand edifices, and animals of every

species ; and possessed so fertile a conception, that his pencil,

though exceedingly expeditious, was scarcely active enough

to express the lively dictates of his imagination.

MEYER.

Felix IVIeyer was born at Winterthur in 1653, and died

in 1713, aged sixty years. He received his first instructions

from a painter at Nuremberg, after which he became a disci-

ple of Ermels, a landscape painter, whose manner he follow-

ed, though he did not neglect the study of nature. In search

of improvement he traveled into Italy, but the climate not

agreeing with his constitution, he returned to Switzerland,

where, amid the infinite variety it affords of plains and moun-

tains, rocks and precipices, water-falls and rivers, he furnish-

ed himself with subjects for compositions. Being indefatiga-

ble in surveying the beauty, wildness and magnificence of na-

ture in these romantic regions, he made a multitude of noble

designs, which procured him high reputation, and amply sup-

plied his demands. The vivacity of his imagination was

quite equalled by his freedom of hand, and singular readiness
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of execution, of which he gave a remarkable proof at the Ab-

bey of St. Florian, in Austria.

The abbot being desirous of having two grand apartments

painted in fresco, and having consuUed another artist who

seemed quite dilatory, he applied to Meyer for his advice as

to the manner in which he should have it executed. Meyer

for a few minutes viewed the place, and, then taking a long

stick, to which he fastened a piece of charcoal, immediately

began to design, saying " Here I would have a tree," which

he marked out as quickly as possible ;
" at the remote dis-

tance I would represent a forest, thus ; here, a fall of water

tumbling from great rocks, and so on." As fast as he spoke,

he designed, and deprived the abbot of the power of express-

ing his approbation, so much was he lost in astonishment, to

see a design with such elegance and taste, executed without

even any time allowed for reflection. At the abbot's request,

Meyer undertook to finish the sketch ; and this adventure

having spread his reputation throughout all Germany, he was

thenceforward continually employed by the nobility and

princes.

His early performances deserve to be ranked with those of

the best landscape painters of the German school ; but to-

ward the latter part of his life, by endeavoring to fix on a

manner still more expeditious and pleasing, than that of a

former period, in order that his works might produce more

immediate profit, they lost much of their ease, freedom and

semblance of nature.

HUBER.

John Rodolph Huber was born at Basle in Switzer-

land, in 1668, and died in 1748, aged eighty years. He
learned the rudiments of the art from Gaspar Meyer, an in-

different painter, but in a short time surpassed his instructor,
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and became the scholar of Joseph Werner ; upon which he

changed his early manner, and by studying after the antique,

proved a good designer. At the age of nineteen he went

into Italy and stopped first at Mantua, where he copied the

works of Guilio Romano ; at Verona and Venice, he studied

Titian, and, while in the latter city, became intimate with

Tempesta, for whom he painted the figures in his landscapes.

He also copied many of the works of Bassano, Titian, Tin-

toretto and Paul Veronese, and critically observed the pecu-

liarity of taste, coloring, or pencil, which constituted the ex-

cellence of each. From Venice he visited Rome, where he

improved still more by the productions of Raphael, Guide

and the Caracci. Here also he obtained the friendship of

Carlo Maratti, who, pleased with his manner in coloring and

design, assisted him with his advice, and, observing him in-

clined to paint portraits in miniature, dissuaded him from it,

and recommended him to adopt works of a nobler character.

After a residence of six years at Rome, he returned to his

native city, where his merit soon procured him every mark

of distinction.

Huber's first remarkable work was a family piece for the

Marquis of Boden Durlach, of a large size, which gained for

him great applause, and spread his reputation throughout all

Germany. In 1696, he was employed by the Duke of

Wirtemberg, who appointed him his principal painter, and

gave him the opportunity to exert his talents in historical

compositions for the walls and ceilings of his grand apart-

ments ; nor was there a prince in Germany, who did not

seem solicitous to possess some of his performances. It is

remarked of him, that he painted three thousand and sixty-

five portraits, beside a great number of historical pictures,

all finished by his own hand ; so that, on account of his

facility, he has been called the Tintoret of Switzerland.

The coloring of Huber is bold and strong, his touch easy

and light, and he showed great freedom and readiness of
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pencil. Yet among his paintings, there are several of very-

inferior merit, the result probably of the prodigious number

which he executed ; but he designed correctly, for he had

acquired that habit by his studies at Rome, and his observa-

tion of nature ; and though he lived to the age of fourscore,

the vigor of his genius continued to the last year of his life.

MENGS.

Raphael Antonio Mengs was born at Auszig, in Bo-

hemia, in 1728, and died in 1779, aged fifty-one years. His

father, a painter in miniature and enamel of little note, gave

him the first instruction in geometrical figures, and in the

year 1741, when only thirteen years of age, he took him to

Rome, where by the commands of Augustus III, Elector of

Saxony and King of Poland, he copied in miniature some

works of Raphael, that were greatly extolled at Dresden,

whither they were sent. He continued at Rome three years,

and, upon his return to Saxony was appointed first painter

to his sovereign, with a considerable annuity. But the cli-

mate of Dresden proved unfavorable to his health, or rather

the love he had conceived for the capital of the Arts was so

strong that he could not feel happy elsewhere, and caused

him to consider the disorder of his imagination a real malady ;

and he obtained the consent of the king to revisit Rome,

where he again continued four years, and during that period,

painted a beautiful picture of the ' Holy Family,' modelling

the head of the Madonna from his young wife Margarita

Guazzi. He now became solicitous of fixing his abode en-

tirely at Rome, but not being allowed to follow his inclina-

tions, he was under the necessity, in 1749, of revisiting

Saxony.

After continuing three years at Dresden, the ungenerous
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conduct of bis father towards him, so impaired his health and

spirits, that he sohcited and obtained the rojal leave to re-

turn with his wife and infant daughter to Rome, where he

arrived in 1752. He soon recovered his health in this city,

and one of the first works he performed, was the copy which

he made for the Duke of Northumberland of Raphael's cele-

brated picture of the School of Athens.

The pecuniary circumstances of Mengs, at this period,

became extremely embarrassed, his salary at Dresden hav-

ing ceased, in consequence of the distresses in which the

king became involved by the war, he labored at low prices

for his maintenance, and with much pains gained a very

scanty support, chiefly by painting frescos. At this epoch,

he painted the vault of the church of St. Eusebius, and soon

after composed his beautiful fresco of 'Mount Parnassus/ in

the Albani villa,* so finely engraved by Raphael Morghen.

Mengs had made an excursion to Naples, to fulfil a commis-

sion he had received from the Elector of Saxony, and, in

that expedition, became known to Charles III. of Spain,

then king of Naples, who, upon succeeding Ferdinand VI,

invited Mengs to Madrid, offering him, through his minister

Roda, then resident at Rome, a very considerable salary

;

this he could not hesitate to accept, and arrived at Madrid in

* The magnificent galleries and porticos of the Villa Albani, were

formed in the latter half of the eighteenth century, by Cardinal Albani,

an excellent judge of sculpture, who continued to estimate the merit of

statues even after he had become blind. Many collections are more

numerous, but none more choice. There is scarcely a singl e piece of

sculpture that is not remarkable either for its rarity or beauty, and their

intrinsic merit is only exceeded by the taste and elegance with which

they were arranged by the celebrated Winkelmann who held the office

of Antiquary to the Pope, and Librarian to the Cardinal Albani. He

was inhumanly murdered at an inn, called the Locanda Grande at

Trieste, in the year 1768, by an individual who joined him on the road,

as he was returning from Vienna, and to whom he imprudently showed

some gold medals which he happened to have in his possession.

15
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the year 1761. He was at first employed in frescos, and

painted on the ceiling of the king's Ante-chamber a beautiful

composition of ' The Graces ;' on the ceiling of the queen's

apartment an admirable picture of' Aurora ;' and a ' Nativity'

on the altar of the private oratory of the king.

As the air of Spain proved unfavorable to his health, and

he became oppressed with melancholy, in consequence of the

separation from his wife and family, he obtained the king's

permission to return to Rome. An increase of his malady,

which was consumption, obliged him to remain some time

at Monaco, where during his convalescence, he painted his

celebrated picture of the ' Nativity,' now in the royal collec-

tion of Spain. It is in the style of the famous Notte, by

Correggio, in which the glory emanates from the infant

Savior. Immediately upon his arrival at Rome, he was em-

ployed by Clement XIV. in the Vatican, where he painted

his picture representing 'James dictating to History,' who
appears in the act of writing, and also a ' Holy Family,'

Having resided three years at Rome, he returned to Madrid,

and was loaded with favors by his royal patron.

He now commenced his celebrated work in the dome of

the grand saloon of the palace at Madrid, where he has de-

scribed the 'Apotheosis of the Emperor Trajan,' the coloring

and effect of which are grand and beautiful, and every com-

ponent part highly fehcitous in its execution. Throughout

his whole career, Mengs gave himself up to the attainment

of the science of painting ; neglecting the necessary care of

his health, and totally abandoning all society and rest. In

consequence of this, two years after his return to Madrid,

continued toil, combined with an unhealthy climate, rendered

it absolutely necessary that he should seek the Italian tem-

perature ; and his disposition always inclined him to that

centre of art and science ; he, therefore, for the last time

quitted Madrid, and repaired to Rome, with an augmented
stipend from his munificent master. His emaciated constitu-
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tion seemed to experience returning health, as he approached

the eternal city, and he now flattered himself that he should

at last enjoy a state of happiness ; but this prospect was

blighted by the death of his wife, whom he fondly loved, and

whose loss plunged him into the deepest affliction. His ill-

ness returned with increased suffering, and, when debilitated

to the last extreme, he unfortunately consulted an ignorant

empiric, by following whose prescriptions, he shortly ended

his days.

It must be left to time to establish the reputation of this

celebrated artist. His admirers, at the head of whom was

the celebrated Winkelmann, place him on an equality with

Raphael ; and artists, whose talents should give weight to

their judgment, assign him an honorable place amongst cele-

brated painters. Other persons, artists too, will hardly ac-

knowledge that he possessed any distinguished endowments.

By the amateurs of extravagant compositions, his prudence

has been termed coldness. He has been censured for a di-

minutive style, which seemed to arise from his previous ap-

plication to miniature painting ; he is accused also of a dry-

ness of manner, a fault which he is said to have perceived in

himself, and to have corrected. It is pretended that, in many

of his works, his finishing had the effect of enamelling ; and

Pompeo Battoni used to say, that Mengs' pictures would

serve for looking-glasses. But admitting that he had all

these defects, it may nevertheless be true that he was an

artist of considerable merit, and that he possessed the powers

of imagination, and the qualities essential for execution.

ZOFFANY.

JoHAN ZoFFANY was bom at Frankfort on the Maine, in

1735, and died in England in 1810, aged seventy-five years.
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We are not informed who was his instructor, but about the

year 1761, he visited England, where he passed some time

with very little encouragement, until he attracted public at-

tention by a ' portrait of the Earl of Barrymore,' which laid

the foundation of his future fame. He soon afterwards

acquired considerable celebrity by the portraits of the most

celebrated dramatic performers in their favorite characters,

which were designed and painted with surprising truth of ex-

pression, and admirably colored. Of these the most suc-

cessful were, his pictures of ' Garrick' in Abel Drugger, Sir

John Bute, and Lord Chalkstone ;
' Foote and Weston'

together, in Dr. Last ; and ' Foote' alone as Major Sturgeon.

But the pictures which did him most credit, were the ' por-

traits of the Royal family' and those of the ' Members of the

Royal Academy,' in that hall of the Academy, which is de-

voted to the study of the living figure ; they were placed

around this apartment, and received universal applause..

Having expressed a desire to visit Italy, his Majesty

George HI. liberally enabled him to accomplish that object,

and gave him a recommendation to the Grand Duke of Tus-

cany ; the latter permitted him to study in his Gallery, of

which he painted an admirable picture, now in the Royal Col-

lection. ZofFany was somewhat of a humorist, and it is re-

lated of him that, v.'hilst he was here painting, the Emperor

of Germany visited the Grand Duke, and approaching Zof-

fany in the gallery, asked him his name ; on hearing it, he

inquired what countryman he was; when he answered 'an

Englishman ;' ' Why,' said the Emperor, ' your name is

German.' ' True,' returned the painter, ' I was born in

Germany, that was accidental ; I call that my country where

I have been protected.'

By the interest of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Zoffany went to

India in 1783, where he was patronized by the Nabob of

Onde, for whom as well as for the native princes, and the

European residents, he painted a great number of pictures
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He resided a long time at Lucknow, and having acquired a

considerable fortune, returned to England about 1790, and

was soon after elected a Royal Academician. His latter

pictures did not equal those of his earlier days, and he was

very much reduced in his intellectual powers, for some years

before his decease ;
yet he still continued to paint, and

among other works, produced an elaborate picture of the

' Sacking of the Wine Vaults' at the Tuilleries, in 1792 ; a

powerful and impressive display of the atrocities of that event-

ful period.

4

15*
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CHAPTER XIII.

The Dutch School— Van Eyn Rembrandt— Albert Cuyp—
Adrian Brauwer— Adrian Van Ostade— Gerhard Douw—
Gabriel Metzu—Philip Wouvermans—Paul Potter—Fran-

cis Mieris—Jacob Ruysdael— Adrian Vander Velde — Ga-

briel Vander Leeuw— John Van Hutsum.

This school is not materially distinguished from the pre-

ceding, though its pupils seem to have carried to a still greater

extent than the Flemish, the principle of taking nature as

they found her, without much regard to selection or embellish-

ment. Far from excelling in the beauty of heads and forms,

they seem to delight in the exact imitation of the lowest and

most ignoble ; and we frequently find the scenes of their

pictures laid in taverns, workshops, and watchhouses. They

are fond of representing the rustic revels of villagers ; their

pictures are crowded with figures, just as they happen to come ;

the expressions of their heads are sufficiently marked, but it is

the expression of passions which debase instead of ennobling

human nature.

It must be acknowledged, at the same time, that the Dutch

painters have succeeded in several branches of the art, and, if

they have chosen low subjects of imitation, they have repre-

sented them with great exactness ; and truth must always

please.

The Dutch artists challenge the praise of extreme neatness

of execution and beauty of finish, and understand well the

gradation of colors. If they have not succeeded in the most

difficult parts of the chiaro-scuro, they at least excel in the

most striking, such as, light confined in a narrow space, night

illuminated by the moon or by torches, and the fire of a black-
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smith's forge. They have hkewise distinguished themselves

by the representation of perspective, of clouds and sky, of ma-

rine subjects, animals, fruit, flowers, and insects ; they excel

in miniature painting ; and, in short, everything which re-

quires a faithful imitation, color, and a delicate handling, is

well executed by the Dutch painters.

REMBRANDT.

Van Ryn Rembrandt, whose family name was Gerretsz,

that of Van Ryn being acquired, one from his having resided

in early life on the banks of the Rhine, was born at a village

near Leyden in 1604, and died in 1660, aged fifty-six years.

As he gave very early tokens of a strong genius for painting,

his father, who was a miller, placed him under the care of

Swanenburg, at Amsterdam ; he afterward studied under

Lastmann, and finally with Jacob Pinas, from whose manner he

is said to have acquired that taste for strong contrasts of light

and shade, which he ever after so happily cultivated. He,

however, formed his own manner entirely by studying and

imitating nature, which he copied in her most simple dress

;

the peasants which frequented his father's mill were his mod-

els, and their manners and conversation the extent of his ideas.

Rembrandt was first brought into notice by having taken a

picture to the Hague, which was purchased by a connoisseur

at the price of one hundred florins. This incident laid the

foundation of his fortune, making both the public and himself

acquainted with his worth, and hence arose the reputation

and success he afterwards enjoyed. He was employed to paint

the portraits of the most distinguished personages at Amster-

dam, and at length established himself in that city, where he

was immediately loaded with commissions, and his academy

was frequented by students of the first respectabiUty.

His style of painting, in the first years of his practice, was
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very different from that of liis latter time, his early perform-

ances being finished highly and with a neat pencil ; but he

afterwards assumed a style of coloring and handling, as oppo-

site to it as possible : strong, bold, and with a degree of force

truly astonishing. In his first manner are the historical pic-

tures of ' Ahasuerus,' ' Esther,' and ' Haman ;' the ' Woman
taken in Adultery,' and 'St. John preaching in the Wilderness,'

which are mentioned as being exquisitely finished, and yet

touched with inexpressible fire and spirit. As he advanced

in the art, he took liberties with the pencil, wrought with all

the broad fulness of the brush, leaving the touch undisturbed ;

and even employed the stick, the palette knife, or his fingers, as

they were the most capable of producing the desired effect.

The invention of E-embrandt was extremely fertile, his

imagination lively and active, and his coloring is as true,

fresh and perfect, as that displayed in the works of Titian

;

with this difference, that the productions of the latter will ad-

mit of the nearest inspection, whereas those of Rembrandt

must be viewed at a convenient distance, and then an equal

degree of union, force, and harmony may be observed in both.

His portraits are confessedly excellent. Many of his heads

display such a minute exactness as to show even the hairs of

the beard and the wrinkles of age ; and, a picture of his maid

servant, placed at the window of his house at Amsterdam, is

said to have deceived the passers-by for several days. De
Piles, when he was in Holland, not only ascertained the truth

of this fact, but purchased the portrait, which he esteemed

one of the finest ornaments of his cabinet.

Rembrandt's peculiar style appears to most advantage when

the subject represented accords with his own gloomy and

powerful mind. Of this may be cited as proof a portrait in

the Berlin Museum, representing the tyrannical prince, ' Adol-

phus of Gueldres,' son of Arnold, Count of Egmont and Cathe-

rine of Cleves,' who lived about the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury. Having revolted against his father, he took him prise-
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- ner at Graves, shut him up in the castle of Baeren, and com-

pelled him to abdicate in his favor. The barbarity of this

procedure, drew down upon him the excommunication of pope

Paul II, and the arms ofmany other princes. The point of time

seized on by Rembrandt, is that when the unnatural son, fol-

lowed by two black pages, descends into the dungeon of his

father, and menaces the old man in order to compel him to

surrender his domains, threatening him with fresh cruelties

and revenge. The whole constitutes a good specimen of light

and shade, and of his expression of stern and unrelenting pas-

sion. Another very celebrated picture of Rembrandt's is the

so-called ' Night Watch,' of colossal size, in the Museum of

Amsterdam, representing a party, with their arms, marching

out to fire at a mark. They form a joyous crowd, hurrying

to and fro, loading their arms and beating their drums, with

their leader, a large stately figure, in the centre, while the

lights and shadows, by their frequent contrast, give the

strongly marked effect of night illumination, although no

torch is visible.

Many of Rembrandt's works are preserved in the collec-

tions of the English nobility ; some are in the Uffizj at Flor-

ence, where the portrait of Rembrandt, painted by himself, is

placed in the gallery of artists ; a few of his works are at

Genoa, some at Turin, several in the gallery of the Louvre,

and, in the British National Gallery, is the * Woman takea

in Adultery,' a ' Nativity,' and the ' Portrait of a Jew,' the

effect of which is altogether striking, and considered one of

the best that the artist ever painted.

CUYP.

Albert Cuyp born at Dort in 1606, was the son of Jacob

Gerritz Cuyp, a landscape painter of much merit, from whom
he received his first instruction in the art of painting, but soon
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infinitely surpassed him in his progress. The father princi-

pally adhered to one or two species of animals ; but to

Albert, oxen, sheep, cows, horses, fruit, landscape, smooth

water, or ships and boats were all equally familiar. He ex-

celled in everything that he attempted to represent, and paint-

ed every object in the same free and natural manner ; always

clear and transparent, alwa3's lovely and true in his coloring.

He was accustomed to observe nicely even the particular

times of the day, to express the various diffusions of light up-

on his objects ; and in his pictures, the morning, attended

with its mists and vapors, the clearer light of noon, and the

saffron colored tints of evening, may readily be distinguished.

He likewise excelled in moonlight pieces, some of them be-

ing so admirably expressed, that the glittering reflection on

the surface of the water, appeared more like real nature than

an imitation of it.

Among his most surprising productions are his winter

scenes, with figures amusing themselves upon the ice. It is

difiicult to form an idea of the interesting and exquisite man-

ner in which he has treated their subjects, or the surprising

effect he has given to the gilded glow which nature frequently

assumes at this season of snow and frost.

The principal performance of this master is the representa-

tion of the ' Cattle market at Dort, and the square on which

are exercised the troops and soldiers.' In this picture he had

painted the finest horses that appeared upon the parade, so

like, that each of them may be as distinctly known in the paint-

ing as in their evolutions. He left a number of drawings

and designs heightened with water colors, which, together

with his etchings, are much valued as curiosities.

BRAUWER.

Adrian Brauwer was born of poor parents at Haerlem,
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in Holland, in 1C08, and died in 1640, aged thirty-two years.

He received instruction in his art from Francis Hals for the

profit of his labor, and, as he manifested very superior pow-

ers, Hills employed him apart from his other scholars, assign-

ing to him hard labor and a scanty diet, and selling his per-

formances for high prices. From this state of confinement

and harsh treatment he escaped, and went to Amsterdam,

where he had the pleasure to find that his name was already

known, and his works held in good estimation. A painter

dealer, with whom he lodged, gave him one hundred duca-

toons for a painting representing ' the Gamesters,' whereup-

on, he became frantic with joy, and expended the entire

amount, at taverns, in ten days. From this period his usual

abode was a public house, and he worked only when he was

urged to it by necessity.

Possessing a vein of low humor, and being fond of droll ad-

ventures, he removed from Amsterdam to Antwerp, where he

was arrested as a spy, and committed to the prison in which

the Duke d' Aremburg was confined. This nobleman, hav-

ing observed his genius, by some shght sketches drawn with

black lead, while in custody, requested Rubens, who often

visited him in his confinement, to furnish him with materials

for painting. Brauwer chose for his subject a ' Group of

soldiers playing at cards' in a corner of the prison ; and when

the picture was finished and shown to Rubens, he immediately

pronounced it the performance of Brauwer, and offered for it

the sum of six hundred guilders, but the duke retained it at a

much larger sum. Rubens lost no time in procuring his re-

lease, and received him into his own house ; but uninfluenced

by gratitude to his benefactor, he quitted Rubens and traveled

into France, where, having wandered through several towns,

he was at length constrained by indigence to return to

Antwerp ; here he was taken ill, and removed to a hospital

;

and in this asylum of his self-induced poverty and distress,

he died in his thirty-second year.
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Such were the talents and such the end of Brauwer, who

attained to distinguished excellence in the style of painting

which he adopted. His subjects were taken from low life,

and always copied from nature ; such as droll conversations,

feasts at taverns, drunken quarrels, boors disputing at card^,

or soldiers dressing wounds. His expression, however, is so

lively and characteristic, the management of his colors so sur-

prising, and the truth united with such exquisite finishing,

transparence, and correctness of drawing, that his pictures

are more valuable and afford higher prices than many works

of more eminent masters.

VAN OSTADE.

Adrian Van Ostade was born at Lubeck in 1610, and

died in 1 685, at the age of seventy-five years. He was a dis-

ciple of Francis Hals, in whose school Brauwer was his con-

temporary, and with him he contracted an intimate friend-

ship. He had a lively genius, and fixed on a manner and

style peculiar to himself, in which he became equal to the

best masters of his country.

The choice of Ostade in his subjects, is somewhat similar

to that of Teniers ; and though these are generally of the low-

est class, vulgar and gross in form and habits, and placed

where usually such objects are to be found, in filthy hovels,

yet, such is the power of his pencil, so agreeable are the

hues he employs, and the arrangement of liglit and shade in

which they are disposed, that the more refined eye dwells

with delight upon his pictures. One of the best is the

' Child's School,' in the Louvre, in which the awkwardness

and ungainliness of the children, and their boisterous ways,

are represented with extraordinary humor and effect. The
figures of Ostade were so universally admired for their lively

expression, that several of the most eminent among his con-
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temporary artists solicited him to paint the figures in their

landscapes, which at the present day contribute greatly to

their value. His works are too highly labored to be very nu-

merous, and when his genuine productions are to be purchas-

ed, no price is accounted too exorbitant.

DOUW.

Gerhard Douwwas born at Leyden in 1613, and died

in 1674, aged sixty-one years. Having received some previ-

ous instructions in drawing and design, he became at the age

of fifteen years a disciple of Rembrandt, from whom he learn-

ed the true principles of coloring, and obtained a complete

knowledge of the chiaro-scuro ; to which he added a delicacy

of pencil, and a patience in working up his colors to the high-

est degree of neatness, superior to any other master. His

pictures are usually of a small size, with figures so exquisitely

touched, transparent and delicate, as to excite both astonish-

ment and pleasure. His general manner of painting por-

traits was by the aid of a concave mirror, and sometimes by

looking at the object through a frame with many squares of

fine silk ; but the latter custom is disused, as the eye of a

good artist seems the more competent rule, though the use of

the former is still practised by some painters in miniature.

His patience in finishing the most inconsiderable parts of

his pictures was most astonishing. As an instance of this, it

is mentioned that a broom in one of his pictures being par-

ticularly noticed and admired for its extreme neatness, he re-

plied that he proposed to spend three days more in working

upon it, before he should consider it completed. In another

picture, he devoted five days to finishing the hand of a lady,

resting upon her arm-chair. Persons of less patience than

himself were indisposed to sit to him for their portraits ; and

he therefore chiefly indulged himself in works of fancy. It is

16
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said that his great patron, M. Speiring, allowed him a thou-

sand guilders a year, beside the price which he demanded for

his pictures, on condition that he should give him the option

of purchasing everything he painted.

His works have always been in great request, and it would

be difficult to find a collection of Dutch cabinet pictures, the

principal ornament of which does not consist in one or two

of Gerhard Douw's. The galleries of his native country, the

German galleries of Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and Berlin,

the Louvre, Hampton Court, the Dulwich gallery, the Bridge-

water collection, and 'Queen Victoria's private gallery, are

all rich in these little treasures. In one is painted a window,

out of which a maid servant empties a kitchen utensil ; in

another she is employed in the preparation of dinner ; in a

third she holds a light, and looks out of the window into the

dark, with a bright and smiling face. Here we look into the

atelier of a painter ; there into the cheerful apartment of a

woman engaged in spinning. In the Louvre is a ' Grocer's

Shop,' with various goods piled up, and people standing be-

fore the counter, for whom the mistress weighs what they re-

quire ; and in the Munich gallery is a ' Pastry Cook's Shop'

illuminated by candle light, and a maid, who has placed her

lantern upon the ground, looking amongst the goods for what

she wants. Another, in the Museum of the Hague, repre-

sents a large apartment, orderly and neat, belonging to a

citizen ; through the open window, at which sits the young

mistress of the house, is seen the street lighted for a festival,

and beside her in the cradle, lies the infant, whom an elder

sister contemplates with affection. Another, and a very at-

tractive picture, known as the ' Girl's School,' is in the Mu-
seum of Amsterdam. The schoolmaster is just in the act of

scolding a boy, whom, if we trusted to his look, we should

pronounce to be innocent, but the laughter of the other chil-

dren vouches for his guilt. Nothing can exceed the delicate

execution of the girls' faces, of which almost every one is
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lighted by its own end of candle, and comes out so brightly

from the dark background, that the figures of the boys are

almost too much kept down.

The finest picture of Douw is preserved at Amsterdam.

It is larger than his usual size, being three feet high by two

and a half broad, and represents the interior of two rooms,

separated from each other by a curious piece of tapestry. In

the first is the figure of a woman nursing a child; at her side

is a cradle, and a table covered with tapestry, on which is

placed a gilt lamp, and some pieces of still life. In the second

apartment is a surgeon's shop, with a countryman undergoing

an operation, and a woman standing by him with several uten-

sils. The folding doors show, on one side, a study and a

man making a pen by candle light ; on the other, a school,

with boys writing and sitting at different tables ; the whole

lighted in an agreeable and surprising manner, and every ob-

ject expressed with astonishing force and beauty. There are

also several pictures by this master, at Turin, especially one

of a ' Doctor attending a sick woman,' wonderfully beautiful

;

and in the gallery at Florence is a ' Night-piece by candle

light,' most exquisitely finished, each of which by their ex-

treme neatness, have excited universal admiration.

METZU.

Gabriel Metzu was born at Leyden in 1615, and died in

1658, at the age of forty-three years. It is not known with

whom he learned the rudiments of the art, but he appears to

have made the works of Gerhard Douw the models of his

imitation, endeavoring to copy his style of composition, as

well as coloring. At an early period of his life he established

himself at Amsterdam, where his works soon rose into the

highest estimation. He appeared near to Vandyck in his

manner of designing the hands and feet of his figures, and
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his countenances possessed a distinguishing character and

strong expression.

Metzu generally painted small pictures of subjects taken

from ordinary events occurring among the more polished

classes of his countrymen. A morning visit at a lady's toilet,

a conversation or concert among people dressed in the best

style of his time, painters' rooms, shops, and drawing schools

hung with prints and pictures, and sometimes scenes from low

life, as fish-stalls, and women selling game, fruit and vegeta-

bles ; such are the objects which generally compose his pic-

tures ; and in the execution of them, one is at a loss to know

whether most to admire the beauty of arrangement in the

forms, the clearness and harmony of the tones, or the ex-

treme delicacy, breadth, and truth in the execution. He
spent much time upon his pictures, which has occasioned

their great scarcity ; and it is said, that the Dutch endeavor to

prevent their being carried out of their own country.

The subject of his largest picture is the ' Interior of a

mercer's shop ;' the silks and stuffs are singularly distinct, re-

presenting each different fold and texture, while the attitudes

of the purchasers with which the shop is filled, appear so

natural, that nothing seems wanting to its perfection. Anoth-

er picture of Metzu, representing a ' Lady washing her

hands in a silver basin' is an exquisite performance ; but one

still more capital, is a ' Lady tuning her lute,' the face most

beautifully formed, and the whole painted with the utmost

delicacy.

By confining himself to a sedentary life, his health be-

came greatly impaired, and having consented to undergo a

painful operation, his constitution was found too weak to

support the trial, and he died at the early age of forty-

three.
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WOUVERMANS,

Philip AVouvermans, a melancholy instance of the un-

happy combination of talents, and ill-fortune, was born at

Haerlem in 1620, and died in 1668, aged forty-eight years.

He was taught the rudiments of the art by his father Paul

Wouvermans, an indifferent historical painter, and afterwards

became the disciple of John Wynants, under whose instruc-

tion he acquired a knowledge of coloring and pencil, to which

he added the study of nature, and soon excelled his master

in the choice of his scenes, the excellence of his figures, and

the truth of his representations.

The subjects of his pictures are drawn from the common

scenes of nature, but are sometimes of a more elevated cast

than those chosen by the generality of his school, particular-

ly his huntings, hawkings and encampments of armies ; these

scenes afforded him an opportunity of introducing horses,

which he painted with great perfection. His genius and in-

vention were so strong and lively, that none of his pictures

have either the same grounds or the same distances, for he

varied them perpetually with inexpressible skill, in some

representing simple unembellished nature, and in others,

scenes enriched with architecture, fountain^, or edifices of a

beautiful construction. His figures are always finely drawn,

with expressions suitable to the subject, and the attitudes he

chose were such as appeared unconstrained, natural, and per-

fectly agreeable. In his latter time his pictures had too

much of the gray and bluish tint ; but, in his best days, he

was not inferior, either in correctness, coloring or force, to

many of the artists of Italy. Yet, notwithstanding his un-

common merit, Wouvermans had not the good fortune

during his life to meet with encouragement equal to his

desert. The celebrity which now attends his name, formed

n part of his enjoyments, which appear to have been con-

16*
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fined to his affection for his art, and numerous family, and

his attention to them. His pictures, beautiful as they are

agreeable in their composition and colors, and exquisite in

their finish, exhausted his time without raising him above

indigence and obscurity. The neglect which he endured,

and the severity of labor required to complete the number of

pictures which he left in so high and perfect a degree of

finishing, exhausted his health ; and he died at the early

age of forty-eight, having burnt, a short time before his

death, all his studies and drawings, to prevent, as he declared,

his children from being induced to embrace so miserable and

uncertain a profession as his own.

After the death of Wouvermans, the value of his pictures

increased to an incredible degree, and they were universally

sought after by all lovers of the art, through every portion of

Europe.

POTTER.

Paul Potter was born at Enkhuysen in 1625, and died

in 1654, aged twenty-nine years. He was instructed by his

father, who was but a moderate artist
;
yet, by the power of

an enlarged genius and uncommon capacity, before he had

attained his fifteenth year, the works of Paul were held in the

highest estimation, and he was regarded as the most promis-

ing artist of his time. His subjects were landscapes with

different animals ; but cows, oxen, sheep and goats he painted

in the highest perfection. His pictures usually exhibit a

brilliant effect of sunshine, and there is a lustrous glitter in

his coloring which is peculiar to himself. His skies, trees

and distances show a remarkable freedom of hand and a

masterly ease and negligence ; and the admirable imitation

of nature in the different kinds of cattle, and in their forms

and movements, to which he attained, has assigned him a
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peculiar position among the Dutch artists. A picture of a

' Young Bull' of the size of life, in the Hague Museum, and

a ' Landscape' in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg, represent-

ing a herd of cattle at pasture under lofty oaks, before an

old cottage, with the well known cow in the centre of them,

are two of his much admired productions. He constantly

studied out of doors, making even his hours of amusement

useful by sketching the scenery and objects by which he was

surrounded.

The paintings of Potter are in great request and bear an

exceedingly high price ; which may be attributed to the cir-

cumstances of his early death, added to their intrinsic merit.

The correctness of the animals in their various actions and

attitudes, the natural verdure of his trees, and the careless

manner of the leafing are sufficient marks of the genuine

works of this talented artist.

MIERIS.

Francis Mieris, the elder, was born at Leyden in 1635,

and died in 1681, aged forty-six years. He was the son of

a goldsmith and lapidary, who seconded his inclination for

the art of painting by placing him under the tuition of Vliet,

one of the best designers of the Low Countries ; under him

he made remarkal)le progress, and next entered the school of

Gerhard Douw, where, in a short time, he surpassed all his

companions, and was called by his master the Prince of his

disciples.

He painted portraits with great delicacy, but his general

subjects were conversations, persons performing on musical

instruments, patients attended by the apothecary or doctor,

chemists at work, mercers' shops, etc., all of which he treated

with much ingenuity in composition and execution ; finishing
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his draperies so minutely that all the peculiarities of their

different textures are visible. His manner of painting silks,

velvets, stuifs or carpets was so singular, that the different

kinds and fabrics of any of them might easily be distinguished.

It is this attention to minutiae, united to breadth and truth,

which give so much value to his works ; they are very costly,

and rarely to be met with. He appears to the greatest ad-

vantage in scenes from humble life, of which the Munich

gallery contains two excellent examples. One represents

two great boots and several articles of dress, lying on the

table of a tavern, and in the back ground the master of these

things, the artist himself, in conversation with the landlady
;

and the other is a soldier, a half figure, holding a pipe in his

hand, and puffing off the smoke with great enjoyment.

The finest portrait from this master's hand is that painted

for the wife of Cornelius Plaats, which is still preserved in

the family, though great sums have been offered for it. His

own valuation of his time was a ducat an hour ; and for the

picture of a ' Lady fainting, and a physician attendmg her,

he was paid in this ratio to the amount of fifteen hundred

florins. When the Grand Duke of Tuscany visited Leyden,

he was particularly struck with the exquisite finishing of the

works of Mieris, and engaged him to paint a picture, now in

the Florence gallery, which is regarded as one of his most

admirable productions. It represents a young lady dressed

in white satin, playing on the lute, with another female and

a young man seated on a couch, to whom a domestic presents

a silver salver with refreshments. This prince procured

several of his pictures, which are, at this day, an ornament

to the Florentine collection.
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EUYSDAEL.

Jacob Rutsdael was born at Haerlem in 1636, and died

in 1681, aged forty-five years. He at first studied surgery

as his profession, and practised it for several years, although

he had given early proofs of a fine taste in the art of paint-

ing, to which at length his attention was entirely directed by

Berchem, with whom he lived in habits of intimacy. He is

said by some writers to have improved his taste in Italy

;

but scarcely a particle of the Italian style is to be found in

his productions. Nature was the school in which he studied.

Her pure etherial tints, her peculiar forms, the freshness of

the morning, the brilliancy of noon day, and the subduing

tone of twilight, were the foundation of the principles by

which he was governed, and in the contemplation of which

he laid the basis of that perfection of locality to which he so

successfully aspired. His works are distinguished by a nat-

ural and pleasing tone of color, a free, light, firm, and spirited

pencil, and an agreeable choice of situations.

Ruysdael's general subjects were views of the banks of

rivers, hilly grounds with natural cascades, a country inter-

spersed with cottages and huts, solemn scenes of woods and

groves, wind-mills and water-mills, and occasionally scenes

from the rocky borders of the Rhine, varied with torrents

and impetuous falls of water, in which the foam of the one,

and the pellucid appearance of the other were depicted with

extraordinary force and grandeur. A simple picture in the

Berlin Museum is a good example. It represents an old

peasant's hut, behind which are lofty oaks ; a small stream

runs near by, at the foot of a wooded hill, bubbling over

bushes and stones ; lowering shadows from the clouds are

cast over the picture ; a bright gleam of sun falls on the

stem of an old willow, which stretches itself upwards like a

spectre in the foreground ; the scenery is secluded and in-
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hospitable, and the spectator feels sensibly the isolation in

which the inhabitants of such a cot might dream away their

existence. Other compositions present to us the works of

man, decayed and ruined by the elements. Of this class is

the celebrated ' Monastery' of the Dresden gallery, and also

the ' Churchyard' in the same collection, in which last picture

are represented, in the background, the ruins of a once

mighty church obscured by a passing storm of rain ; and,

in the foreground, a foaming stream finds its way into the

waste, amid the tombs, a gleam of sun lighting up its eddies

and the adjoining graves. Ruysdael's talents were not con-

fined to landscape ; he painted sea-pieces with equal success,

and his fresh breezes and gales of wind, have seldom been

surpassed by the productions of any master.

His works are to be found in most of the choice collections

of England ; and in the Palazzo Ricardi, as well as in the

cabinet of the Grand Duke at Florence are some of his most

spirited landscapes. As he was unable to design figures with

elegance, he was frequently assisted by Ostade, Vander Velde

and Wouvermans, which adds considerably to the value of

his pictures.

VANDER VELDE.

Adrian Vander Velde was born at Amsterdam in

1639, and died in 1672, aged thirty-three years. Discover-

ing, whilst yet at school, a decided disposition for painting,

his father was induced to place him under the tuition of John

Wynants, with whom he continued several years, and was

carefully instructed in the best and finest principles of the

art. His application was incessant, and he made it his con-

stant custom to study every object after nature, passing whole

days in the open fields, designing everything essential to his

pursuits, and in this mode acquiring an infinitely greater
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variety than the most inventive genius can supply. He also

applied himself to drawing from the human figure, and at-

tained such a degree of excellence, that he not only had the

advantage of embellishing his own landscapes, but was em-

ployed by many other artists whose works were in the high-

est estimation.

The scenes which Vander Velde chose for the exercise of

his art, are in general very limited, and seldom above the

ordinary appearance of common nature ; but they are ren-

dered with so much purity of color, and perfection of execu-

tion, that they captivate, notwithstanding their simplicity.

His touch is free and steady, his trees are natural and well

formed, and the leafing sharply and accurately marked.

His skies have a peculiar brilliancy ; and as he was exactly

watchful to observe the effects of light on every particular

object, he has most happily expressed its effects, through the

branches of his trees, on the surface of his waters, on his

cattle, which he designed with great correctness, and in short,

on every part of his scenery.

Though landscape and animals were his general objects of

study, yet he felt himself qualified to undertake a scriptural

picture for the Catholic church at Amsterdam ; and the

ability with which he executed a ' Descent from the Cross'

for an altar piece, testifies the power with which he might

have distinguished himself in history, had he more regularly

pursued the art.

VANDER LEEUW.

Gabriel Vander Leeuw, a Dutch painter of animals,

was born at Dort in 1643, and died in 1688, aged forty-five

years. He received the first instructions in the art of paint-

ino- from his father, whom however he soon surpassed, and

conscious that he stood in need of farther improvement, he
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resolved to travel, and in his progress visited France, Turin,

Naples and Rome. While at Rome he adopted for his model

the works of Castiglione and Philip Roos, called Rosa da

Tivoli.

He studied his scenes and every object after nature, and

spent a great portion of his time in the country, to observe

the forms, movements and attitudes of the different animals

which he intended for his subjects, sketching them with great

" exactness ; by which means he not only acquired the habit

of designing correctly, but furnished himself with a variety

of sketches proper to be inserted in his future compositions.

After a residence of ten years abroad, he returned to Hol-

land, where his pictures were at first ardently sought after

;

but such was his facility and dispatch, that they became too

numerous for the public curiosity, and the demand for them

decreasing, he conceived the plan of returning to Italy, where

his works were still in great repute. The bold and masterly

handling of his pencil, indicating the style of the Roman
School, was not agreeable to the taste of his countrymen, who

preferred high finish and laborious precision, to almost every

other perfection in the art of painting. With the intention

of traveling through France to return to Italy, he visited

Dort, for the purpose of arranging some family affairs, where

he was taken suddenly ill, and expired in the forty-fifth year

of his age.

VAN HUYSUM.

John Van Huysum, a celebrated Dutch painter of flowers,

was born at Amsterdam in 1682, and died in 1749, aged

sixty-seven years. The talent of flower painting has been

considered by many as an inferior department of the art ; it

has nevertheless raised the reputation of Van Huysum to a
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brilliant rank among the painters of his country. He was

instructed in the art by his father, and set out in his pro-

fession with a most commendable principle, to paint not so

much for the acquisition of money, as of fame ; and therefore

did not aim at expedition, but at delicacy, and if possible,

perfection in his art. Having attentively studied the pic-

tures of Mignon and other artists of distinction who had

painted in his favorite style, he tried which manner would

soonest lead him to imitate tlie lightness and singular beauties

of each flower, fruit or plant ; and then fixed on a style pecu-

liar to himself, which seems almost inimitable.

Van Huysum soon received the most deserved applause

from the ablest judges of painting ; even those who furnished

him with the loveliest flowers, confessing that there was

somewhat in his coloring and pencilling that rendered every

object more beautiful, if possible, than even nature itself.

His pictures are finished with inconceivable truth ; for he

painted everything after nature, and was so singularly exact

as to watch even the hour of the day, in which his model

appeared to the greatest perfection.

His reputation rose to the highest pitch ; he fixed im-

moderate prices on his works, so that none but princes or

those of princely fortunes could pretend to become purchas-

ers ; and the most curious florists of Holland were ambitious

of supplying him with their choicest flowers, for the materials

of his pictures.

The vast sum which Van Huysum received for his works,

caused him to redouble his endeavors to excel ; no person

was admitted into his room while he was painting, and his

method of mixing the tints and preserving the lustre of his

colors, he never would disclose : a narrow mindedness, great-

ly to his discredit ; indicating a low grade of feeling, and re-

sulting from a fear of being equalled or surpassed. From

the same principle he would never take any pupils, except

17
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one lady mimed Havermann, and even of her merit, he soon

became eiivious.

The greatest truth united with the greatest brilhancy, and

a velvet softness on the surface of his objects, are visible in

every part of his compositions. When he represented flowers

in vases, he always painted the latter after some elegant

model, and the bas-relief is as exquisitely finished as any of

the other parts. In the grouping of his flowers he generally

designed those that were brightest for the centre, and gradu-

ally decreased the force of his colors from thence to the ex-

tremities. Birds' nests with their eggs, feathers, insects and

drops of dew, are all expressed with the utmost truth, so as

even to deceive the eye of the spectator.

Beside his merit as a flower painter, Van Huysum also

painted landscapes with great applause, and although he had

never visited Rome, he embellished his pictures with the

noble remains of ancient magnificence, which still adorn that

city.
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CHAPTER XIV.

The Spanish School—Antonio del Rincon—Pedro Campana—
Luis Morales—Gaspar Becerra—Luis de Vargas—PABLa
DE Cespedes—Guiseppe Ribera, called Spagnoletto—Diego

Velasquez de Silva—Alonzo Cano—Bartolomeo Estevan

Murillo.

Very little of the progress of the art of painting in Spain

is known, previous to the commencement of the sixteenth

century, though, considering the intercourse between that

country and Italy, especially Naples, it could not have failed

to receive much previous culture there. Soon after that

time, the renown of Titian, and the favor in which he stood

with the Emperor Charles V, the example afforded by the

portraits he drew of that monarch, with the high honor he

received at the court of Philip II, and his residence there for

a few years, roused a spirit of emulation among the artists of

this country. So far as an excellent power of individual imi-

tation, and of gentle, amiable feeling in composition and ex-

pression will hold a rank among the higher qualities of the

art of painting, the Spanish nation may justly claim their

share. But the best works of their best painters, entitle

them to but a small proportion of the homage due to the

great masters, who exercised so successfully the grand style

in Italy.

The painters in Spain sought few subjects for the pencil,

either in the poetry or the history of their country. They

deviated sometimes into landscape or portraiture, and occa-

sionally found matter worthy of their best colors in the pas-

times of the people ; but their favorite subjects were of the
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devotional kind, legends real or imaginary, with doubtful mira-

cles of traditionary saints.

The gay luxuriance of the pencil in the hands of Luca

Giordano, employed to decorate the ceilings and staircases of

the Escurial, that remarkable monument of Spanish archi-

tecture and Spanish greatness, assisted doubtless to hasten

the downfall of the art in this country, whence it disappeared,

as to any effective prosecution, about the same time that it

did in Flanders and in Italy.

DEL RINCON.

Antonio del Rincon, who is considered as the father of

the Spanish school, was born at Guadalaxara in 1446, and

died in 1500, aged fifty-four years. The arts which revived

in Italy during the fourteenth century, did not reach Spain

till the time of Ferdinand the Fifth, king of Aragon, who

received from the pope the title of Catholic, on account of

the expulsion of the Moors from Spain.

Rincon traveled to Rome, where he studied the antiques,

together with the works of Cimabue and other masters who
had been instrumental in the revival of painting in Italy ; and

upon his return to his native country, he was taken into the

service of Ferdinand, who bestowed upon him the order of

St. lago, and the appointment of groom of the chamber.

Several of his works perished in the fire that destroyed

the palace of the Prado in 1608, but among the few that re-

main are two portraits of ' Ferdinand and Isabella,' and an

altar piece in the church of San Juan delos Reyes at Toledo,

which are held in high estimation.
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CAMPAXA.

Pedro Campana was born of Spanish parents at Brus-

sels, in 1503, and died in 1570, aged sixty-seven years. At

an early age he went to Rome, where it is said he became a

pupil of Raphael, but whether this be so or not, he certainly

proved himself an ornament of the Roman school, and imi-

tated the manner of that great master with considerable suc-

cess. In 1530 he was at Bologna, where he painted the

triumphal arch erected for the reception of the Emperor

Charles V.

On the invitation of that monarch he went to Spain, and

executed there many capital works, the chief of which are in

the cathedral of Seville, particularly his famous pictures of

the ' Nativity' and the ' Purification.'

MORALES.

Luis Morales was born at Badajos, in 1509, and died

in 158G, aged seventy-seven years. He was a pupil of Pe-

dro Campana, and from his constantly making choice of de-

vout subjects, and from the beauty of his pencil, he acquired

the appellation of El Divino Morales. His pictures gene-

rally represent the head of our Savior crowned with thorns,

or that of the Virgin in grief. It is supposed that he scarcely

ever designed whole-length pictures. His heads are of a most

admirable and touching character, finished with the greatest

care without weakening the force or diminishing the expres-

sion ; and, in this respect, bear some resemblance to the

highly characteristic heads of Leonardo da Vinci.

It cannot be denied, however, that Morales was an artist of

a contracted genius and of a barren invention, never ventur-

ing beyond the delineation of a head, though it will be con-

fessed that, in his limited scope, he has carried the art to its

17*
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highest perfection. His ' Ecce Homo,' exhibits the height of

human suffering borne with more than human complacency ;

and his ' Mater Dolorosa' is the very extremity of sorrow.

Some of his pictures are preserved at Cordova and at Seville ;

at the Trinitarian convent at Madrid is a * Veronica,' and a

very fine ' Ecce Homo,' in the convent of Corpus Christi, in

that city.

BECERRA.

Gaspar Becerra was born at Baeza in Andalusia, in

1520, and died at Madrid in 1570, aged fifty years. The pa-

tronage bestowed on the arts by Charles V, induced Becerra

to visit Rome for improvement, at a time when Michael An-

gelo was in the zenith of his fame ; and on his return to Ma-
drid, he contributed to reform the Spanish school of art, by

the introduction of a grand style, founded on that of this dis-

tinguished master. He was taken under the protection of the

emperor, and executed some works in fresco in the palace at

Madrid, which attracted general admiration.

But great as were the merits of Becerra in painting, he rose

to higher eminence as a sculptor, in which profession he was

much employed for the churches and monasteries. His chief

work is a statue of the Virgin, made by order of his great

patroness, Isabella de Valois.

DE VARGAS.

Luis de Vargas was born at Seville in 1528, and died in

1590, aged sixty-two years. Being endowed with a very happy
genius, and ambitious of obtaining improvement in the art of

painting, he traveled to Italy, and spent seven years at Rome,
where he principally directed his attention to the works of Ra-
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phael and Pierino del Vaga. Having by great application ac-

quired somewhat of the elegance of taste and composition of

the Italian masters, he returned to his own country, and be-

gan to follow his profession at Seville. But it soon appeared

that he had not imbibed the true taste of the grand style, nor

was he thoroughly skilled in the best principles of the art

;

for his paintings could not stand in competition with those of

some other artists who were at that time resident at Seville.

He therefore returned to Italy to cultivate his powers still far-

ther, and was at length amply rewarded for his industry, by

such an improvement in his taste, composition and freedom of

hand, as rendered him equal to the best of his own time, and

superior to most of his contemporaries.

De Vargas painted with equal success in fresco and in oil,

and on returning a second time to his native city, obtained

both reputation and employment. He gave proof of extra-

ordinary ability in two pictures he painted for the cathedral

at Seville, one of which represented ' Christ bearing the

Cross,' and the other, ' Adam and Eve,' the latter of which is

accounted his master piece. He also painted a great num-

ber of portraits, and although he did not excel in this depart-

ment, yet he is highly celebrated for his portrait of Donna

Juana Cortez, Duchess of Alcala, which was esteemed not

much inferior to those of Raphael.

Luis de Vargas was not less remarkable for his devotion,

than for his talents ; and following the example of the great

emperor, Charles V, he used in his private hours, to lay him-

self in a coffin which he kept in his closet, to prepare himself

for death by meditation.

DE CESPEDES.

Pablo de Cespedes was born at Cordova in 1532, and

died in 1608, aged seventy-six years. He was a man of exten-
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sive talents and profound erudition, so that by the Spanish

writers, he has been extolled as an universal genius. Educa-

ted in the Seminary of the Ecclesiastics, he made himself

thoroughly acquainted with the oriental and classical lan-

guages, and his learning and merit raised him to the rank of a

dignitary of the church. As a painter he stands among the

most eminent that his country has produced.

To perfect himself in the art, he twice visited Kome, and

formed his style upon the model of that great artist Michael

Angelo, not in painting only, but in architecture and sculp-

ture also; in both of which, by the happy fertility of his

genius, he acquired great reputation. During his residence

at Rome, he distinguished himself by several works in the

public edifices : in the church of Trinita de Monti, he paint-

ed 'the Annunciation' and the ' Nativity ;' and ornamented

one of the chapels with several subjects from the Life of the

Virgin. He supplied also a head to a famous antique trunk

of Seneca, in white marble, and acquitted himself so happily

in this undertaking, that he is generally thought to have ex-

ceeded the original. On his return to Spain, he embellished

with his performances the churches of Seville and other

cities in Andalusia ; but his principal pictures are found at

Cordova. His ' Last Supper,' in the cathedral is singularly

famous, both for variety of expression and tone of coloring,

in which last quality he is thought to have approached the

manner of Correggio. Cespedes wrote a treatise, in which

he compares the ancient and modern art and practice of

painting. His contemporaries speak of this work in high

strains, but it is unfortunately lost to the world, together with

one in verse on the general subject of painting.
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SPAGNOLETTO.

GuiSEPPE RiBERA, Called SPAGNOLETTO, was bom at Xati-

va in 1589, and died in 1656, aged sixty-seven years. His par-

ents, who were in indigent circumstances, placed him as a stu-

dent with Francesco Ribalta, with whom he continued about

two years ; but before he was sixteen, he determined upon visit-

ing Italy to cultivate his taste and exercise his talents in the

profession he had selected, although he had no other means of

support, other than he could obtain by the exercise of his ju-

venile powers.

In 1606 he arrived at Naples, where he obtained an intro-

duction to Michael Angelo Caravaggio, who favored him

with his instructions ; and Ribera made such progress in the

art, and his early productions were so much admired, that he

acquired the appellation of II Spagnoletto, or the little Span-

iard. From Naples he went to Parma, to see and study the

works of Correggio,' and thence to Rome, attracted by the

reputation of Raphael and Michael Angelo ; and although

the influence of the style of Caravaggio still predominated in

his productions, yet it was not without considerable refine-

ment in feeling, obtained by contemplation of the works of

these great masters.

After a short residence at Rome, he returned to Naples,

where his prospect of employment was much more favorable,

partly from the number of excellent artists then practising in

the former city, and probably more from the partiality ex-

isting in the court of Naples for that of his own country.

He was now taken under the protection of the Viceroy, and

employed in several considerable works which were sent into

Spain. The principal among those detained at Naples, are

the ' Martyrdom of St. Januarius,' in the royal chapel ;
' St.

Jerome' and ' St. Bruno' in the church of Trinita delle

Monache, the ' Taking down from the Cross' at the Carthu-
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sians ; and a noble picture in the palace of Prince della

Torre, representing ' St. Peter and St. Paul/ the figures

being at half length, and somewhat larger than Hfe. An-

other very excellent production of this master is preserved

in the Corsini palace at Florence. The subject is ' St.

Peter taking the money out of the mouth of the fish to pay

the tribute.' The coloring is striking and full of force ; the

heads of the figures are fine, and it is finished in a broad,

free and spirited manner.

The genius of Spagnoletto led him to paint gloomy and

austere subjects, which were peculiarly acceptable to the

Neapolitans and his own countrymen, such as hermits, and

saints emaciated by abstinence and severity. In tragic com-

positions, the distortions of agonized nature, in martyrdoms,

executions and torments, he was eminently successful, and

treated these dreadful subjects wath a correctness of design,

which might serve as a study for an anatomist.

VELASQUEZ.

Diego Velasquez de Silva was born at Seville, in

1594, and died in 1660, aged sixty-six years. His parent-

tage was noble, being of a family originally of Portugal,

which had established itself in Andalusia. Though limited

in fortune, they gave him a liberal education ; and as he had

evinced, during his literary studies, an extraordinary genius

for drawing, he was permitted to indulge his inclination. He
was accordingly placed under the tuition of Francesco Her-

rara the elder, a rigid instructor, with whom he remained a

short time, and then entered the school of Pachero, a man of

learning and an able designer, then residing at Seville.

Under this master, his talents began to display themselves in

a variety of sketches from nature, of peasants and ordinary
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people, in peculiar habits and occupations, as they struck his

fancy in the streets or public places of the city. One of his

first productions is in the palace of the Buen-Retiro, and

represents an old Aquador in a tattered garment, giving

water to drink out of his barrel to a boy— a piece of wonder-

ful nature and expression, with an uncommon degree of

science and precision in muscular anatomy.

Having studied five years with Cocheco, that master be-

stowed upon Velasquez his daughter in marriage ; and find-

ing himself sufficiently qualified to set out as an artist, he

went to Madrid in 1622, where he received great encourage-

ment, and had an opportunity of improving himself still more

by studying the paintings in the Escurial, and in the palaces

of the nobility. At length his talents recommended him to

the notice of the ' Duke d' Olivarez, the favorite minister of

Philip IV ; and upon his introduction to the king, he im-

mediately commissioned him to paint his portrait. This he

executed on a grand scale, the king being drawn in armor,

mounted upon a superb horse, and displayed with all the ad-

vantages of a beautiful background scenery. The picture

being shown at court, was so generally applauded, that it

obtained him the royal favor ; and he was appointed princi-

pal painter to the king of Spain, with an honorable pension

and an apartment in the palace.

After this successful commencement of his public career,

Velasquez was employed to paint the portraits of the infants

Don Carlos and Don Fernandos ; and also that of the minis-

ter, his patron, mounted like his royal master, on a noble

Andalusian charger, richly caparisoned. He now also, in

emulation of other Spanish painters, determined to under-

take a work upon a more extended scale than he had done

before ; and took for his subject the ' Expulsion of the Moors

from Spain by Philip III.' This celebrated composition rep-

resented the king armed, and in the act of commanding a
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party of soldiers, who are escorting a group of Moors, of dif-

ferent sexes and ages, to the sea-shore for embarkation.

This picture was painted in 1627, and in the same year

Rubens arrived at Madrid in the capacity of ambassador

;

and having visited Velasquez and examined his works, he

conceived a friendly aflfection for him on account of his

talents, and knowing it would be an infinite advantage to

him to have a more extensive acquaintance with the Roman

and Venetian taste of design and coloring, he recommended

him to spend some time in Italy. Convinced of the sincerity

and good judgment of Rubens, and having received from the

king and his minister recommendatory letters to render his

journey as useful as possible, Velasquez embarked at Barce-

lona in 1629, and first landed at Venice, where he was re-

ceived and entertained by the Spanish ambassador. In this

delightful birthplace of coloring, the works of its great mas-

ters Titian and Tintoretto excited his warmest admiration ;

and after a residence of a few months he proceeded to Rome,

where he was graciously received by Cardinal Barberini,

nephew to pope Urban VIII, who procured for him apart-

ments in the Vatican, and access, at all times, to the works

of Raphael and Michael Angelo.

During his residence at Rome, he painted his celebrated

picture of ' Joseph's coat brought to Jacob,' and, one in which

he has displayed his art in its fullest extent, the discovery of

the ' Infidelity of Venus,' as related by Apollo to Vulcan,

who is represented at his forge, attended by Cyclops. The

light and shadows from the reflection of the forge, and the

sparks which fly from their hammers, produce a surprising

effect. Both of these pictures were sent to Spain, and hon-

ored by having distinguished places assigned them in the pal-

ace of the king.

After an absence of a year and a half, Velasquez returned

to Madrid, passing through Naples on his way, where he
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painted the portrait of Donna Maria, queen of Ferdinand III,

and was cordially welcomed by Philip ; a painting room in

the palace was assigned him, of which the king himself kept

a private key, for the purpose of visiting his painter without

the forms of ceremony, as his great predecessor Charles V.

had done with Titian.

In 1688, Velasquez painted his celebrated picture of ' Our
Savior on the Cross,' for the convent of St. Placido at Ma-
drid, and, about the same time, that of ' General Pescara re-

ceiving the keys from the governor of a Flemish citadel;*

productions affording inconlestible evidence of his merit, and

the improvement he had obtained by studying the finest pro-

ductions of art and genius in Italy.

In 1G43, his patron D'Olivarez fell into disgrace and was

banished from the court
; yet Velasquez retained his popu-

larity, and in the year 1648 he was commissioned by the king

on a particular embassy to Pope Innocent X, and at the

same time was empowered to purchase, for the royal collec-

tion, the finest works of art, both statues and pictures, which

he could procure in Italy. On this expedition, he embarked

at Malaga, and, landing at Genoa, passed through Milan and

Padua to Venice ; here he passed some time in reviving his

acquaintance with the productions of the great masters of

art, which he had before beheld with so much admiration,

and had the good fortune to purchase some capital pictures

by the best Venetian masters. He afterwards visited Bo-

logna, and, on his arrival at Rome, was received with great

favor and distinction by the Pope ; and as the business con-

fided to him afforded him leisure to exercise his professional

talents, he was engaged to paint the portrait of his Holiness,

as well as those of several of the cardinals and nobility.

After an absence of three years, Velasquez took his depar-

ture from Genoa in 1651, on his return to Spain, in a vessel

freighted with a magnificent collection of pictures, busts and

statues which he had collected ; he arrived in safety with his

18
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cargo, and was received by the king with his accustomed

kindness and favor. In 1656, Philip conferred upon him

the order of St. lago, an honor bestowed on persons of emi-

nent acquirements ; and he continued to experience the pro-

tection of his sovereign and the pubHc estimation until the

year 1660, v^^hen, having attended the king on an interview

with the king of France at Irun, he was suddenly attacked

by fever, which put an end to his labors.

The compositions of Velasquez are remarkable for strong

expression, freedom of pencil, a spirited touch and fine tone

of color ; he had the happiness to enrich his country with

many admirable productions of ancient and modern artists,

and adorned it also with a number of his own works both in

portrait and in history.

CANO.

Alonzo Cano, called the Michael Angelo of Spain, from

his having excelled in the three arts of painting, sculpture

and architecture, was born at Grenada in 1600, and died in

1676, aged seventy-six years. Having studied the princi-

ples of architecture under his father, an eminent architect of

his native city, he applied himself to the study of sculpture

under Pacheco of Seville, and afterwards directed his atten-

tion to painting in the academy of Juandel Castillo in the

same city. While in the academy he executed many noble

paintings for the public edifices in Seville, and gave speci-

mens of his excellence in statuary, particularly a ' Madonna

and child' in the great church of Nebrissa, and two colossal

figures of St. Peter and St. Paul, for the purpose of copying

which, the Flemish artists are said to have visited Seville.

In consequence of a quarrel with a brother artist which end-

ed in a duel, Cano was obliged to quit Seville, and at the in-

vitation of the Duke d' Olivarez, went to Madrid, where he

• I
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was appointed the royal architect, painter to the king, and
preceptor to Don Balthazar, Prince of Asturias. Here, as

architect, he projected several additions to the royal palaces,

some public gates to the city, and constructed a triumphal

arch on the occasion of the entrance of Mariana, second

queen of Philip IV. As a painter he executed many cele-

brated compositions in the churches and palaces of Madrid.

While in the height of his prosperity, a circumstance oc-

curred which involved him in much trouble. Upon returning

home one evening he found his wife murdered, his house pil-

laged, and an Italian journeyman missing. The magistrate

finding that Cano had been jealous of this Italian, and that

he was also attached to another woman, charged him with the

murder; whereupon he fled to Valencia, but was soon dis-

covered by the practice of his art. He then sought an asy-

lum in a Carthusian convent near that city ; but being deter-

red from taking the order by the dread of its austerities, he

returned to Madrid, where he was apprehended and delivered

to the torture in order to extort a confession. Having en-

dured the rack without self-recrimination, he was again taken

into favor by the king ; and, with a view to his future secu-

rity, obtained the clerical office of residentiary of Grenada.

In this situation he enriched the churches of Grenada and

Malaga with many superior specimens of painting and

sculpture.

In his early days he disdained to accept pay for his pro-

ductions, declaring that he worked for fame and practice ;

but as he advanced, he seems to have had no hesitation in ex-

acting a full reward for his exertions. It is stated that hav-

ing been refused the sum of one hundred pistoles for an im-

age of St. Anthony of Padua, by a counsellor of Grenada,

which Cano had made for him, he dashed the saint in pieces

on the floor of his academy. This sally of passion induced

the chapter of Grenada to suspend him from his functions

;

but he was restored by the king on condition of finishing a
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magnificent crucifix which the queen had ordered, but which

he had long neglected.

The last years of his life he spent in acts of charity and

devotion, but the violence of his temper remained unsubdued ;

and even in his last moments, he could not be prevailed upon

to make use of a crucifix which was presented to him for

adoration, because it was such a wretched piece of work,

that he could not endure the sight of it.

With the exception of Velasquez, Cano excelled, as a

painter, all his contemporaries, and yet seems to have owed

his superiority entirely to nature. His design is correct, his

arrangement happy, and his coloring charming. As a sculp-

tor, he gives evident proofs of having studied the antique,

by the dignity of his forms, the elegance of his taste, and the

grandeur of his drapery. In architecture he was too loaded,

too ornamental, and too much swayed by the fashion of the

day. With such talents he connected an unfortunate tem-

perament and disposition, and, as the master of a school,

scarcely left a pupil that rose above mediocrity.

MURILLO.

Bartholomeo Estevan Murillo was born at Pilas,

near Seville, in 1613, and died in 1685, aged seventy-two

years. Having discovered an early inclination for the art

of painting, he was placed under the tuition of his relative,

Don Juan del Castillo, whose manner was dark and inky,

and whose favorite subjects were fairs and markets ; in which

style Murillo painted several pictures while he continued

with this master. Happening one day to see some works of

Pedro de Moya, who was passing through Seville on his way
to Cadiz, Murillo was so inspired with the desire of imitating

this artist, that he availed himself of his instructions for a
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short time ; and afterwards resolved to repair to Italy for im-

provement. But his means were totally inadequate to meet

the expenses of such a journey. Collecting, however, all

his resources, he bought a quantity of canvas, upon which

he painted subjects of devotion and flowers, and with the pro-

duce of the sale of these, without the knowledge of his

friends, set out upon his journey to Madrid.

On his arrival at that capital, he waited upon Velasquez,

his countryman, and communicated to him his plans. Struck

with the zeal and talents of the young artist, Velasques treated

him with the greatest kindness and liberality ; and, aware of

the impracticability of the scheme, diverted him from the pro-

ject of his journey to Rome. He furnished him, at the same

time, with the best means of improvement, independent of his

own instruction, and enabled him to study the works of Ti-

tian, Rubens and Van Dyck, in the Escurial and palaces of the

nobility, by which he greatly improved his style of coloring.

After an absence of three years, passed under such favor-

able circumstances, Murillo, by the advice of Velasquez, re-

turned to Seville in 1645, and resumed the practice of his art

with redoubled alacrity and with the most flattering success.

He immediately commenced his first great work in fresco, in

the convent of San. Francisco ; and the manner in which he

executed it, produced great astonishment among his country-

men. It consists of sixteen compartments, among which the

' Death of Santa Clara,' and ' Sir Thomas distributing alms,'

are subjects in which the particular bent of his genius had

full scope for the display of its powers. In the first he showed

himself a colorist equal to Van Dyck, and in the second a ri-

val of Velasquez.

Having completed this beautiful composition, he was next

commissioned by the marquis of Villamanrique to paint a se-

ries of pictures of the life of David, in which the backgrounds

were to be finished by Iriarte, an eminent landscape painter

of Seville. Murillo proposed that the landscapes should be

18*
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first painted, and that he should afterward insert the figures

;

but Iriarte contended that the historical part should be first

finished, to which he would adapt the background. To put an

end to the dispute, Murillo undertook to execute the whole

;

and changing the subject of the pictures, he produced the cele-

brated ' History of Jacob,' now at Madrid, in which the beauty

of the landscape contends with that of the figures, and which

remains a monument of his powers in the different depart-

ments of the art.

For the cathedral of Seville, he painted his much admired

picture of ' San. Antonio,' with the infant Christ and a glory

-of angels ; a ' Miraculous Conception,' and two portraits of

Leandro and Isidore, archbishop of Seville ; for the Hospital

of Charity a ' St. John supporting a Beggar,' assisted in his

charitable office by an angel, whom the saint regards with

reverence and gratitude ; and^ two other fine pictures, repre-

senting ' Moses striking the Rock,' and ' Christ miraculously

feeding'the Five Thousand,' in which are a numerous assem-

blage of figures grouped with surprising taste and judgment.

But, notwithstanding he was so eminently successful in de-

lineating subjects from Scripture history, his genius and abili-

ties qualified him also to execute pictures of equal merit from

scenes of humble and familiar life. His favorite subjects

were poor and tattered children, engaged in different occupa-

tions and amusements, which are much admired, and find a

place in most of the Collections of the English nobility. In

the National gallery of England is the portrait of a ' Spanish

Peasant Boy,' painted with great lightness of pencil ; and in

the Dulwich gallery is a picture of' Two Beggar Boys,' which

is highly esteemed for its originality and truthfulness of char-

acter. The one stands munching bread, holding in his hand

a pitcher from which he has been drinking, and looks sullenly

down upon a boy, who, half reclining upon the ground, is in-

viting him to gamble. He evidently has not the means of in-

dulging in the game ; his countenance therefore is gloomy,
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and he bites his crust with an air of disappointment, at find-

ing out of his reach, the pleasure that he longs to possess.

In the year 1670, Murillo painted a picture of the ' Immacu-

late Conception,' which was carried in procession on the great

festival of Corpus Christi, and excited universal surprise and

admiration ; whereupon Charles II. directed him to be invited

to Madrid, with a promise of appointing him one of his paint-

ers. But Murillo, whose natural humility and love of retire-

ment prevailed over every consideration of advantage or pro-

motion, excused himself from accepting the invitation.

His last work was his celebrated picture of the ' Marriage

of St. Catherine,' in the church of the Capuchins at Cadiz.

As he was about finishing it, he accidentally slipped upon the

scaffolding, by which accident he received an injury which

hastened his death.

Few painters have better claims to originality of style than

Murillo, who, to the merit of a historical painter, joined that

of equal excellence in flowers and landscape. There is little

of the academy discernible in his design or composition. His

pictures of the Virgin, his Saints, and even his Saviors, are

stamped with the features of his country, and a characteristic

expression of the eye, which is remarkable ; his coloring is

mellow and harmonious, producing a surprising effect by the

clearness of his tints skilfully opposed by proper shadows

;

and while his backgrounds are generally confused and indis-

tinct, and the parts blended together with a loose pencil and

indeterminate execution, there is a striking character of truth

and nature in all his paintings. With Velasquez and Murillo

ceased the days of splendor of the Spanish school.
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CHAPTER XV.

The French School— Nicholas Poussin— Claude Gelee, gen-

erally KNOWN BY THE TITLE OF ClAUDE DE LoRRAINE— PlERRE

MiGNARD— Charles Alphonse du Fresnoy— Eustace Le
Sueur— Charles Le Brun— Noel Coypel— Anthony Wat-
tean— Joseph Marie Vien— James Louis David.

One would naturally^be led to imagine that when the high

spirit of Italy began to be felt in the world, and the design

of Florence, the outline of Rome, and the coloring of Venice

were the words by which the progress of painting was known,

that an exalted taste for the art would have been formed in

France, whose inhabitants, ever eminent for their ingenuity,

were on terms of familiar intercourse with the nations of

Italy. Such however does not appear to have been the fact ;

and the French school of painting, without possessing any

distinctive character, has fluctuated from master to master,

according to the person who happened to be in fashion at the

time.

The earliest practice of the art, that seems to have been

exercised in France, was in the decoration of their church

windows with portraits, armorial bearings, and subjects of

sacred history, stained in brilliant colors in the glass, or

enamelled on copper for the vessels of the altar. The most

ancient are done in black and white, simply representing

scriptural subjects curiously executed ; many of them are re-

markable, not only for extreme delicacy of workmanship,

but as interesting compositions, descriptive of the state of art

in the early ages, and of the manner and history of the times,

of which they are, in general, representations. The art con-
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tinued to improve, and towards the commencement of the four-

teenth century had attained great perfection, and actually

possessed many of the qualities of good painting.

Francis the First, who ascended the throne Jan. 1, 1515,

was the first French monarch who seemed to consider the

improvement of the arts an acquisition desirable for the glory

of his country ; and accordingly with commendable zeal, he

invited to Paris all the Italian artists that his bounty could

induce to settle there. Francis had the merit of carrying on

a successful rivalry in this pursuit with Henry the Eighth of

England, who made proposals to the same artists also, but

proved unsuccessful in his attempts. He however obtained

the assistance of Kosso of Florence, and Primaticcio of

Bologna, who parsed some years in France, decorating the

palace of Fontainbleau, and painting the deeds of their illus-

trious patron. Primaticcio's general knowledge in the fine

arts was the means of diffusing improvement, by procuring

for the king a considerable supply of sculpture and bronzes

from his native country. "With the exception of Cousin and

Blanchard, the former of whom lived towards the end of the

sixteenth century, and was a skilful painter, though with no

vigorous fancy, upon glass, and the latter, who flourished

even earlier and brought from Rome and Venice the air and

taste of the pictures of Italy, the art remained dormant, until

Nicholas Poussin who had imbibed a taste for its excellences

in Italy, was persuaded by Louis XIII. to return to his

native country. But the standard of public taste was not

sufiiciently high to appreciate his pure and simple style ; the

facile mediocrity of Youet received more admiration ; and

Poussin, disgusted, returned to his tranquil life at Rome,

leaving the field to a competitor who laid the foundation of

that flutter and frivolity which characterized the style of the

French school, previous to the revolution.

The ablest of the scholars furnished by Vouet to the world

were Le Sueur and Le Brun. The former, called by his
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countrymen the French Raphael, actuated by a pure and

elevated mind, rejected the affectation and frippery of his

master, and painted with a high poetic conception, a series

of pictures representing the Life of St. Bruno for the Char-

treux at Paris ; while the merit of the latter secured to him

the friendship of Poussin, the notice of Cardinal Mazarin,

and the patronage of the court. The splendid arrangement

of the gallery of Versailles is a satisfactory proof of the extent

of his abilities ; and when his Battles of Alexander are

placed in conjunction with it, we can no longer wonder that

such a display of talent, so congenial to a monarch of so

much ambition as Louis XIV. completely overpowered all

competition. During his long reign, talent of all kinds shone

conspicuous around his throne, and painting was consequently

elevated and encouraged ; at Paris, an academy of painting

was formed under the immediate patronage of the king, and

another for the benefit of French students, at E,orae.

After Le Brun, the star of French art ceased to ascend,

though no want of abihty, but rather a false taste appears in

the artist who succeeded him. Before the death of Wattean,

in 1721, the school of France had declined both in natural

beauty and lofty simplicity, and the purity of art was pro-

faned and polluted by the pictures which gave to Boucher

the title of the Anacreon of painters.

Such was the prostrate condition of the art, when towards

the middle of the last century, the Count de Caylus, aided

by the celebrated Vernet, with a truly classic taste and

national enthusiasm, determined to revolutionize the public

taste, and restore it to the simplicity from which it had

fallen. By the united efforts of these individuals, an entire

change was effected in the manner of the French school,

which received a fresh impetus from the talents of David,

who, regretting the sad decline of historic painting, desired,

while his pictures wore the severe air of Rome, that they

should exhibit also the poetic loftiness of Greece. He in-
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fused an enthusiasm for the epic style of composition into the

minds of his disciples ; and, though for a time driven from

his high purposes by the excitement of the Revolution, he

resumed them when the land grew tranquil, and produced a

series of pictures of a high aim and order. The principal

events of the Revolution, of Napoleon and his victorious

armies, afforded subjects of historic interest to the pencils of

David and his disciples, who also entered the regions of

poetry and dramatic romance, with success ; and, though not

wholly inspired with the serene, sacred spirit of unaffected

art, which is scarcely in keeping with the national character,

they have produced, and are still producing, works of dignity

and sentiment.

roussm.

Nicholas Poussin, who may rightly be considered as the

originator of the French school, was born at Andelay, in

Normandy, in 1594, and died in 1665, aged seventy-one

years. He was descended from a noble family whose for-

tunes had been reduced during the civil wars of Charles and

Henry, and his father, with a small inheritance, held a com-

mission in the French army. Preferring the cultivation of

science to military pursuits, the young Nicholas had already

distinguished himself by his progress in literature, when a

fondness for drawing, and an acquaintance formed with Quin-

tin Varin, an artist of some eminence, induced him to solicit

permission of his father to adopt the art of painting as a

profession.

Having learned the first principles of drawing from Varin,

at the age of eighteen he visited Paris in search of improve-

ment. The arts were at that period at a very low ebb in the

capital of France, and the only assistance he appears to have

received, was from a Flemish portrait painter named Ferdi-
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nand EUe. Such an instructor was little qualified to forward

the sublime ideas he had formed of the art, and having pro-

cured some prints from the works of Raphael and Giulio

Romano, he eagerly studied to acquaint himself with their

principles of composition, and farther improved himself by

drawing after casts from antique statues. Some of his first

essays in painting were the pictures in the church of the ca-

puchins at Blois, and some bacchanalian subjects for the cha-

teau of Chiverney.

His talents and the endowments of his mind, procured him

the esteem of several men of eminence ; and Marino, the

celebrated Italian poet, being at that time at Paris, invited

him to accompany him to Rome. Nothing could have been

more agreeable to his inclinations than such a proposal, as he

had long felt the most ardent desire of seeing the metropolis

of art ; but he was at that time engaged on six large pic-

tures in distemper, for the college of the Jesuits, and the

' Death of the Virgin' for the church of Notre Dame.

Having completed his commissions, he found himself at

liberty, in 1624, to indulge his inclination, and, on his arri-

val at Rome, was kindly received by his friend, who introdu-

ced him to the protection of Cardinal Barberini. This pa-

tronage, however, was of no immediate advantage to Poussin,

as the cardinal directly left Rome on an embassy to France

and Spain, and the Cavaliere Marino died shortly afterward,

leaving him a stranger and unfriended in a large city, where

his abilities were unknown ; and it was with difficulty he

could maintain himself by the produce of his pencil. Hap-

pening to lodge at the same house with Frances du Quesnoy,

whose finances at that time were not more flourishing than

his own, an intimate connection commenced between the two

artists ; and Poussin, in imitation of his friend, took models

of the most celebrated statues and bas-reliefs.

On the return of the Cardinal Barberini to Rome, the mer-

it of Poussin was rescued from oblivion, and he painted for
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his protector his celebrated picture of the ' Death of Ger-

manicus,' and the ' Capture of Jerusalem by Titus,' so much
to the satisfaction of the prelate, that he procured for him the

commission to paint a large picture for St. Peter's, represent-

ing the ' Martyrdom of St. Erasmus,' now in the pontifical

palace of Monte Cavallo. These productions established

his reputation, and recommended him to the friendship of the

Cavaliere del Pozzo, for whom he painted his first series of

' The Seven Sacraments,' now in England in the possession

of the Duke of Rutland, and afterwards executed another

series of the same subjects, for M. de Chantelon, which pass-

ed into the collection of the Duke of Orleans, and from

thence to the Stafford gallery.

The celebrity he had now acquired at Rome reached his

native country ; and Louis XIII, desirous of his aid in culti-

vating the arts in France, wrote to him desiring his return,

with which, after much hesitation, Poussin complied, and ar-

rived in France in 1640, where he was received with great

distinction, appointed principal painter to the king, and ac-

commodated with apartments in the Tuilleries.

Soon after his arrival, he was commissioned to paint an.

altar-piece for the chapel of St. Germain en Laye, where he

produced his admirable work of ' The Last Supper,' and was

engaged to decorate the gallery of the Louvre, for which he

had prepared the designs and some of the cartoons represent-

ing the ' Labors of Hercules,' when he experienced the usual

accompaniment of court favor, envy, which caused him

many enemies. Vouet, among the painters, and Mercier

among the architects, criticised his works with ill-natured se-

verity, because his taste was too pure for their understand-

ings ; and, by their machinations, caused him so much disqui-

etude, that he resolved secretly to return to Rome, which he

did in 1642, and never more re-visited his native country.

During a period of twenty-three years after his return to

Rome from Paris, he continued to enrich the different cabi-

19
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nets of Europe, with a great number of his pictures, which

will ever be regarded among their most interesting ornaments.

One of his first works after his return, was the 'Massacre of

the Innocents,' painted for the prince Giustiniani, an admira-

ble performance, but one calculated to excite only emotions

of pity and terror in the beholder. Two other noble produc-

tions of this period were ' The Annunciation' and ' The Flight

into Egypt,' in the gallery of the prince Delia Torre at Na-

ples, both of them excellent for their composition, expression,

and beauty of design. Poussin chiefly occupied his time on

easel pictures, which were sent, almost as soon as finished, to

Paris, where they were eagerly purchased. He continued in

the exercise of his art till the year 1665, when he was seized

with paralysis, and died in his beloved Rome.

CLAUDE LORRAINE.

Claude Gelee, commonly called Claude Lorraine,

was born at Lorraine in 1600, and died in 1682, aged eighty-

two years. His parents, who were very poor, apprenticed him

to a pastry cook ; and, at the expiration of his time, accompa-

nied, in the capacity of valet, some young artists, who were

going into Italy. Soon after his arrival at Rome, he entered

the service of Agostino Tassi, (a landscape painter, who had

studied under Paul Brill,) for the purpose of waiting upon his

employer and to prepare his colors. He had remained in this

servile situation for some time, when he was induced to attempt

some humble efforts in design, by imitating the works of his

master, who in hopes of making him serviceable to him in

some of his great undertakings, taught him some of the rules

of perspective, and the method of preparing his colors.

In the early part of his life, Claude Lorraine exhibited

nothingof that astonishing genius which, in his more advanced

years, was manifested in his works and made them the admi-
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ration of the world. When once, however, he began to com-

prehend the elements of the art, his native strength of intel-

lect soon carried him beyond the sphere of his master. Ex-
erting his utmost industry to explore the true principles of

painting, by an incessant examination of nature, he made his

studies in the open field, where he frequently continued from

sunrise, till the dusk of the evening compelled him to withdraw

himself from his contemplations. He worked on his pictures

with great care, endeavoring to bring them to perfection by

frequently retouching them; and, if any performance did not

answer his expectation, it was his custom to alter and repaint

it again and again, till it corresponded with the image pic-

tured in his mind. His skies are warm and full of lustre, his

distances are admirable, displaying in every part a delightful

union and harmony ; his invention is pleasing, his coloring

delicate, and his tints have such an agreeable sweetness and

variety, as to have been imperfectly imitated, but never

equalled by any subsequent master.

The compositions of his larger works were principally com-

binations of the scenery surrounding Rome. The figures of

men and animals, which he introduced into his pictures, are

but indifferently painted, notwithstanding he spent a great deal

of time and labor upon them, and drew for some years in the

Academy at Rome, aftei* statues and living models. He was

himself conscious of his deficiency in this respect, and fre-

quently employed other artists to insert them for him.

One of Claude's most celebrated performances was on the

lofty walls of a magnificent saloon at Rome, belonging to a

nobleman named Mutius. On the first side, he represented the

vestiges of an ancient palace bounded by a grove, incompa-

rably expressed as to the stems, barks, branchings and foliage

of the trees. From thence, the eye was conducted to the

second wall, which exhibited an extensive plain, interspersed

with mountains and falls of water ; this part was connected

with the third wall, on which wjis shown a seaport at the foot
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of high hills, with a view of the ocean ; and on the fourth

w^ere represented caverns, rocks, ruins of buildings, and frag-

ments of statues.

His pictures are scarce, and consequently veryhighly valued.

England, probably, possesses more of his works than are to be

found in all the rest of Europe. In the National gallery are

the ' Marriage of Isaac and Rebecca,' in which the light, art-

fully distributed, is brightly caught on the water-wheel of a mill

near the middle-ground, from which circumstance this subject

is known in Italy under the title of La Molina or The Mill

;

' Narcissus, or a Morning Landscape,' exhibiting a retired spot

bounded by rock and shadowy trees. The nymph of the foun-

tain, her left arm stretched over her head, and her right rest-

ing upon an urn, is represented asleep in the foreground ; at

a short distance is seen Narcissus, self-enamoured, bending

over the glassy surface, whilst the hapless Echo, leaning up-

on one of the trees above, watches him, with her left hand

raised to lier mouth, and seems to waft back his sighs

;

' Sinon brought before Priam,' the subject taken from the

second book of the Aeneid ; the ' Embarcation of the Queen

of Sheba,' in which the matchless pencil of Claude has de-

picted the glorious orb of day rising in majesty, and dispelling

with its life-giving rays the vapors of the morning. On the

right, the Queen is seen descending the steps of her palace,

about to enter the boat ; a large round tower, connected with

the edifice by a bridge of a single arch, is happily introduced,

and on the left rises a Corinthian triumphal arch, behind and

beyond which, are seen vessels lying at anchor near the wall

of a pier which juts out far into the sea ; a landscape, known

by the name of ' The Annunciation,' but which is generally

thought to illustrate the passage in the History of Hagar,

when, upon her flight from the habitation of Abraham, she is

ordered by an angel to return ;
' Cephalus and Procris,' illus-

trating the effects of ill-grounded jealousy ; the most striking

part of this picture is a passage on the left, where a deer is
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represented descending a hillock, and the sun appears setting

behind a cloud ; the ' Embarcation of St. Ursula,' upon a pil-

grimage to Rome,' A. D. 238, with eleven thousand virgins,

of whom the artist has introduced only twenty-two, leaving it

to the imagination of the spectator to fancy the remainder of

this precious company advancing from beyond the portico on

the left ; a ' Study of trees from Nature,' with a goatherd in-

troduced near the right hand corner of the fore-ground, and a

little to the left of the middle of the picture and opening be-

tween the trees, through which is seen a cascade, some rocky

ground, and a blue mountain beyond ; an ' Italian Seaport,'

bordered by towers, arches and buildings, to which grand

flights of steps ascend from the water's edge, with a palace,

castles and beacon-tower in the distance, and a merchant-ship

coming to anchor upon the right ; and a ' Morning Landscape,'

with cows fording a stream, of which the composition is ex-

tremely beautiful.

In order to prevent copies of his works being sold as origi-

nals, and to avoid frequent repetitions of the same subjects,

he drew, in a book, prepared for the purpose, the designs of

those pictures he transmitted to different countries, and wrote

upon the back of the drawing the name of the person to whom
the original was sold.* Of amiable and unassuming man-

ners, Claude lived to the advanced age of eighty-two, entirely

* According to his will, this book was to remain as an heir-loom in

his family ; but the remote heirs were Httle influenced by filial piety,

and sold it for the low price of 200 scudi to a French jewel merchant,

who sold it again in Holland, whence it came into the possession of the

Duke of Devonsliire. With the simple material of India ink, sepia or

bistre, laid on with the pencil, and heightening the lights by white, the

character of every time of the day, the sunny, the cool, the misty, are

expressed. Some are merely traced with a pen. In one, only the prin-

cipal forms are shghtly marked with a black lead pencil, and the broad

masses of light laid on white. The prints which have been published

under the title of ' Liber Veritatis,' furnish but a very imperfect repre-

sentation of the drawings.

19*
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devoted to his art ; and was buried in the church of Trinita

del Monte, with all those affecting ceremonies and honors,

which the church of Rome and the taste of the Italian sove-

reigns know so well how to display.

MIGNARD.

Pierre Mignard was born at Troyes, in Champagne,

in 1610, and died in 1695, aged eighty-five years. He was

a disciple of Vouet ; but having an opportunity of seeing

some good paintings of the Italian masters, he quitted that

school and went to Rome, anxious to see and study the works

of Raphael, Michael Angelo and the Caracci. The residence

of Mignard at Rome, which he prolonged for twenty-two

years, and the style of composition and drawing which he ac-

quired by the imitation of the Italian school, procured for

him the appellation of ' The Roman.' He enjoyed a full

share of favors and fortune, and had the honor of painting

the portraits of Popes Urban VIII. and Alexander VII, be-

sides many of the nobility. His principal works at Rome
are ' The Annunciation ' and a picture of ' The Trinity ' in

St. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, and a 'Holy Family' in S.

Maria in Campitelli.

Louis XIV, hearing of his fame and abilities, invited him

to return to France, and employed him in several important

works ; he painted the portrait of the king several times, as

well as those of the principal nobility, and after the death of

Le Brun he was appointed principal painter and director of

the manufactories. His most considerable works in France

are his great cupola in the church of Val-de- Grace, and his

twelve pictures in fresco in the palace of St. Cloud. Though
the productions of Mignard are not distinguished by decided

originality of invention and a commanding facility of hand,
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they lay claim to our approbation, by a correct design, and a

harmonious, if not a vigorous effect in coloring.

DU FRESNOY.

Charles Alphonse du Fresnoy was born at Paris in

1611, and died in 1665, aged fifty-four years. He was the son

of a respectable apothecary. He was destined by his father to

the study of medicine, and consequently received an appro-

priate education ; at an early period of his life, he showed a

decided genius for poetry, and became well versed in the

classics ; this taste, with its sister art of painting, diverted

him so much from the studies requisite for the successful

practice of his profession, that finally, notwithstanding the

remonstrances of his parents, he placed himself at the age of

nineteen under Francis Perier for the purpose of learning to

design ; and, after two years spent with that artist and Simon

Vouet, he went into Italy.

On his arrival at Rome, he at first employed himself in

painting landscapes, buildings and ancient ruins, persevering

with great resolution in his desire to be a painter, although

deprived of all assistance from his family, in consequence of

his rejecting the profession they had selected for him. A
stranger in that great metropolis, he languished for two years

in indigence and obscurity, when the arrival of Mignard, who

had been his friend and fellow student under Vouet, relieved

him from his embarrassments, and from that moment they

formed an attachment which existed during the remainder of

their lives, and they were commonly known in Rome by the

name of the Inseparables. They were jointly employed by

the Cardinal of Lyons in copying the select works of Anni-

bale Caracci in the Farnese gallery, but they principally

studied the works of Raphael and the antique. In the pro-
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gress of their studies, Mignard appeared to possess superior

talents in practice, while Du Fresnoy, who was perhaps more

of a reasoner, entered more into the rules, the theory, and

the history of the art. Each communicated to the other his

sentiments and observations; Du Fresnoy furnishing his friend

with noble and excellent ideas, and receiving in return ad-

vice and instructions as to the best mode of realizing his in-

ventions with expedition and effect.

During his residence at Rome, Du Fresnoy painted several

pictures, of which the principal are the ' Ruins of the Forum ;'

an ' Athenian girl visiting the tomb of her lover ;' the ' Filial

piety of Aeneas ;' ' Mars discovering Lavinia on the banks of

the Tiber ;' and the * birth of Cupid.' But poetry shared

with painting his time and thoughts too much to permit him

to become very conspicuous in the latter profession. Hav-

ing, by a studious examination of the best writings and the

most admired works in Italy, penetrated into the secrets of

the art, he wrote down his observations ; and, satisfied with

the knowledge he had acquired of its theory, he formed the

design of writing a poem upon it, which was not however

completed till some years afterward.

In 1653, he traveled, in company with Mignard, through

Lombardy to Venice, where he remained eighteen months,

and employed himself in copying several pictures, in which

his improvement in coloring showed how much he had profit-

ed by his studies of the works of Titian. Returning to Paris

in 1656, he met with considerable success, it being then the

fashion to paint the walls and ceilings of the saloons ; he also

produced a picture of ' St. Margaret' for the church of that

saint, and four landscapes in the Hotel d' Amenonville, in

which the figures were painted by his friend Mignard.

But Du Fresnoy's reputation for genius and talent rests

upon his poem, which was originally written in Latin, and

was not published till three years after his death ; it was

then printed with a French version and remarks by De
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Piles ; and has been justly admired for its elegance, perspi-

cuity, and the utility of the instruction it contains. In 1694,

Dryden translated it into English prose ; and another version

in blank verse was published by Willis, a painter ; but more

ample justice has been done to the talents of the author, by

the poet Mason, whose translation, which appeared in 1782,

has been rendered still more valuable by excellent notes

from the pen of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

LE SUEUR.

Eustace le Sueur was born in Paris in 1617, and died

in 1655, aged thirty-eight years. He was the son of an

obscure sculptor, who, upon discovering his inclination for

painting, placed him under the tuition of Simon Vouet. He
was however far more indebted for the reputation he acquired

to his studies from the antique marbles and the pictures of the

Roman school, to which he had access in the principal col-

lections, than to the precepts of his instructor.

Though Le Sueur had extraordinary merit, it was blended

with great imperfections ; so that in some parts of every pic-

ture he appears unequal to himself. His compositions are

striking ; his draperies unite simplicity and grandeur ; his

attitudes are always noble, simple and natural, but his un-

draped figures are faulty in the disposition, as well as in the

action of the muscles. The distribution of his lights and

shadows is not always judicious ; his coloring is bold, but

not free ; and there seems to be too much strength in pro-

portion to the design.

The principal work of this master is his celebrated series

of twenty-two pictures representing the ' Life of St. Bruno,'

painted for the Carthusian monastery at Paris, now in the

Louvre, of the original beauty of which, we can form but a
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very imperfect idea, as they have been materially damaged

by time, and injudiciously repaired. A more favorable

opinion of his powers may be conceived from his fine picture

of ' St. Paul preaching at Ephesus,' painted for the church

of Notre Dame, and a ' Descent from the Cross/ painted for

the church of St. Jervais, each of which is at present in the

Louvre. The French biographers do not hesitate to com-

pare the talents of Le Sueur [with those of Raphael ; and

M. Watelet, certainly the least prejudiced of their critics,

elevates his talents nearly to a level with those of the illus-

trious head of the Roman school. Whatever allow^ance we
may be disposed to make for the pardonable bias of national

partiality it will be readily allowed that no painter of this

school divested himself so much of the affected and theatri-

cal style which is the distinguishing characteristic of the

artists of his country, Poussin only excepted, who should be

regarded rather as a Roman than a Parisian.

LE BRUN.

Charles Le Brun was born at Paris in 1619, and died

in 1690, aged seventy-one years. He was of Scotch extrac-

tion, and his father was a sculptor of some reputation. Man-

ifesting at a very early age, the bent of his genius, Charles,

when he was but three years old, took coals from the fire for

drawing figures upon the floor, and, at the age of twelve,

made a portrait of his grand-father, which commanded great

admiration. His father being employed on some works of

sculpture for the chancellor Sequier, that nobleman took the

young Le Brun under his protection, and placed him in the

school of Simon Vouet, where his advancement was so rapid,

that, at the age of fifteen, he painted the picture of ' Hercules

destroying the Horses of Diomede,' which was in the Orleans

collection.
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In 1642, he was sent by the chancellor into Italy, where

he continued six years, residing under the same roof with the

celebrated Poussin, and employed himself in studying the

costume of different nations and ages, and in copying the

works of the principal masters. On his return to Paris in

1648, he was received into the Academy, and, as he engaged

in the highest branch of his art, historical and allegorical

painting, he rose to the most distinguished rank in his pro-

fession. He was patronized by the superintendent Fouquet,

recommended by him to the cardinal Mazarin, and, by his

interposition, to the king, Louis XIV, who appointed him his

first painter, and conferred upon him the order of St. Michael.

It was at this period, about 1662, that he began his five

large pictures of the ^ History of Alexander the Great,' which

secured to him the reputation of one of the greatest artists of

his country. As an evidence of his attention to truth and

nature, it is reported that he caused Persian horses to be

drawn at Aleppo, as ^models for those which he introduced

into Alexander's battles. He was employed also by the

marquis Colbert to paint the chapel and pavilion of Aurora,

at his seat of Sceaux ; and by his interest, he had the direc-

tion of the royal works, and particularly of the Gobelin man-

ufactory, which was established by the minister in 1667, for

the purpose of transferring the celebrated paintings of the

ancient masters to tapestry. The splendor of the colors and

the delicacy of the execution are truly wonderful, and excel

at the present day everything of the kind in Europe. The
Academy of Painting was altogether under the direction of

Le Brun, who, by procuring an establishment at Rome for

the gratuitous education of young artists selected from Paris,

contributed, in an eminent degree, to the promotion of the

fine arts in his native country, and to the peculiar magnifi-

cence of the reign of Louis XIV.
With a view to this last object, he was occupied for four-

teen years in representing, by history and allegory, in the
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great gallery at Versailles, the splendid events of this period,

down to the peace of Nimequeu. When the marquis Lou vols

succeeded Calbert as superintendent of the royal edifices,

Mignard was set up as a rival to Le Brun ; and the mortifica-

tion he experienced, preyed upon his spirits, so that he fell

into a decline and died.

The distinguishing merits of Le Brun as a painter are

greatness of conception, an inventive genius, and a grandeur

in the disposition of his subjects ; but his figures are fre-

quently too short, and he has been censured for a want of

variety in his attitudes and draperies, and an indifference of

local coloring. He appears twice as an author ; his works

are a ' Treatise on Physiognomy,' and one on the ' Charac-

ters of the Passions/ which latter has supplied various models

for drawings.

COYPEL.

Noel Coypel was born at Paris in 1628, and died in

1707, aged seventy-nine years. His father was an artist of

moderate ability, who, perceiving his son's predilection for

the pencil, placed him under the tuition of Poucet of Or-

leans, a disciple of Vouet ; at the age of fourteen he became

the scholar of Guillerier, and so rapid was his progress, that

he was shortly afterwards employed by Charles Errard, who
at that time had the superintendence of the works at the

Louvre.

Li 1659, he was made a member of the royal Academy at

Paris, painting for his reception picture ' Cain slaying Abel ;'

and in 1672 was appointed by the king, Louis XIV, director

of the French Academy at Rome, which station he filled for

three years, with great credit to himself, and benefit to the

students over whom he presided. During his residence at
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Rome, he painted, for the king, his four easel pictures, now
in the gallery of the Louvre, the subjects of which were ' So-

lon taking leave of the Athenians,' ' Trajan giving audience

to the Romans,' ' Ptolemy plundering Jerusalem,' and * Alex-

ander Severno distributing corn to the Roman people.'

Coypel returned to Paris in 1676, and was employed on

several fresco paintings at the Thuilleries. His perform-

ances are very numerous. In the church of Notre Dame, at

Paris, is a picture from his pencil, representing ' St. James

converting a Gentile,' but his last work at the vault of the

Sanctuary of the Invalids, may be considered as one of the

best of his productions.

WATTEAU.

Anthony AVatteau was born at Valenciennes in 1684,

and died in 1721, aged thirty-seven years. His parents were

in indigent circumstances, and were unable to cultivate his

genius as it deserved. They placed him, however, with an

obscure artist in his native city, to cultivate his talent, which

early manifested itself; but wanting neither genius nor ap-

plication, he soon discovered the incapacity of his teacher,

and at the a2;e of sixteen, connected himself with a scene-

painter on his way to Paris, and for some time assisted his

associate in decorating the opera house in that city. When
this commission was completed, his companion quitted Pa-

ris, and Watteau was left in a state of obscurity and em-

barrassment. In this destitute situation, he happily be-

came acquainted with Claude Gillot, a painter of grotesque

and fabulous subjects, who, pleased with his w^orks and dispo-

sition, received him into his house, and communicated to him

all that he himself knew of the art. A short time after this,

he had access to the Luxembourg Gallery, where he studied

20
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the splendid works of Rubens, and acquired an admirable sys-

tem of coloring, to which before he had been totally a

stranger.

From this period, the reputation of Watteau increased,

and his success induced him to turn his thoughts to historic

painting. He commenced studying at the Academy with

this view, and was even so successful, as to obtain the first

prize there, for an historical picture, but fortunately for his

fame, he soon discovered a new path to celebrity, exactly

suited to his taste, for which he wisely deserted history, and

which has since given rise to a host of imitators, without pro-

ducing a rival. His subjects are generally comic conversa-

tions, fetes charapetres, masquerades and pantomimes. The

gardens of the Luxembourg and of the Thuilleries, of Ver-

sailles and St. Cloud, furnished the scenes, all of which he

finished with a free and flowing pencil. The figures which

he introduces in his compositions have a peculiar grace in

their airs and attitudes ; their actions are easy and natural,

always agreeably and skilfully disposed ; and his coloring is

bright, clear and exquisite, laid on with a freedom, fulness

and delicacy of touch, which we seldom see surpassed.

Watteau visited England during the reign of George I,

but the indifferent state of his health obliged him, at the end

of a year to return to France, where he died, at the early age

of thirty-seven.

VIEN.

Joseph Marie Yien was born at Montpellier in 1716,

and died in 1809, aged ninety-three years. At the comple-

tion of his fifth year he exhibited great talent for drawing,

and, in his tenth, copied a fine picture of Le Brun's with so

much correctness, that his parents suffered him to follow his
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own inclination, though their first intention had been to edu-

cate him to the practice of the law.

Having received such instruction as his native city afford-

ed, he was sent to Paris, when he became the pupil of Charles

Natoire, and gained some prizes at the Academy. About the

year 1730, he went to Rome, where he studied with incessant

application the works of the first masters, attaching himself

particularly to Guido, Guercino, and Domenichino. He there

executed some admirable performances, among which was one

of a ' Sleeping Hermit,' now in the Louvre, and then return-

ed to Paris ; but having adopted the Roman style, he was, on

the alleged ground of insufiiciency, refused admittance into

the Academy. At length, however, prejudices died away,

and in 1745, he was elected a member, and afterwards, suc-

cessively, professor, rector, and director.

In 1775, he was appointed director of the pensioners, who

were sent to Rome, and, in the performance of his duty, re-

paired thither himself, where he remained six years. On his

return to France, in 1781, he introduced some useful regula-

tions into the Academy, particularly with regard to the dis-

tribution of prizes ; but his innovations met with much op-

position from the associates.

Vien painted several pictures for the churches at Paris

and at Versailles ; his most celebrated are the ' Preaching of

St. Dennis,' the ' Miraculous Draught of Fishes,' ' St. Mar-

tha,' and ' Venus rising from the Sea.' He lost his property

in the revolution, but bore his misfortunes with patience, and

continued his profession with unabated ardor till his death

in 1S09,

DAVID.

James Louis David, on whom has been conferred the

honorable title of Restorer and Head of the modern French
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school, was born at Paris in 1750, and died in Brussels in

1825, aged seventy-six years.

At the period when the development of David's powers

commenced, the genius of the French painters had fallen

into the worst possible direction. The style of the Ital-

ian school, transmitted by Poussin and Le Sueur, had been

abandoned, and under the idea of returning to Nature, they

had adopted a petty representation of her, which posses-

sed neither the graceful, of which they were in search, nor

the ideal, nor the grand, which they had voluntarily re-

nounced.

David received his first instruction from Vien, under whose

direction he diligently cultivated his talents ; and having im-

bibed a taste for historical painting, in 1774 he visited Italy,

for the purpose of improving himself in this branch of the art.

The first picture which he produced at Rome was his ' An-
dromache weeping for Hector,' which by many is regarded as

one of his master-pieces. His painting displayed, at this time,

something of the Italian gravity and simplicity ; and his pure

and lofty design had not attained that ideal perfection border-

ing upon the stiffness of statuary, which he acquired at a

later period. The entire character of his next production,

' Belisarius asking for Alms,' now at the Louvre, bears a

great resemblance to Poussin—the composition simple and

grand, the design chaste, the expression true, and the coloring

sedate. In tracing David's course from this picture to ' The

Sabines,' also in the Louvre, the influence of the Italian school

is seen gradually to diminish, the drawing becomes altogether

too academic, and the attitudes betray too great a fondness

for the display of figure and form. His ' Socrates' is gradu-

ally conceived ; his ' Brutus' is full of beautiful details ; his

* Leonidas at Thermopylae,' is marked with many of the

touches of a great master, but, by those who value the simple

and the true in art, the earlier works of David will be con-

sidered his best.
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The most celebrated work of this artist in England, is ' Cain

meditating the Death of Abel,' now in the collection of Charles

Meigh, Esq., at Shelton, Staffordshire. It is, beyond question,

a manifestation of genius of high order ; being far richer in

color than his usual efforts, with a total absence of that * cold

classic,' at which he latterly aimed ; and with a character and

expression marvellously, and at the same time terribly, grand.

The first murderer is exhibited sitting on the trunk of a tree

—

the frightful tendency of his mind is developed. He is plan-

ning the murder of his brother. His condensed rage is con-

trasted with the agony of his wife, who sees into his heart

;

a child is vainly striving to take from his hand the spade, so

soon to be converted into a weapon ; while a boy, still younger,

climbs his knee. This picture is a powerful lesson.

David was a great favorite of Bonaparte, who always con-

sulted him in the arrangement of his paintings and statues

;

and it was in conformity with the instructions of the emperor

that he painted his celebrated picture of the ' Coronation of

Napoleon.' This painting naturally attracted much notice,

and excited some just and some ill natured criticism ; but, with

the exception of some few of the principal personages, occu-

pying favorable positions near the centre of the picture, the

grouping must be considered stiff and formal, conveying to the

spectator the idea of a stage crowded with mute and uninter-

esting actors.

Having gained an enviable reputation as a painter, David,

during the Revolution, acquired a celebrity of another and

less honorable kind ; though it is but justice to allow that he

appears to have been honest and disinterested in his principles,

and to have been under the influence of a kind of political in-

sanity. As a member of the National Convention, he voted

for the death of Louis XVI, became the devoted friend and

panegyrist of Danton, Robespierre, and Marat, and on the

second restoration of Louis XYIII, he was banished, by a

decree against the regicides, to Brussels, where he led the life

20*
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of a proscribed exile in the very centre of the gayest city in

Europe.

Beside the works already mentioned, the ' Oath at the

Tennis Court,' the ' Amours of Paris and Helen,* the ' Fu-

neral of Patroclus,' ' Mars disarmed by Venus,' ' Bonaparte

at St. Bernard, pointing out to his troops the path to glory,'

and a ' Portrait of Pope Pius VII,' painted at Paris in 1805,

now at the Louvre, may be numbered among his most cele-

brated pictures.

% »
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CHAPTER XVI.

The English School—George Jamesone—William Dobson—
Sir Peter Lely—Sir Godprey Kneller—Jonathan Rich-

ardson—Sir James Thornhill—William Hogarth—Richard
Wilson—Sir Joshua Reynolds—Thomas Gainsborough—
Benjamin West — James Barry — Henry Fuseli — James

Northcote—Sir William Beechy—Thomas Stothard—Sir

Henry Raeburn—John Hoppner—John Opie—George Mor-

land—Sir Thomas Lawrence—John Constable—John Jack-

son—Sir David Wilkie—William Hilton—Benjamin Ro-

bert Haydon.

The state of the arts in Britain, at an early period, seems

to have been very much the same as in the neighboring king-

doms of the continent, judging from the most authentic re-

cord, the coinage. Nor do the British appear to have been

later in cultivating the art of stained glas.s, which necessarily

implies the knowledge of design. According to Lord Orford,

the finely illuminated eastern window of York cathedral was

the work of a native artist, John Thornton of Coventry, as

early as the year 1338, though other accounts date it sixty

years later. The earliest record on the subject goes no fur-

ther back than the reign of Henry III, who when building

his new palace at Westminster about the year 1250, had one

of the chambers painted with scenes from the Crusades.

But the most valuable relics of the art of painting in these

early times consist in the limnings, or illuminations of the

missals, chronicles and romances, many of which, now ex-

tant, are not only wonderful for the beauty and permanence

of the colors, and the delicate and elaborate finishing, but for

the character of the heads and the taste of the draperies.
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There appears to have been but little exertion of patron-

age on the part of the British sovereigns, till the accession of

Henry VIII. in 1509, who, more from a spirit of rivalry than

from any knowledge or taste for the fine arts, invited various

foreign artists to come to England. His pride was roused by

the more successful efforts of Francis I. of France, who had

succeeded in attracting to his court from among the greatest

artists in Italy—Leonardo da Vinci, Benvenuto Cellini, Pri-

maticcio, and Nicolo del Abbate. But Henry neither pos-

sessed sufficient skill to know how to attempt the establish-

ment of a better taste in his country, nor did his proffered

bounty appear to have been such as to produce the wished

for effect ; for neither promises nor persuasion could induce

Raphael or Titian to listen to his proposals. The example

of a sovereign is however certain to have a powerful influ-

ence with his court ; and the countenance Henry gave to the

arts, was the means of directing the attention of the nobility

to their encouragement. In fine there is no reason to doubt,

that if the fostering power of the Roman Catholic religion

had remained undisturbed in its protection of the arts, Eng-

land would unquestionably have kept pace with her neigh-

bors.

But the Reformation, great as is the satisfaction with which

we may justly regard it, and favorable as it was to the exer-

cise of the human intellect and the general cause of liberty,

was doubtless highly injurious to the cultivation of the prin-

ciples of art. The stern spirit of the early reformers led

them not only into a total disregard, but into an absolute con-

demnation, of every thing ornamental or superfluous; and

the arts of painting and sculpture more particularly, owing

their principal splendor and success to the munificent patron-

age of the mother church, fell under the peculiar and power-

ful ban of her revolted daughter. Had the fine arts, at this

period, received encouragement instead of reprobation, it is

not improbable that England, with her immense wealth,
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would have had the privilege and the glory of exhibiting a

national and superior style of historical painting. But, as it

was, the injunction of Henry against images, and still more

the riojid edicts of Edward VI. and Elizabeth ao^ainst statues

and pictures in general, while they suddenly checked the ca-

reer of historical and religious painting, seem to have set a

mark of disgrace on the arts themselves, and to have left

them for a considerable length of time, a prey to indifiference

and scorn.

Towards the close of Elizabeth's reign, Hilliard and his

pupil Isaac Oliver began to distinguish themselves, and they

are probably the earliest natives of the island, who have any

claim to the name of artists. The works of the latter are all

miniatures, and have seldom been excelled by any master, if

we except a few of the smaller works of Holbein.

In the reign of James I, three distinguished portrait paint-

ers, Vausomer, Jarmsen and Mytens, came over from the

Netherlands, and the number of their works still remaining,

shows the patronage they received. The younger Oliver

too, made himself known, about this period, by numerous

miniature portraits, which were richly set in gqld and dia-

monds, and worn as ornaments around the neck, to embellish

the velvet dresses of the courtly and high born. It is from

this period that we date the taste for collecting pictures and

works of art in England. About the year 1606, the Earl of

Arundel commenced a gallery of antiques and paintings, and

sent persons into Greece and Italy to make discoveries and

purchases. Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, followed his ex-

ample, and in 1612, purchased the entire collection of Ru-

bens for 10,000 pounds. Henry, the eldest son of James I,

had made a small collection of pictures, antique bronzes and

medals, which, after his early and regretted death, were in-

herited by his brother Charles, and formed the nucleus of

his celebrated gallery.

Charles I. came to the throne in 1 625, and the accession of
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this accomplished prince was the first era of real taste in

England. The general aversion which the mass of the com-

munity entertained towards the appearance of painting in

churches, had begun sensibly to abate. The king encouraged

the re-appearance of painted windows, altar pieces, and works

of art for the embellishment of the episcopal chapels ; the

dignitaries of the church sanctioned it, though the puritans

called it a bowing of the knee to Baal, and a setting up of

the image worship of the Lady of Babylon. The influence

of a king, of true taste, like Charles, was soon visible in the

nation. The foreign countries, who to Elizabeth and James

had presented baubles, jewels, and even money, now felt as-

sured that the offering of a fine picture, or other work of art,

would be graciously received and richly repaid. Philip IV,

king of Spain, presented him with Titian's ' Venus del Par-

do ;' Louis XIII, his brother-in-law, sent him Leonardo da

Vinci's ' John the Baptist ;' and, when the States of Holland

sent an embassy of congratulation on the birth of his daugh-

ter, EHzabeth, they laid at his feet four rare pieces from the

pencils of Titian and Tintoretto.

About the year 1628, the reigning duke of Mantua, Carlo

Gonzaga, of a family, second only in patronage of the arts,

to that of the Medici, but impoverished by the vices and

prodigality of his predecessors, offered to dispose of his col-

lection, which contained eighty-two pictures, principally by

Kaphael, Correggio, Giulio Pomano, and Titian. A pur-

chase for it was effected by the negotiation of the duke of

Buckingham, and the great gallery of Whitehall, containing

four hundred and fifty pictures by thirty-seven different artists,

became a place of general attraction. ^
In 1629, the Infanta of Spain sent the accomplished Ru-

bens, as her representative to the English court. The choice

of such an envoy was particularly pleasing to Charles ; he

was welcomed with great honor, and, during the remission of

pubUc duty, was prevailed upon to embellish the banquetting
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room of Whitehall with the apotheosis of King James—

a

work distinguished bj such freedom and vigor of drawing,

and such magnificence of color, as to excite universal admira-

tion. Through the instrumentality of Rubens, Charles pur-

chased the cartoons of Raphael, now at Hampton Court;

they had remained in Flanders from the time that Leo X.

sent them to be copied in tapestry, the money for the tapes-

try never having been paid.

Encouraged by the munificent and honorable reception

which Rubens had met with, his friend and pupil Van Dyck
came over to England in 1631. Vanity was a strong ingre-

dient in his character ; and, not being noticed by the king im-

mediately on his arrival, he returned to his own country in a

fit of chagrin. But Charles, soon learning what a treasure he

had lost, commissioned Sir Kenelm Digby, who had sat to

Van Dyck, to soothe him and bring him back. In this he was

successful. Van Dyck returned, was admitted into the ranks

of the royal painters, and the king was so delighted with him

and his works, that he sat to him frequently, as did also the

queen and their children ; bestowed upon him the honor of

knighthood in 1632, and soon after a pension of two hundred

pounds a year.

From the commencement of the civil wars in 1643, Charles

made no additions to his gallery, which at this time consisted

of 1387 pictures. The collection, however, was kept together

till after his execution in 1649 ; immediately after this event,

the Commons resolved upon the disposal of the personal effects

of the late king, queen and prince, and made an order to have

the same inventoried, appraised and sold, except such as

should be thought fit to be reserved for the use of the State.

In this appraisement and sale, were included all the noble

collection of pictures, statues, antiques and busts, which the

late king, at infinite expense and trouble, had procured from

Rome and all parts of Italy. The wild order for the disper-

sion of the royal collection, was never fully obeyed ; and the
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sales were retarded by the unsettled state of the republican

government and by the intrigues of Cromwell, who, with all

his talents, had little feeling for the higher excellences of art.

Of the painters who appeared during the Commonwealth,

little need be said. The arts, which seldom thrive amid wars

and convulsions, were in a manner expelled with the royal

family from Britain.

Charles II. was restored to the throne of his ancestors in

1660. He appears to have liked pictures and patronized

painters, without possessing that fine feeling and discriminat-

ing taste, which distinguished his father. In the commence-

ment of his reign, he evinced a desire to reassemble the relics

of the royal collection, now dispersed to the four winds of

heaven. Many noblemen and private individuals who had

possessed themselves of what had been formerly the royal

property, now hastened to make restitution, some from scru-

ples of conscience, others with a hope of conciliating favor.

The States of Holland purchased from the executors of Van
Reynst those effects of the late monarch which had fallen into

his hands, and presented them to Charles II, soon after his

accession. Some were repurchased by the king ; and by these

and other means a considerable number of interesting and

valuable pictures were restored to the crown ; but the finest

had been acquired by sovereign princes, and these were irre-

coverably lost.

Of the pictures which James II. added to his brother's

collection, most of them are portraits by Sir Peter Lely, sea-

pieces, and copies after other pictures—none of any great

value. In the following reign of William and Mary, the royal

gallery received many additions and sustained a disastrous loss,

owing to the conflagration of the palace at Whitehall, in 1697,

on which occasion many curious and interesting pictures and

other works of art were either destroyed, or, in the confusion,

carried away. The additions to the collection consisted chiefly

of portraits by Sir Godfrey Kneller, who came to England
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from Saxony in Charles II.'s time, a few years before the

death of Sir Peter Lely, whom he succeeded as court painter,

and remained at the head of his profession for a period of fifty

years.

No British artist in historical painting appeared to rival the

performances of foreign excellence until the latter part of the

seventeenth century, when Sir James Thornhill arose to dispute

the honors of the palette with La Guerre, whom many of the

English nobility had employed to decorate their halls and

stair-cases. He was employed by the State to decorate

Greenwich Hall and St. Paul's cathedral ; but his talents were

but illy appreciated, and, at the commencement of the reign

of George I, in 1714, the art of painting was sunk almost to

the lowest ebb in England.

But this state of things could not long continue ; for the

change which such men as Addison, Steele, Sterne and Pope
had wrought in English literature, influenced in a great de-

gree the taste for the arts ; and the artists themselves ap-

peared determined to rescue it from the degrading influ-

ence of a vicious taste, and to raise the character of their coun-

try in this respect, at least to a level with that of any other

nation of Europe.

The first step towards this reformation was the establish-

ment of a school for drawing from the living figure, which

was commenced by Sir James Thornhill in conjunction with

Sir Godfrey Kneller. This school, Sir James continued at

his own house, until his death in 1734, when the artists were

obliged to procure another situation, which was not effected

without much difficulty. Another school was at length

formed by Moser, a native of Schaffhausen, and six other

artists, principally foreigners, who after a while were visited

by Hogarth and others, and a large body was formed, who,^

having acquired some property by combined exhibitions of

their works, petitioned parliament in the year 1765, for a

charter of incorporation. This was granted, and, for several

21
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years, they went on successfully ; but dissension having

arisen among them, many of the principal members seceded,

and the result was the establishment of the Royal Academy
in 1768, under the immediate patronage and protection of the

king (George the Third). Sir Joshua Reynolds was nomi-

nated its first president, and received the honor of knighthood

on the occasion. To this institution he was a most valuable

member, and repaid the honor and fame he acquired from

his situation by a zealous attention to its interests. The
Academy opened its first exhibition* in the spring of 1769,

in apartments opposite Market Lane, Pall Mall, where it

continued till 1771, when it was removed to Somerset

House, and remained here till 1836 ; it was thence removed

to the rooms in the building erected for the National Gallery

on Trafalgar Square. Towards the close of the century,

the storm of the French Revolution burst over the different

countries of Europe, shaking alike the foundation of the

property of kingdoms as well as individuals. England pro-

fitted by the circumstances of the times to collect works of

art in Italy, Holland, Belgium and Spain ; and secured to

herself one of the most valuable acquisitions of modern times

by purchasing, in 1792, the magnificent collection of Philip

Egalite, the Duke of Orleans, consisting of 296 pictures, of

which number the three noblemen who became the proprie-

tors, the late Duke of Bridgewater, the late Earl of Carlisle,

and the late Duke of Sutherland (then Earl Gower) de-

termined to select 94 for their own private collections, and to

dispose of the remainder by private contract.

The Orleans Collection was succeeded by that of the

French minister, M. de Calonne, which consisted of 309

pictures. By the dispersion of these two collections in Eng-

* The number of exhibitors this year (1846) is eight hundred and

sixty-four, and the total number of works exhibited amounts to fifteen

hundred and twenty-one, of which two hundred and thirty are in sculp-

ture, and two hundred more or less associated with architecture.
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land (says AVaagen) a taste for fine {)ictures was increased in

an astonishing manner, and succeeding years afforded the

most various and rare opi)ortunities of worthily gratifying it.

In the year 1805, the British Institution for promoting the

Fine Arts was established with a view to open a public ex-

hibition for the sale of the productions of British artists ; to

excite the emulation and exertion of the younger artists by

premiums, and to endeavor to form a public gallery of the

works of British artists, with a few select specimens of each

of the great schools. This institution opened to the public,

in the year 1813, an exhibition entirely composed of the

works of Sir Joshua Reynolds ; and in 1823, one partly

composed of the works of the same painter, and partly of

selections from the Italian, Spanish, Flemish and Dutch

Schools. The exhibition of the year 1814 was composed of

the works of Hogarth, Wilson, Gainsborough and Zoffany

(a German by birth ;) and that of the year 1817 of the works

of deceased British artists generally. There have been

several similar exhibitions since. From its establishment to

the present time, the Directors of the British Insthution have

presented six pictures to the National Gallery, viz., Parme-

giano's ' St. Jerome,' P. Veronese's ' Consecration of St.

Nicholas,' Reynolds' ' Holy Family,' Gainsborough's ' Mar-

ket-Cart,' West's ' Christ healing the Sick in the Temple,'

and Jackson's ' portrait of Sir John Soane.'

In the year 1823, parliament, at the suggestion of Sir

George Beaumont, purchased the Angerstein collection, as

it was called, consisting of 38 pictures, belonging to the heirs

of John Julius Angerstein, a wealthy banker and merchant

of London, at a valuation of 57,000 pounds; to which they

granted also the farther sum of 3000 pounds to defray inci-

dental expenses, and made it the nucleus of a National

Gallery. They remained for several years in the house of

Mr. Angerstein in Pall-mall, where they were first opened

to the public in May, 1824, and were placed in the edifice
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they now occupy on Trafalgar Square on the 9th of April,

1836.

In 1826, Sir George Beaumont, a passionate lover of art,

and himself an artist, made a formal gift of his pictures, 15

in number, valued at 7500 guineas, to the nation. This

was the first example of private munificence. In the year

1831, a magnificent addition was made to the gallery by the

bequest of the Rev. William Holwell Carr, a clergyman who

had expended his private fortune in the acquisition of works

of art ; and left to the nation thirty-one pictures, most of them

excellent works of the Italian school. In 1834 a most im-

portant acquisition was made by the purchase of two cele-

brated works of Correggio, the ' Education of Cupid' and the

* Ecce Homo,' which had been purchased by the Marquis of

Londonderry, with the collection of Murat, and were by him

sold to the nation for 10,000 guineas. In 1838, Lord Farn-

borough bequeathed to the Gallery fifteen pictures, chiefly of

Dutch and Flemish masters, and a few Italian, the value of

which could not be less than seven or eight thousand pounds.

The number of pictures in the Gallery in 1845 was 194, of

which 125 have been either presented or bequeathed by indi-

viduals.

Her present Majesty is understood to have a genuine feel-

ing for art, and the wish to extend to artists a truly royal

patronage ; and the spread of public taste and intelligence

encourage us to look forward to a reign illustrated by such

enduring glories, as shall connect it, in all future ages, with

the improvement, happiness and gratitude of her subjects.

JAMESONE.

George Jamesone, an eminent Scotch portrait painter,

the son of Andrew Jamesone, an architect, was born at Aber-

deen in 1586, and died in 1644, aged fifty-eight years. It is
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not known at what age he went abroad, nor how long he re-

mained upon the continent ; but he resided some time at

Antwerp, where he had the advantage of studying under

Rubens, with Van Dyek, and in 1628 returned to Scotland,

where he applied with indefatigable industry to portrait paint-

ing, though he sometimes practised in history and landscapes.

His principal portraits were generally somewhat less than

life ; and his excellence consists in delicacy and softness, a

clear and brilliant coloring without much shadow—principles

acquired in the great school in which he was educated.

When Charles I. visited Scotland in 1633, the magistrates

of Edinburgh, knowing his majesty's taste, employed Jame-

sone to make drawings of the Scottish monarchs, with which

the king was so much pleased, that enquiring for the artist,

he sat to him, and rewarded him with a diamond ring from

his own finger. Jamesone always drew his own portrait

with his hat on, in imitation of his master Rubens.

The greatest collection of Jamesone's works is at Tay-

mouth, the seat of the Earl of Breadalbane, andt here are

many of his portraits in the mansions of the nobility, as well

as in the halls of both colleges of Aberdeen. The most in-

teresting of his pictures is that belonging to the Earl of Find-

later, at CuUen-house. This piece represents Jamesone him-

self, the size of life, with a round hat upon his head. He is

dressed in a black jacket, with a white falling band, and in

the background are ten squares, one, a sea piece, and the

others portraits, some of which are full lengths. Though

Jamesone was little known in England, and was not mention-

ed by any English writer in the arts, till Horace Walpole

gave him a place in his anecdotes, yet his character, as well

as his works, was highly esteemed in his own country. He
left a widow and several children, of whom a daughter, Mary,

seems to have inherited a portion of her father's genius, sev-

eral specimens of her needle work remaining, particularly

21*
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< Jephtha's rash vow/ and ' Susanna and the Elders/ which

now adorn the east end of St. Nicholas' church, Aberdeen.

DOBSON.

William Dobson was born at London in 1610, and

died in 1646, aged thirty-six years. He was placed as an ap-

prentice to Robert Peake, a stationer and picture dealer in

London, who, observing his partiality for painting, encouraged

him in it, and procured a few excellent pictures for him to

copy, particularly some of Titian and Van Dyck ; and the

manner of these two masters he always retained.

By this course of study and practice he improved so re-

markably, that a picture of his, being exposed in the window

of a shop on Snowhill, attracted the eye of Van Dyck in

passing ; he inquired for the painter, and found him at work

in a garret. The well known liberality of Van Dyck, soon

relieved him from a situation so unworthy of his merit, and

furnished him with everything requisite for his appearance in

A character suitable to his talents. He afterwards presented

him to Charles I, who took him under his protection, kept

him with him at Oxford, so long as he continued in that city,

not only sat to him several times for his picture, but caused

the prince of Wales, prince Rupert, and several lords of his

court to sit to him also, and distinguished him by the name of

the English Tintoret.

Several works of this artist are at Blenheim, Northumber-

land-house, and Chatsworth ; and at Wilton, the seat of the

Earl of Pembroke, is a picture of the ' Decollation of St.

John,' which is in a good style, though the coloring is rather

cold. Dobson's manner is bold and free, and though inferior

to Van Dyck in the gracefulness of his figures, yet he gave
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life, dignity and sentiment to his portraits. He was one of

the most eminent painters of his time, and an equal honor to

the art and to his country.

LELY.

Sir Peter Lely was born at Westphalia in 1617, and

died in 1680, aged sixty-three years. His family name was

Vander Faes ; but his father, an officer in the army, being

lodged in the house of a perfumer, the sign of whose shop

was a lily, obtained the appellation of Captain du Lys, or

Lely, whence the son came to be so called, and ever after re-

tained the name. Finding that his son's disposition led him

rather to the cultivation of art than arms, he placed him un-

der the care of Peter Grebber, of Haerlem, where he re-

mained only two years, when his master acknowledged, that

his instruction could no longer be useful to him, having at the

age of twenty made a sufficient progress in portrait and land-

scape to enter upon the profession.

On the death of Van Dyck, in 1640, Lely determined to

visit England, where he arrived the following year, and soon

rose into great credit among all parties. He at first painted

landscapes and historical subjects, but, finding more encour-

agement given to portrait painting, he devoted himself en-

tirely to this department of the art, and became unrivalled in

the graceful airs of his heads, the pleasing variety of his pos-

tures, and the elegance of his draperies ; frequently adding

landscapes in the background of his pictures, in a style pecu-

liar to himself, and admirably suited to his subjects.

Having been introduced by the Earl of Pembroke to

Charles I, he painted his portrait, and after the tragical death

of the king, was called to paint that of Oliver Cromwell, who

assured him that he would not pay him one farthing for the
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picture, if it was not painted true to life, * with all the rough-

nesses, warts and pimples.'

After the restoration, Lely was appointed state painter, and

knighted by Charles II, the gentle customers of whose court

laid his talents under no such restrictions. The collection of

' Windsor Beauties,' as they were called, now at Hampton

Court, was commenced by the duchess of York, daughter of

lord Clarendon, and first wife of James, duke of York, after-

ward James II ; she commissioned Sir Peter Lely to paint

for her the handsomest women of the time, commencing with

her own lovely maids of honor ; and the success with which

he executed his task, raised him at once to reputation and

to fortune.

The beauties of the court of Charles II, painted by Lely,

are the ' Countess de Grammont,' better known as ' la belle

Hamilton,' ' young, beautiful, wise and witty, but discreet

withal,' daughter of Sir George Hamilton, and wife to the

gay and licentious Philibert Comte de Grammont ;
' Cath-

arine of Braganza,' daughter of Don Juan IV, of Portugal,

and wife of Charles II, whom she survived twenty years ;

the ' Countess of Sunderland,' second daughter of George,

Earl of Bristol, and married to Robert Spencer, Earl of Sun-

derland, in 1663; the 'Duchess of Richmond,' daughter of

captain Walter Stewart, in the character of Diana, celebra-

ted as ' la belle Stewart,' of De Graramont's memoirs ; the

' Countess of Rochester,' daughter of Richard, Earl of Bur-

lington, and wife of Lawrence Hyde, Earl of Rochester, son

of the great Lord Chancellor ; the ' Countess of Northumber-

land,' eldest daughter of the Lord Treasurer Southampton,

married first to the Earl of Northumberland, the last male

heir of the Percies, and afterwards to Ralph, Lord Montague,

distinguished for her uncommon purity of character, and the

grace and beauty of her person ; the ' Duchess of Cleveland,'

daughter and heiress of WiUiam YiUiers, Viscount Grandison,

represented as Bellona, full of imperious expression and
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womanish disdain, as profligate as she was beautiful ; the

' Countess of Ossory,' eldest daughter of Louis of Nassau,

married in 1659 to the Earl of Ossory, the accomplished son

of the great Duke of Ormond—an amiable woman of blame-

less life and character ; ' Lady Denham,' daughter of Sir

William Brooks, married at the age of eighteen to Sir John

Denham, a distinguished poet,—she was suddenly seized with

an indisposition, when on the point of being appointed lady of

honor to the Duchess of York, and after languishing some

days, she expired January 17th, 1667, in the full bloom of

her youth and beauty, and before she had completed her

twenty-first year ; ' Lady Whitmore,' a younger sister of

Lady Denham ; and ' Lady Middleton,' daughter of Sir Roger

Needham, and a relative of the excellent and celebrated

Evelyn. To these may be added the ' Duchess of York,'

wife of James II, as before stated, and mother of Anne and

Mary, queens of England, and ' Nell Gwynne,' with a grave

and thoughtful countenance, attended by a lamb, which,

oddly enough, was a favorite emblem in her portraits.

At the Hampton Court gallery also, is a very striking portrait

by Lely, of the beautiful but unfortunate consort of the de-

throned monarch James II. ofEngland, 'Mary Beatrice ofMo-
dena,' around whose name and character the graphic memoir of

England's female historiographer has recently drawn a melan-

choly interest. Little, however, is now remembered of this

queen, says Mrs. Strickland, beyond the bare outline facts

that she was a princess of Modena,* the consort of a de-

throned and most unpopular sovereign, and the mother of the

* The Modena family is one of the most ancient in Italy. The duchy

forms a small independent State Avith a revenue of £140,000 sterling,

and an army of 1500 men. In 1814, the Congress of Vienna restored to

the archduke Francis d'Este his territory, which had been wrested from

him by the French, and gave to his mother, the archduchess Mary Bea-

trice, the duchy of Massa and Principality of Canara, to revert, on the

death of the archduchess, to her son.
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disinherited prince, to whom the world applied the contemptu-

ous epithet of ' the Pretender.'*

It would be vain to attempt a recapitulation of the works

of Lely. As a portrait painter he was preferred before all

his contemporaries ; and, confining himself principally to this

department, he produced but few historical pictures. At Wind-

sor is a ' Magdalene' and a ' Sleeping Venus ;' the Duke of

Devonshire has the picture of ' Jupiter and Europa ;' Lord

Pomfret that of ' Cimon and Iphigenia ;' and at Burleigh is

* Susanna and the Elders.' His practice was so great that he

acquired a considerable fortune, and accumulated a very valu-

able collection of drawings and pictures, which, after his death,

were sold by auction, for the sum of twenty-six thousand

pounds.

KNELLER.

Sir Godfrey Kneller was born at Lubeck, in the

duchy of Holstein, in 1648, and died in London in 1723,

aged seventy-five years. His family was noble and respect-

able ; and his father, who was an architect and surveyor gene-

ral of the mines, sent him at an early age to Leyden, to pur-

sue his studies in the university of that city, where he applied

himself to the mathematics, particularly to fortification, being

at first designed for a military life ; but his genius leading him

strongly to painting, his father indulged his propensity, and

* James Francis Edward, Prince of Wales, and son of James II. and

Mary Beatrice of England, was born in 1668, landed in Scotland in 1715,

where he was known by the name of Chevalier de St. George, and among

his enemies by that of The Pretender, quitted that kingdom in 1716, after

an unsuccessful attempt to recover his crown, and died in 1766, having

taken upon himself the title ofJames III. His son Charles, called Cheva-

lier de St. George the Younger, also made an unsuccessful attempt to re-

cover his paternal inheritance.
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sent him to Amsterdam, where he studied under Ferdinand

Bol, and afterward entered the school of Rembrandt.

At the age of seventeen he visited Italy, and remained

some time at Venice, where he painted several members of

the noble families of the Donati and Cartoni, and also the

cardinal Bassadonna. His reputation having now become well

established, he determined to visit England, and arrived in

London in 1664, bringing letters of recommendation to Mr.

Banks, a Hamburg merchant, and he painted him and his

family. Mr. Vernon, secretary to the Duke of Monmouth,

seeing the picture, sat to Kneller ; and the portrait being

shown to the Duke, he was so much pleased with it, that he

engaged the king, his father, to sit to the new artist, at a time

when the Duke of York had been promised the king's picture

by Lely. Unwilling to undergo the fatigue of a double sitting,

Charles proposed that both artists should paint him at the same

time. Lely, as the established painter, chose his light and

station ; Kneller took the next best he could, and performed

his task with so much expedition, that he had nearly finished

his picture, when Lely's was only dead-colored. This cir-

cumstance gained Kneller great credit ; and Lely obtained no

less honor, for he had the candor to acknowledge and admire

the abilities of his rival.

The death of Sir Peter Lely in 1680, left him without a

competitor in England ; and, from that period, his fortune and

his fame were thoroughly established. At the pressing solici-

tation of Louis XIV, he visited France and painted the pic-

ture of the monarch and most of the royal family. He was

equally encouraged by Charles, James and William, and had

the honor of painting the portraits of ten sovereigns, viz.

Charles II, James 11. and his queen, William and Mary,

Anne, George I, Louis XIV, the czar Peter the Great, and

the Emperor Charles VI, a list that Lawrence did not live to

rival. His best friend was king Wilham, by whom he was

knighted in 1692, and for whom he painted the Beauties of
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Hampton Court ; though these celebrated pictures probably

owe their existence to the pride and vanity of queen Mary.

The gallery of beauties who lived in the court of William

and Mary, known as the ' Beauties of Hampton Court,' to

distinguish them from the ladies of the court of Charles II,

known as the ' Beauties of Windsor,' are the ' Duchess of St.

Albans,' the daughter of Aubrey de Vere, married to Charles

Beauclerc, Duke of St.Albans, the king's son by Nell Gwynne,

in 1694, and was first Lady of the Bed-chamber and Mistress

of the Robes to queen Caroline ; the ' Countess of Essex,'

eldest daughter of William, Earl of Portland, and wife of Al-

gernon Capel, Earl of Essex ; the ' Countess of Peterborough,'

daughter of Sir Alexander Frazer, and first wife of Charles

Mordaunt, Earl of Peterborough ; the ' Countess of Ranelagh,'

daughter of James, Earl of Salisbury, married first to Lord

Stawell, and afterwards to Richard Jones, Earl of Ranelagh

—

she appears to have been a dazzling and disdainful beauty

;

the ' Duchess of Grafton,' only daughter and heiress of Henry

Bennet, married to Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Grafton, son of

Charles II. by the Duchess of Cleveland—the Duke was killed

at the seige of Cork in 1690, and she afterwards married Sir

Thomas Haumer; the 'Countess ofDorset,' daughter ofJames,

third Earl of Northampton, and second wife of Charles Sack-

ville. Earl of Dorset,' who distinguished herself by her share

in the escape of the princess Anne, (afterward queen Anne,)

when she fled from her father in 1688 ;
' Lady Middleton,'

represented as a shepherdess, with a crook in her hand ; and

' Miss Pitt,' afterward Mrs. Scroop, a fair and gentle looking

creature, of whom nothing is known but the name, or rather

names.

It has been justly observed of Sir Godfrey Kneller, that he

lessened his own reputation, as he chose to make it subservi-

ent to his fortune. He has left some few good pictures behind

him, as proofs of the natural powers he possessed ; but his

most sincere admirers, who are judges, acknowledge that the
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far greater portion of those he allowed to pass into the world

under his name, are a disgrace to him and his patrons.

Among the best of his works are the ' Converted Chinese,'

at Windsor, a picture of which he was justly proud ;
' William

III, on a white Horse,' at Hampton Court, in which the color-

ing is cold and tawdry, the horse wooden, and William, with

his wig and truncheon, almost as wooden as his horse ; the

' Elit-Kat Club,' at Barn Elms ; and a head of Sir Isaac New-
ton, at Petworth, that would be an honor to any man to have

produced. He died in Oct. 1723 ; was buried at his country-

seat at Whitton, and a monument, for which he left 300 pounds,

was erected to him in Westminster Abbey.

RICHAEDSON.

Jonathan Richardson was born in London in 1665,

and died in 1745, aged eighty years. His father dying when

he was only five years of age, his mother married a second

husband, and he was, contrary to his inclination, articled by

his father-in-law to a scrivener, with whom he lived six years,

when, obtaining his freedom by the death of his master, he fol-

lowed the bent of his disposition, and, at twenty years of age,

became the disciple of Reilly, with whom he lived four years.

He married the neice of his instructor, and established him-

self as a portrait painter ; and though Kneller and Dahl were

then in great reputation, Richardson possessed sufficient merit

to secure a share of the public favor during their lives, and, after

their death, he was considered at the head of his profession.

Richardson connected literature with the practice of his

art, and in 1719, published an ' Essay on the Art of Criti-

cism as it relates to Painting,' and an ' Argument in behalf

of the Science of a Connoisseur.' In 1722 came forth aa
' Account of some of the statues, bas-reliefs, drawings and

pictures in Italy,' and in 1734, in conjunction with his son,

22
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he published ' Explanatory notes and remarks on Milton's

Paradise Lost, with the Life of the Author.' Richardson

having stated in an apology for not being very conversant in

classic literature, ' that he had looked into them through his

son,' Hogarth, whom a quibble could furnish with a joke,

drew the father peeping through a telescope, with which the

son was perforated, at a Virgil aloft upon a shelf.

The degree of skill Richardson attained, by no means cor-

responded with the ideas he had formed of the art, which

were certainly of a just and elevated kind. There is how-

ever great boldness in the coloring of his heads, which are

drawn and marked in the manner of Kneller with freedom

and firmness, though the attitudes, draperies and backgrounds

are oftentimes insipid and unmeaning. It is a curious

circumstance, that a man who could write so well upon

the art, should so illy apply to his own practice, the sagacious

hints and rules he gave to others. He enjoyed a life, pro-

tracted amidst the blessings of domestic friendship to the ad-

vanced age of eighty, and the sale of his collection of draw-

ings and pictures after his death, produced upwards of twenty-

seven hundred pounds.

THORNHILL.

Sir James Thornhill was born in Dorsetshire in 1676

and died in 1732, aged fifty-six years. His father having

been reduced to the necessity of selling the family estate, he

was obliged to resort to some profession for support, and,

guided by an early taste for painting, fixed upon that art as

a basis on which to raise a fortune and a name. Accordingly

he came to London, where on his arrival, his uncle, the cele-

brated Dr. Sydenham, placed him under the tuition of an ar-

tist of little note, whose name is not known, and to whom,

from the state of the art at the time, he must have been far
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less indebted for the progress he made, than to his own inge-

nuity and industry. For his further improvement, he trav-

eled through Holland and Flanders, to France, but did not

visit Italy.

On his return to England, Thornhill's merit soon spread,

and his reputation acquired him constant employment. Queen

Anne commissioned him to paint the interior of the cupola of

St. Paul's cathedral, which he executed in a noble manner,

on eight compartments, in two colors, relieved with gold.

The subject assigned him was the ' History of St. Paul,' and

the designs of the dome are illustrative of the most remarka-

ble occurrences of his life ; his Miraculous Conversion near

Damascus ; St. Paul preaching before Sergius Paulus, with

the divine judgment upon Elymas the sorcerer; the Worship

offered to Paul and Barnabas at Lystra, by the priests of

Jupiter ; the Imprisonment of Paul and Silas at Philippi,

with the conversion of the gaoler; Paul preaching to the

Athenians ; the Burning of the magic books of Ephesus

;

his Defence before Agrippa; and his Shipwreck at Melita*

This was the first attempt of the kind by an English artist,

and fully justified the preference given to him over La Guerre

and La Fosse, who were at this tim epainting the halls and

staircases of the nobility.

He was afterwards employed to execute several public

works, particularly at Hampton Court, where he painted an

apartment with emblematical allusions to the history of Queen

Anne, and her union with her consort George, prince of Den-

mark. He painted also in the chapel at All Souls, Oxford,

the portrait of the founder, over the altar ; the ceiling and fig-

ures between the windows ; an altar piece for Weymouth

church ; the hall at Blenheim ; and the chapel at Lord Ox-

ford's, at Wimple, in Cambridgeshire ; but his master piece

is the refectory and saloon at Greenwich Hospital, where he

has painted naval trophies and allegorical figures in great

profusion ; and, if much praise cannot be given to the purity
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of the design, it must be granted to the briUiancy and vigor

of the execution. Ahogether it was a work unrivalled in its

kind at the time, and well entitled him to the honor of knight-

hood, which was soon after conferred upon him by George II.

By the favor of the Earl of Halifax, he was allowed to

copy Raphael's cartoons at Hampton Court, on which he be-

stowed three years, and executed also a smaller set, of one

fourth part of the dimensions. At the sale of his effects, the

smaller set sold for seventy-five guineas ; the larger set was

purchased by the Duke of Bedford for two hundred pounds,

and when the house of that nobleman in Bloomsbury-square,

was pulled down some years ago, the noble owner gave them

to the Royal Academy.

Sir James Thornhill lived in general esteem ; he enriched

himself by the excellence of his works, and was enabled to

repurchase the family estate ; and, had he been so fortunate

as to have studied at Rome and Venice, to have acquired

greater correctness at the one, and a more exact knowledge

of the perfection of coloring at the other, no artist among the

moderns might perhaps have been his superior.

HOGARTH.

William Hogarth, one of those few original and extra-

ordinary characters with whom it has pleased Providence oc-

casionally to bless the world, was born at London in 1698,

and died in 17G2, aged sixty-four years. His father was a

schoolmaster in the Old Bailey, and though he taught Latin,

and published a book of exercises for the use of his scholars,

it does not appear that he paid much attention to the educa-

tion of William, who was apprenticed at an early age to an

engraver of arms on plate ; but, before the expiration of his

time, the impulse of his genius directed him to the art of

painting.
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During his apprenticeship, he set out one Sunday with two

or three companions on an excursion to Highgate ; the wea-

ther being hot, they went into a public house, where they

had not been long, before a quarrel arose between some per-

sons in the room. One of the disputants struck the other on

the head with a quart pot, which cut him very much. The
blood running down the man's face, together with his agony,

from the wound, which had distorted his features into a most

hideous grin, presented Hogarth with too laughable a subject

to be overlooked. He drew out his pencil, and produced on

the spot one of his most ludicrous sketches, exhibiting an ex"

act likeness of the man, with a portrait of his antagonist, and

the figures in caricature of the principal personages gathered

around them. At the expiration of his apprenticeship, he

entered the Academy in St. Martin's Lane, and studied draw-

ing after the model, though without ever attaining to any

great excellence in the design of the figure.

The first production in which Hogarth distinguished him-

self, as a painter, is supposed to have been a representation

of ' Wanstead Assembly,' the portraits of which were taken

from life, without burlesque, and the coloring was considered

better than in some of his later and more finished perform-

ances. From the date of the earliest plate that can be ascer-

tained to be the work of Hogarth, it appears that he began

the business of an engraver on his own account, as early as

1720, and was chiefly employed at that time in engraving

arms and shop bills. We find him soon after engaged in de-

signing and executing plates for the booksellers, the first of

which appear to have been twelve folio prints for Aubrey de

la Motraye's Travels, signed with his name, in 1723. In

the following year, seven smaller prints for ' Apuleins' Gold-

en Ass.' In 1725, among others, fifteen head pieces for

* Beaver's Military Punishments of the Ancients,' and five

frontispieces for the five volumes of the translation of Cas-

sandra ; and in 1726, he executed seventeen prints for a duo-

22*
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decimo edition of Hudibras, with a head of its talented author.

From this period he was known as a painter, and employed in

painting portraits, and small pictures of family conversations,

as they are called, or groups of family portraits.

This employment was but ill-suited to a man whose turn

was certainly not flattery, nor his talent adapted to look on

vanity without a sneer. In the early part of his career, a

nobleman, who was very ugly, sat to him for his portrait.

Hogarth did him more justice than he wished, in consequence

of which, the picture was never demanded. Some time was

suffered to elapse before the artist asked for his money ; but

after many applications made without success, he sent him

the following card : — ' Mr. Hogarth's dutiful respects to

Lord O : finding that he does not mean to have the

picture which was drawn for him, he is informed again of Mr.

H's necessity for the money ; if therefore his lordship does

iDot send for it in three days, it will be disposed of, with the

addition of a tail and some other little appendages, to Mr.

Hare, the famous wild beast man ; Mr. H. having given that

gentleman a conditional promise of it, for an exhibition pic-

ture, on his lordship's refusal.' This information had the

desired effect ; the money was sent ; the picture taken home,

and immediately consigned to the flames.

In the year 1730, Hogarth married the only daughter of

Sir James Thornhill, by whom he had no issue. The union

was a stolen one, and consequently without the approbation

of Sir James, who considering the youth of his daughter and

the slender finances of her husband, as yet an obscure artist,

was not easily reconciled to the match. Soon after his mar-

riage, he commenced his ' Harlot's Progress,' which was de-

stroyed by fire at Fonthill in 1775, and was advised by Lady
Thornhill to have some of the scenes in it placed in the way
of his father-in-law. This was done ; and when Sir James

was told whence they came, his reply was, the man who can

furnish representations like these, can surely maintain a wife
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without a portion ; and he soon afterward became reconciled,

and proved very friendly to Hogarth, who occasionally fur-

nished him with assistance.

The genius of Hogarth began now to be publicly known

by the admirable performance of the ' Rake's Progress,' now

in the Soanean Museum, England, which, though perhaps

superior to its counterpart, had not so much success, from its

want of novelty. The Abbe du Bos had complained that

no historic painter of his time had gone through a series of

actions, and thus, like an historian, painted the successive

fortune of his hero from the cradle to the grave. What Du
Bos wished to see done, Hogarth accomplished. He launches

his young adventurer as a simple girl into the world, and

conducts her through all the vicissitudes of wretchedness to a

premature death. This was painting to the understanding

and to the heart ; and Hogarth was the first artist who had

made the pencil subservient to the purposes of moral instruc-

tion. In 1736, he published the ' Sleeping Congregation,'

and the ' Distressed Poet ;' in 1738, the ' Four parts of the

day, Morning, Noon, Evening and Night,' and in 1741, the

' Enraged Musician.' In this and the three following years,

he appears to have labored hard at a number of minor pro-

ductions, and in preparing the plates of his much celebrated

work the ' Marriage a la mode,' a series of six pictures, now

in the National Gallery, London, in which originality of

character, variety of incident, and the most enlivening wit,

are worked up into a regular fable, concluding with a most

impressive moral. The subjects are the Contract of Mar-

riage, the dissipated Husband, the Toilet of the fine Lady,

the Duel, and the death of the Countess— all and each ap-

pealing to the judgment of every individual, and easily un-

derstood by every capacity.

He had projected a contrast to this in a set of pictures rep-

resenting a ' Happy Marriage,' and had made some sketches

for the subjects, but the work was never completed. Some
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idea of the painter's view may be formed from the account of

what he executed. The time supposed, was immediately

after the return of the parties from church ; the scene lay in

the hall of an old country mansion ; on one side, the married

couple were represented sitting, and behind was a group of

young friends breaking a bride-cake over their head. In

front stood the father of the lady, grasping a bumper, and

drinking to the future happiness of his children ; by his side

appeared a table covered with refreshments. Under the

screen, several rustic musicians, with servants and tenants,

were arranged. Through the arch, by which the room was

entered, the eye was led along into the kitchen, where before

a dripping-pan stood a well fed divine, in his gown and

cassock, with a watch in his hand, giving directions to a

cook, who was employed in basting a haunch of venison.

The clergyman and his associate, were the most labored parts

of the picture ; whence it has been ludicrously observed, that

Hogarth, finding himself out of his element in the parlor,

hastened in quest of ease and amusement to the kitchen.

Soon after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, Hogarth

went over to France, in search after varieties of character

and subjects for the employment of his pencil ; and, when

arrived at Calais, he commenced drawing the gate of that

ancient town. While in the act of sketching, he was taken

into custody, and carried before the governor, as a spy.

After a strict examination, he was committed to the care of

his host, on condition that he should not go out of his house,

till he was on the point of embarking for home ; an event

which he has ridiculed in his print of O the Roast Beef of

Old England.' In the year 1750, he engraved his celebrated

picture of the ' March of the Guards to Finchley' commemo-

rative of the daring attempt of a handfull of desperadoes to

replace the exiled Stuarts on the throne of Great Britain, in

which the artist has given full scope to his satirical humor.

He proposed dedicating the plate to George II; but the
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monarch took offence at the unceremonious treament of hh
favorite guards, and regretted the artist was not a soldier, that

he might be punished for his insolence. In the following

year, 1751, he published his moral and instructive prints of

' Beer Street,' ' Gin Lane,' and the ' Four stages of Cruelty,'

which latter were engraved with the hope of ameliorating in

some measure the barbarous treatment of animals, the fre-

quent occurrence of which in the streets of London was so

distressing to every sensitive mind. ' If they may have this

effect,' says Hogarth, ' I shall be more proud of having been

the author, than I should be of having painted the cartoons

of Raphael.'

In the year 1753, Hogarth appeared before the world in

the character of an author, and published a quarto volume

entitled the ' Analysis of Beauty,' written with a view of

fixing the fluctuating taste. He had some years before

painted his own portrait with his dog ; now in the National

Gallery, London : before him lay a palette spread with

colors, and on it was drawn a waving line, which he (Je*

nominated the Line of Beauty. In his book, he shows, by a

variety of examples, that the round swelling figures are most

pleasing to the eye ; and the truth of his opinion has been

supported and illustrated since, by many good writers upon

the subject. In 1755, he published the plates of * The
Election,' the last series of prints with which he favored the

world. He afterwards sent forth several pictures, fraught

with useful moral instruction, conveyed by ingenious satire

on the public follies of the day. The most striking among

these were the ' Cockpit,' ' Enthusiasm Delineated' and ' The

Medley,' or a satire on Credulity, Superstition and Fanatic

cism ; which last appeared in 1762. A specimen of Ho-

garth's propensity to merriment on the most trivial occasions,

is observable in one of his cards, requesting the company of

Dr. Arnold King, to dine with him at the Mitre tavern.

Within a circle, to which the knife and fork are supporters^
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the written part is contained. In the centre is drawn a pie,

with a mitre on the top of it, and the invitation concludes

with three Greek letters, Eta, Beta, Pi. About the year

1757, Hogarth became Sergeant painter to the king, on the

resignation of his brother-in-law ; and this was the only

public favor or honor he ever received.

The last memorable event of the artist's life was his quarrel

with Mr. Wilkes, the editor of a paper entitled the ' North

Briton,' in which, if Hogarth did not commence hostilities on

the latter, he at least gave the first offence, by an oblique

attack on the friends and party of that gentleman. This

conduct was the more surprising, as he had all his hfe avoided

dipping his pencil in political contests, and had early refused

a very lucrative offer that was made to engage him in a set

of prints against the head of a court party. In September

1762, Hogarth published his print of ' The Times,' which

produced a severe paper against him in the North Briton.

On this the painter exhibited the caricature of Wilkes' person,

when Churchill, the poet, engaged in the strife, and wrote

an Epistle to Hogarth, which the artist retorted in a caricature

of Churchill, representing him as a canonical bear, with a

ragged staff and a pot of porter ; but while this unequal con-

test was proceeding, with little credit, on either side, the

health of Hogarth was fast declining.

His last original production he termed ' Time.' Dining

one day with a few friends at his own table, some one en-

quired of him the subject of his next picture. ' The end of

all things,' was his reply ; to which one of his friends re-

marked, ' should that be the case, your business will be finish-

ed, and there will be an end of the painter.' With a deep

sigh, and a look that conveyed a consciousness of approach-

ing dissolution, he answered :
' It must be so, and the sooner

my work is done, the better.' With this impulse he im-

mediately commenced the subject, and seeming to consider

it as a terminus to his fame, applied himself to its execution
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with unremitted diligence. The first was published in

March, 1764, and in the October following, death put sl finis

to the labors of this extraordinary man, and deprived society

of one of its most useful members ; who contributed alike to

its amusement and its improvement, and has left a perpetual

fund of both for the benefit of future asres.

WILSON.

Richard Wilson was born in 1714, at Pinegas in Mont-

gomeryshire, of which parish his father was rector, and died

in 1782, aged sixty-eight years. Having received a good

classical education, in the course of which he discovered a

great love of the art of design, his father indulged his incli-

nation and sent him to London, where he was placed under

the tuition of Thomas Wright, an obscure portrait painter,

with whom he remained six years, and under whose guidance

he seems to have acquired some distinction, since we find

that in 1745, he was employed in painting portraits of the

members of the Royal Family.

Having practised in London with but moderate success, in

1749, Wilson visited Italy in pursuit of improvement, and

continued portrait painting at Venice, where a small land-

scape of his, which he had painted as a matter of relaxation

and amusement, being seen by Zuccarelli, so warmly excited

that eminent artist's admiration, that he advised Wilson to

pursue that line of art exclusively. This flattering encomium

from a painter of established reputation had its effect ; and

Wilson from that time exchanged portraiture for landscape,

which he pursued with vigor and success. To this circum-

stance is owing the splendor diffused by his genius, not only

over his native country, but even over Italy itself, whose

scenes have been the frequent subjects of his pencil. He
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did not remain long in Venice, but traveled slowly to Rome,

making numerous studies on the way. The celebrated

French artist, Vernet, was at this time at Rome, and happen-

ing to visit Wilson's painting room, was so much pleased

with one of his landscapes, that he requested to become its

possessor, offering in exchange one of his best pictures ; the

proposal was readily accepted, and the picture delivered to

Vernet, who with a liberality as commendable as it is un-

usual, placed it in his exhibition room, and recommended

the painter of it to the particular attention of his friends.

Mengs also painted his portrait, and Wilson in return pre-

sented him with one of his finest pictures. During his resi-

dence at Rome, he painted for the Duke of Bridgewater a

picture of the tragedy of ' Niobe,' which was much admired.

After the death of the Duke, it became the property of the

Marquis of Stafford.*

Wilson returned to London in 1755, and gained great celeb-

rity as a landscape painter. To the first exhibition of the So-

ciety of Artists in 1760, he sent a repetition of his famous pic-

ture of ' Niobe,' well known by Woollett's admirable engrav-

ing; and in 1765 he exhibited, with other pictures, a ' View

of Rome' from the villa of Modena. The principal objects

shown are St. Peter's and the Vatican, with Pons Milvius,

and Mount Soracte in the distance. The fragments of archi-

tecture and sculpture scattered in the foreground, tell of de-

parted grandeur ; and the broad and simple light and shade,

* The Bridgewater Gallery has its name from its founder, the Duke
of Bridgewater, who left it to his brother, the Marquis of Stafford, and

while in his possession, it was known by the name of tlie Stafford Gal-

lery. On the death of the Marquis, (then the first Duke of Sutlierland)

in 1833, the Stafford Gallery Avas divided; the Bridgewater portion de-

scended by the will of his grand uncle to Lord Francis Egerton, the

present owner; and the present Duke of Sutherland inlierited the other

part, which had been formed by the Marquis of Stafford, to which has

been recently added a collection of one hundred and nineteen original

French portraits, formerly known as the Lenoir Cabinet.
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the freedom of touch and pencilling, with a local color and air-

tint of unsurpassed beauty, purity and truth, unite in impart-

ing a sentiment of calm dignity to the picture, worthy of the

classic ground it represents. It is, however, diflBcult to enu-

merate his works. Two of his pictures are in the National

Gallery, the ruins of * Mecaena's Villa' at Tivoli, and a 'Storm

with the Story of Niobe' introduced, but with a different scene

from that already mentioned. When the Royal Academy was

instituted, he was one of its first members ; and after the death

of Hayman in 1779, he was appointed librarian of the institu-

tion—an office which his circumstances made desirable, and

which he retained until his impaired health compelled him to

retire to his brother's in Wales, where he shortly afterward

died.

Of the style of Wilson, it may be sufficient to observe that

it formed an epoch in English landscape painting, being

equalled by none before, and perhaps not surpassed by any

who have followed in the same line. His views in Italy are

selected with judgment and taste ; the waving line of moun-

tains which bound the distance in every point of view, the

dreary and inhospitable plains, rendered solemnly interesting

by the mouldering fragments of temples, tombs and aqueducts,

all delineated in a masterly manner, exhibit that local charac-

ter which cannot but be considered as peculiarly grand and

classical. In his English pictures he is particularly successful

in the fresh and dewy brightness he has given to his verdure ;

and though he was sometimes employed to paint particular

views, which were less picturesque than he would have se-

lected, yet they are always treated with taste and ingenuity.

REYNOLDS.

Sir Joshua Reynolds was born at Plympton, near Ply-

mouth in Devonshire, July 16, 1723, three months before the

23
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death of Sir Godfrey Kneller, and died in 1792, aged sixty-

nine. His father, the Rev. Samuel Reynolds, was master of

Plympton school, and a rnan of considerable learning, but very

taciturn ; he was what is called an absent man, and was

regarded by his parishioners as a sort of Parson Adams.

All the education Joshua received, was in the school of his

father, who seems to have neglected, more than such a parent

should have done, the education of his son. At the early age

of eight years, he made himself so far master of perspective,

as to draw his father's book-case according to rule, and also

the interior of the Plympton school, each of which he executed

with great correctness and precision. From these attempts

he next proceeded to draw likenesses of the friends and rela-

tives of his family ; and, the applause he obtained for these

juvenile efforts, naturally strengthened the propensity he had

shown for the art. The accidental perusal of ' Richardson's

Treatise on Painting,' gave a decided turn to the mind of the

young artist, and determined him to follow in the steps of Ra-

phael, whom he considered as among the most illustrious of

men, either in ancient or in modern times. His father, who

had at first intended him for the medical profession, was at

length induced to permit him to gratify his propensity for the

art ; and in 1741, when he was eighteen years of age, he was

sent to London and placed under the care of his countryman

Thomas Hudson, the most popular portrait painter of the day,

but an artist of inferior merit.

Whatever may have been the cause, in a little more than

two years, Hudson and Reynolds disagreed, and the young

artist returned to his father, and again employed himself in

painting portraits. Many of these early productions are still

to be seen in the town and neighborhood of Plymouth, and

some of them possess very considerable merit and indicate his

future prowess. One of them in particular, of a * Boy reading

by a reflected light,' fifty years afterwards, was sold for thirty-

five guineas.
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While practising at Plymouth Dock, he became known to

the family of Lord Mount Edgecombe, by whom he was

warmly patronized and recommended to Captain, afterwards

Lord Keppell, who, being about to sail in 1749 for the Medi-

terranean, offered Reynolds to take him thither, which invita-

tion he gladly accepted. While at Minorca, he was much em-

ployed in painting portraits, by which means he increased his

finances sufficiently to enable him to visit Rome. When ar-

rived in that great temple of the arts, his time was diligently

and judiciously employed in such a manner as might have

been expected from a student of his talent and taste ; and,

with unwearied attention and ardent zeal, he contemplated the

various beauties which marked the style of the different schools.

But though sensibly alive to the excellences which surrounded

him, he was not at first struck by the performances of Ra-

phael ; a fact which may be accounted for by the previous

education of Reynolds, and by the low state of painting in

England. Raphael possessed a serene dignity, but his pic-

tures do not display either those allurements of color, or the

great effects of light and shade, which are apt to make an in-

stant impression upon the beholder. It is only by close and

persevering attention that the sublimities of this great master

are comprehended ; because, to appreciote them rightly, it is

necessary to understand the principles out of which they arose.

Having copied and sketched, at Rome, such parts ofthe works

of the great masters as he thought would be most conducive to

his future excellence, he returned through Paris to England in

October 1752, and repaired to his native town for the purpose of

recruiting his health ; and while here, he painted an excellent

portrait of Mr. Mudge, the Rector of St. Andrews, of which

there exists an engraving. At the end of the year he returned

to London, and the first specimen he gave of his abilities was

in the head of an Italian boy, Guiseppe Marchi, whom he had

brought over with him from Italy. This picture, painted with a

rich Turkish turban, excited so much attention, that his old
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master, Hudson, was induced to go to see it ; but finding no

trace of his own manner left, and unable or unwilling to dis-

cover any other merit in it, he exclaimed, ' Why, Reynolds,

you don't paint so well as when you left England !' Notwith-

standing this invidious remark, and the depraved state of pub-

lic taste, Reynolds quickly rose into high reputation as a por-

trait-painter, and the whole-length portrait of his friend Com-

modore Keppell, walking on the sea shore, now in the collec-

tion of Sir Robert Peel, gained him great popularity. Soon

after this, he added to his celebrity by his picture of Miss

Greville and her brother, as Psyche and Cupid, now in the

collection of Samuel Rogers, Esq., London, executed in a

style which had not been seen in England since the days of

Van Dyck.

It was at this period that he formed an intimacy with Dr.

Johnson, which continued uninterrupted to the time of the

death of that celebrated writer; and it was to this friendship

that we are indebted for the artist's first literary productions,

which appeared in 1759, in the periodical paper, the Idler, on

subjects of his profession. In 1762, he produced his celebrated

picture of 'Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy,' in which

he has introduced the ' British Roscius,' whose panegyrists in-

clude the most eminent philosophers, statesmen, poets and

painters of his day, hesitating between the muses of Tragedy

and Comedy, as unable entirely to abandon either. As to its

execution, the personification of Tragedy is considered to be

defective, from the want of dignity, both in look and attitude ;

but the figure of Garrick is admirable for its expression, and

that of Comedy can hardly be surpassed ; its coloring is among

the most splendid and successful works of this distinguished

painter. The Earl of Hahfax purchased this picture for three

hundred guineas.

The Royal Academy was instituted in 1768, and as

Reynolds unquestionably held the first rank in his profession,

the office of president was unanimously conferred upon him

;
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and he at the same time received the honor of knighthood.

Although it was no part of the prescribed duty of the distin-

guished situation to which he was appointed, to read lectures

in the Academy, Sir Joshua's zeal for the prosperity of the

institution, induced him to undertake this important task ;

the first was pronounced by him on New Year's Day, in

1769 ; and the fifteenth, which was the last, on the 10th of

December, 1790 ; comprising a series of discourses, clothed

in language so perspicuous, elegant and nervous, that it will

last as long as the English tongue, and contribute, not less

than the productions of his pencil, to render his name im-

mortal. Nor did the Academy derive less credit from the

splendid works which he continued yearly to exhibit there

;

these consisted chiefly of portraits, though he rarely allowed

a season to pass in which he did not bring forward one or

more specimens of his power in history. From the year

1768, when, as we have said, the academy was founded, to

the year 1790, it appears that he sent no less than two hun-

dred and forty-four pictures to the exhibition.

In 1773, he finished his fine picture of ' Count Ugolino,*

which was purchased by the Duke of Dorset for four hundred

guineas, and is now at the family seat at Kent. In the thirty-

third canto of the Inferno, Dante has related the horrible

circumstances of the imprisonment of the Count Ugolino of

Pisa, and from his poem, Reynolds has painted this celebra-

ted picture, which is by many considered his grandest work.

The Count, having deeply involved himself in the factions

of the Guelfs and the Ghibellines, who, at this period, dis-

turbed the peace of Italy, the archbishop Ruggiero, his

secret enemy, resolved upon his ruin. Having excited

against him the public indignation, by accusing him of a

desire to betray the interests of his country to the Floren-

tines, Ruggiero, with a crozier in his hand, accompanied by

the nobles of the families of Lanfranchi, Sigismondi and

Gualandi, seized upon Ugolino and his four sons, and cast

23*
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them into prison, where they perished miserably, by famine.

The picture is nobly composed with strong expression and

rich coloring ; and the head of the youngest child, who is

grasping the Count's knee, is considered by Edwards, to be

equal to the production of any master.

Soon after this he gave to the world another historical

subject of great merit, ' the Infant Jupiter,' now in the pos-

session of the Duke of Rutland. About this time, a project

was set on foot by Sir Joshua, for the introduction of paint-

ings into St. Paul's cathedral, to be executed by himself and

the other leading artists of the day ; but although the idea

was encouraged by Dr. Newton, dean of St. Paul's, it was

rejected, through the prejudices entertained against it, by

Bishop Terrick. In 1775, Sir Joshua Reynolds was chosen

a member of the Imperial Academy at Florence, on which

occasion he sent his portrait, drawn in his academical dress,

to be placed in the gallery of painters in that city. In 1779

he finished a painting for the ceiling of the Library of the

Royal Academy at Somerset-house. In the centre is Theory

seated on a cloud, holding a scroll in her hand, with this in-

scription, ' Theory is the knowledge of what is truly Nature.'

In 1780, he completed his design for the great window in

the New College Chapel at Oxford, consisting of seven com-

partments in the lower range, each twelve feet high and

three wide, in which are represented emblematical figures of

the four cardinal virtues, Temperance, Fortitude, Justice and

Prudence, and the three Christian virtues, Faith, Hope and

Charity, each accompanied by its appropriate attribute.

Above this is represented, on a scale of ten feet by eighteen,

the Nativity, a composition of thirteen figures, in which the

artist has adopted the idea of Correggio, in his famous Notte,

of causing the light to emanate from the infant Savior.

In the summer of 1781, Sir Joshua made a tour through

Holland and the Netherlands, with a view of examining

critically the works of the celebrated masters of the Dutch
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and Flemish schools. On his return he wrote a very in-

teresting account of his journey, containing many excellent

critical observations on the various pictures he met with in

the churches and different collections at Antwerp, Brussels,

Ghent, the Dusseldorp gallery, and at Amsterdam, concluding

with a finely drawn character of Rubens. Two years after-

wards, in the suppression of some of the religious houses in

the Low Countries, he again visited Flanders, purchased

some pictures by Rubens, and devoted several more days to

the contemplation and further investigation of the perform-

ances of that great man. In the year following, on the death

of Allan Ramsay, he succeeded to the office of principal

painter to the king. In the exhibition of this year Sir

Joshua had a preeminent display of pictures, among which

was ' The Fortune Teller,' and his celebrated portrait of

* Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse,' now in the Grosvenor

gallery, a composition uniting a grace and dignity rarely to

be met with, and considered by many writers upon art, as

indisputably the finest portrait in the world.

Sir Joshua soon afterwards received a commission from

the Empress Catharine of Russia, to paint for her an histori-

cal picture, the subject of which being left to himself, he

chose that of ' The infant Hercules strangling the Serpent,'

probably an allusion to the difficulties the Empress had to

encounter in the civilization of her vast empire, from the

state of barbarism in which she found it, when she first filled

the imperial throne. The calm dignity of the infant hero,

who has seized the monster with a deadly grasp, is forcibly

constrasted with the natural terror of Iphicles and the attend-

ants. Juno looks from the clouds with surprise and mortifi-

cation ; Amphitryon testifies astonishment mixed with admi-

ration ; while the blind Tiresias, inspired by the superna-

tural energies of the child, is about uttering the prophetic

sketch of his career. In return for this picture, the Empress

sent him, through her ambassador at the court of London,
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fifteen hundred guineas, and a note, written with her own

hand, in a gold box, with her miniature on the lid, set in

diamonds.

When Alderman Boydell projected the plan of his magni-

ficent edition of Shakspeare, embellished with plates from

the works of English painters, his first object was to gain the

assistance of Sir Joshua Reynolds, who undertook three pic-

tures, the ' Death of Cardinal Beaufort,' ' Macbeth with the

Witches' in the cauldron scene, and ' Puck or Robin Good-

fellow,' in the Midsummer Night's Dream, the admirable

archness of expression, careful drawing and exquisite color-

ing of the last of which, have combined to make it an uni-

versal favorite with all lovers of art. In the first, he may be

said to have united the coloring of Titian with the chiaro-

scuro of Rembrandt. Besides these historical pictures he

painted the fascinating picture called 'A Snake in the Grass,'

known also by the title of * Love unloosing the zone of

Beauty,' now in the collection of Sir Robert Peel, ' Venus

chiding Cupid' for studying arithmetic, thus permitting any-

thing sordid or mercenary to distract for a moment his at-

tention ;
' The Infant Academy' representing the sportive

fancy of a group of children, one of whom appears painting

from two others, who serve as models, and who have de-

corated themselves with such adventitious finery as chance

threw in their way ; and for Mr. Boydell the portrait of

* Lord Heathfield' with the keys of the Fortress of Gibraltar

in his hand, which afterwards came into the possession of

Mr. Angerstein, and is now in the National Gallery.

For a very long period, Sir Joshua had enjoyed an almost

uninterrupted state of good health, to which the custom of

standing at his easel, may be supposed in some degree to

have contributed; an attack of paralysis, in the year 1782,

was almost his only indisposition, and from this, he in a few

weeks was perfectly restored. But in July 1789, while

painting the portrait of Lady Beauchamp, he found his sight
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SO much affected, that it was with difficulty he could proceed

on the picture ; and notwithstanding every assistance that

could be procured, he was in a few months entirely deprived

of the use of his left eye. Under the apprehension of total

loss of sight, he with much difficulty determined to paint no

more ; a resolution to relinquish forever a favorite pursuit,

which must have cost him a powerful struggle. This of

course was his last portrait of a female, as that of Lord

Macartney was of the other sex.

An unhappy difference soon after arose between him and

the members of the Royal Academy, owing to his being

thwarted in the choice of a candidate to succeed Mr. Meyer

as an associate of the institution. Thinking himself injured

on that occasion, he not only resigned the chair as President,

but his seat, as a member of the Academy. At length how-

ever, the unpleasant breach was healed, and he resumed the

chair, which he held for the short remainder of his life.

Although deprived of his favorite occupation, he retained

his usual spirits, and partook of the society of his friends,

with apparently his accustomed pleasure ; but in October,

1791, he became dejected, from an apprehension that an in-

flamed tumor which took place over the darkened eye, would

occasion the loss of the other also. During this period of

affliction, his friends were willing to suppose that his spirits

were unnecessarily depressed, and he was advised to rouse

himself by exertion. But appearances soon convinced his

medical advisers, that the seat of his complaint was the

liver, and that his disease was incurable. His mortal career

was closed after acute suffering, endured with great fortitude,

and Christian resignation.

In many respects, both as a man and as a painter. Sir

Joshua Reynolds cannot be too highly praised, studied and

imitated by every one who wishes to attain the like eminence.

His incessant industry was never wearied with despondency,

or elated into carelessness. Whether in his study or in his
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parlor, his mind was devoted to the charms of his profession ;

all nature and all art were his academy, and his genius was

ever in exercise for objects of improvement. With taste to

perceive all the varieties of the picturesque, judgment to se-

lect, and skill to combine whatever would serve his purpose,

he had formed around him, for his instruction and amusement,

a splendid collection of works of art, which, after his death,

was sold for nearly seventeen thousand pounds.

It has been well observed, that after the time of Kneller,

painting in England fell into a state of barbarism, each artist

wandering in darkness till Reynolds, like the sun, dispelled the

gloom, and threw splendor on the department of portraiture.

Hence it may justly be said, that the English school of por-

traiture was of his foundation. To the grandeur, truth, and

simplicity of Titian, and the daring strength of Rembrandt, he

united the chasteness and delicacy of Van Dyck. Delighted

with the picturesque beauties of Rubens, he was the first that

gave a bright and gay background to portraits, and in his rep-

resentation of children, he was peculiarly happy ; his female

portraits also are designed with exquisite taste and elegance.

His works in history are comparatively few, but those few are

precious, and show what he was capable of performing, had

he devoted more of his time to this department. The coloring

of Sir Joshua has been the subject of the highest admiration

and the severest censure. By the witty and envious, it was

said that he came off with flying colors ; and some accused

him of injuring his pictures by making experiments on the

materials. He certainly was not content in the pursuit of ex-

cellence with the common round of practice ; and as he thought

for himself, so he endeavored to discover new methods of era-

bodying his ideas and of facilitating his operations. That he

sometimes failed, was no more than natural ; but it was well

observed by Gainsborough, that Sir Joshua's pictures, in their

most decayed condition, were better than those of any other

artist of his time in their best estate.
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GAINSBOROUGH.

Thomas Gainsborough was born at Sudbury, in Suflfolk,

in 1727, and died in 1788, aged sixty-one years. At a very

early age he discovered his propensity for painting ; but na-

ture was his teacher, and the woods of Suffolk his academy,

where he would pass in solitude his mornings, making shetches

of an antiquated tree, a marshy brook, a few cattle, a shepherd

and his flock, or any other accidental object that presented it-

self. From delineation he proceeded to coloring ; and after

painting several landscapes, he quitted Sudbury at the age of

sixteen, and went to London, where he received instruction

from Hayman, and practised both landscape and portrait

painting.

His style of execution, as well as choice of subjects, was

original, although considerably resembling that of Watteau,

more particularly in his landscapes. His pictures are gene-

rally wrought in a loose and slight manner, with much free-

dom of hand, and little color, which gives a great airiness of

effect. Sir Joshua Reynolds, in his fourteenth lecture, says of

this manner of Gainsborough, that his portraits were often little

more than what generally attends a dead-color as to finishing or

determining the form of the features ; but, as he was always

attentive to the general effect, or whole together, this unfinished

manner appeared to contribute even to the striking resem-

blance for which his portraits are so remarkable. The same

great master of the art, said of him in a lecture delivered at the

Royal Academy soon after his death, that if ever the nation

should produce genius sufficient to acquire for it the honorable

distinction of an English School, the name of Gainsborough

would be transmitted to posterity in the history of the art,

among the first of that rising name. It is difiicult to deter-

mine whether he most excelled in portraits, landscapes, or

fancy pictures ; whether his portraits were most admirable for
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exact truth of resemblance, or his landscapes for a portrait-

like representation of nature, such as we see in the works of

Kubens, Ruysdael, or others of those schools. In his fancy-

pictures, when he had fixed upon his object of imitation,

whether it was the hardy form of a wood-cutter, or an inter-

esting child, as he did not attempt to raise the one, so neither

did he lose any of the natural grace and elegance of the other.

For this, he certainly was not indebted to any schools ; for his

grace was not Academical or antique, but selected by himself

from the great school of nature, where there are yet a thou-

sand modes of grace unselected, but lying open in the multi-

plied scenes and figures of life, to be brought out by skilful

and faithful observers.

Nothing could have enabled Gainsborough to reach so ele-

vated a point in the art of painting, without the most ardent

love for it. Indeed his whole mind appears to have been de-

voted to it, even to his dying day ; and then his principal re-

gret seemed to be, that he was leaving his art, when, as he

said, he saw his deficiencies and had endeavored to remedy

them in his last works. He was in the constant habit of paint-

ing by night, a practice very advantageous and improving to

an artist ; for, by this means, he may acquire a new and higher

perception of what is great and beautiful in nature. His prac-

tice, in the progress of his pictures, was to paint on the whole

together ; wherein he differed from some, who finish each part

separately, and by that means are frequently liable to pro-

duce inharmonious combinations of form and features.

The subjects he chose for representation were generally very

simple, and his own excellent taste knew how to give expres-

sion and value to them. In his landscapes, a rising mound,

and a few figures seated upon or near it, with a cow or some

sheep grazing, and a slight marking of distance, sufficed for

the objects ; their charm was, the purity of tone in the color,

the freedom and clearness of touch, together with an agreea-

ble combination of the forms ; and with these common mate-
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rials, he never failed to produce a fascinating effect. In his

fancy-pictures, the same simple taste prevailed. A cottage girl

;

a shepherd's boy ; a woodsman ; with some slight accessories

for the background, were all managed by him with character

and elegance. One of his favorite pictures of a ' Girl attend-

ing Pigs,' was purchased of him by Sir .Joshua Reynolds for

one hundred guineas. The materials which the painter has

introduced into this picture are simply a young girl, seated on

the step of a cottage door, watching the motions of three young

pigs to whom she has given some milk ; there are glimpses of

park scenery for a background, but the figures are grouped so

naturally and drawn with such care and spirit, that he has

wrought from these unpromising matters one of the most at-

tractive productions of his pencil. Among Gainsborough's

most admired performances we may mention his picture of

* A Cottage Girl,' with a dog under her left arm, and in her

right hand a pitcher, which she is apparently intending to

fill from the brook running at her feet ; the ' Cottage children,'

two juvenile inhabitants of his favorite haunts, sporting with

an Ass ; and the ' Boys and the Dogs,' the subject of which is

also extremely simple—two dogs fighting are regarded by two

boys, their owners, with very different feelings ; one seeks to

put an end to the conflict, but is restrained by his companion,

who looks on with the more pleasure, as his dog has the best

of the contest.

In the National Gallery, England, there are two of his pic-

tures, ' The Market Cart,' loaded with turnips, carrots, and

other vegetables, upon which two girls are seated, and two

rustic boys walking beside it ; on the left, in the foreground,

are a man and a woman seated ; and on the right is seen a lad

issuing from a thicket with a bundle of sticks ; and ' The Wa-
tering Place,' of which the composition is strikingly beautiful,

although it presents only a few cows drinking, and a group of

peasant children loitering beneath a rocky bank, overshadowed

with trees.

24
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He died sincerely regretted by every lover of art, leaving

behind him a very numerous body of works, both pictures

and drawings, which are now scattered over every part of

England.

WEST.

Benjamin West, descended from a respectable Englisb

family belonging to the denomination of Quakers, who had

emigrated to America in 1667, was born at Springfield in

Pennsylvania, Oct. 10, 1738, and died in London on the

11th of March, 1820. Perceiving in their son a propensity for

the art of drawing, his parents were desirous of allowing him

to cultivate his talent ; but, as the society to which they be-

longed refused to recognize the utility of the art to mankind,

they submitted the matter for a public deliberation, the re-

sult of which was, that this was a gift of the Spirit bestowed

upon him in an extraordinary degree, and that he should be

permitted to follow the vocation for which he was so evi-

dently designated. Having made all necessary arrangements,

he commenced the painting of portraits at Lancaster, Penn.

in 1753, and, in the following year, removed to Philadelphia,

where his success was considerable ; from thence he repaired

to New York; but, as the colonies were then destitute or

nearly so, of the patrons of art, he was enabled by some friends

in 1760, to proceed to Italy, where he obtained access to seve-

ral distinguished personages, and first made himself known

as an artist, by a portrait of Lord Grantham, which was at-

tributed for a time to Mengs, who, with Pompeo Battoni,

were at this period distinguished painters at Rome.

The excitement of the Imperial city threw the young ar-

tist into a fever, from which he was finally relieved after an

illness of eleven months ; and, during this season of pain and

disease, he was encouraged by the attentions of men of taste
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and influence, both citizens and foreigners. Having suffi-

ciently recovered to bear the fatigue of traveling, West visited

the different cities of Italy for the purpose of inspecting the

pictures of the great masters, attentively studying at Bologna

the works of the Caracci, at Parma, the paintings of Correg-

gio, and at Venice, the productions of Tintoretto, Titian and

Paul Veronese. After an absence of fifteen months, he re-

turned to Rome, and painted his pictures of ' Cimon and

Iphigenia,' and ' Angelica and Medora,' which increased his

reputation as an historical painter, and obtained for him the

academic honors. He was elected a member of the acade-

mies of Parma, Florence and Bologna, to the former of which

he presented a copy of the St. Jerome of Correggio.

In 1763, AVest proceeded to London, intending to return

to his native country ; but his merit insured him a favorable

reception there, and meeting with much encouragement from

several of his friends who had preceded him from Rome, he

was induced to establish himself in the metropolis of the land

of his fathers, which possessed, at that time, no distinguished

historical painter. Reynolds was devoted to portraits ; Ho-

garth was on the brink of the grave ; Barry was engaged in

controversies at Rome; Wilson lived neglected; and Gains-

borough's excellence lay in rural scenes and landscape.

One of West's first patrons was Dr. Drummond, Arch-

bishop of York, a dignified and liberal prelate, and an admi-

rer of painting, at whose request he executed a picture of

^ Agrippina with the ashes of Germanicus,' with which the

Archbishop was so much pleased, that he procured for the

painter an introduction to the king, George III, by whom,

on his first presentation, he was directed to paint a picture of

the ' Departure of Regulus from Rome.' The moment cho-

sen is when Regulus, a Roman general, prisoner to the Car-

thaginians, and then on his parole at Rome, had patriotically

determined to return to captivity, and sacrifice his life for the

benefit of his country. Surrounded by his supplicating
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friends, but rejecting their entreaties, he is resigning himself

to the ambassadors of Carthage.

While West was painting the ' Departure of Kegulus,' the

present Rojal Academy was planned. Happening to wait

upon his majesty with a sketch of his picture, at the time the

newspapers were noticing the dissensions of the Incorporated

Society of Artists, the king enquired the cause of the schism,

and remarked that he would gladly patronize any association

formed on principles better calculated to improve the arts.

A plan was immediately proposed by some of the dissen-

tients, and submitted to his majesty, who gave his sanction

to the proceedings, and on the 10th of December, 1768, was

constituted the Royal Academy of Arts of London, for the

culture of painting, sculpture and architecture. The Acade-

my was opened by a general meeting on the 2d of January,

1769, on which occasion the President, Sir Joshua Reynolds,

received the order of knighthood.

From this period till his death. West was a regular contri-

butor to the annual exhibitions ; and the productions of his

felicitous and rapid pencil commanded universal admiration.

His principal pictures were the ' Death of General Wolfe,' a

young officer of great promise, who was entrusted with the

command of the forces destined to attack Quebec in the cam-

paign of 1759 ; the dying hero is depicted, stretched upon

the ground, surrounded by a few officers, and attended by the

chief surgeon, who is occupied in stanching the blood that

flows from his death wound ; the ' Death of Epaminondas,'

the Theban general, who, being mortally wounded by a spear,

and finding that he must die if it were extracted, continued

to give orders until he was assured that the enemy w^as de-

feated, when demanding to see his child, and expressing his

happiness in dying for his country, he tore out the weapon
and calmly expired; and its companion picture, the * Death

of the Chevalier Bayard,' who was mortally wounded at Ro-

magnano in northern Italy, during the retreat of the French
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army before the Imperialists, in 1551—he is represented re-

clining against a tree, with his face toward the enemy, sur-

rounded by his attendants, while the Constable de Bourbon

has dismounted to accost him :
' Alfred the third, king of

Mercia,' which represents one of his vassals, named William

d' Albanac, exhibiting before the admiring prince his three

daughters, all celebrated beauties, divested of their apparel,

in order that the monarch might select one of them for his

bride ;
' The Long Parliament dissolved by Cromwell,' who,

calm, dignified and imperturbable, occupies the centre of the

picture, pointing to the mace, the command having just pass-

ed his hps to ' take away that shining bauble ;' this picture

is now in the collection of the Marquis of Westminster;

* Hamilcar enjoining upon his son Hannibal, eternal enmity

to the Romans,' at a solemn festival in the temple of the gods,

at the foot of the statue of Jupiter Ammon, surrounded by

the priests and chief magistrates of the state, and a numerous

assemblage of the citizens of Carthage ; the ' Landing of

Charles IL at Dover,' on the 25th of May, 1660, accompa-

nied by his brothers, the Dukes of York and Gloucester, and

attended by Clarendon and Sir John Granville, after nine

years of exile, spent in wandering through the various states

of Europe ; and the ' Battle of La Hogue ' on the 29th of

May, 1692, which is generally considered tho finest of the

many pictures which he painted from English history. The
two last named are in the collection of the Marquis of West-

minster.*

* Among the many private collections in England, few are more cel-

ebrated, or have a greater claim to distinction, than the collection of the

Marquis of Westminster ; or, as it is usually called, the Grosvenor
Gallery. It is deposited in a superb apartment in the noble family-

mansion, on Grosvenor Square, and dates its commencement from the

early part of the eighteenth century. It has gone on gradually increas-

ing in excellence, and the purchase by the late Marquis of the entire

cabinet of W. Ellis Agar, Esq., as also the famous pictures of Eubens,

from the convent of Loeches, near Madrid, has added greatly to its value.

24*
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He suggested also to the king a series of pictures on the

Progress of Revealed Religion, for the reception of which a

splendid oratory was projected ; but, when his great patron

was seized with the mental malady which incapacitated him

for the duties of government, the labors of West were sus-

pended, and several invidious statements, greatly exaggerated,

were circulated respecting the sums which he had received

for his pictures.

On the death of Reynolds in 1792, the choice of the Acad-

emy fell on West for their president, and on the 24th of

March of that year, he delivered his inaugural discourse. In

consequence of his election to the presidency, the king offer-

ed him the honor of knighthood ; an honor which he firmly,

though respectfully, declined.

During the armistice, denominated the peace of Amiens,

in 1802, West again visited Paris, for the purpose of behold-

ing the splendid collection of the master pieces of art, which

Napoleon had accumulated in the galleries of the Louvre

;

had two or more interviews, as we are informed, with the

First Consul, and was treated with the greatest distinction by

the most prominent persons of the imperial court.

Soon after his return from Paris, fancying that he was

looked upon coldly by the government for his admiration of

Napoleon, and meeting with a powerful opposition in the

Academy, West was induced to resign the presidential chair,

and Wyatt, the court architect, was elected in his stead ; but

in. a short time West was again restored to office by an al-

most unanimous vote, there being but one dissenting voice,

supposed to be that of Fuseli.

A life blameless and temperate had kept his strength un-

impaired ; but old age was now coming upon him, having en-

tered upon his sixty-fourth year. He still, however, had un-

bounded confidence in his own powers, and, since the illness

of his royal friend had closed the palace doors against him,

he resolved to try once more his fortune with the public.
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He accordingly commenced a series of scriptural subjects up-

on a large scale, the first of which, ' Christ healing the sick,'

he intended as a present to aid the funds of the Pennsylvania

Hospital, which had been founded about the year 1750, in

the capital of his native state. This composition represents

Christ at the Gate of the Temple, healing the sick, and giv-

ing sight to the blind ; a mother supplicates for her infant

child, a father conducts his blind daughter, and a son his

father, into the presence of the Savior of the world. An
emaciated sufferer is borne by two athletic figures to the feet

of Jesus, and an aged female, supported by her two sons, sol-

diers, advances to participate in the blessings imparted to all

who called upon his name. On an elevation in the back-

ground, groups of women and children contemplate with awe

and admiration the miracles performed in their sight; while,

on the other side, the High priest and Pharisees witness the

scene with feelings of a very different nature.

When this picture was exhibited in London, it was so high-

ly esteemed, that the British Institution offered to purchase

it for fifteen thousand dollars. West accepted the offer, on

condition that he should be allowed to make a copy, with al-

terations, for Philadelphia, which he did. The work is still

exhibited in that city, and the profits, arising from it, amount

to about five hundred dollars per annum.

The success of this picture impressed West with the belief

that his genius appeared to most advantage in subjects of large

dimensions, and the ' Christ healing the Sick,' was followed,

in rapid succession, by three others ; these were, ' The Last

Supper,' which formed for some time the altar-piece to the

Koyal Chapel at Windsor, and on being removed from that

situation, was presented by George TV. to the National Gal-

lery ;
' Christ Rejected by the Jewish high-priest, the elders,

and the people ;' and ' Death on the Pale Horse,' now at Phil-

adelphia, a graphic personification of the mystical vision de-

scribed by St. John in the Apocalypse. In the centre of the
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picture is placed the ideal king of terrors, his right hand

wreathed with a serpent, the other armed with meteoric

plagues ; he is mounted on an unbridled steed, which rushes

onward with the wildness of the tempest, trampling down

alike all ages and conditions, and closely followed by the

monstrous progeny of Hell. On the right is the rider on the

White Horse, to whom a crown and a bow were given, to go

forth conquering and to conquer ; at his side is the Warrior

with the great sword, mounted on the Red Horse, and be-

hind these figures advances the Rider on the Black Horse,

with the balances in his hand. On the left is an animated

group, representing the conflicts of men with the wild beasts

of the forest. In this sublime composition, less regard is paid

to color than to expression ; and it is apparent, at first sight,

that the object of the venerable artist was, to produce a great

moral effect, without having recourse to any meretricious or-

naments to please the eye or to captivate the fancy.

In the winter of 1817, his wife, with whom he had lived for

more than half a century in uninterrupted happiness, died

;

and West, now seventy-nine years of age, felt that he was

soon to follow. He began to fail ; and, though still to be

found at his easel, it was evident that all was soon to cease.

The venerable old man sat in his study among his favorite

pictures, a breathing image of piety and contentment, calmly

awaiting the hour of his dissolution. Without any definite

complaint, his mental faculties unimpaired, his cheerfulness

uneclipsed, and his look serene and benevolent, he expired in

the eighty-second year of his age, and was buried beside Rey-

nolds, Opie and Barry, in St. Paul's Cathedral.

BARRY.

James Barry was born at Cork, in Ireland, Oct. 11, 1741,

and died in London in 1806, aged sixty-five years. His fa-
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ther was a coasting-trader, between England and Ireland,

and had intended that his son should follow the same profes-

sion. The mind of Barry, however, averse to such an em-

ployment, exhibited a decided inclination for drawing ; he

was suffered to follow the bent of his genius, and received

the first rudiments of the art in the school of West, of Dublin,

under whose instruction he painted his first historical picture

of ' St. Patrick on the shore of Cashel ;' the saint, in baptizing

the sovereign of that district, had planted the sharp end of his

crozier through the foot of the monarch, unperceived by him-

self and unnoticed by his convert, who will not suffer the

pain to interrupt the ceremony. One of the guards is elevat-

ing his battle-axe to revenge the injury, while he is restrained

by another, who points to the unchanged aspect and demeanor

of the sovereign, whose blood is flowing copiously from the

wound.

This picture procured him the acquaintance and friendship

of the patriotic Edmund Burke, who, in 1765, furnished him

with the means of visiting Italy, where he remained nearly

five years, engaged in the deepest researches on the principles

of his art, and in the most laborious examination of its no-

blest specimens ; though, at the same time, it is to be regretted

that his residence was rendered uncomfortable by that capri-

ciousness of temper which embittered almost the whole of his

life.

Barry returned to England in 1770, and in the following

year exhibited at the Royal Academy, for the first time, a

picture of ' Adam and Eve,' which he began at Rome shortly

after his arrival there, the figures rather smaller than life

;

and the next year produced his much admired full-length pic-

ture of ' Venus rising from the Sea,' taken from the Theogony

of Hesiod, and from the accounts which have descended to us

of a painting of the same subject, by one of the most cele-

brated masters of antiquity, Apelles. The action of the god-

dess, as she wreathes her ample tresses, is easy, simple, and
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graceful ; all nature feels her genial presence ; the flowers

spring up under her feet, and Cupid smiles in anticipated tri-

umph. The subject he chose for the following year, was

likewise mythological, being a representation of ' Jupiter and

Juno on Mount Ida.' About this time, the ' Death of Gene-

ral Wolfe' becoming a popular subject, in 1776 Barry ex-

hibited a picture of this melancholy event. It was not, how-

ever, favorably received; for, in order to demonstrate his

knowledge of the human form, he represented the figures as

naked, and never afterwards exhibited with the Academy.

From this period his chief object of ambition seems to

have been to produce some national work, which should

raise the character of his country, while it should confer per-

manent reputation on his own name. He had beheld at

Rome, the works of Raphael and of Michael Angelo on the

walls of the Vatican, and he saw what splendor, magnificent

edifices, and noble designs in painting mutually diffused over

each other. Undismayed in the cause of art, he concurred

with alacrity in the patriotic and memorable proposal to

decorate gratuitously the interior of St. Paul's cathedral with

paintings, and thereby place the arts on a higher footing than

they had ever before been in England. The subjects chosen

were, for Barry, ' The Jews rejecting Christ ;' for Reynolds,

* The Virgin and Child ;' for Dance, ' The raising of Laza-

rus ;' and for West, ' Christ raising the Young Man from the

Dead.' But, strange to relate, the design was relinquished,

owing to the opposition of the primate and the bishop of

London. '*

In 1775, Barry appeared before the public as the author

of ' An enquiry into the real and imaginary obstructions to

the acquisition of the Arts in England,' in which he combated

with vigor and success, the false philosophy and partial criti-

cism of the Abbe Winkelmann, who had repeated the asser-

tion of Du Bos and others, that the English were incapable

of attaining any great excellence in art, both from their
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natural deficiency in genius, as also from the unfavorable

temperature of their native climate.

When the scheme of ornamenting St. Paul's was relinquish-

ed, it was proposed to employ the same artists to decorate

the great hall of the Society of Arts, with historical and

allegorical paintings ; but this was refused by all of them

except Barry, who offered to execute the whole work him-

self, on condition that he might be allowed to proceed to the

end of his designs without interference or control ; and in

1777 he commenced the task.

He chose for his subject the ' History of Human Culture,'

or to use his own words, 'the illustration of the great maxim
of moral truth, that the obtaining of happiness, as well in-

dividual as public, depends upon cultivating the human
faculties. We begin with man in a savage state, full of in-

convenience, imperfection and misery, and follow him through

several gradations of culture and happiness, which, after our

probationary state here, are finally attended with beatitude

or misery.' These pictures form a series of six compositions,

not painted on the walls, but on canvas, which was intended

to be fixed against the wall as though they had been painted

upon it. They are now bordered with a gilt frame, the two

largest occupying two sides of the room, forty-two feet in

length and the other four are placed, two at each end.

In the first, the primeval state of the shepherd people, and

the kind of instruction and education which they received, is

very happily pourtrayed by ' Orpheus,' whom he has repre-

sented as the founder of the Grecian theology, uniting in the

same character the legislator, the divine, the philosopher,

the poet, and the musician. He has placed him in a wild

and savage country, surrounded by people as uncultivated as

the soil ; to them this Messenger of the gods is pouring forth

his songs of instruction, which he accompanies with the

melodies of his lyre. The second is the ' Grecian Harvest

Home' or Thanksgiving to the rural deities Ceres, Bacchus,
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etc., indicating the more advanced stage of civilization, and

the cultivation of corn and wine, on which Ceres, Bacchus

and Pan look down with satisfaction from the clouds. The

centre is occupied by a group of youths and maidens, dancing

around a double terminal figure of Sylvanus and Pan. On
the right, is seen the master of the feast, with his aged wife

seated beside him ; on the left, is a group of inferior rustics,

carousing amidst fruits and flowers and implements of hus-

bandry ; and beyond, two oxen are drawing a load of corn to

the threshing floor. In the third, the higher state of civili-

zation is represented by the * Crowning of the Victors at the

Olympic games,' in presence of the heros, statesmen, poets

and philosophers of ancient Greece. In this picture the

artist has chosen the point of time, when the Victors are

passing before the Judges, one of whom declares the Olym-

piad, with the name, family and country of each conqueror.

In the fourth, the flourishing state of commerce is represent-

ed by the * Triumph of the Thames,' in which, according to

ancient usage, Barry has personified the chief of British

rivers, borne along the surface of the water by obsequious

Tritons, while Europe, Asia, Africa and America are hasten-

ing at the summons of Mercury, to meet him.* The fifth

picture, representing the ' Assembly of the Members of the

Society for the promotion of Arts and Manufactures,' is in-

teresting from the number of contemporary portraits intro-

duced. The sixth and concluding picture, represents ' Ely-

sium,' or the state of final retribution, in which he has

* By an absurdity too often practised, the artist has introduced Cabot

the navigator, Drake, Raleigh, and Cook, in the cliaracters of attendant

Tritons ; and music being naturally connected with joy and triumph, we

see also the celebrated musical composer, Dr. Burney, floating down the

river among the Nereids and Sea Nymphs, which suggested the criti-

cism of a dowager of rank, who, spreading her inn before her face, ex-

claimed against such representation of her 'good friend Dr. Burney

dabbling in a pond with a parcel of undressed girls.'
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brought together great and good men of all nations, who

have been benefactors of mankind. On the left, are a group

of palm trees, and a pedestal, with the figure of a pelican

feeding its young with its blood ; and in the distance are

many figures, mostly females, representing those amiable

characters whose virtues ornament domestic life. Seated

next the pedestal are Roger Bacon, Archimedes, Descartes

and Thales ; above them are Francis Bacon, Copernicus,

Galileo and Newton ; angels are unfolding to these philoso-

phers the doctrine of Comets. The next sitting group in-

cludes Epaminondas, Socrates, Cato, the two Brutii, and Sir

Thomas More ; around them stand Locke, Plato, Aristotle,

Bayle, etc. Next appears William Penn, showing his code

of laws to Lycurgus, Solon, Numa and Zaleucus ; after Penn,

Alfred the Great, the Black Prince, Peter I, Henry IV,

Andrew Doria, etc. In the centre, at the top of the picture,

sits Homer ; near him are Shakspeare, Milton, Fenelon,

Virgil, Dante and Ossian ; and below them, a numerous

assemblage of poets and painters of all ages.

The general fault of these pictures is the bad style of color,

the predominance of a reddish brown throughout, the opacity

of the shadows, the whiteness of the lights; in short, the

want of harmony of effect, which immediately strikes the eye

very unpleasantly ; the drawing too, is heavy and inelegant.

The three first are in color and composition much superior

to the three last. Dr. Johnson observed upon seeing them,

that they displayed a grasp of mind which was nowhere else

to be found.

During the period in which the artist was engaged on this

great work, Mr. Penny, then Professor of Painting in the

Royal Academy, resigned his chair, and Barry, who had been

made Academician in 1777, was elected to the situation in

1782 ; but this appointment, honorable as it was, only

brought upon him misfortune and disgrace. Instead of con-

fining his attention to the principles of the art, he wandered

25
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into extrinsic subjects, made extravagant propositions, and

threw out both general and particular censures, with so little

regard to urbanity, that the members of the Academy became

indignant at his presumption. They remonstrated with him,

but this only served to make him more irritable and pertina-

cious ; and the necessary result was his removal from the

office of Professor of Painting, and his expulsion from the

Academy in 1799. Barry suffered much by this degrada-

tion ; he became a hypochondriac and a recluse ; and in

1805, some of his friends, particularly the generous Earl of

Buchan, set on foot a subscription, in the Society of Arts,

for an annuity for his life ; it was quickly raised ; but his

death, shortly after, prevented him from reaping any benefit

from this act of benevolence.

The character of Barry is easily appreciated from the his-

tory of his life. With undoubted talents, original genuis,

and strong enthusiasm for his art, he was never able to ac-

complish what he projected, nor to practise all that he pro-

fessed. Few men appear to have had more correct notions

of the true principles of painting, and few have departed

more widely from them. His ambition was to excel no less

as a theorist than as a practical artist ; and, when he has

failed in either character, it may be attributed to the peculiar

turn of his mind, which, in his early, as well as in his ad-

vanced years, gave strong indications of derangement.

FUSELI.

Henry Fdessli, or Fuseli, as he himself chose to be

called, was born at Zurich in Switzerland in 1743, and died

in 1825, aged eighty-two years. His father, who had proba-

bly experienced the inconveniences and evils, too frequently

attendant on the profession of an artist, was anxious to edu-
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cate him for the church ; he therefore placed him, at the

proper age, at the Humanity College, where he became a

fellow student in theology with the celebrated Lavater, and

contracted a friendship, W'hich terminated only with the life

of the latter. From a very early age, Fuseli had evinced

strong indications of the peculiar talent by which he after-

ward so eminently distinguished himself, but his father ex-

erted every means in his power, to thwart the natural bent

of his inclination. This opposition met with the fate which

usually attends similar attempts, and Fuseli devoted to his

favorite art every moment that he could contrive to with-

draw from his college occupations.

After taking the degree of A. M., Fuseli accompanied his

friend Lavater to Vienna and Berlin, in which latter capital

they both prosecuted their studies under the learned Sulzer,

the author of a celebrated Lexicon of the Fine Arts. Fuseli

here also obtained an intimate acquaintance with the English

language ; and having made several drawings of scenes from

Shakspeare for Sir Robert Smith, the English ambassador

at the Prussian court, the latter was so much pleased with his

genius, that he strongly recommended him to visit England.

He arrived in London in 17G2, and, being offered the

situation of tutor to a nobleman's son, accompanied him to

Paris ; and on his return, published Reflections on the Paint-

ing and Sculpture of the Greeks. Some of his early draw-

ings being shown about this time to Sir Joshua Reynolds,

the president was so much struck with the conception and

power displayed in these efforts, that he exclaimed, ' were I

the author of those drawings, and offered ten thousand a

year not to practise as an artist, I would reject it with con-

tempt.' This encouragement decided young Fuseli's fate,

when he was finally vacillating between the palette and the

pulpit, and he determined to devote his whole life to painting.

The state of the arts in England, at this period, was such

that no young historical painter could enjoy the means of
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beneficial study ; and fully aware of the necessity of having

recourse to the fountain of excellence in the arduous profes-

sion which he had undertaken, he resolved to visit Italy.

Accordingly, in the year 1770, accompanied by a friend, he

embarked for Leghorn. The vessel was however driven

ashore at Genoa, and thence the travelers proceeded to Rome.

Of his studies in the numerous galleries of Italy he has left

a minute and interesting account. In 1774, he transmitted

to the British Exhibition a picture of the ' Death of Cardinal

Beaufort,' and three years afterwards a ' Scene from Mac-

beth/ both marked by much boldness and originality.

Fuseli left Italy in 1778, and having paid a short visit to

Zurich, came back to London with the reputation of an eight

years' residence in Rome, and commenced his professional

career. The state of art at this time in England was as

follows: Reynolds excelled in portraiture, and wrought un-

rivalled and alone ; Wilson and Gainsborough sufficed for

the moderate demand in landscapes ; Barry and West shared

between them the wide empire of religious and historical

compositions ; and there was nothing left for Fuseli save the

poetical. The enthusiasm for Shakspeare was warmer and

more intelligent than at any former time ; and his poetic

feeling, his great knowledge, and his greater confidence, in-

duced him to commence an undertaking worthy of the high-

est genius— 'The Shakspeare Gallery.'

As might have been expected, the poetic mind of Fuseli

grappled with the wildest passages of the most imaginative

plays, and handled them with a kind of happy and vigorous

extravagance which startled common beholders. The scenes

from the Midsummer Nights Dream, from King Lear, and

Hamlet, are generally considered the finest of the eight

Shaksperian pictures. In the first subject, ' Titania,' under the

influence of the spell Oberon has cast upon her, exhausts her

fondest caresses on the transformed Bottom, who is seated on

a flowery bed, while the attendant fairies busy themselves in
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fulfilling his asinine desires. The second represents the mo-

ment ' Titania awakens at the call of Oberon,' after the re-

moval of the spell which caused her to lavish her impassioned

fondness on the Athenian mechanic. The third exhibits the

infatuated monarch, ' King Lear, in the midst of his court,'

seated on that throne which he is about to quit forever, hav-

ing resolved to divide his dominions amongst his three daugh-

ters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia. The fourth represents

* the ghost of Hamlet's father,' ' strangely wild and superhu-

man ;' the sublimity of which, effected by the light, shadow

and general tone of the picture, strikes with aw^e the mind

of the beholder.

In 1790, he became a Royal Academician, and in the course

of the next nine years, painted a series of forty-seven pictures,

upon subjects taken exclusively from the works of Milton, af-

terwards exhibited as ' The Milton Gallery.'

Of this series, ' the Despair of Eve,' ' Adam resolved to

share her fate,' ' Satan surprised by Ithuriel,' and the ' Vision

of the Lazar House,' are considered by artists the most mas-

terly productions. The first represents ' Eve in agony at the

consequence of her disobedience,' and proposing to Adam
that they should inflict death upon themselves. In the se-

cond, ' Adam tenderly reproaches Eve ' with having trans-

gressed the commands of their Creator, but promises not to

separate himself from her. The third represents ' Satan, re-

solved to accomplish the destruction of mankind,' stealthily

watching the sleeping pair, in which disguise he is discovered

by Ithuriel, one of the angelic guards, to whom was entrusted

the custody of Paradise. In the fourth, called the ' Vision

of the Lazar House,' the archangel Michael presents to

Adam, in a vision, the various diseases to which his descen-

dants would be subjected. It is a composition of seventeen

figures and parts of figures, in which the painter creates both

pity and terror in the spectator, by judiciously excluding

most of those objects represented by the poet as suffering un-

25*
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der bodily diseases, calculated to create disgust, and confining

himself chiefly to the representations of the maladies of the

mind. Yet this was a subject so terrible that the Committee

of the British Institution were doubtful of the expediency of

exposing it to the public eye. In the centre of the back-

ground is ' Despair ' tending the couch of Gaunt ' Marasmus ;'

^ moping melancholy ' droops, fixed though fibreless, in the

foreground to the right; and 'over them' to complete the

dismal spectacle, hovers the gloomy bat-like form of ' trium-

phant Death.' This exhibition however pleased not the mul-

titude. In a pecuniary point of view, therefore, it was very

unproductive, and after two seasons was closed, and the great-

er part of the pictures were sold and dispersed in various di-

rections.

On the secession of Barry from the ofiice of Professor of

Painting to the Royal Academy in 1799, Fuseli was ap-

pointed to succeed him, and on the death of Wilton in 1804,

he was made keeper of the association.

In 1805, he published an improved edition of Pilkington's

Dictionary of the Painters, and in 1817 received the Diploma

of the first class of the Academy of St. Luke at Rome. Fu-

seli continued to practice his art till within a week of his

death, and was then in the vigorous possession of his faculties,

though he had attained the age of eighty-two years. His

performances are numerous, and all of them display, in many
points, the mind of a master. His imagination was lofty and

exuberant ; but, in aspiring to the sublime, which he often

reached, he has sometimes fallen into extravagance and dis-

tortion.

NORTHCOTE.

James Northcote was born at Devonport in 1746, and

died in 1831, aged eighty-five years. He evinced his predi-

lection for the arts at a very early period ; but received no
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encouragement from his father, an eminent watchmaker, who
apprenticed him to his own trade. Having served his time,

the strong bent of his natural incHnation determined him to

abandon the mechanical occupation in which he had hitherto

been engaged, and to devote himself to his favorite pursuits,

drawing and painting. He had nearly reached his twenty-

fifth year, when he arrived in London and entered the studio

of Reynolds, where he partly mastered the use of colors and

the principles of the profession ; and, having painted one or

two pictures with applause, he returned to Italy in 1777, where

he remained about three years ; during this time he was

elected a member of the Imperial Academy at Florence, of

the Ancient Etruscan Academy at Cortona, and of the Acad-

emy dei Forti at Rome. He returned to England in 1780,

having visited on his way all the repositories of the Flemish

school.

The time had arrived when a new and higher impulse was

to be given to the English school of painting and engraving,

by the formation of the Shakspeare Gallery. About the year

1786, a scheme was suggested to form a collection of pictures

illustrative of the great dramatic authors, with a view to the

production of a splendid- work in folio, in honor of the bard of

Avon. John Boydell, a celebrated engraver, and afterward

an alderman and lord mayor of London, who well deserves a

place in the history of the arts in England, on account of the

influence which his enterprise had upon their advancement

in that country, at once adopted the proposal for this great

national undertaking ; and, commencing with enthusiastic zeal,

gave employment to every distinguished painter in the em-
pire. It was this memorable occasion that enabled Northcote

to develope his powers. The public excitement at the opening

ofthe ' Shakspeare Gallery,' exceeded the expectations of even

the most sanguine. Crowds of every class flocked to behold

the interesting sight, and subscriptions poured in from every

quarter, in support of the glorious novelty.
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Of the many splendid eflPorts of the British art, which were

thus collected together, none were more justly attractive than

the compositions of Northcote. Among them were the scene

taken from Shakspeare's ' Richard III,' in which Richard,

Duke of Gloster, taking advantage of his power as Protector

during the minority of his nephew, Edward Y, caused that un-

fortunate prince and his brother, the duke of York, to be

smothered in the Tower of London ; the ' Burial of the Mur-

dered Princes ;' and a subject taken from Shakspeare's ' King

John,' in which the artist has shown 'Arthur pleading at the

feet of Hubert,' whose resolution is evidently shaken by the

touching petition of his youthful captive, while the execu-

tioners are passively awaiting his decision ; these three may

be reckoned among the best specimens of the stage of British

art, at this flourishing period of its history, and vrere of suflS.-

cient merit to warrant his admission as a member of the

Royal Academy.

The ' Wat Tyler,' now at Guildhall, the largest if not the

happiest effort of his pencil, was painted to please the citizens

of London ; and the story of the heroic mayor and the bold

insurgent is told with great simplicity and truth. The rebel

Tyler is struck from his horse by the mace of Walworth the

mayor. The mutineers instantly prepare to avenge his death,

when Richard II, who was only in his sixteenth year, calmly

demands of them the meaning of this outbreak. ' Are ye an-

gry,' says he, ' that ye have lost your leader ? I am your king

;

I will be your leader.' Overawed by his presence, they im-

plicitly followed him, and after granting them a general par-

don, he dismissed them in safety to their respective homes.

The coloring is rich, the light and shade happy, while the

work fills the imagination, and is accordant with historical

truth.

In 1796 Northcote exhibited a series often pictures at the

Academy, in which he attempted to read a great moral lesson

to his country. He delineated two young women, of humble
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condition, commencing their careers in the world at the same

time and place ; one of them he endowed with the love of truth

and virtue, and on the other he bestowed those dangerous

passions which hurry beauty to disgrace and ruin. The idea,

taken from Richardson's ' Pamela,' was fine, the aim good,

and nothing was wanting but dramatic skill and genius. Of

all who looked upon these compositions, the painter himself

was the only one who thought he had succeeded. The nature

of the subject, as well as the way in which it was handled,

recalled Hogarth's ' Marriage-a-la-Mode' to the memories of

men ; and it afforded but little pleasure to the pupil of Sir

Joshua and the admirer of Michael Angelo to be told that a

painter who had made nature alone his academy, had far ex-

celled him in all that can lend interest to such compositions.

Though the love of historic painting was well nigh extinct

in the land, Northcote was unwilling to abandon a line of

study which had brought him into fame ; and having arrived

at the honors of the profession, he resolved to deserve them

by higher efforts, and produced the ' Landing of the Prince

of Orange at Torbay,' in which were introduced the portraits

of the chief leaders of the enterprise, 'Jacob blessing the sons

of Joseph,' in which the old man seems not to feel the worth

of what he gives, and the youths receive the benediction with

a calmness which some critics have mistaken for indifference

;

and ' the Earl of Argyle visited, while asleep in prison, by one

of his Judges,' in which the air of tranquillity and innocence

about the slumbering nobleman, and of awe not unmingled

with remorse about his visitor, are exceedingly well portrayed;

these are all marked by a simplicity of conception, and an ele-

vation of thought, which seldom forsook him in his compo-

sition.

Northcote distinguished himself also as an author. His

earliest publications were some papers in a periodical work

called ' The Artist;' in 1813, he pubHshed the 'Memoirs of

Sir Joshua Reynolds,' comprising anecdotes of his Contempo-
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raries, and in 1830, the ' Life of Titian,' a work containing a

vast mass of useful information, with reflections on the art of

painting.

BEECHY.

Sir William Beechy was born at Burford in Oxford-

shire, in 1753, and died in 1839, at the age of eighty-six years.

He was educated for the law, but love of art triumphed over

what has been erroneously called a dry study ; and, at the age

of nineteen, he appeared among the students of the Royal

Academy, where he soon acquired a knowledge of drawing

and color. In the year 1776, he sent two small sized heads

to the Exhibition of the Academy, which were followed by a

' Lady playing on a Harp,' ' The Witch of Endor,' and a

'Lavinia,' from Thomson's Seasons. In 1788, he removed to

London, and continued to paint and exhibit with a success

which brought, besides many sitters, the notice of those who

watch rising merit, and that which is sometimes so much de-

sired, the commendations of the weekly critics. In 1794, he

was admitted as an Associate by the Royal Academy, and in

the same year appointed portrait painter to the Queen ; and

henceforth ladies of quality and men of high degree, were

numbered among his sitters.

In the year 1798, Beechy painted ' George the Third on

Horseback, reviewing, with the Prince of Wales, the Horse-

Guards at Hounslow,' and received the honor of knighthood

;

and the same season, he was elected a Royal Academician.

These two-fold honors brought increase of employment,

and besides all the royal family, hundreds of undistinguished

persons, who were attracted to the easel of an artist in full

practice, he painted the Marquis Cornwallis, the Earl St. Vin-

cent, John Kemble, Mrs. Siddons, Wilkie, and NoUekens the

sculptor—names which will carry his fame to other days.
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Through a long life Sir William Beechy had to contend with

men, his equals or superiors in art. In his youth, Reynolds ;

in his manhood, Lawrence ; and, in his riper years, Owen,

Jackson, and Phillips, more than divided the favor of the pub-

lic, if they failed to divide with him that of the court. He
rather supported the British school by the respectability of his

personal character, and the uniform truth and nature of his

works, than raised it by productions of rare grace or lofty

power. Little of the ideal appears in his compositions ; he

seized on his portraits with a vigorous rather than a delicate

hand ; neither did he succeed in summoning mind to the brow

or elegance to the air of his heads. He died at his residence

at Hampstead, and was buried with Academic honors.

STOTHARD.

Thomas Stothard was born at Long-acre in 1755, and

died in 1834, aged seventy-nine years. He was an only child

and of a feeble constitution ; and his father, who was a coach-

builder, being anxious about his health, sent him, when only

five years of age, to Acomb, a small village near York, where he

was put under the care of an old Scotch lady, a sound Pres-

byterian ; in her drawing-room hung an engraving of the Blind

Belisarius, and other prints, from the graver of Strange, which

she regarded as household deities, and seldom allowed any one

to look upon them. Having one day carelessly left the door

unlocked, she was surprised, on her return, to find her young

ward standing upon a chair, and, with paper and pencil in

hand, tracing a very fair resemblance of the Belisarius ; she

smiled, bade him go on, and, from that period he did little else

but draw, and soon began to make tolerable copies. Such

are often the circumstances, remembered or forgotten, to which

genius owes its development and its excellence.
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Having entirely recovered his health, he removed to Lon-

don, and in the year 1778, exhibited in the Royal Academy

a ' Holy Family/ painted in small, like almost all his pictures.

In the following year, he exhibited a little picture of ' Ban-

ditti,' and afterwards the ' Retreat of the Greeks with the

body of Patroclus ;' the ' Death of Sir Philip Sidney ;' ' King

Richard returning from Palestine ; ' King Richard's treatment

of Isaac, King of Cyprus ;' and ' Britoraart,' from Spencer.

The last of these intimates his commencement of that series

of designs from the literature of England, which made an

epoch in the art, and led to that extensive and numerous class

of embellished publications which now distinguish the literary

productions of the English press. In 1792, he was elected

an associate of the Royal Academy, and two years afterwards

was admitted into the ranks as Royal Academician.

Stothard frequently drew inspiration from the Pilgrim's

Progress and Robinson Crusoe ; ' Christiana and her children,'

was in the exhibition of 1797 ;
' Christian the pilgrim' fol-

lowed, and both were admired for their simplicity and beauty

;

whilst ' Robinson Crusoe,' on his lonely isle, scared with the

imprint of a foot upon the sand, can never pass from the mem-
ory. In his scene from the ' Canterbury Pilgrimage,' where

the leader musters at sunrise his motley devotees, and directs

their march to Canterbury, we read in their looks the various

characters described by Chaucer ; and his charming illustra-

tions of the muse of Rogers and Boccacio, each and all dis-

play a fancy teeming with images of innocence and beauty.

A portion of his genius has descended in his family, and

his spirit still survives in them ; though his oldest son, cele-

brated for his Monumental Effigies of Great Britain, a work

of great importance to antiquaries and artists, was accidentally

killed in 1821, by falling from a ladder, upon which he was

standing for the purpose of tracing the stained glass on a win-

dow in the church of Bere Ferrers.
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RAEBURN.

Sir Henry Raeburn was born at Stockbridge, a small

village adjoining the city of Edinburgh in Scotland, in 1756,

and died in 1823, aged sixty-seven years. During his early

education, Henry did not discover any particular tendency to

the art in which he was destined to excel ; and his father, who
was a respectable manufacturer, apprenticed him, at the age

of fifteen, to a goldsmith in Edinburgh. It is not exactly

known in what manner his taste for the art first displayed it-

self; but soon after he entered upon his apprenticeship, he

began to paint miniatures, which were much admired and in

general demand among his acquaintances. His master, not

wholly insensible of his rising talent, took him one day to see

Martin's pictures, the view of which astonished and delighted

the lad, and made an impression upon his mind which was

never effaced. In the course of his apprenticeship, young

Raeburn began to paint in oil, and he soon adopted this, in

preference to miniatures, a style which he gradually gave up,

nor did his after manner retain any trace of that mode of

painting. At the expiration of his apprenticeship, he became

professionally a portrait painter.

Ambitious still further to improve in his art, Raeburn

repaired to London, where he introduced himself and his

works to Sir Joshua Reynolds, who instantly saw all that the

young Scotchman was capable of, gave him the kindest re-

ception, and earnestly advised him to enlarge his ideas by a

visit to Italy. Accordingly, being well furnished with intro-

ductions by Sir Joshua to the most eminent artists and men

of science, he started for Rome, where he spent two years as-

siduously employed in studying the great works of art with

which that capital abounds ; and in 1787, with his powers now

fully matured, he returned to his native country and estab-

lished himself at Edinburgh. He came at once into full em-

26
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ployment as a portrait painter ; Martin, who was still in the

field, finding himself totally eclipsed ; and he continued always

to preserve his preeminence, notwithstanding the able artists

who have since arisen to adorn the art in Edinburgh.

Raeburn possessed the rare faculty of producing, in every

instance, the most striking and agreeable likeness ; and of in-

dicating intellectual expression and dignity of demeanor,

wherever they appeared in the original ; often approaching,

in his portraits, to the elevation of historical painting. He
possessed also, in an eminent degree, those secondary merits

so requisite to form a painter, correctness of drawing, freedom

of pencil, and an admirable disposition of light and shade.

The accessories, whether of drapery, furniture or landscape,

were treated with elegance and spirit. Animals, particularly

that noble species, the horse, were introduced with peculiar

felicity ; and his equestrian portraits are perhaps his very best

performances. His portraits of Sir David Baird, of the Duke

of Hamilton, and of the Earl of Hopetown, are striking illus-

trations of this remark.

The merit of Raeburn was amply acknowledged, both by

literary societies and by those formed for the promotion of art.

He became a member of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, of

the Imperial Academy of Florence, and of the Academy at

New York. On the 2d November, 1812, the R-oyal Acade-

my of London elected him an Associate ; on the 10th Feb-

ruary, 1815, they named him an Academician ; when George

the Fourth visited his northern capital, the honor of knight-

hood was conferred upon him, and he subsequently received,

in Scotland, the appointment of first portrait painter to the

king.

HOPPNER.

John Hoppner was born in 1759, and died in 1810, aged

fifty-one years. There is a mystery about his birth which
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no one has ventured to explain ; all that is known with cer-

tainty is, that his mother was one of the German attendants

at the Royal Palace, and that she caused the child to be well

nursed and carefully educated ; when he grew up, as his voice

was sweet and melodious, he was made one in the choristers

of the royal chapel. Of the boyish studies of Hoppner, little

is known on which we can rely. He availed himself of the

advantage held out by the Royal Academy, and entering a

probationer with his chalk and paper, ascended slowly and

systematically through all the steps required, till, with palette

and brush, he contended for the highest prizes of the institu-

tion. With such success did he study, and so fortunate was he

in his sketches, that, before his twenty-fourth year, he was

regarded as one who was likely to become great in landscapes,

and who already painted heads in a manner worthy of a more

established name.

His style of portrait painting was founded upon that of Sir

Joshua Reynolds; but he was not a servile imitator of this

great master, nor of any other. What he borrowed, he knew

how to make his own by original graces ; and, but for the nar-

rowness of his circumstances, he might have risen to the high-

est eminence in his art. His natural genius led him to land-

scapes, in which department he resembled Gainsborough, but

prudence restrained him to portrait painting as the only sure

means of subsistence.

'

Hoppner's first patron was ]V[rs. Jordan, who set to him in

the character of the ' Comic Muse,' and afterward as ' Hip-

polite.' Then followed the portraits of the Duke and Duchess

of York, of the Prince of Wales, and the Duke of Clarence

;

afterward. King William IV, with ladies of quality and noble-

men and gentlemen without number. His time, however, was

not as yet so wholly occupied with sitters, as to prevent him

from continuing to work, in what artists technically call the

fancy way. ' A Sleeping Nymph,' ' Youth and Age,' and

other productions, half natural and half ideal, belong to this
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period. As his style of coloring was natural, chaste, and

powerful, and his style of portraiture was captivating to the

vain side of human nature, his commissions rapidly increased,

and before he was forty years of age he had exhibited portraits

of nearly all the nobility of the land. Some of his most dis-

tinguished sitters were the Countesses of Clare, Oxford, Es-

sex, and Sutherland, Lady Mulgrave, Lady Grenville, the

Bishop of Durham, the Duke of Grafton, Lord Camden, Sir

Arthur Wellesley, (now Duke of Wellington,) the Earl of

Essex, and the Archbishop of York.

'Li some of his best colored works, such as ' the Nymph,'

the vivacity, truth, and delicacy of the various flesh-tints

have scarcely been surpassed by any master. Hoppner was

a member of the Royal Academy, and very estimable in pri-

vate life.

OPIE.

John Ofie was born near Truro in Cornwall in 1761,

and died in 1807, aged forty-six years. He was very early

remarkable for the strength of his understanding, and for the

rapidity with which he acquired all the learning that a village

school could furnish. His father was very solicitous to bring

him up to his own business, that of a carpenter, and, to this

end, bound him apprentice to himself; but the soaring mind
of the boy could not submit to the drudgery of such an em-

ployment. The love of drawing and painting had already

given a bias to his inclinations. It happened that his father,

being employed in the repairs of a gentleman's house at Tru-

ro, young Opie attended him. In the parlor hung a picture

of a Farm Yard, probably of no great excellence, but of suf-

ficient merit to attract his notice ; and he took every opportu-

nity of stealing from his father's side to contemplate its beau-

ties. His father finally reprimanded him for his inattention,

but this had little effect ; he was soon again at the door of
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the parlor, where, being seen by the mistress of the house, he

was, at her entreaty, permitted to view the picture without

interruption. On his return home in the evening, his first

care was to procure canvas and colors; he immediately be-

gan to paint a resemblance of the Farm Yard ; and, in the

course of a few evenings, by the force of memory alone, he

transmitted to his own canvas a very tolerable copy of the

picture.

The love of painting had now so thoroughly established its

dominion over his mind, that nothing could divert him from

engaging in it ; and as the aspiring views of the young artist

found a zealous supporter in his uncle, a man of strong under-

standing, he determined upon following it as a profession.

He had already hung his father's rooms with family pictures,

when he became accidentally known to Dr. Wolcot, since so

celebrated under the title of Peter Pindar, who, possessing

some skill in painting, and a few tolerable pictures, interested

himself in the young artist, and brought him into considera-

ble notice. His fame soon found its way through the country,

and he visited several of the neighboring towns as a confessed

portrait painter. The first efforts of his pencil, though void of

that grace which can only be derived from an intimate know-

ledge of the art, were true to nature, and in a style far supe-

rior to anything in general produced by country artists.

Towards the end of the year 1777, when he was sixteen

years of age, Opie was patronized by Lord Bateman, who
employed him to paint pictures of old men, beggars, etc.,

subjects which he treated with surprising force and truth of

representation ; and, a few years afterward, arrived in Lon-

don, under the particular introduction of Dr. Wolcot. Scorn-

ing flattery as a portrait painter, the novelty of his appearance

soon subsided ; but not being circumscribed in talent, he

gained great success in various branches ; Boydell's Shak-

speare, Macklin's poets, and Bowyer's edition of Hume,

soon afforded ample scope for Opie's abilities ; and he

26*
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produced, upon these occasions, several of the best specimens

of the English school. Some of his most celebrated produc-

tions are the ' Death of Rizzio,' secretary to the unfortunate

Mary ; the queen showed him such marks of distinction as

gave offence to Lord Darnley, her husband, and other nobles,

who, with great brutality, assassinated him in her presence,

in the year 1566
; (this painting is now at Guildhall, London ;)

the ' Death of James I, of Scotland,' who fell a martyr to his

exertions in ameliorating the condition of his people, in the

year 1437, in the forty-fourth year of his age ; a ' Scene from

Shakspeare's Henry IV,' representing the incantation per-

formed by the conjurer Roger Bolinbroke, Margery Jourdain

the cunning witch, and the priests Hume and Southwell, at

the desire of the ambitious Duchess of Gloster, whose over-

weening anxiety to pry into futurity had leagued her with

these impostors ; and a ' Scene from Shakspeare's comedy of

The Winter's Tale,' in which Leontes, king of Sicily, becom-

ing jealous of his friend Polixenes, king of Bohemia, resolves

to take vengeance for his dishonor by destroying his Queen's

newly-born infant ; but being turned from his fatal intentions,

he commanded an old and faithful lord, named Antigonus, to

bear it out of his dominions ; and wishing to save the child

from immediate destruction, the old man is in the act of

swearing upon his sword, faithfully to fulfil the wishes of the

self-deluded monarch.

An intellect, naturally philosophic, soon discovered to him

that he was born to command the respect of the great and

wise ; and bending his powers to the formation of his own
mind, he applied himself to reading, and became both a painter

and a scholar. The Life of Reynolds, published in Dr. Wol-
cot's edition of Pilkington's Dictionary, was the first speci-

men of his literary ability. Having been shortly afterward

elected to the professorship of painting at the Royal Academy,
his lectures before this institution were full of instructive ma-
terials, and presented an accumulation of maxims founded on
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history and observation. His moral as well as professional

character, stood high in public opinion, and it is to be regret-

ted that he was snatched so early from a situation he so highly

adorned.

MORLAND.

George Morland was born in 1764, and died in 1804,

aged forty years. His father, an indifferent painter of por-

traits and subjects of domestic life, very early discovered in

him symptoms of decided genius, and employed him con-

stantly in making drawings for sale, in order to maintain his

family, then involved in poverty. Had he been born under

more favorable circumstances, it is not improbable, that a

liberal cultivation of his mind would have enabled him to

succeed in subjects of a more elevated taste than those he

fixed upon, to which his early associations no doubt were the

guide. So much are we the creatures of habit that it re-

quires an unusual scope of the reasoning powers, or a rare

combination of fortunate incidents, to draw our aflfections

from the scenes of youthful life, or lead us to see the folly,

even of vice, when exhibited in the examples of those who

surround us from the cradle.

On the conclusion of his articles, he quitted his father's

house, and associating with people of irregular habits, he was

soon initiated into the mysteries of the gin-shop, the ale-house,

and the stable ; and, in these abodes of vice and misery, he

unfortunately made his selection of existence and of study.

His life is, in short, the history of genius degraded by intem-

perance and immorality, which alternately excites our admi-

ration of his uncommon ability, and our regret at the profli-

gacy of his conduct.

The different epochs of Morland's talents were, from their

commencement to their zenith, progressively short ; the
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whole being comprised in a period of about six years, during

which he produced the pictures that have established his re-

putation. Aided by a natural power to perceive the beauties

of color, and having acquired, by his early practice, a ready

hand in the exercise of the pencil, he produced a number of

works which possessed very striking beauties. His favorite

subjects are constantly found in the lowest walks of life. A
village tavern, a barn, or a stable, was his chosen academy,

and their inmates his favorite models
; yet his natural taste

and skill enabled him to treat these unpromising materials in

a way that never failed to delight. The meanest animals

acquired an intrinsic interest upon his canvas, and the pedlar

and the gypsy grew into objects of attraction.

A fair specimen of his talents is his ' Country Stable,' in

which we are presented with four figures, a woman somewhat

slovenly attired, two men and an old white horse. One of

the countrymen addresses the female, who is seated behind

him ; and, although we may be sure he never heard Hamlet's

precept, is suiting the action to the word, while his companion,

occupied with the ale cup, leans quietly upon the horse.

Swine were his favorite animals, and some of his smaller pic-

tures in which he has introduced them wallowing or surround-

ed with their young, are master pieces of their kind.

His pictures soon became objects of estimation and enquiry

;

and the suras which he received for them, afforded him the

means of dissipation, in which unhappily he indulged to ex-

cess, and soon so far surpassed those means, that he fell into

debt, and was confined in prison. Here his talents were laid

under contribution, by frame makers, picture dealers and

others, who, taking advantage of his weakness, indulged his

caprice and his wants, receiving in return the ingenious pro-

ductions of his pencil. These they sold again at a great profit,

and when some of them, more speculative than the rest, re-

leased him from imprisonment, it was only to immure him in

a private house, and take to themselves all the benefit of his
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labors, keeping him in an almost constant state of intoxica-

tion. It could not be expected that in such a state of exist-

ence, the vital spark should long support the bodily frame

;

and consequently, at an early age, when, in men of correct

habits, the physical and mental powers are in a state of ma-

turity, Morland fell into decay, and a premature dissolution

closed his mortal career.

LAWKENCE.

Sir Thomas Lawrence, who ranks next to Reynolds in

the numerous band of British portrait painters, was born at

Bristol in 1769, and died in 1830, aged sixty years. A pas-

sage occurs in Barrington's Miscellanies, printed in 1781,

which thus notices the future President. 'I cannot here

pass unnoticed Master Lawrence, son of an innkeeper at De-

vises in Wiltshire. This boy is now ten years and a half

old ; but at the age of nine, without the most distant instruc-

tion from any one, he was capable of copying historical sub-

jects in a masterly style, and also succeeded amazingly in

compositions of his own, particularly that of ' Peter denying

Christ.' In about seven minutes he scarcely ever failed of

drawing a strong likeness of any person present, which had

generally much freedom and grace, if the subject permitted.

He is likewise an excellent reader of blank verse, and will

immediately convince any one, that he both feels and under-

stands the striking passages of Shakspeare and of Milton.'

Failing in business at Devises, the father retired to Bath,

where he took a private residence, and for some time owed

his support and that of his family, to the talents and industry

of his son Thomas, then in his boyhood.

His innate genius, manifesting itself in a decided talent for

the fine arts, he was placed as a pupil under the care of Mr.
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Hoare of Bath, a crayon drawer of exquisite taste, under

whose instructions, he acquired those qualities of grace, ele-

gance and spirit, for which he was afterward so much distin-

guished. The Hon. John Hamilton contributed greatly to-

wards the cultivation of the young artist's talents, as well by

pecuniary encouragement as by affording him access to some

very fine productions of the old masters which were in his

possession ; and another of his early patrons was Sir Henry

Harpur, a Derbyshire baronet of fortune and liberality, who

even offered to send the lad to Italy at his own expense ; the

proposal was declined by the father, on the alleged ground

that his son's genius stood in need of no such aid, though, it

is to be feared, that personal motives of a less disinterested

nature, might have had their share in producing this decision.

Lawrence came in 1787 to London, where his fame had

preceded him, and entered as a student at the Royal Acade-

my ; and while some smiled at his youthful look, and his

flowing hair, others perceived that he drew the Dying

Gladiator, and the Apollo Belvedere with a skill and beauty

that defied competition. His first appearance as an exhibi-

tor at Somerset-house, was in 1787, with seven productions,

one a portrait of ' Mrs. Esten in the character of Belvidera,'

four other portraits of ladies, a ' Vestal virgin' and a mad

girL Li 1789 he exhibited no fewer than thirteen pieces,

and was evidently advancing rapidly in his profession, as

three of the portraits are ladies of quality, besides his Royal

Highness the Duke of York. Li 1790, among twelve pic-

tures, occur those of the Queen, the princess Amelia and the

celebrated Miss Farren, afterward Countess of Derby, whose

beautiful whole-length was hung as a pendant to the celebra-

ted one of Mrs. Bellington as St. Cecilia, by Sir Joshua

Reynolds.

At the death of Sir Joshua in 1792, Lawrence had not

completed his twenty-third year ; but numerous honors were

bestowed upon him in preference to his very able competi-
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tors. The Dilettanti Society rescinded a regulation which

prevented the admission of any person who had not passed

the Alps, and unanimously chose him to succeed Sir Joshua

as their painter ; and his Majesty George III. elected him

as his principal painter in ordinary. Among the most dis-

tinguished of his works about this period are two whole-length

portraits of the King and Queen, painted by special order,

and designed as a present to be taken by Lord Macartney to

the Emperor of China ; a whole-length portrait of the Duke
of Portland for the town hall at Bristol, and a whole-length

of his Majesty, presented by the members for Coventry, to

the corporation. In December 1795, he was made a Royal

Academician.

It had been for some time whispered that Lawrence was

engaged on a grand poetic work, which his friends alone had

been permitted to see ; and they all spoke with uncommon

rapture of the sublimity of the sentiment, the grandeur of the

outline, and the magnificence of the coloring. The subject

was however left a secret, till the exhibition of 1797 unravel-

led the mystery, when it was found to be ' Satan of the

Paradise Lost, calling on his fallen Angels to arise.' This

work received much censure and much praise ; but Law-

rence, who never tried to paint up to the expectations of

captious critics, probably thought the praise he received was

just, and the censure erroneous.

He now resolved to give to the world an image or two of

a sterner character ; and in 1798 he exhibited his ' Coriola-

nus at the hearth of Aufidius,' a work which like the Satan

was severely criticised. ' Rolla,' ' Cato' and ' Hamlet' all

followed in the train of Coriolanus. The ' Rolla,' of which

the coloring is fine and the drawing nearly faultless, is uni-

versally allowed to be a grand composition, though it is con-

sidered by some to be a little too melo-dramatic. He sought

for the personification of ' the noble Roman' in the finely ex-

pressive countenance and commanding figure of his friend,
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John Kemble. The action represented is the instant, when,

after having vainly implored the release of Cora's child from

the ruffians of Pizarro, he plucks the boy from their hold,

and declares to the chief Brigand :
' Then was this sword

Heaven's gift, not thine ! Who moves one step to follow

me, dies on the spot.' This picture is now in the Collection

of Sir Robert Peel. The 'Cato' will never be named as the

finest of the painter's works. It is far otherwise with the

' Hamlet,' which will ever be esteemed, not less for its in-

trinsic merit as a work of art, than as a reminiscence of an

individual, whose exertions and abilities long contributed to

improve and adorn the British Stage. It recals the Danish

prince, thoughtful and melancholy, with looks conversing

with death and the grave, meditating on the skull of Yorick,

* that fellow of infinite jest, whose gambols and songs and

flashes of merriment were wont to set the table in a roar.'

This picture, Lawrence himself placed above all his works,

except the Satan ; and it is generally considered one of the

noblest specimens of the English School.

Eminent painters were now arising on all sides. In addition

to Opie, Hoppner, and Beechy, Shee began to distinguish

himself both in literature and in art ; and PhilHps had shown

such poetic feeling in portraiture, as raised him high among

his brethren. Lawrence's chief strength was in portraiture

of the soft and lovely kind ; and while busied with his ' Rol-

la' and his * Hamlet,' he painted the portraits of several ladies

of distinguished beauty, among whom were Lady Templeton,

the Marchioness of Exeter, Lady Conyngham, Miss Lamb,

and Mrs. Williams ; and to these he afterwards added the

Princess of Wales, the Princess Charlotte, and Mrs. Siddons.

In the heads of men he was not accounted so happy, though

surpassing other artists ; and yet his portraits of Curran, Ers-

kine, Wyndham, and Sir William Grant, reflect their origi-

nal characters as well as looks : nor can less be said of those

of Lord Grey, Lord Amherst, Lord EUenborough, Sir Joseph
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Banks, the Earl of Aberdeen, William Pitt, Lord Castlereagh,

and George Canning. Neither did he confine his pencil

and colors to men of rank or political station ; the portraits of

Campbell, Scott, Southey, West, and Fuseli, all stood at one

time in his studio.

One of his paintings of this period, almost all the critics

concurred in admiring. This was a conversation piece of a

family nature, containing Sir Thomas Baring, his son John,

and his son-in-law, Mr. Charles Wall ; the former, a mer-

chant, grown grey in commerce, seems laying down the law

of loss and gain to his children, who are listening with grave

attention. In the centre is seen a body of fine warm coloring,

of various hues and delicious tone, giving value and support

to the leading excellence. We cannot omit mentioning here

two other pictures painted about this period—the one a mas-

terly and highly pleasing composition, called ' Nature,' repre-

senting two children, whose animated countenances, ' beam-

ing with health and redolent of joy,' interest by their beauty

and unsophisticated expression of innocent playfulness ; and

the other, a portrait of the daughter of J. P. Anderson, Esq.^

in the unassuming garb and character of a cottage girl, known

by the name of ' The little red riding hood ;' her red cloak

serving as an identification with the well known story.

When the Prince Regent was visited by the conquerors

who had opened the gates of Paris to the Bourbons, he di-

rected Lawrence to exercise his art upon these illustrious per-

sonages ; and he accordingly repaired to York House, St.

James Palace, where he made splendid portraits of the King

of Prussia, Field Marshal Blucher, and the Hetman Platoff.

In April, 1815, the honor of knighthood was conferred upon

this distinguished artist. The exhibition of this year was a

splendid one for Sir Thomas Lawrence. It contained por-

traits from his pencil of his Royal Highness the Prince Re-

gent, Prince Blucher, Prince Platoff, the Duke of WeUing-

27
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ton, the Marchioness of Thomond, and Mrs. Wolfe ; forming

an extraordinary assemblage of rank, gallantry, and beauty.

In the year 1818, in the assembly of the potentates and

most illustrious statesmen of Europe at Aix-la-Chapelle, to

arrange the political relations of mankind, Sir Thomas Law-

rence received a commission from the Prince Regent to visit

this, and the other continental courts, and paint the portraits

of those by whose actions posterity was so much to be influ-

enced. The genius of Lawrence induced the foreign sove-

reigns cordially to concur in the Prince's wish ; and, in the

history of the art, there is not on record a more splendid hom-

age to the superiority of an individual over all competition.

The glory of the man was reflected on his country. Having

finished at Aix-la-Chapelle the portrait of the Emperor of

Russia, which although like, was certainly not one of his most

fortunate productions, Sir Thomas proceeded to Vienna,

"where he was received with great personal kindness by the

Emperor and his family. Here he painted the Emperor of

Austria, the Archduke Charles, the Archduchess, and her

daughters.

From Vienna, Sir Thomas proceeded to Rome, and had

now the happiness of contemplating those great master-

pieces of ancient art, which other painters have had the ad-

vantage of studying at an earlier period of life. He was

treated with the highest honors by the pope and the cardinals
;

and, having painted the portraits of Pope Pius VII, Cardinal

Gonsalvi, and other illustrious persons then at the capital,

proceeded to Parma, where he completed those of the Ex-
Empress Maria Louisa, and her son, the young Napoleon.

Of the latter also he made a beautiful drawing, from which

an admirable plate has been published, engraved by Bromley.

During his entire residence on the continent, he was enter-

tained in the palaces of the various sovereigns with marked
distinction ; and although he was unable to speak with flu-
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ency any of the continental languages, the propriety and ele-

gance of his deportment made an impression highly favorable

to the character of an En^flish artist and o;entleman.

On the 1 1th of March, 1820, Mr. West, the venerable

President of the Royal Academy, expired ; and on the oOth

of the same month. Sir Thomas Lawrence was, without op-

position, elected to succeed him. He arrived in England in

the ensuing April, after an absence of eighteen months, and

brought with him eight whole-length portraits for the king,

George the Fourth, who had ascended the throne on the

death of his royal father in January. Immediately after the

coronation in July, 1821, his majesty directed Sir Thomas to

paint a whole-length portrait of him in his coronation robes,

seated in St. Edward's chair, with his regalia, as he appeared

at the altar in Westminster Abbey.

The names of the ladies of beauty or of rank, or both,

whose portraits came from his easel at this period, would fill

several pages. Of all these, the most lovely was that of Lady

Peel, painted as a companion to the Chapeau a 1. Espagne,

by Rubens ; but our limits will not permit us to expatiate on

the merits of these fine works, over all of which he has shed a

soft splendor of color, which, like sunshine in dew, is as pleas-

ant as lustrous. His method of painting his portraits, re-

sembled that of Holbein. He drew in true outline and com-

plete detail and expression, in black, white, and red chalks

;

then transferred a correct copy of it to the canvas, and laid on

his colors, keeping the chalk-drawing beside him (in the ab-

sence of the sitter) for his guide, both in outline and detail.

In the year 1825, he repaired to Paris, at the desire of his

Majesty, to paint the portrait of the King, Charles X ; and

in July, 1826, Sir Thomas received the royal permission to

w^ear the insignia of the Legion of honor, bestowed upon him

by the king of France. He had received many splendid and

honorable presents, among which may be specified a diamond

ring from the Emperor of Austria ; one from the king of Prus-
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sia, with the letter F in brilHants, on a purple enamel ground,

set around with diamonds ; from the Emperor of Austria a

diamond ring, and four very brilliant paintings on large China

saucers, of the palace and public buildings of the capital.

From the sister of Princess Esterhazy, he received the pres-

ent of a rich cup and saucer. A picture in mosaic of the Co-

losseum, from the Pope ; and from Cardinal Gonzalvi, a val-

uable gem of ' the Holy Family.' From the King of France

a splendid specimen of Sevre china, a magnificent clock, and

two superb china vases. The Duchess of Berry presented

him with a breakfast service, the tea-board having a beautiful

painting on it, representing the court of Louis XIV. Besides

these, he received presents of paintings, snuff-boxes, valuable

books, etc., from Prince Metternich and other distinguished

foreigners.

Among the most admired of Sir Thomas's pictures in the

exhibition of 1827, 1828, and 1829, was that of Sir Astley

Cooper, Lady Londonderry with her son, and Lady Lynd-

hurst, the infant daughter of Mr. Peel, only equalled by that

of Master Lambton, Lord Durham, and those of the Duchess

of Richmond and of the Marchioness of Salisbury, which car-

ried the art of coloring to a point few artists could have man-

aged without verging on the false and glaring.

Sir Thomas's last public duty was the delivering of the bi-

ennial medals on the 10th December, 1829, on which occa-

sion the affectionate eloquence of his address will never be

forgotten. At that period, no idea was entertained that his

dissolution was so rapidly approaching. On the 29th Decem-

ber, he dined with an old and confidential friend. In the

course of conversation, he observed that, from the regularity

of his living, and the care he took of his health, he thought

he might attain a good old age ; but nevertheless he would

wish to effect an insurance upon his life ; and mentioning his

age, he asked what would be the premium. He fixed on Fri-

day, the 8th of January, to ensure his life,—on the previous
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day he died. Death was ascertained to have ensued from an

extensive and complicated ossification of the vessels of the

heart.

Thus died the most distinguished artist of his day in that

branch of the art which he made his profession—portrait

painting. To have so rendered himself was no ordinary

achievement. ' To become the most illustrious portrait

painter of any age or country,' says an able writer in a popu-

lar journal, * somewhat more is required than the attributes,

however essential, of a mere artist. A practised mastership

of the manual dexterities of his art, an exquisite perception of

the beautiful, a mind delicately organized and enlightened by

study, are not alone sufiicient to form a Titian, a Van Dyck,

a Reynolds, or a Lawrence. In addition to those character-

istics, it is indispensable that the tone and address of an indi-

vidual, destined to record upon his canvas all that is illustri-

ous and beautiful in his time, should be such as to qualify him

for habitual familiarity with the objects who seek favor with

posterity through his interpretation—that he should live and

move and have his being in that factitious atmosphere which

has called into life the fair and fragile flowers, whose beauty

is destined to be immortalized by his touch. The painter of

princes should be the guest of princes ; should learn to note

the aspect of the fair beauty, not as, when discontented and

shivering, she throws her listless length into a chair, to be

copied by the servile painter ; but as when, with all her beau-

ties radiant around her, with all the enchantments of her grace

called into energy by the emulation and inspiring flattery of

the ball-room, she expands into a brighter self. Nay, more

than this ; he should be permitted to follow his subjects into

the gorgeous retreat of their luxurious homes ; catching the

air and the negligent individuality of the statesman, pen in

band, beside his own disordered table ; and the domestic love-

liness of the young mother, who exchanges the diamond neck-

lace for the twining arms of her beautiful children. It was to

27*
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a participation in advantages such as these that the super-

eminence of Sir Thomas Lawrence, as a court painter, might

in a great measure be attributed. The airy grace, the exqui-

site high breeding of his female portraits, the toiie^ in short, of

his art, was but the tact of an elegant mind, refined by high

association.'

CONSTABLE.

John Constable was born at Dedham, in Essex, in the

year 1776, and died in 1837, aged sixty-one years. His

father was a miller, which, as the eminent artist loved to say,

accounted for the many mills, and streams and wears of his

pictures. Though he felt, at an early age, the beauty of the

scenes where Gainsborough loved to muse, he was in his

twenty-fourth year when he was admitted a student to the

Royal Academy, in June, 1800. From this time till 1820,

when he was elected an Associate of the Academy, he con-

tinued to exhibit landscapes annually, and with increased

reputation.

Constable was a true islander, both as a man and as an

artist. He desired not to seek abroad what he could find at

home, and declared with truth, that Britain abounded in

scenes, which might vie even in beauty, with the fairest of

France or Italy. A ' Landscape in Moonlight,' ' Scenes

from the romantic Lakes of Cumberland;' a 'Church-yard;'

a ' Water Mill ;' a ' Landscape after a shower;' ' Salisbury

Cathedral ;' and last and loveliest, ' Harapstead Heath,' over

which a thunder shower is rushing, and driving a group of

gypsys with their asses and panniers and tawny children to

the rough shelter of a gravel pit— these were among the

favorite subjects of Constable's pencil. In 1829 he was

elected a Member of the Royal Academy. In his latter

days fortune unexpectedly befriended him, and enabled him
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to smile at those who censured a style, which, like all that is

founded deep in nature, is coming into favor.

JACKSON.

John Jackson, who for a tiipe divided with Lawrence

the wide dominion of portraiture, was born at Lastington in

Yorkshire in 1778, and died in 1831, aged fifty-three years.

Early in life, he evinced a capacity for pencilling a likeness,

and his companions at the village school were his humble

sitters ; but, notwithstanding his predisposition, he was ap-

prenticed to a business little congenial to his graphic taste,

that of a village tailor. One of his neighbors, a house-paint-

er, pleased with his likenesses, which exhibited a talent much
beyond what could be expected from one entirely self-taught,

supplied him with colors to fill up his outlines, which he

accomplished with a success, and thereby attracting the eye

of Lord Mulgrave, he became the protege of that worthy

nobleman, who was the constant friend and patron of the

painter through life.

In 1797, at nineteen years of age, he ventured to offer

himself as a painter of portraits in miniature at York ; and

during one of his itinerant excursions to Whitby, had the

honor of an introduction to the notice of the Earl of Carlisle.

At Castle Howard he had the advantage of studying a mag-

nificent collection of pictures, in itself an excellent school, and

copied the ' Three Marie's,' by Annibale Caracci, with con-

siderable success.

Jackson came to London in 1804, where under the kind

and munificent care of Sir George Beaumont, he obtained

patronage and distinction ; and, in the following year, be-

came a student at the Royal Academy. In 1807, he was

established as a portrait painter, and every succeeding year
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furnished specimens of his abilities for the exhibition at

Somerset House. Although, from the field being occupied

by artists of long standing, it was some time before he ob-

tained much employment as a painter in oil, his portraits in

water colors soon became much admired, and were produc-

tive of a handsome income. The heads were tastefully

drawn, the resemblances faithfully correct, and although

finished with care, were wrought with masterly effect. His

practice in this department was perhaps greater than that of

any other contemporary portrait painter in small. Most of

the heads engraved in Cadell's celebrated work, the ' Por-

traits of Illustrious Persons of the Enlightened Century'

were drawn by Jackson.

In 1816, he was elected an Associate, and in 1818, a Royal

Academician. In the former year, he accompanied the Hon.

Edmund Phipps in a tour through Holland and Flanders

;

and in 1819, in company with Chantrey, the sculptor, he

made the tour of Italy, by way of Geneva, Milan, Padua,

Venice, Bologna, Florence and Rome. At the imperial city,

he was associated a member of the Academy of St. Luke,

and received much attention from Canova, who sat to him

for his portrait— a picture of surpassing excellence and

beauty. In his happiest hours, when he was in practice, and

the sitters to his liking, he produced portraits which fairly

rivalled those of Reynolds, in all their varied excellence.

His portraits are numerous, including one half of the

nobility of rank, or of mind, in the kingdom. Some of the

most celebrated are the Duke of Devonshire, Earl Mulgrave,

Earl Grey, Earl Grenville, Lord Braybrook, the Marquis of

Chandos, the Duke of Wellington, Flaxman, Stothard,

West, Shee, and Nollekens ; nor should that of Lady Dover

be omitted, the fame of which was borne over the world by

a spirited engraving. One of his last exhibition pictures

was a portrait of his intimate friend Chantrey, which he

painted for Sir Robert Peel.
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As a portrait painter Jackson may be ranked between the

fine elegant detail of Lawrence, and the vigorous generalities

of Eaeburn. He possessed an uncommon readiness and

skill of hand, and charmed alike by the force of his expres-

sion, the freedom of posture, the brightness of his colors, and

the rapidity of his execution.

WILKIE.

Sir David Wilkie was bom at Cults in Scotland, in

1785, and died in 1841, aged fifty-six years. His father

was pastor of Cults for upwards of thirty years, and as David

discovered much talent for drawing, he sent him at the age

of fifteen to the Academy at Edinburg, where he continued

his studies under the care of ]SIr. Graham for five years. In

1805, he went to London, and having given some specimens

of his abilities, obtained the patronage of Lord Mulgrave and

Sir George Bennet, by each of whom he was employed.

Wilkie first became known to the public, by the exhibi-

tion at the Royal Academy in 1806, of his painting of the

' Blind Fiddler,' now in the National Grallery, the excellence

of which at once established his reputation. It was highly

finished without any appearance of being labored, and the

story so told as to interest the spectator in the scene. All

the inmates of the cottage, from the aged grandfather to the

' todlin wee things,' abandon their respective occupations,

and crowd around the blind fiddler with unmixed delight.

The old man's rigid features relax into a smile at the vivid

recollection of • auld lang syne ;' the father, an athletic opera-

tire, is keeping time with his fingers as he sings, and plays

with the infant on its mother's lap ; the good woman herself

has suspended the preparations for dinner ; the boy, in the

exuberance of his mirth, mimics the action of the minstrel
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with a stick and pair of bellows, while the other two children,

with sparkling eyes and smiling countenances, listen with

rapture to the harmonious sounds, utterly unable to compre-

hend the mystery of their production.

The year following he exhibited the ' Card Players,' and
' The Village Pohticians,' the scene of which is laid in a

small Scotch inn, where the inhabitants of the villas-e as-

semble to discuss the aflfairs of the nation over their whiskey.

In the centre of the room, a group of these rustic politicians

are seated around a table, debating a point of much interest,

concerning which, the eldest of the party has evidently been

reading aloud to them. At the fireplace are assembled

several persons, who, like the principal group, appear puzzling

their brains with matters above their comprehension ; while

the careful landlady, well acquainted with her customer's

peculiarities, appears in the act of providing for a protracted

session.

In 1809 the ' Cut Finger,' in which the apathy of the

elder female, the maternal solicitude which abstracts the

knife, the sympathizing curiosity of the girl, and the pain

and fright in the countenance and figure of the unlucky

urchin, whose finger bleeds for its owner's awkwardness, are

perfect in their kind ; also the ' Rent Day,' which he painted

for his munificent friend, the Earl of Mulgrave. This pic-

ture, the scene of which is the hall of the laird's house, where

are assembled the factor and the tenants, presents a perfect

image of rustic life, but too painfully familiar to a large por-

tion of the population of England. At a table on the left is

seated the steward, with his clerk at his elbow, listening to a

farmer, who addresses him, less on his own behalf than on

that of his father, a venerable rustic standing near ; beyond

these figures, an elderly man, whose turn next approaches, is

occupied in counting his fingers. A young widow, with her

children, is there, and two countrymen, engaged apart in

eager conversation ; and, from the appearance of the table
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on the right, it is very evident that the morning of business

will be followed by an afternoon of jolHtyand excess.

In 1810, Wilkie was elected an Associate of the Royal

Academy, and in 1811, he was made a Royal Academician.

From this period until 1825, he regularly produced and as

regularly sold at increasing prices, year by year, his well

known and most celebrated works, of which our space will

admit but little more than an enumeration.

In the year 1811, Wilkie gave for his Diploma picture the

* Rat Hunters,' and painted ' the Village Festival,' now in

the National Academy ; the latter represents the circum-

stances likely to occur at the door of a village ale-house, on

a warm summer evening, when the labors of the day are

ended, and its fatigues have tempted some of the villagers to

take something more than their needful repose. Among the

other personages, the gardener, who is found asleep by his

infirm wife on the right of the picture, the piper draining his

glass, seen through the open window in front, and the man
examining the bottle on the left, are objects which never fail

to attract attention from their humorous fidelity and truth to

nature.

In 1813, he painted for the king, George IV, his celebra-

ted picture of ' Blind Man's Buff,' an elaborate composition,

representing a joyous company of rustics, assembled in a

spacious room, for amusement after the toils of the day, men,

women and children, all animated alike by a spirit of harm-

less frolic. Near the centre is seen the hero of the game, a

middle-aged individual, cautiously groping his way with arms

extended towards several persons whose ill suppressed laugh-

ter has caught his ears ; his left hand is nearly in contact

with a man, who to avoid it, shrinks back into the corner of

a settle, without compunction for the suffering his retrograde

movement causes to its prior occupants. A youth, in equal

jeopardy of the touch, crouches at his feet ; and a young wo-

man escapes on her knees. Another damsel, whose personal
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attractions may be inferred, receives the marked attention of

two of her admirers at the same time. A mischievous boy

pulls the coat of the hood-winked figure, and a group of young

people follow his footsteps and watch his movements ; while,

farther to the left, two boys who had climbed upon a chair,

have, like other climbers, met with a fall, which involves their

followers in a similar calamity. He also painted for Sir

Francis Freeling, a patron of literature and art, ' The Bag

Piper,' in which he has introduced a part of the gable of the

old Kirk of Cults over the right shoulder of the musician,

who ' screws the pipes ' with a quiet gladness glowing on his

brow.

In the year 1814, he produced ' The Pedlar,' and the

* Letter of Introduction ;' a young man in mourning apparel,

indicating his recent bereavement, presents his credentials to

the gentlemen, who receives him in the coldest manner, Avith-

out rising from his chair, and, as he breaks the seal, eyes the

applicant askance, with a look that leaves no doubt of the re-

sult of the visit ; and its companion picture, ' Duncan Gray,'

in which the hero of the song, a lad of grace as well as spirit,

comes, according to the poet, in the merry times of Christ-

mas, when the maids had on their best apparel, and music

and joy abounded, to pay his addresses to Margaret, the sole

daughter of her house and home.

In 1815, he painted the 'Distraining for Rent,' a produc-

tion of the highest order; in this the visit of the Bailiff with

the appraiser and his assistant, has thrown the house and its

inmates into violent commotion, which their warm hearted

neighbors, who crowd around them in the hour of their dis-

tress, are kindly endeavoring to assuage. A young woman
takes the infant from the lap of the fainting wife ; the elder

children, terrified at the scene, cling to their afflicted parents
;

the husband clasps his aching head in an agony of suffering

;

while his brother, burning with indignation, vehemently ex-

postulates with their oppressor.
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In 1816, the 'Rabbit on the Wall/ in which he shows us

a cottager and his wife, surrounded by their healthful progeny,

the youngest of whom, seated on the mother's knee, is gazing

delighted at the profile shade which the father throws upon

the wall, while the other children express their happiness at

seeing the baby so enraptured;—in 1817, the 'Breakfast,'

and in 1818, the 'Errand Boy,' and ' Sir Walter Scott and

his Family,' u[K)n which latter picture Wilkie bestowed much
study ; and though he has made a fine characteristic group,

yet it was generally thought, that he had not wholly succeeded

in stamping upon it the peculiar likeness and features of the

distinguished inmates of Abbotsford. In 1819, he painted

the ' Penny Wedding,' a picture commissioned by the Prince

Regent, the ' China Menders,' and the ' Death of Sir Philip

Sydney,' who, falling on the field of battle, requested that the

water offered him by his friends, might be given to a dying

soldier near him, saying, ' his necessities are greater than

mine.' In 1820, the ' Reading of the Will,' a commission

from the king of Bavaria, which he regarded rather as a mat-

ter of honor than of profit. He took the descriptive matter

of his picture from the dramatic scene which occurred at the

funeral of the Lady Singleside in Guy Mannering. The.

body of the deceased has been removed to the dark and nar-

row house, and the family, the surviving relations of an aged

officer, whose portrait is seen in the apartment, are assem-

bled to hear the reading of his Last Will and Testament, by

an attorney, who is seated at a table, engaged in the perform-

ance of his duty. An atmosphere of expectation surrounds

the assembly ; and all are aware of what is going on, save a

half blubbering boy in black, whose pockets are filled to over-

flowing with marbles, and who seems not yet conscious that

he has lost his father. Not so the widowed mother, who, as-

suming a gracefully studied air, kindly received the proffered

attentions of a brawny officer. These indecent advances and

the tenor of the will, which leaves all at the disposal of the

28
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widow, have excited the ire of an expectant dame, who is re-

presented leaving the room, indignantly rustling her silks as

she retires. In 1821, the ' Newsmongers,' a subject, the lead-

ing personage of which is a baker, who has stopped to hear an

article read aloud from a newspaper, quite unconscious that

the one o'clock joints, which he carries on his head, are cool-

ing through his curiosity ; and a small picture, called ' Guess

my Name,' which embodies very happily the rustic feat of a

girl, gliding unseen behind her lover's seat, clasping her open

palms over his eyes, and exclaiming in a feigned voice,

' Guess my name.' In 1822, he produced the ' Chelsea pen-

sioners reading the Gazette containing the account of the

Battle of Waterloo/ painted for the Duke of Wellington ;

and the battle itself made scarcely a greater stir in the land,

than did this picture, when it appeared in the Academy Ex-

hibition. A crescent shaped crowd stood before it from morn-

ing to night ; soldiers hurried from drill to see it ; the pen-

sioners came on crutches and brought with them their wives

and their children to gaze upon it ; and it was not till the

first tumult of applause had subsided, that visitors found lei-

sure to dwell on its peculiar beauties or to note the truth of

its localities ; the roofs and towers of Chelsea Hospital em-

bosomed among lofty trees ; the Change House with the head

of the Duke of York which indicated Valenciennes ; the snow

shoes which spoke of the American war, and the Granby

Head which spoke of one more remote, together with the old

clothes shops and houses of entertainment, where the soldiers

on pension-day get rid of their superfluous cash. The street

is filled with soldiers from the four corners of the earth, dri-

ven from the crowded houses into the open air, where the

prime ministers of enjoyment are catering to joy and revelry.

Into the midst of the carousal a soldier of the Lancers pre-

cipitates himself with the Gazette of the Battle of Waterloo

—the merriment ceases, doors and windows are filled with

gaping listeners, the nimble feet of the dancers stop, the cup
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forgets the opened lip, and the oyster pauses on its way to

the mouth, while the well scarred veteran reads in an audible

voice the Gazette account of this great victory. In 1823,

Wilkie exhibited at the Royal Academy, ' The Parish Bea-

dle ;' in 1824, ' The Smugglers,' and the ' Cottage Toilette,'

a scene from Allan Ramsay's poem of the ' Gentle Shepherd,'

in which he has represented the interior of a cottage in his

native country, Scotland, at an early hour of the day, the

fair inhabitants being yet occupied in completing the arrange-

ments of the toilette. The rays of the morning sun, beam-

ing through the casement, throw a broad and cool light over

the two lasses in front, while the old farmer, seated in the

chimney nook, smoking his early pipe, receives a warm yet

subdued glow, from the effect of the fire ; and in 1825, the

* Highland Family.'

About this period, Wilkie lost a considerable sum of money

in a speculation in which he had engaged ; a circumstance

which had a very visible effect upon his constitution. Indeed

serious apprehensions were entertained for the safety both of

his mental and bodily powers. A total cessation from labor

was advised by his medical attendants, and accordingly, in

July, 1825, he departed on a tour through Sv/itzerland, Italy

and Spain. He remained abroad three years, during which

time the accounts received by his friends were of a very un-

satisfactory nature ; and he returned to England in the sum-

mer of 1828. Notwithstanding the injunctions of his physi-

cians, he made a vast quantity of studies, and nearly com-

pleted some pictures, both in Spain and Italy ; and soon af-

ter his return, astonished the admirers of his talent by a total

change in the style of his execution, the choice of his subjects,

and the principle of his chiaro scuro.

In the spring of 1829, Wilkie contributed eight pictures,

the full number which a member is allowed to exhibit, to the

Academy Exhibition, ' The Confessional,' ' The Calabrian

Shepherd playing hymns to the Virgin,' ' A Roman princess
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washing the feet of the Pilgrims/ portrait of a ' Spanish Se-

noritta,' portrait of a Scottish nobleman, the ' Earl of Kellie,'

the * Spanish Posada' representing a Guerilla council of war,

the Guerilla's departure ' exhibiting a youthful warrior tak-

ing leave of his Carmelite confessor, and the ' Maid of Sara-

gossa,' in which, the heroine Augustina is represented on the

battery, in front of the convent of Santa Engratia, where her

lover being slain, she steps over his body, takes his place at

the gun, and declares she will avenge his death. These pic-

tures were rewarded with the applause of the public, though

opinions were divided as to the gain or loss the world of art

had sustained in his assuming a style utterly opposed to that

in which he had previously stood unrivalled amidst European

artists.

On the death of Sir Thomas Lawrence, which took place

on the 7th of January, 1830, Wilkie was appointed principal

painter in ordinary to his Majesty, and Sergeant Painter to

the king. For the Academy Exhibition of 1830, he furnished

three pictures, a whole length ' portrait of George IV.' in a

Highland dress, ' the Guerilla's return to his family,' and
' the king's entrance into Holyrood,' accompanied by a Page,

and the Exon of the Yeoman of the Guard, with horsemen

behind, announcing by sound of trumpet the arrival of the

royal visitor at the palace of his ancestors. During this sea-

son, AVilkie lost his royal patron, George the Fourth, but

William the Fourth inherited, with his throne, the senti-

ments of his brother towards the artist, and continued to him

the royal favor.

To the Academy Exhibition of 1832, Wilkie sent a full

length portrait of the new king William IV, and ' John Knox
preaching the Reformation,' before the Lords of the Congre-

gation in St. Andrews, 10th of June, 1559. This picture,

now in the collection of Sir Robert Peel in London, is one

of the noblest of the British school, and presents a vivid im-

age of the stormy times which ushered in the Reformation.
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The lengthened aisles of the interior of the Cathedral, the

dim recesses, the symbols and the images are all traced with

equal effect and accuracy, while the zealous reformer thun-

ders forth to the assembled multitude one of those terrible

discourses which shook the church of Rome to its foundation.

In 1834, he exhibited a portrait of Queen Adelaide, the ' Not

at Home,' a sally of impudent humor, and the ' Spanish Mo-

ther and Child,' a conception of great taste and beauty.

His principal picture in 1835 was ' Christopher Columbus in

the convent at La Rabida.' He is represented seated at the

convent table, with a Prior on his right, to whom he is sub-

mitting a chart of his contemplated voyage. Beside him is

his son Diego, with a small Italian greyhound, while on the

other side of the table, is the physician, who from scientific

knowledge approved of the enterprise ; and behind him stands

Pinzon, one of the most intelligent sea-captains of his time,

who accompanied Columbus on his voyage. In 1836, he

exhibited six pictures, one of which, called the ' Peep-o-day

or White boy's cabin,' represents a fine vigorous young man
asleep in a rude wigwam ; weapons are within reach of his

hand ; a naked child, lately nestled in his bosom, lies in slum-

ber beside him ; while his faithful wife, a young and lovely

creature, sits listening lest some hostile foot should escape

the keen ejes of a handmaid who watches the dawning light,

fearful lest it may discover to her the armed bands who seek

the life of him she serves. On the 15th of June, Wilkie re-

ceived the honor of knighthood from the king. The Royal

Academy was removed this year from Somerset House to

the new galleries on Trafalgar Square.

In the new exhibition rooms. Sir David had seven pic-

tures, three of which were remarkable for their truth, char-

acter and beauty; 'Mary, Queen of Scots, escaping from

Lochleven Castle,' realizing the youth, life and loveliness of

the Mary and Catharine Seaton, and Roland Greame of

Scott's romance ; ' The Empress Josephine and the Fortune

28*
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Teller,' illustrating a passage in her life, as singular as it is

true, that when very young and residing in St. Domingo, a

negress sibyl or sorceress of that island foretold that she

•would live to be a crowned queen ; and ' The Cotter's Sat-

urday night,' a group of quiet loveliness and beauty. On the

20th of June, 1837, the throne changed its occupants ; Wil-

liam the Fourth died, and the Princess Victoria succeeded

—

one young and lovely, in whose looks was the hope of a long

reign, and in her firmness of mind, the promise of a prosper-

ous one. The appointment was renewed to Sir David, of

Painter in Ordinary to her Majesty.

His principal picture in the exhibition of 1838, was ' Queen

Victoria's First Council ;' she had been awakened in the

morning with the tidings that the crown of maritime dominion

was awaiting her virgin brow, and that the noble and the

powerful were ready to render their homage. The queen is

seated at the head of the council table, holding in her hand

the gracious declaration to the Lords and others of the Coun-

cil by whom she is surrounded. In 1839, his principal pic-

ture was * Sir David Baird discovering the body of Sultaun

Tippoo Saib, after the storming of Seringapatam ;' the scene

of this eastern drama is laid in the gateway of the inner fort

of Seringapatam ; the principal persons are Tippoo Saib, the

chiefs of his army, his son and his household, and Sir David

Baird with the soldiers whom he led to the assault. The
fiery tumult of the attack is over ; the city is won, and Tip-

poo lies dead and half stripped at the feet of the conqueror.

In the Exhibition of 1840, he had eight pictures, of which

the principal was 'Benvenuto Cellini presenting to Pope
Paul III. a silver vase of his own workmanship, for his ap-

proval ;' and the ' Irish Whiskey Still,' a moral lesson picto-

rially told, and true in parts to Irish character.

In the autumn of 1840 Sir David set out on a journey to

the East, accompanied by a friend of agreeable manners, and
conversant in the art in which Wilkie himself excelled.
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They first made their way to Holland, visited the galleries

of Rotterdam and Amsterdam, and then turned their steps

to Munich, resolved to penetrate to Constantinople by follow-

ing the course of the Danube, and from thence, if war and

plague permitted, to waft themselves to Syria, and conclude

their tour by dropping down into Egypt, with memory and

sketch book full of Jerusalem, its holy hills and memorable

valleys. Sir David it appears enjoyed a good state of health

during the ten months he was traveling through Germany to

the Turkish capital ; he there in the month of December

painted a portrait of the Sultan, who in return, presented

him with a splendid snuff-box of gold covered with enamel,

with a flower of diamonds in high relief upon the lid. They

thence proceeded through Smyrna and Jerusalem to Alexan-

dria, where he had the honor of taking a likeness of the

Pacha Mehemet Ali, with a view of having it engraved in

England. On the 26th of May, they sailed from Alexan-

dria for Gibraltar, entered the bay on the night of the 31st,

and, having received the despatches on board, made sail for

England. The following morning, June 1, Sir David be-

came suddenly ill, and without apparently suffering much

bodily pain, he continued in an unconscious state till about

eleven o'clock, when he expired. The captain of the

steamer consented to return for the purpose of landing the

body at Gibraltar, but the orders of the governor were so

strict, that the remains could not be allowed to come on

shore ; and the last sad offices of committing his body to the

deep were performed in a most solemn and impressive man-

ner, as the Oriental stood out of the bay on her way to Eng-

land.

Thus lived and died Sir David Wilkie, the most original,

vigorous and varied of the British painters. In his works

there seem to have been two great epochs ; the first in which

he wrought out the taste which he had from nature, and the

second in which he was confirmed by his visit to the galleries
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of Italy, and to the pictures of Velasquez and Murillo. He
held in theory and exemplified in act, that whatever is worth

doing at all, is worth doing well. He was remarkable for

the care with which he wrought out all his conceptions, and

equally so for the skill with which he selected his characters.

He felt too that it was not only a good painting that was

required, but that a good light was essential to exhibit a

painting to advantage. This made him desirous of painting

his pictures for eminent men, and for their admission to dis-

tinguished galleries ; and to these he added the determina-

tion to have them, if engraved at all, executed in the best

style, and by the ablest engravers. Fortunate was it for

Wilkie that he had the opportunity of commanding the

talents of such artists as Burnet and Raimbach ; to the form-

er of these we are indebted for The Blind Fiddler, The
Rabbit on the Wall, The Letter of Introduction, The Read-

ing of the Will, and The Waterloo Gazette ; and to the

latter for The Village Politicians, The Rent Day and others.

Nor should we neglect to mention Queen Victoria's First

Council, by Fox, a disciple of Burnet ; The Preaching of

Knox, by Doo, and The Maid of Saragossa, by Cousins, all

first rate pictures from the hands of first rate engravers.

HILTON.

William Hilton was born at Lincoln in 1786, and died

in 1839, aged fifty-three years. He studied under his father

who was a painter of portraits, and in the school of the

Academy in London, he improved his knowledge of outline

and color, where the lectures of the professors excited in him
a wish to excel in historic composition. Hogarth, in one of

his satiric works, represents British painting, as a tree with

three branches, on which the shower of patronage falls j the
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bough of Landscape is only moistened and grows not ; the

bough of Portrait is drenched and flourishes ; but not one

drop falls on the bough of the Historic, which is parched and

withered. Hilton took shelter under the historic bough, and

discovered, before he died, the deep truth of the caricature.

Having made himself acquainted with history and with

poetry, and reading more than the mere passage which his

pencil selected to embody, he studied the calmer grandeur of

expression ; and with that dramatic tact of natural grouping

so well known to Raphael, he desired to impersonate in his

figures and faces, the action which he intended to represent.

This was taking high ground ; but a series of fine paintings

from Scripture, history and poetry, vindicated his boldness.

From the year 1806, when he painted his first work, till

the year 1814, when he was elected an Associate, he ex-

hibited eight pictures :
' Cephalis and Procris' from Ovid ;

' Venus carrying the wounded Aeneas from battle ;' ' Ulysses

and Calypso ;' ' The good Samaritan ;' ' John of Gaunt re-

proving Richard the Second;' ' Christ restoring sight to the

Blind ;' ' Mary anointing the feet of Jesus ;' and ' Miranda

and Ferdinand bearing the Log.' These were one and all

large pictures, possessing much dignity of expression, were

finely drawn, skilfully arranged, and softly and harmoniously

colored. In the three following years, he exhibited the

* Raising of Lazarus,' ' Una with the Satyrs,' and ' Gany-

mede ;' and in the year 1819 he was chosen a Royal Acade-

mician.

This symptom of approbation by his brethren had how-

ever little effect upon the patrons of art, and Hilton con-

tinued to paint without attracting that notice to which his

modest merit fully entitled him ; but when in 1821, he ex-

hibited his very vivid and poetic picture of ' Nature blowing

bubbles for her children,' it was thought that the tide of

opinion had turned in his favor, for every eye was on it, and

commendation flowed from every lip. This he followed up
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by four great pictures, ' Venus in search of Cupid, surprises

Diana at her bath ;' ' Cornus with the Lady in the enchanted

chair,' a scene worthy of Milton, whose page inspired it

;

* Love taught by the Graces,' called by the critics of the day

a most pleasing performance ; and ' Christ crowned w^ith

Thorns,' a superior work purchased by the British Institu-

tion in 1825, in which the meekness and beautiful resigna-

tion of the Savior were in strict keeping with Scripture his-

tory. On the resignation of Thomson in 1826, he was ap-

pointed keeper of the Royal Academy, an office to which a

small pension and good apartments were attached, both of

which were found useful by one whose only shelter had

hitherto come from the scanty and parched bough of the tree

of art. From this period, till 1839, he painted and exhibited

ten pictures, four of which were Scriptural, one historical,

and the rest poetic. These were ' The Crucifixion,' ' Cupid

and a Nymph,' ' Abraham's servant meeting Rebecca,' ' The

angel releasing Peter from prison,' ' Serena rescued by Sir

Calepine,' now in the National Gallery, ' Una seeking shelter

in the cottage of Corecea,' ' Rebecca and Abraham's servant,'

' Edith and the Monks finding the body of Harold,' ' Nymphs
with Cupid' and ' The Infant AYarrior ;' this is beheved to

have been his last finished picture ; for a slow and wasting

illness had robbed him of his sure delicacy of touch, and de-

pressed, in no gentle way, that vigor of spirit, so necessary

for success in great undertakings.

Hilton brought an accurate eye to the task of historical

painting, a clear sense of shape and quantity, a hand conver-

sant with light and shade, and an unequalled knowledge of

drawing. His conceptions were high and noble, both in

poetry and history ; and he may be truly said to have always

reached the sense of the subject on which be employed his

pencil.

m
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HAYDON.

Benjamin Robert Haydon, the last of a long line of

artists, who, since the time of Barry, had desired to restore

the high historic style of painting, was born at Plymouth, on

the 26th of Jan. 1786, and fell by his own hand, on the 22d
of June, 1846, in the sixty-first year of his age. His father,

who was a bookseller of good reputation, placed him at the

Plymouth Grammar School, and soon removed him to Plymp-
ton, where his education was completed in the same school

in which Sir Joshua Reynolds acquired his scholastic know-

ledge— a circumstance, to which Haydon in after life was
fond of referring, with feelings of pride and satisfaction. He
evinced a love for Art at a very early period ; drew, read

and resolved ; and became, before he was eighteen years of

age, an enthusiast, whose first word was Raphael, and his

second Michael Angelo. Thus irrecoverably a painter, he

left for London, on the 14th of May, 1804, and entered his

name as a student of the Royal Academy.

His skill and assiduity soon drew him into notice, and

Prince Hoare introduced him to Fuseli—an acquaintance, to

which may perhaps be traced many of the errors and eccen-

tricities which marked his subsequent unhappy life. Fuseli

was fearless and out-spoken, and Haydon became the same

—

Fuseli, in painting, was violent in action and exaggerated in

expression, and Haydon was at once his admiring imitator.

Thus injuriously misled, he never recovered from the false

worship of his early idolatry.

In the year 1807, he sent his first work of ' Joseph and Ma-
ry resting with the Savior, after a day's journey on the road

to Egypt,' to the Exhibition of the Royal Academy. Anas-

tasius Hope became the purchaser ; and, urged on by his

acquired reputation, he produced, the following year, his cele-

brated picture of ' Dentatus,' the story of which was well told,
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thn (Iniwin^, in purlt*, good ; .M.ti«l Tionl Miilgniv<i, a patron of

tho arlp, pnrclinpod it, wliilo it was yot raw upon the caBcl.

The aHRaHninalion oi' L. Sicinins I)(MitatnH occurred four Jiun-

drcd yearn before the CI)ristian era, dnring one of the moat

turltulent j)eriodH of the liislory oflh(! l^)nian (JonwiionvvcMltli.

This old Holdier, wliosc eournfre had j)roeured liini the name of

tlie Jtonian Aeliilh'S, l»a<l fonj/ht his country 'h hjittles for more

than forty yenrs, luid received forty-five woujuIm, twelve of them

while defending tho capital against the Sahineni, and yet liad

been Buffered to remain in poverty and want, while others

were enriched by the H|)oil8 of his valor. A case of sucl» ex-

treme h.'irdship at length aroused the indignation of the peo-

ple ; and the J^ecemviri secretly resolved to rid themselves

of the veteran, rather than grant his claims, sent him to the

army with the rank Mnd sinthority of Legate, where it was

contrived tlutt he should be assailed, in the hollow of a moun-

tain, by a band of assassins. In the emergency, he |)lac«d

his back against a rock, and withstood for a long time their

assaults; till sonu^ of his op|)onents, having climbed \\u) rock,

hurhid down ston(\s upon him from above, and thus over-

whelmed the hero.

llnydon entrusted the hanging of this picture to the Com-

mittee, who placed it m an ndv.Mntageous light in the great

room, pronusing his fri(>nd Fuseli (as he writes) that it should

remain there ; but they afterward took down the jticture, and

pl.Mcrd it. where there was no window. ' \\y this conduct,' ho

continues, ' my prospects were blighted for the time ; and it

was not till I sent the same picture, the year after, to the

liritish Institution, where it was hung at the head of the room,

and obtained the great prizes, that, 1 regained the coniidencc

of Lord Mulgrave.* Haydon then olfered his name lor an

Associate, and was refused. Henceforth he indulgiMl in no

measured terms ; and wherever his voice could reach or his

printed invectives extend, his suffeiings were laid bijfore the

world. Like his own i^eutatus, ho put his back to the wall,
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and fought against the forty Academiciana with raore success

than against adveraity, the enemy that overthrew him at the

last.

Thus hostile to the Academy, Haydon resolved henceforth

to rely upon the nature of his own genius. His ardent char-

acter and skill in his art, had obtained for him many friends.

Sir George Beaumont gave him a commission for a auljject

from * Macbeth ;' his 'Judgment of Solomon' was bought by

Sir William Elford and Mr. Tingcomb, for seven hundred

guineas ; his 'Alexander returning in triumph, after having

vanquished Bucephalus,' found a purchaser at five hundred

guineas, in the Earl of Egremont ; and his 'Venus and An-
chises' was purchased, for two hundred guineas, by Lord De
Tabley. Flushed with success, he again sought the notice of

the Academy ; renewed his application for admission to its

honors—and stood without a single vote in his favor, in two

successive elections. He now grew violent. ' For twenty-

one years,' says he, writing of the members of the Royal Acarl-

emy, ' there has not been an affection they have not lacerated

—

an ambition they have not thwarted—a hope they have not

blasted—a calumny they have not propagated—a friendship

they have not chilled—or a disposition to employ me, they

have not tampered with.'

His next great work, the picture of ' Christ's Entrance in-

to Jerusalem,' now the property of the Pennsylvania Academy

of Fine Arts, at Philadelphia, was begun in 1814, and ex-

hibited for the first time in 1820. He was proud of this pic-

ture, the central portion of which is deserving of great praise ;

and although it remained upon his hands, he commenced a

second, ' Christ in the Garden,' and a third in the same high

walk, called ' Christ Rejected.'

In May, 1821, he married- New difficulties now beset him,

and people became afraid to employ a painter so turbulent in

gpirit, and so extravagant in the size of the canvas he selected

for his pictures. His debLs increasing, he became an inmate,

2d
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for a time, of the King's Bench Prison, where he witnessed

the celebrated ' Mock Election,' which took place there in Ju-

ly, 1827 ; and being struck with the picturesque character of

the scene, he embodied it on canvas, and found a purchaser

for it,at five hundred guineas, in King George IV. His friends

assisted him at this time ; and, once more at ease, he com-

menced a picture of ' Eucles,' a subscription being set on foot

to take it off his hands by a public raffle. Sir Walter Scott

interested himself in the subscription, and mentions in his

Diary that he had sat to Haydon for his portrait. His at-

tempts in this department of the art were but few ; having

given, when very young, (as he has been heard to say,) ' in-

dications of a spirit inimical to the supremacy of portrait.'

The success of the ' Mock Election,' the work, he tells us, of

four months, justified another attempt in the same line ; and he

commenced a second picture, called ' Chairing the Members,'

a scene from the Mock Election, which he exhibited at the

Bazaar, in Bond Street, in 1829 ; and found a purchaser, at

three hundred guineas, in Mr. Francis of Exeter. Another

picture of the same period, was his ' Pharaoh dismissing Mo-
ses,' at the dead of night, after the Passover,' bought by Mr.

Hunter, an East India merchant, for the sum of five hundred

guineas. This was followed by ' Napoleon musing at St. He-

lena,' of which he painted three copies ; one for Sir Robert

Peel, a second for the Duke of Devonshire, and a third for

the Duke of Sutherland. This work was popular as an en-

graving ; but a second picture of the same character, ' The
Duke on the Field of Waterloo,' was much inferior in execu-

tion. His last works were ' Curtius leaping into the Gulf,'

and ' Uriel and Satan ;' and on the morning of his death he

had been working at a picture of ' Alfred and the trial by

Jury.'

Haydon's history is a sad lesson ; and, properly told, will

be of greater service to artists than his pictures. With more

of care and less of enthusiasm, he might have achieved a
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reputation less likely to be impaired, than the fame he fan-

cied he had won from a future generation, competent to un-

derstand the solid principles of his style. Forgotten he can-

not be ; and if his ' Lectures' are found insufficient to secure

him a name, the friendship and admiration of Wordsworth

have helped him to an immortality :

' Hiarh is our callins:, friend ! Creative Art

( Whether the instrument of words she use,

Or pencil pregnant with ethereal hues)

Demands the service of a mind and heart
5

Though sensitive, yet in their weakest part

Heroicallv fashioned—to infuse

Faith in the whispers of the lonely Muse,

While the whole world seems adverse to desert.

And oh ! when Nature sinks, as oft she may,

Through long-lived pressure of obscure distress.

Still to be strenuous for the bright reward.

And in the soul admit of no decay,

Brook no continuance of weak-mindedness

—

Great is the glorv, for the strife is hard !'
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CHAPTEE XVII.

Art of Painting in America—John Singleton Copley—
Charles Wilson PeaLE— Gilbert Stuart— John Trumbull—
Edward G. Malbone— Washington Allston— Henry Inman.

Painting, in this country, has been more extensively culti-

vated than either of the sister arts ; but, for the want of proper

encourasfement, either from o;overnment or individuals, histor-

ical paintings, of native artists, are but rarely met with ; while

portrait painting, a profitable pursuit, has numerous practition-

ers; and, in many instances, has attained to great perfection.

Pursuing our history of the progress of the art, by a chrono-

logical series of biographical notices, the first artist of any

celebrity, whose name we find recorded in the early annals of

our country, was John Watson, a native of Scotland, who

commenced the art of portrait painting at Perth Amboy in

New Jersey, in 1715, with considerable success. None of

the pictures brought into this country, or painted by him, can

now be found
; yet it cannot be doubted that he had, and

continues to have, a favorable influence on the progress of art

in the United States.

The next painter who visited America was John Smybert, of

Edinburgh; who, having passed three years in Italy, in studying

the works of the great masters, returned to London, where he

was persuaded to embark in the singular scheme of the fa-

mous Dean Berkeley ; this gentleman's benevolent heart was

then warmly interested in the establishment of a universal

College of Science and Arts at the Bermudas, for the instruc-

tion of heathen children in Christian duties and civil know-
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ledge. In his benevolent project, he did not neglect the im-

portant agency of the arts of design ; and being acquainted

with the talents of Smybert, who had been his fellow-traveler

in Italy, selected him as the professor of drawing, painting,

and architecture, for his intended institution. Being disap-

pointed in receiving the money promised him by his govern-

ment. Dr. Berkeley abandoned the project, having resided

about two years at Newport, R. I., during which period Smy-

bert painted the celebrated picture of the ' Berkeley family,'

now in the Trumbull Gallery at New Haven, and supposed

to be the first picture of more than a single figure ever painted

in the United States.

This family picture, measuring nine feet long and six

wide, represents the Dean, apparently in deep meditation,

surrounded by his family ; one hand rests upon a folio volume,

which lies on the table before him, while he is in the act of

dictating to his amanuensis, Sir James Dalton. Mrs. Berke-

ley with an infant in her arms, and Miss Hancock, a young

lady who had accompanied them to America, are seated at

the table, and behind them are standing two gentlemen, Mr.

James and Mr. Moffat, while the painter has placed himself

in the rear, standing by a pillar with a scroll in his hand ;

and beyond him opens a very beautiful water scene, with

woods and headlands, the original of which probably once

existed on the shores of Narraganset bay.

Smybert married a daughter of Dr. Williams, who was

Latin schoolmaster of the town of Boston for fifty years, and

died here in the year 1751, leaving two children, one of

whom, Nathaniel, bid fair to become a painter of eminence,

but died at an early age.

29*
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COPLEY.

John Singleton Copley, the father of Lord Lyndhurst,

high chancellor of England, was born at Boston in 1738, and

died at London in 1815. At a very early age, he evinced

great excellence as a portrait painter ; and pieces executed

by him in Boston, before (to'use his own words) he had seen

any tolerable picture, show his natural talent, and, in fact,

were unsurpassed by his later productions.

Having practised his art with considerable success both at

Boston and New York, Copley proceeded to Rome in the

year 1774, and having studied the great masters of Italy, he

returned to England in 1776, where he was joined by his

wife and family, whom he had left at Boston. The struggle

between England and America, which had commenced in

1775, prevented him from returning to his native land, which

he seems always to have had in view ; nor was there much

hope of success for an artist in the convulsed state of the

country. He accordingly set up his easel in London, where

he tried his pencil with success on works half-historic and

half-portrait. In 1777 he was admitted an Associate of the

Academy, and was elected a Royal Academician in 1783,

after having established his reputation by his picture of the

' Death of the Earl of Chatham.'

This grand composition, now in the National Gallery,

London, measures ten feet by seven and a half; it represents

the interior of the British House of Peers, with portraits of

all those noblemen and commoners who were present there

on the memorable 7th of April, 1778, when the great and

venerable Earl of Chatham fell a victim to the energies of

his own patriotic ardor. Hoping to conciliate and retain the

allegiance of the colonies, he rose from his bed, on that

eventful morning, weakened by the pain and debility occa-

sioned by a severe fit of hereditary gout, went down to the
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House of Lords, and spoke with his accustomed zeal in op-

position to the Duke of Richmond's motion to address his

majesty to remove the ministers, and make peace with

America on any terms. Lord Chatham deprecated this

sentiment in the warmest terms, to which the Duke of

Richmond rephed : when his lordship, attempting to rise a

second time, fainted and fell back, supported by the arms of

the Peers who were around him. This circumstance, com-

bined with the general agitation that ensued, constitutes the

subject of Copley's picture.

In 1790, Copley was sent, by the city of London, to Han-
over, to take the portraits of the four Hanoverian officers,

commanders of regiments associated with the British troops

under General Elliott (afterwards Lord Heathfield) at the

defence of Gibraltar, in order to introduce them in the large

picture which he was about to paint for the city of the ' Siege

and Relief of Gibraltar' on a pannel twenty-five feet long

and twenty-two and a half high. In this picture, the artist

introduced many portraits ; and, when completed, it was

placed in the council-chamber of Guildhall. Besides the

pictures already mentioned, and a number of portraits, in-

cluding those of several members of the royal family, the

most distinguished of his productions are ' Samuel and Eli,'

a subject taken from the third chapter of the first Book of

Samuel, in which he reveals to the venerable High Priest

the communication which warns him of the approaching de-

struction of his family ; the ' Death of Major Pierson,' a

young officer who commanded a post near the town of St.

Heliers in the Island of Jersey, the commander of which

having surrendered to a detachment of French troops in

January, 1781, Pierson collected his little band, and vigor-

ously attacked and repulsed the invaders— (he was struck

by a ball, aimed deliberately at him by the French com-

mander, and fell lifeless, when his negro servant who fought

at his side, eager to avenge the fate of a beloved master,
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instantly levelled his musket, and brought the rival chief to

the ground ;) and the ' Escape of Brook Watson from a

shark,' which, having seized his foot, and snapped it off, as

he was bathing at Havana, was about to devour him, when

a seaman struck the monster between the ejes with a heavy

boat-hook, and saved his companion. The terror of the boy,

— the fury of the fish— and the resolution of the mariner,

are well represented ; while the agitated water, in which the

scene is laid, is apparently stained with blood.

Copley chiefly found pleasure in subjects from British

history and British poetry. His mind, like that of West,

seemed to teem with large and expansive pictures. When
Nelson fell at Trafalgar, West dipped his brush in historic

paint— Copley did the same— the former finished his pic-

ture, the latter but planned his. The tide of taste had set

in against compositions of that extent and character ; more
youthful adventurers were making their appearance. Law-
rence, Beechy and Shee with their splendid portraitures—
Stothard with his poetic pictures— and Turner, with his

magical landscape, began to appear in the van ; and at

seventy years of age, nature admonished Copley to cease

thinking of the public, and prepare for a higher tribunal.

He had still however energy sufficient to send works from

his easel to the exhibition. His last work was the ' Resur-

rection,' and with that his labors closed, unless we except a

portrait of his eminent son, Lord Lyndhurst, painted in 1814.

PEALE.

Charles Wilson Peale, one of the most extraordinary

of our native artists, was born at Chester, on the eastern

shore of Maryland, April 16, 1741, and consequently was

three years younger than West and Copley. He was ap-
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prenticed to a saddler at Annapolis, then the metropolis of

Maryland, and married at an early age ; and his biographer,

speaking of his versatility of talent, says, ' he was a harness

maker, clock and watch maker, silversmith, painter in oil,

crayon, and miniature, moulded the glasses and made the

shagreen cases for the latter; was a soldier, legislator,

lecturer and a preserver of animals, whose deficiencies he

supplied by making glass eyes and artificial limbs ; construct-

ed for himself a violin and a guitar, modelled in clay, wax

and plaster ; and was the first dentist in this country that

made sets of enamel teeth.'

At the age of twenty-six, he was first incited to become a

painter, from a desire to imitate or even excel some wretch-

ed pictures which he happened to meet with at Norfolk ; and

having shortly afterward an opportunity of visiting Philadel-

phia, he procured for himself materials for portrait painting,

and the ' Handmaid of the Arts' for his instructor. Hesse-

lius, a portrait painter of some eminence, from the school of

Sir Godfrey Kneller, who was residing at this time near An-
napolis, gave him much useful instruction ; and he afterward

received similar services from Copley, on a visit to Boston

in 1769. Soon after his return, by the aid of several gentle-

men of Annapolis, he was enabled to visit London, where,

during the years 1770 and 1771, he studied in the Eoyal

Academy, under the direction of AVest.

On his return to America, he removed to Baltimore, and

afterward to Philadelphia, where he opened a picture galle-

ry ; and for about fifteen years, was the only portrait painter

in North America. Peale applied himself closely to his pro-

fession till the year 1785, when the discoverers of some bones

of a mammoth in Kentucky suggested to him the idea of

forming a Museum, and he became a collector of specimens

of Natural History. Strangers and citizens contributed to

enlarge his collection, until his picture gallery became too

small for his museum, which was removed to the Philosophi-
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cal Hall, and soon afterward, a huge skeleton, found in Ul-

ster county, New York, was added to his collection.

In 1791, Peale made the first effort in this country to form

an Academy of Design in Philadelphia, where young artists

might practice, and where the productions of native taste

might be exhibited. But, finding few to cooperate with him

in his exertions, he was induced to relinquish the project.

Three years afterward, the indefatigable artist made another

effort, which finally resulted in the establishment of the Penn-

sylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 1809, and lived to con-

tribute to seventeen exhibitions. He closed a life of extra-

ordinary industry and exertion at Philadelphia in 1827, at

the age of eighty-five.*

STUART.

Gilbert Stuart was born at Newport, in the State of

Rhode Island, in the year 1755, and died at Boston in July,

* Of all the plans for cultivating the Fine Arts in this country,

none has been adopted w^hich appears so preeminently suited to the

character and spirit of our institutions, as that of the Art-Union sys-

tem. The American Art Union at New York has done more perhaps

to produce a correct feeling for, and a just appreciation of its value,

than all other influences combined ; and fine paintings and engrav-

ings are yearly distributed by this institution throughout the whole

extent of the Union,

The last Annual Report states that for the year 1845, the commit-

tee purchased and distributed among the subscribers one hundred

and twenty-three works of Art, beside a copy to each member of a

large hue engraving, the ' Capture of Major Andre,' after the picture

by A. B. Durand. The number of subscribers was 3,233, the amount

of funds collected, $16,165— that American Art has risen to a po-

sition which it never before held — and that the National Academy
of Design with its schools of instruction, and the New York Gallery,

more recently established, have found in this institution a valuable

coadj utor.
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1828, in the seventy-fifth year of his age. His father was a

Scotchman, and came to this country about the year 1750,

for the purpose of cultivating tobacco and manufacturing that

strange article of luxury, snuff, of which the artist was sub-

sequently so extravagantly fond. As a school-boy the young

Stuart is represented to have been very capable, but exceed-

ingly self-willed ; and being an only son, and handsome with-

al, he was accustomed at home to have his own way in eve-

rything, with little or no control from his indulgent father.

At thirteen years of age he began to copy pictures, and at

length attempted likenesses in crayons, in which he met with

very satisfactory success.

Soon after coming of age, Stuart went to England, where

he became the pupil of West, and from the year 1784 to

1792, his portraits occupied the best lights and most conspi-

cuous places at the annual exhibitions of the Royal Acade-

my. His reputation as a portrait painter, as well in Ireland

as in England, had introduced him to an extensive circle of

acquaintance among the higher classes of society, and fame

and fortune attended his progress ; but admired and patron-

ized as he was, he chose to return to his native country. He
was impelled to this step, as he often declared, by a desire to

give to Americans a faithful portrait of Washington, and

thus in some measure to associate his own with the name of

the father of his country.

He returned to America in 1793, and took up his abode

for some months in New York, where his talents and acquire-

ments introduced him to the society of many who were distin-

guished by office, rank or attainment ; and his observing mind

and powerful memory treasured up events, characters and an-

ecdotes which rendered his conversation an inexhaustible fund

of amusement and information to his sitters and companions.

In the winter of 1794, he proceeded to Philadelphia, then the

seat of the Federal government, bearing a letter of introduc-

tion from the Hon. John Jay to the illustrious Washington,
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who kindly consented to sit to him for his portrait. Not sat-

isfied with the expression, at his first attempt, Stuart imme-

diately destroyed it, and the President consented to sit again.

In this second effort he was eminently successful ; * a nobler

personification,' says Allston, " of wisdom and goodness, re-

posing in the majesty of a serene conscience, is not to be

found on canvas.' The head only is completed ; and, with

its companion, the portrait of Mrs. Washington, is now the

property of the Athenaeum at Boston.

After the removal of the Congress to Washington City, Stu-

art opened a studio at the new seat of government, and paint-

ed the portraits of many of the distinguished men of the time.

He resided here till about the year 1805, when he removed to

Boston, where he remained until the time of his death. Dur-

ing the last ten years of his life, he had to struggle with many

infirmities ; yet such was the vigor of his mind, that it seemed

to triumph over the decays of nature, and to give to some of his

last productions all the truth and splendor of his prime. Gil-

bert Stuart was not only, continues Allston, one of the first

painters of his time, but must have been admitted by all who

had an opportunity of knowing him, to have been, even out of

his art, an extraordinary man ; one who would have found

distinction easy in any other profession or walk of life. The

narrations and anecdotes with which his knowledge of men

and of the world had stored his memory, and which he often

gave with great beauty and dramatic effect, were not unfre-

quently employed by him, in a way and with an address, pe-

culiar to himself. From this store it was his custom to draw

largely while occupied with his sitters, apparently for their

amusement ; but his object was rather by thus banishing all

restraint, to call forth, if possible, some involuntary traits of

the natural character. It was this which enabled him to an-

imate his canvas with that peculiar, distinctive life, which

separates the humblest individual from his kind. In his hap-

pier efforts, no one ever surpassed him, in embodying (if we
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may so speak) these transient apparitions of the soul. Of
this, not the least admirable instance is his portrait of John

Adams, now in the Harvard College Library, whose bodily

tenement seemed rather to present the image of some dilapi-

dated castle, than of the habitation of the ' unbroken mind.'

But not such is the picture. Called forth as from its crum-

bling recesses, the living tenant is there, still ennobling the

ruin, and upholding it, as it were, by the strength of his own
life.

This picture was commenced as a full length ; but death

arrested the hand of the artist, after he had completed the

likeness of the face, and it has been finished, that is, the per-

son and accessories, by Mr. Sully.

In conclusion, says his biographer, Stuart was remarkable

for his generous bearing towards his professional brethren.

He never suffered the manliness of his nature to darken with

the least shadow of jealousy ; but where praise was due, he

gave it freely, and gave it too with a grace which showed

that, loving excellence for its own sake, he had a pleasure in

praising. To the younger artists he was uniformly kind and

indulgent, and most liberal of his advice, which no one ever

properly asked, without receiving it, and in a manner no less

courteous than impressive. He has, by his death, left a void

in the world of Art, that will not soon be filled ; but he has be-

queathed to his country that which neither wealth nor power

can command— the rich inheritance of his fame.

TRUMBULL.

John Trumbull was born at Lebanon, Connecticut, oa

the 6th of June, 1756, and died in New York, November

10th, 1843, aged eighty-seven years. His father was first

governor of Connecticut as an independent State, and the ad-

30
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vantages of his birth gave to young Trumbull one of the best

educations the country could afford. He graduated at Har-

vard College in the class of 1773, at the early age of seven-

teen ; and, having seen at Boston the works of Smybert and

Copley, he determined to devote his time and talents to the

profession of painting.

Boston and its environs had at this time become the seat

of war ; and the young artist, fired with a spirit which ani-

mated his countrymen, enrolled himself, at the age of nine-

teen, as an adjutant in the American Army, and marched to

join the undiscipHned forces which were assembling around

the head quarters of General Gage. On the 17th of June,

1775, was fought the memorable battle of Bunker's Hill, at

which time the young adjutant was stationed with his regi-

ment at Roxbury. In July, General Washington arrived at

Cambridge to take command of the troops which were be-

sieging Boston ; and being informed of the talent of Trum-

bull, he employed him to make a draft of the enemy's works,

which he completed to the satisfaction of the commander-in-

chief. In August, 1775, Trumbull was appointed aid to

Washington ; in the autumn of this year he was promoted to

the office of brigade major, and in the succeeding year, 1776,

he held the post of Deputy Adjutant General of the North-

ern Department under General Gates. Owing to some in-

formality respecting the date of his commission, Trumbull

became, at this time, dissatisfied with the service, and having

witnessed many of the chief occurrences of the Revolution,

he resolved to terminate his military career, and become the

historiographer of these great events and of his early com-

rades.

With this view, he resided some time at Boston, where he

remained, studying the works of Copley and others, until

1780, when he embarked for France, and having made a

short stay iu Paris, proceeded to London ; here he was kindly

received by West, with whom he pursued his studies unin-
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terruptedly till about the middle of November, when the news

of the death of Major Andre was received, and a violent ir-

ritation was occasioned in the public mind. It was Trum-

bull's misfortune to lodge in the same house with another

American gentleman, who had been an officer, and against

whom a warrant had been issued to apprehend him for high

treason. Instructions had been given to the oflEicer who was

to execute the warrant, to arrest, ad interim, the painter, and

secure his papers in expectation of finding something of im-

portance ; and in accordance with this order, Trumbull was

arrested on the nisht of the 19th of November, and commit-

ted to prison. Immediately upon hearing of the arrest, West

waited upon the king; represented the circumstances of his

pupil's former and present situation ; the long time which had

intervened between his quitting the rebel army and his com-

ing to England ; and his present entire devotedness to the

study of the fine arts. George the Third, after a moment's

hesitation, replied, 'this young gentleman is in the power of

the laws, and I cannot at present interfere ; but go to him,

and assure him from me, that in the worst possible legal re-

sult, he has my royal word that his life is safe.' This assur-

ance, of course, softened in a great degree the rigor of an

eight month's imprisonment, during which period he made

the fine copy from West's picture of Correggio's St. Jerome,

now in the gallery at New Haven.

In June, 1781, a change had taken place in the affairs of

the two countries ; the English government had begun to re-

lax their severity, and Trumbull was admitted to bail by a

special order of the king, in council, on condition of quitting

the kingdom within thirty days, not to return during the war.

Making the best of his way to Ostend, and from thence to

Amsterdam, he embarked for his native country, where he

arrived, after much detention, about the middle of January,

1782. Fatigue, vexation and disappointment brought on a
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fever, which confined him to his father's house the principal

part of the ensuing winter.

In the spring of 1783, the news arrived of the prehmina-

ries of peace having been arranged, and Trumbull imme-

diately formed the resolution of again visiting England ; he

arrived there in the early part of 1784, and recommenced

his studies with West, by whom he was again kindly received.

In the year 178G, he produced his first considerable historical

work, the ' Death of General Warren ' at the Battle of Bun-

ker's Hill. This his first patriotic work of art, having been

seen and appreciated by both Adams and Jefferson, the for-

mer of whom was residing at that time as American minister

at London, and the latter at Paris, he communicated to them

his project of painting a series of national pictures, in com-

memoration of the principal events of the Revolution, pre-

serving as far as practicable, faithful portraits of those who

had been conspicuous actors in the various scenes, as well as

accurate details of the arms, dresses and manners of the times,

with all of which he had been familiar.

Finding that the 'Death of General Warren' had given

offence in London, and being desirous to concihate, Trum-

bull determined to paint, before leaving England, a subject

from British history ; and selected the ' Sortie of Gibraltar,'

which was finished in the spring of 1789. In the autumn of

this year, Trumbull returned to America, and devoted him-

self with great assiduity to the task of procuring portraits of

all the distinguished characters in New York, then the seat

of government, and in the summer of 1780, he was commis-

sioned by the Corporation to paint a full length of Washing-

ton, now in the Common Council room of the City Hall. It

represents the General in full uniform, standing by a white

horse, leaning his arm upon the saddle ; in the background,

a view of Broadway in ruins, as it then was, the old fort at

the termination, and Staten Island in the distance. He pass-
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ed the winter of 1780—1, in traveling through various parts

of the country, in search of portraits of illustrious individuals,

and in the spring returned to New York, where he painted

for the Corporation the whole length portrait of General

Clinton, also in the Common Council room of the City Hall.

In 1792 he was again at Philadelphia, and there painted the

portrait of General Washington, now in the gallery at New
Haven.

In May, 1794, he returned to England as Secretary to Mr.

Jay, who had been appointed minister to Great Britain ; and,

in a residence of ten years, produced several pictures, the

most celebrated of which are the 'Madonna au Corset rouge

'

from Raphael, the ' Infant Savior and St. John,' and a * Holy

Family,' all of which are now in the New Haven gallery.

He returned to the United States again in 1804, but in con-

sequence of the embarrassments of trade, and the unsettled

state of the country, the fine arts were but illy supported

here; and in 1808, he returned again to London, and re-

mained abroad until his final return to the United States in

1816.

During his last absence, a change had taken place in the

state of the arts in this country. Stuart, Sully and Jarvis

were each enjoying a high and deserved reputation ; and al-

though Allston had not yet arrived, the fame of his success

and superiority had preceded him. The Capitol at Wash-

ington was rebuilding, and Congress, during the session of

1816-17, appropriated thirty-two thousand dollars for the

purchase of four pictures, each eighteen feet by twelve, to be

placed on the walls of the Rotunda. They selected for their

subjects the 'Declaration of Independence,' signed on the

4th of July, 1776; the 'Surrender of Burgoyne,' on the

17th of October, 1777, to the American forces under General

Gates, at Saratoga ; the ' Surrender of Cornwallis,' at York-

town in Virginia, Oct. 19, 1781 ; and the ' Resignation of

General Washington,' at Annapolis, Dec. 23, 1783, and au-

30*
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thorized Trumbull to execute the work, which he performed

in the space of seven years. These pictures are in the style

of his master, West ; and although some critics have found

fault with the grouping of the figures, and the apparent stiff-

ness of the principal officers, their merit in many particulars

is of a high order, and they will ever be valuable for the

faithful portraits they have handed down to us.*

The last picture was scarcely finished in 1824, when he had

the misfortune to lose his wife, the faithful and beloved com-

panion of all the vicissitudes of twenty-four years. In the

words of the Artist, ' my best friend was removed from me,

and I had no child. A sense of loneHness began to creep

over my mind, yet my hand was steady, and my sight good

;

why then sink into premature imbecility ?' He therefore

resolved to begin a new series of his revolutionary subjects,

on canvas six feet by nine, for the purpose ot solacing his

weary hours by occupation. The expenses necessarily inci-

dent to such an undertaking, soon diminished his pecuniary

resources, and the thought occurred to him, that, although

there was little probability of his being able to dispose of his

pictures, either to individuals or to the State, it might be, that

some literary institution would be desirous of possessing

them. An arrangement was finally concluded with Yale

College at New Haven— a fire proof gallery was erected,

in which the pictures w^ere arranged under his direction, and

* The fifth panel has been filled with a picture by Weir, the subject

of which is that portion of the congregation of Mr. John Robinson,

who, after having been driven from England by religious persecution,

and having resided eleven years in Holland, are here represented as

gathered on the deck of the Speedwell at the moment of embarcation to

America—the lower row of figures are kneeling, and over the upper

row hangs the mainsail of the vessel, very happily disposed. A sixth

picture has been more recently painted by Vanderlyn, which is destined

also to occupy a panel of the Rotunda. The moment represented, is

when Columbus having drawn his sword and displayed the royal stand-

ard, is in the act of taking possession of the newly discovered country.
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an annuity of one thousand dollars for the remainder of his

life was settled upon the Artist, who made one noble condi-

tion in this final disposition of his works, that, after his death,

the entire proceeds of the exhibition should be perpetually

appropriated towards defraying the expense of educating

indigent scholars in Yale College.' ' I thus,' says he, ' have

the happy reflection, that when I shall have gone to my rest,

these works will remain a source of good to many a poor,

perhaps meritorious and excellent young man.'

Beside the miniature copies of the pictures at the Capitol,

the Trumbull Gallery contains among other valuable pro-

ductions, the ' Battle of Bunker Hill ;' the ' Death of Gen.

Montgomery, in the attack of Quebec ;' the ' Battle of

Princeton,' partly finished ; the ' Capture of the Hessians at

Trenton;' the 'Death of Gen. Mercer, at the Battle of

Princeton ;' ' Portrait of Gen. Washington,' painted at

Philadelphia, in the year 1792, for the city of Charleston,

S. C. ; a copy of Correggio's celebrated ' St Jerome of

Parma ;' and a copy of the ' Transfiguration,' the master

piece of Raphael. Five copies of his historical pictures,

' The Declaration of Independence,' the ' Death of Gen.

Montgomery,' the ' Death of Gen. Warren,' the ' Death of

Gen. Mercer,' and the ' Rout of the Hessians at Trenton,'

were purchased by the Wadsworth Athenaeum at Hartford,

and now adorn the walls of that Institution. The ' Sortie of

Gibraltar' and ' Priam receiving the body of Hector,' are the

property of the Athenaeum at Boston.

An association had been early formed in New York for

promoting the Fine Arts, and Chancellor Livingston elected

President. For a considerable period, the institution was
sustained with some vigor, but it finally lost its vitality, and
in 1816 it had nearly ceased to exist. During that year De
Witt Clinton, who was then President of the Association,

originated a plan, by which it was revived under the name
of the American Academy of Fine Arts. Delicacy required
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him to resign the presidency, and at his nomination, Trum-

bull was elected to occupy the chair, which he continued to

do with great ability until the formation of the National

Academy of Design, which went into operation in 1825, with

Samuel F. B. Morse as President ; during this period it may
be truly said, no artist in this country gave instruction to so

many scholars, and certainly no one displayed a warmer zeal

in the cause of Art.

In the year 1837 Trumbull removed to New Haven where

he resided four years, till 1841 ; he then returned to New
York, in order to receive the advice of his favorite physician,

Dr. Washington, and there remained until his death, in

November, 1843. By his own request, his remains were

carried to New Haven for interment, where he reposes in a

sepulchre, built by himself, beneath his Monumental Gallery.

MALBONE.

Edward G. IVIalbone, the earliest American miniature

painter, was born at Newport, Rhode Island, in 1777. He
discovered a propensity for drawing at a very early period of

life, and when quite a lad, was in the habit of frequenting

the theatre, chiefly attracted thither by the illusions of scene-

ry. The stage, even in the utmost magnificence of splendor

and decoration, is but an inferior school in which to form the

taste of an artist. The earnestness of Malbone's examina-

tion of everything belonging to the scenery, and the desire

he exhibited to penetrate the mystery of these shifting pic-

tures, attracted the notice of the scene painter, who pleased

with the ardor of the young amateur, gave him a few lessons

in drawing, suffered him to assist him with the chalk and

brush, and soon after, permitted him to paint an entire scene.

This was probably a landscape, and good only by comparison
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with the general mediocrity of the scenes in a small provin-

cial theatre. His production was received with applause

;

and Malbone, having tasted the pleasures of public commen-
dation, began to experience the enthusiasm of the Arts, and

to aspire to the approbation of refined and cultivated criti-

cism.

While the young scene-painter thus amused himself at the

theatre, he employed himself with indefatigable industry at

home in drawing heads, and at length, attempted likenesses,

and soon devoted himself to portraiture. He confined him-

self chiefly to water colors, and after a time, altogether to

the painting of miniatures. His improvement was rapid and

constant, and his reputation soon made its way through the

principal cities of the United States. He pursued his pro-

fession with success for some time in New York, and after-

ward in Philadelphia and Boston ; but his constitution was

not naturally vigorous, and his excessive application to study,

began to impair his health. Desirous of trying the effect of

a southern climate, he removed to Charleston, S. C. in the

winter of 1800, where his talents, and the refinement of his

mind and manners, secured to him the hospitality of its in-

habitants. During the period of his ill-health he had re-

stricted himself to eight hours' application in liis painting

room, but gratified at the success which attended his labors

here, he taxed his energies to the utmost, commencing his

studies very early in the morning, and attempted to devote

the night as well as the day to his profession ; for this pur-

pose he contrived a method of painting by candlelight, by

the means of glasses which condensed the rays, and threw

them upon the ivory. Although this experiment did not

succeed to his wishes, yet it shows the ardor of his applica-

tion, and his perseverance in the pursuit of his favorite art.

With all this zeal for the particular object of his ambition,

Malbone did not neglect the general cultivation of his mind

;

for he felt that the artist who knows nothing but his art, can
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never know even that perfectly. The technical or mechanical

part of painting may indeed be studied, and carried to great

perfection by itself alone ; but all that is intellectual or ani-

mated in the art, all that depends upon taste or fancy, upon

delicacy or dignity of conception, must be nourished by lite-

rature, and the habit of contemplating nature with a philo-

sophic or a poetic eye.

In May, 1801, he sailed in company with his friend Wash-

ington AUston for London, where he resided several months,

for the purpose of studying the paintings of celebrated masters.

While in England, he made the acquaintance of many emi-

nent living artists, and received many friendly attentions from

West, who gave him unlimited access to his painting room.

In a letter, written at this period, he thus expresses his opin-

ion of some of the leading artists of the day. ' Mr. West is

decidedly the greatest painter among them for history ; Mr.

Lawrence is the best portrait painter, and after him I think

Sir William Beechy the next, and then Mr. Hoppner. Some

of Mr. Copley's historical pieces I think very fine. So are Mr.

Trumbull's ; but I do not admire his portraits. Among minia-

ture painters, I think Mr. Shelly and Mr. Cosway the best.

Mr. Fuseli, from whom we expected so much, I was disap-

pointed in.' He further adds :
' I have painted many pictures

since I left Charleston, and am painting one now, which I

shall bring with me ; it is ' The Hours—Past, Present, and

Coming.'

This celebrated production, now at Newport, R. L, is a

miniature of about ten inches in length and seven in breadth,

and comprises three female figures. The centre one, indi-

cating Maturity or the Present, represents a lady who has

apparently seen thirty summers of uninterrupted health and

happiness ; the figure upon the right, the Past, has evidently

progressed quietly and peacefully into the vale of years ; while

on the left, the Coming is exemplified by the sunny features

of a girl of twelve, whose heart is evidently swelling with joy-
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ful anticipations of the future. The deHcacy and expression

of interest are exquisite ; the grouping, of the most graceful

elegance ; and the coloring varied, harmonious, and admira-

ble.

Malbone returned to Charleston in the autumn of 1801,

and resumed his profession, manifesting the improvement he

had made during his absence ; and from this period continued

to pursue it with unabated success for about six years, a part

of which time was passed in Boston, and the remainder in

New York. In 1806, his labors were interrupted by languor

and disease ; confinement and sedentary application had, for

some time, been gradually undermining his constitution, and

he now manifested every symptom of rapidly approaching

consumption. He laid aside the pencil, and tried the effect

of exercise and travel during the summer, but without avail.

A change of climate was recommended by his physicians, (a

change which frequently increases the sufferings of the pa-

tient, by removing him from the comforts of home,) and in

the autumn of 1806, he took passage for the island of Jamaica,

designing to pass the winter there ; but not receiving the bene-

fit for which he hoped, he returned to die in his native coun-

try. He landed at Savannah, hoping to be able to reach

Newport at the opening of spring. But his fr;\me had become

too weak ; and he languished here until the Tih of May, 1807,

when he closed his valuable life, in the thii ty-second year of

his age.

ALLSTON.

Washington Allston was born in the State of South

Carolina, in the year 1779, and died at Cambridge, near Bos-

ton, on the 9th of June, 1843. Being of a weak and feeble

constitution, his physicians recommended his removal to an-
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other climate ; and, consequently, before he had entered upon

his seventh year, he was sent to Newport, Rhode Island,

where he continued his studies until his seventeenth year,

and was then entered at Harvard University.

In some notes sent to Mr. Dunlap for his ' History of the

Arts of Design,' he states, that his taste for imitation and

composition had manifested itself before he left Carolina, even

as early as six years of age ; and that his favorite amusement

was to put together little landscapes with cottages built of sticks

and mosses, shaded with miniature trees, and peopled with

men and women manufactured from the forked stalks of the

fern. He adverts, too, to his early passion for the wild, the

marvellous, and the terrific, and his delight in the stories of

enchantments, hags, and witches, related by his father's ne-

groes. ' These childish fancies,' says he, ' were the straws

by which an observer might have guessed which way the cur-

rent was setting for after life ;' and here may be perceived

the germ of that poetic talent which afterward opened, and

was displayed both by the pen and the pencil of Allston.

Previous to his leaving Newport, Allston had become ac-

quainted with Malbone, who was deservedly ranked the first

miniature painter in the country ; and being in the habit, dur-

ing his Freshman year, of visiting him frequently at his rooms,

at Boston, he was induced, by admiration of the artist's works,

to try also his own hand at miniature, but it was without suc-

cess. Allston's leisure hours at Cambridge were chiefly de-

voted to the pencil ; and he obtained permission to copy, dur-

ing one of his winter vacations, a portrait of Cardinal Benti-

voglio, from Van Dyck by Smybert, in the college library,

which at that time seemed to him the perfection of painting

—

an opinion which he had occasion to alter some years after-

ward, upon viewing the original.

Having gone through the four years' course of collegiate

studies, Allston returned to South Carolina in the year 1800,

where he disposed of his paternal estate for the purpose of de-
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fraying his expenses in Europe ; and in May, 1801, at th^ age

of twenty-two, embarked with his friend Malbone for Eng-

land. Soon after his arrival in London, he became a student

of the Eoyal Academy, and was immediately introduced to

West, then in the zenith of his fame, who received him with

his usual urbanity and kindness. The following year, 1802,

he exhibited three pictures at Somerset House ; the principal

one, a ' French soldier relating a story,' a comic attempt ; a

' Rocky coast with banditti ;' and a ' Landscape with horse-

men ;' wdiich latter he had painted during his residence at

Cambridge.

Allston remained three years in England ; and in 1804, in

company with his friend and fellow-artist Vanderlyn, crossed

over to Paris. At this period the Gallery of the Louvre was

In full splendor, rich w'ith the treasures of art, which the con-

queror of nations had gathered into his splendid capital. He
remained in Paris but a few months at this visit, and em-

ployed his time in studying and meditating upon the enchant-

ing works of Titian, Tintoretto, and Paul Veronese, passing

hours of indescribable pleasure before their magnificent pro-

ductions, the Peter Martyr, the Miracle of the Slave, and the

Marriage at Cana. He painted also four original pictures,

and made a copy from Rubens in the Luxembourg gallery.

From Paris, Allston proceeded to Italy, passed leisurely

through Switzerland, crossed the Alps by the Pass of St.

Gothard, and saw the sun rise on Lake Maggiore. In a let-

ter descriptive of his journey, he says ;
' Such a sunrise I

The giant Alps seemed literally to rise from their purple beds,

and putting on their crowns of gold, to send up hallelujahs

almost audible.' He remained four years in Italy, residing

chiefly at Rome, where the Danish sculptor Thorwaldsen,

whose fame has since spread over the civilized world, was

his fellow student. Here also he became acquainted with

Coleridge, ' a much valued friend who taught him the golden

rule, never to judge of any work of art hy its defects—a rule

31
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which, while it spares the artist much pain, widens greatly

his sphere of pleasure.' Speaking of the works of Michael

Angelo, he says, ' as I stood beneath his colossal Prophets

and Sibyls, still more colossal in spirit, I felt as if in the

presence of messengers from the other world, with the destiny

of man in their breath—in repose even terrible. No one

would mistake them for inhabitants of our world
; yet they

are true to the imagination, as the beings about us, to our

senses.'

He returned to America in 1809 ; in the following year

married Miss Channins-, the sister of the late Rev. Dr. Chan-

ning ; and, in 1811, accompanied by his wife, returned again

to England. The first work he commenced on his arrival

in London, was one of his grandest compositions, ' The Dead

Man revived by the Bones of Elisha,' now at Philadelphia,

which was first exhibited at the British Institution, and there

obtained the first prize of two hundred guineas. The scene

of this picture is founded on the following passage from the

Second Book of Kings :
' And the bands of the Moabites

invaded the land at the coming in of the year. And it came

to pass as they were burying a man, that behold they spied

a band of men, and they cast the man into the sepulchre of

Elisha ; and when the man was let down, and touched the

bones of Elisha, he revived.' ' The sepulchre of Elisha,'

says the artist, ' is supposed to be in a cavern among the

mountains ; in the foresiround is the man at the moment of re-

animation, and behind him, in a dark recess, are the bones of

the Prophet, the skull of which is peculiarized by a preter-

natural light. At his head and feet are two Slaves, bearers

of the body, and in the most prominent group above, is a

soldier alarmed and terrified at the miracle, in the act of rush-

ing from the scene. Behind the soldiers are two men, of dif-

ferent ages, earnestly listening to the explanation of a priest,

who is directing their thoughts to Heaven ; while, clinging to

the old man is a boy, too young to comprehend the nature of
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the miracle ; but, like children of his age, unconsciously partak-

ing of the general impulse. The group on the right forms an

episode, consisting of the wife and daughter of the reviving

man. In the distance, at the entrance of the cavern, the

Sentinels mark the depth of the picture, and indicate the

alarm which has occasioned this tumultuary burial.'

His progress in this picture was interrupted by a danger-

ous nervous disorder, which after some months of great suf-

fering, compelled him to remove to Clifton, near Bristol^

where he placed himself under Dr. King, a celebrated sur-

geon, to whom he was indebted, under providence, for his re-

covery. At Bristol he painted a number of pictures ; among

these were half-length portraits of his friend Coleridge, and

his medical friend Dr. King, which he considered among his

best works of that style. On his return to London, he was

afflicted with a calamity to which he alludes, in one of his

letters, thus feelingly and briefly :—
' a calamity of which I

cannot speak—the death of my wife—leaving me nothing but

my art, which then seemed to me as nothing.' He painted

also, about this time, a beautiful little picture of ' The Mother

and Child,' which he presented to his friend, Mr. M'Murtie,

of Philadelphia.

In the year 1817, Allston painted his picture of 'Jacob's

Dream,' a subject which he had long contemplated, and which

he considered one of his happiest efforts. It was immediately

purchased by the Earl of Egremont, and is now at Petworth

in England. The subject is sublimely and originally treat-

ed ;
' for instead of two or three angels,' to use the words of

the artist, ' I have introduced a vast multitude ; and instead

of a ladder or narrow steps, I have endeavored to give the

idea of immeasurable flights of steps, with platform above plat-

form, rising and extending into space immeasurable.' His

prize picture of this year, ' Uriel in the Sun,' a subject taken

from the third book of Paradise Lost, was purchased by the

late Marquis of Stafford, and is now in the collection of the
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Duke of Sutherland. Speaking of the effect of light in this

picture, he says, ' I surrounded him and the rock of adamant

on which he sat, with the prismatic colors, in the order in

which the ray of light is decomposed by the prism. I laid them

on with the strongest colors, and then with transparent color,

so intimately blended them, as to reproduce the original ray.*

In 1818 Allston was seized with a homesickness, which

' in spite of the best and kindest friends,' he was unable to

overcome, although among these friends he had the privilege

of numbering Wordsworth, Southey and Coleridge, each of

whom have enshrined in verse their affectionate remembrance

of his genius and his virtues ; he therefore returned to Ameri-

ca in the autumn of that year, bringing with him only one

finished picture, ' Elijah in the Wilderness,' which was after-

ward purchased by Mr. Labouchere, and is now in England.

He was elected Associate of the Royal Academy the same

year; and would have been made an Academician, but for

one of the original laws of the institution, which renders no

artist eligible, who is not resident in England. During his

residence in London, in 1813-14, he published a small vol-

ume of poems, in which he displayed a most delicate imagi-

nation, an exquisite purity of thought, and the finest suscep-

tibility to the harmonies of language ; and the occasional

pieces which he afterward wrote, have confirmed his reputa-

tion. As a prose writer, he is chiefly known by the romance

of ' Monaldi,' a work of power and interest, showing at once

his versatility as an author, his sensibility to beauty, and his

capacity of execution.

From the period of his arrival in America in 1818, Allston

remained settled at Cambridgeport, near Boston, where his

benevolent and social qualities, not less than his various in-

tellectual accomplishments, gathered around him many lov-

ing and admiring friends ; and among the professors of the

University, at which he had received his education, he found

many congenial associates.
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Daring the last years of his life, Allston was engaged upon

his great picture of ' Belshazzar's Feast,' a subject taken from

the fifth chapter of the Book of Daniel. In the centre of the

banquet ting hall of the palace stands the Prophet, in the act

of expounding to the king the interpretation of the Hand-

writing upon the wall, and sets before him the power, the

degradation, and the restoration of Nebuchadnezzar, his

father, and his own apostasy. In the foreground on the left,

is seated the king, and near him stands the queen, supported

by two maidens. On the right are the discomfited Astrolo-

gers and Soothsayers, and between them and Daniel, is a

group in shadow, whose devout attitudes mark them to be

Jews. One of the females kneels in a posture of adoration,

while another is reaching forward to touch the garment of the

Prophet. In the middle ground is the banquet table, and in

ihe galleries and distance, groups of figures exhibiting the

confusion and amazement incident to such a scene. The
figure of the Prophet is a most sublime conception ; and that

of the king, though unfinished, displays the terror, anguish

and dismay which would be naturally felt by one so situated.

In the figure of the queen, anxiety and sorrow are power-

fully depicted. The light on the principal group proceeds

from the supernatural blaze which surrounds the writing upon

the wall. Altogether it is esteemed in composition, expres-

sion, light and shade, and in depth and harmony of color, one

of the finest efforts of modern art ; and it has been justly said

that this work, though left unfinished, will be regarded three

centuries hence, as the Italians now regard the Last Judg-

ment of Michael Angelo. To the Artist it will ever be an

object of veneration, for it bears the last touches of the great

pencil of the Poet-Painter.*

* A distinguished AmericaTi artist who has recently returned from a

residence of several years among the Avorks of Art in the Old World, in

writing of this work, thus expresses himself:—"For many years, I had

heard of the picture, in progress, of Belshazzar's Feast, by Washington

31*
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Among iiis princi[)al works, not already mentioned, are

^ Saul and the V/itcli of Endor ;' 'Jeremiah dictating to the

Scribe his Pro})hecy of the Destruction of Jerusalem ;' the

Prophet seated, with flowing beard and wide eyes glaring on

the future, while the Scribe regards him with horror and

wonder; ' Rosalie listening to music;' the figure of a young

Allston. Upon his death, I was informed of the defaced condition in

which he had left it, and, finally, of its restoration to its present state

;

and among the many descriptions given me of it, as it is, there were

none very flattering to his reputation. My surprise and pleasure were

the greater, upon seeing it,—as it is, certainly, as far as it is wrought,

one of the finest pictures I ever saw. I have looked at it again and

again, and feel confident I am not mistaken in rating it as I do. There

is much more of the picture finished, than strikes one at the first view;

the few unfinished figures in the foreground, veiling, as it were, the ex-

cellence, beauty, and amount of that which is completed. The whole of

the background and middle ground, or the figures next in size and ad-

junct to the principal figures, appear to be finished, and that with a care

and completeness that are surprising. His concern was everywhere up-

on the picture, and the detail which pervades the whole surface of the

canvas makes every inch of it teem with the subject; and this too,

strange to say, without the least detriment to that required breadth that

no fine picture must want. ' In the same hour came forth fingers of a

man's hand and wrote over against the candlestick upon the plaster of the

wall of the king's palace,' etc. This is the time chosen for the picture. Of

the figures in the foreground, the queen is the only one that is finished, or

very nearly so. Her attitude, her intently fixed look of awe and grief at

the writing on the wall, her convulsive gripe of the hand of an attendant

immediately behind her, while she hears the prophet's doom, the ex-

pression in the faces of the two attendants, is one of the finest and most

powerful passages of art, I ever saAv committed to canvas. It exhibits

the drawing of Raphael, with the coloring of Titian. On the right hand

of the picture, as you stand before it, below the unfinished astrologers

in the foreground, is a group of figures, mostly in shadow, some bending

low in reverence of the prophet,—which for color, drawing, and execu-

tion, altogether, is of unsurpassable beauty. The artist aimed to make
it a perfect picture ; and, if we may judge by the evidence already ad-

duced, the ti'ial would have terminated very much like a verdict in his

favor."
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girl who has been reading; the hand which held the book

has dropped, and the other is pressed upon her bosom ;
' A

Roman lady reading,' a contemplative grandeur and simplicity

in the attitude, of the same kind of beauty as the Rosalie

;

' Miriam singing her Song of Triumph,' extremely fine, es-

pecially in color ;
' Lorenzo and Jessica,' two figures seated

on a bank, the action and expression of the hands excellent

;

' The Evening Hymn,' a young girl seated among ruins,

singing her vesper hymn to the Virgin ; * Anne Page and

Slender,' ' Beatrice,' and ' Amy Robsart,'—all in the pos-

session of gentlemen in Boston ;
' Rebecca at the Well,' be-

longing to M. Van Schaick of New York ; and ' Spalatro's

vision of the Bloody Hand,' from Mrs. Radcliffe's 'Italian,'

now in the possession of Mr. Ball, of Charleston, S. C.

The serene close of his days gave the finishing touch to

the picture of his life. After a cheerful evening spent with

his friends, the pang of a single moment released his soul to

its immortal home. He had just laid his hands on the head

of a favorite young friend, and begging her to live as near

perfection as she could, he blessed her with fervent solemni-

ty, and with that blessing upon his lips, he died. Not a

feature of his face was discomposed ; but he lay beautiful in

death, as he had been beautiful in life, like some gracious

work of art, just finished, and just beginning its silent im-

mortality.

INMAN.

Henry Inman was born at Utica, in the state of New
York, in 1801, and died in New York City, in February

1846, at the comparatively early age of forty-five years.

His parents had emigrated from England and were among

the earliest settlers of his native town. Like many who
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have become distinguished in the art, his first delights were

connected with pictures, and his first aspiration was the wish

to be enrolled among celebrated artists. At a very early

age his favorite book was a translation from Madame de

Genlis' ' Tales of the Castle,' in which he found food to

nourish and strengthen his peculiar tastes and fancies.

Among the notes to one of the stories contained in that

work are to be found brief biographies of some of the most

celebrated painters and sculptors. He never wearied of

pouring over their histories, and the name of Raphael em-

bodied in his young mind all that could be conceived of

greatness.

About the year 1812, his father removed to the city of

New York. His taste for Art had already begun to develop

itself, and notwithstanding he had obtained a warrant to enter

West Point as a cadet, he evinced so unequivocal a bent for

the profession in which he became so eminent, that his father

placed him with Jarvis, at that time one of the best portrait

painters in the city. He remained with his instructor seven

years, during which period they visited together New Orleans

and several of the southern cities. Immediately upon his

emancipation, he commenced portrait and miniature painting,

in which latter department, his productions, twenty years

since, were considered second only to the works of Malbone

;

but the demand for portraits in large induced him to relin-

quish this branch of the art.

In 1824—25 Inman joined the Association of Artists for

drawing, and on the establishment of the National Gallery of

Design, was elected Vice President, which office he filled

until his removal to Philadelphia ; within a short distance of

that city, at Mount Holly, he purchased an estate, where he

could paint, surrounded by his family, with the delights of

rural scenes in summer, and the comforts of his own fireside

in winter. He was no less remarkable for the versatility,

than for the excellence of his talent. The new art of Lithog-
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rapliy was at this period attracting the general attention of

the artists of our country. His spirited heads, sketched

upon Bristol Boards and slightly tinged with water colors,

had been greatly admired, and this new invention for re-

producing those free pencil drawings, had a peculiar charm

for him.

His reputation, meanwhile, became more and more ex-

tended by several compositions in oils, illustrative of the

popular works of fiction, which are now scattered far and

wide over the country. At length in 1834, he returned to

New York, and opening his studio once more in the heart of

the city, with the intention of devoting his whole attention

to portrait painting, the orders for pictures crowded upon

him so rapidly, that even with his noted quickness and won-

derful facility of execution, it was almost impossible for his

pencil to keep pace with the demands that were made upon

it. The admiration excited by his new heads gave a fresh

appreciation to those he had painted in former years, while

present approval and success warmed his canvas with a

richer glow.

In the year 1844, Inman visited England, where he spent

about ten months, with the hope of restoring his health,

which had become impaired by his incessant application.

During that period he painted portraits of Dr. Chalmers,

Wordsworth, Macaulay, and Lord Cottenham, and a sketch

of ' Rydal Falls' near the residence of Wordsworth. Almost

his last production— and of which he often spoke as his best,

was an ' October afternoon,' painted during the month of

October, 1845. The subject of the painting is an American

district school-house, on the skirt of a wood, with children

just released from their tasks, loitering to frolic on the hill-

side ere they turn their steps homeward. From the negro,

who pauses to grin at the sport of the children, to the dash

of foam upon the stream that hints at the mill in the hazy

distance, from the rich forest glade, chequered by the level
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sunbeams, to the delicious autumnal atmosphere that softens

the distant spire beneath the mountains— the whole picture,

alike in composition and handling, is full of character and

beauty. Another of Inman's celebrated productions, called

* Mumble the Peg,' a sort of pictorial memorandum of early

schoolday amusements, now belongs to the estate of the late

E. L. Gary, Esq. of Philadelphia, in whose gallery are many

of the choicest works of American painters and sculptors,

and than whom Arts and Artists in any country haye never

had, or lost a more gifted and generous friend.

When Inman had finished his ' October afternoon,' he re-

marked that he had painted his last picture. A disease

which permitted him to work only a few hours during the

day had already fixed itself upon him, and he returned to die

among his friends. The artists of New York and a large

concourse of fellow citizens attended his remains to the

grave ; and his works have since been collected for public

exhibition in the city upon which he had conferred such

distinguished honor.
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The Museum of the Vatican— The Museum of the Capitol—
The I.MPERiAL Gallery at Florence— Gallery of the Grand

Duke — School of the Fine Arts— The Museum at Na-

ples — Academy of Fine Arts at Bologna— The Royal

Gallery at Turin— The Brera Gallery at Milan— The
Ambrosian Library — School of the Fine Arts at Venice—
The Gallery at Parma— The Picture Gallery at Verona—
The Bilder Gallery at Dresden— The Picture Gallery

at Munich—The Gallery at Berlin — The Picture Gallery

AT Ant^verp— The Public Gallery' at the Hague— Royal

Gallery at the Hague— The National Gallery at Amster-

dam — The Imperial Gallery at Vienna— The Royal Col-

lection AT Copenhagen— The Hermitage Gallery- at St.

Petersburg— The Gallery of Paintings at Madrid— The

National Museum at Seville— The Gallery of the Lou-

vre — The Luxembourg Gallery— The Gallery at Ver-

sailles— The Royal Academy at London— Windsor Castle

Gallery— Hampton Court Gallery — The Picture Gallery

at Dulwich College.

THE MUSEUM OF THE VATICAN.

The Vatican, or the Palace of the Pope, adjoining the

church of St. Peter, is an immense pile of buildings, with no

systematic plan or order of architecture, and covers an area

twelve hundred feet in length by one thousand in breadth.

The period of its foundation is not known ; though it is

probable that when building the church, Constantine assign-

ed to the pope some of the numerous edifices, then existing

32
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in the gardens of Nero. But whoever was the founder, it is

quite clear that Charlemagne resided in it when he was

crowned Emperor, by Pope Leo III, in the year 800 — that

it was repaired by Innocent III, in the twelfth century—
that it was enlarged and made the permanent residence of

the popes by Gregory XL when the Holy See returned from

Avignon in 1377— and that it has been enlarged and beau-

tified by nearly every successive pontiff, from that period to

the present time. Excepting the suite of apartments appro-

priated to the pope, the whole of the Vatican, which is said

to contain 4422 apartments, is occupied as an immense re-

pository of the Fine Arts— by far the most extensive and

splendid in the world.

The Scala Regia, or Royal stair-way, a magnificent flight

of steps, springing from the Porch of St. Peter^s, near the

equestrian statue of Constantine, leads to the Sala Regia or

Royal Hall, built during the pontificate of Paul III, about the

year 1540, as a hall of audience for ambassadors ; and now
serves as a vestibule to the Sistine and Pauline chapels, the

former of which contains ' The Last Judgment,' and the lat-

ter ' The Conversion of St. Paul,' by Michael Angelo. Op-

posite to the Sistine chapel, is the Ducal Hall, in which the

popes of former times gave audience to princes.

This conducts to the Gallery of the Vatican, containing

about fifty pictures, arranged in four apartments, and pos-

sessing probably more real treasures of art, than any other

collection in the world. The most remarkable are ' The
Transfiguration,' ' The Madonna di Foligno,' and the ' Coro-

nation of the Virgin,'—all by Raphael ; a ' Madonna and

Child in Glory,' and the ' Martyrdom of St. Peter,' by Gui-

do ; the ' Incredulity of St. Thomas,' ' St. John the Baptist,'

and a 'Magdalene,' by Guercino ; the ' Entombment of

Christ,' by Caravaggio ; a ' St. Sebastian,' and a ' Portrait of

a Doge of Venice,' by Titian ;
' St. Romualdo's Dream,' by

Andrea Sacchi ; the 'Martyrdom of St. Erasmus,' by N. Pous-
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sin ; and the ' Communion of St. Jerome/ the magnificent

master-piece of Domenichino, considered as second only to the

Ti'ansfiguration.

A series of small chambers, called the Borgia Apartments,

(from the circumstance of their having been built by Pope

Alexander VI, of that family,) contain a collection of bas-

reliefs and antique paintings, of which the ' Aldobrandine

Wedding' is the most remarkable. Immediately above th-e

Borgia Apartments, a Loggia or open gallery, embellished

with arabesques, leads to the Stanze, or chambers of Raphael,

commenced by Bramante under Julius II, and completed un-

der the [X}ntificate of Leo X.

The chambers of Raphael, four in number, constitute a

most interesting portion of the Vatican, and the interior walls

are covered with paintings and ornaments, executed either by

Raphael himself, or by his scholars under his immediate su-

perintendence and direction. In a gallery, adjoining the

Stanze, are preserved the Tapestries, woven at Arras in Flan-

ders, by order of Leo X, for the decoration of the Sistine

chapel, after the cartoons of Raphael, which are now at Hamp-
ton Court, in England. A gallery, one thousand feet in length

and fifteen or twenty in width, the walls of which are lined,

from the floor to the ceiling, with ancient sepulchral monu-

ments and inscriptions, leads to the Museum of the Vatican,

a labyrinth of sumptuous saloons, with pavements of the richest

mosaic,— walls lined with pillars of porphyry, alabaster, and

Parian marble—roofs bright with azure and gold—and all

filled with the choicest collections of antiquities, sculptures,

busts, and statues ; our limits will allow us barely to glance

at the history of this, and mention a few of its most remark-

able treasures.

The Museum of the Vatican was commenced by Cardinal

Marcello Cervini, afterward Pope Marcellus II, who, in the

sixteenth century, deposited in the palace of the Vatican his

extensive collection of statues, medals, and antiquities. It is
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called the Pio-Clementino Museum, from the names of the

Popes Clement XIV. and Pius VI, from whom it received its

most important accessions. To the latter, who occupied the

pontifical chair during the last twentj-five years of the last

century, it owes the greater part of its magnificence.*

The celebrated ' Group of the Nile,' consists of a recum-

bent river god, surrounded by sixteen children, symbolic of

the sixteen cubits, at which the rise of the river begins to ir-

rigate the land ; its plinth is covered with animals and plants

peculiar to that river ; this group occupies a splendid hall to

which it gives its name, and is one of the richest of ancient

statues. The 'Belvidere Torso,' found in the Baths of Cara-

calla, so much admired and studied by Michael Angelo, can

afford Httle pleasure to any one, except a connoisseur or an

artist, as nothing but the trunk and the thighs remain. It is

supposed to be the fragment of a Hercules, executed by Apol-

lonius of Athens, whose name it bears ; and to have once

adorned the theatre of Pompey. The elegant little temple

denominated the First Cabinet, contains 'Perseus vi'ith the

head of Medusa,' and ' The Boxers,' Creugas and Damoxenus,

by Canova. These are almost the only modern statues to be

found in the gallery, and were placed here, it is said, in op-

position to the wishes of Canova, who felt that the works of

* The splendid work, entitled ' IlMuseo Pio-Cleinent'mo,' contains en-

gravings of the statues in the Vatican, accompanied with their liistory

and description, by the learned antiquary Visconti. When the treasui-es

of ancient art were removed from the cities of Italy to Paris, Visconti

was summoned to tlte latter city by Napoleon, for the purpose of arrang-

ing the antiquities in the Museum of the Louvre, and preparing a de-

scriptive catalogue of them. The last edition of this catalogue, which

abounds iu ingenious and learned remarks, appeared in 1815, under the

title, ' Notices des Statues, Busies, et Bas-reliefs de la Galerie des Antiques dii

Musie Napoleon.' In 1817, he published ' Description des Antiques du Mu-

ste Royal f and his description of the rich collection, known by the name

of the ' Miis'^e Franc^ais,^ is still more complete. In 1800, Visconti v/as

chosen a Member of the Institute, and died at Paris in 1818.
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any modern artist, whatever may be their merit, must suffer

by a comparison with the master-pieces of antiquity. In the

second Cabinet is the ' Mercury,' commonly called the ^ Anti-

nons of Belvidere,' to the study of which Domenichino de-

clared himself indebted for his knowledge of the beautiful.

The Third Cabinet contains the inimitable groupof ' Laocoon,'

the father with his two sons, enveloped in the crushing folds

of the serpents, with whose story every student of Virgil is

familiar. Laocoon, son of Priam and Hecuba, and high priest

of Apollo, endeavored to prevent the reception of the wooden

horse into Troy ; in consequence of which, he and his two sons

are supposed to have been strangled by serpents. It is in-

deed highly prabable that the poet drew his animated descrip-

tion from this very statue, which is satisfactorily proved to

have existed long before the Aeneid was written. Pliny states

it to have been the joint production of three artists of Rhodes,

who lived four hundred years before the Christian era ; and

it was considered in his time the greatest work of the kind,

either in painting or statuary. His account places it in the

palace of Titus, and it was found in the baths of that emperor

in the sixteenth century. The ' Belvidere Apollo,' the last of

the three great master-pieces of antiquity, is the presiding de-

ity in the Fourth and last Cabinet of Sculpture. It was dis-

covered towards the close of the fifteenth century, at Antium,

the birth place of Caligula and Nero ; and is supposed to iiave

occupied a position in one of the baths of the early emperors.

The Apollo has been considered by every one as the most

sublime of ancient statues, expressing at the same time a per-

fect idea of beauty, and the majesty of divinity. ^' When I

behold this prodigy of art," says Winkelmann, " I forget all the

universe—I assume a more dignified attitude to be worthy

to contemplate it. From admiration I pass into ecstasy. Pen-

etrated with respect, I feel my bosom heave and dilate itself, as

in those filled with the spirit of prophecy. I am transported

to Delos, and the sacred groves of Lycia, once honored by the

32*
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presence of the god ; for the beauty before me seems to acquire

motion, Hke that produced of old by the chisel of Pymalion."

The Hall of Animals is one of the most interesting depart-

ments of the Museum. It is a spacious and splendid temple,

with vestibules supported by granite pillars, and pavements

studded with ancient mosaics. Many of the animals are re-

presented in stone of an appropriate color. Among these

are a Crocodile in black marble— figures of Tigers in grey

sienite, containing large light-colored oblong crystals of feld-

spar— a Panther in light-colored alabaster, inlaid with pie-

ces of black marble, and a Lobster in green porphyry. In

the Statue Gallery is the celebrated half-figure called the

^ Genius of the Vatican,' in Parian marble, attributed to

Praxiteles— and an exceedingly graceful recumbent statue

of ' Ariadne sleeping,' formerly called a Cleopatra.

One apartment, richly paved with antique mosaic, is ap-

propriated to the statues of ' The Muses,' found with the

Hermes of the ' Sages of Greece,' in the villa of Cassius at

Tivoli. They are arranged with much taste, each bearing

her characteristic symbol— Melpomene, distinguished as

Tragedy, crowned with vine leaves, and holding the mask

and sword— Thalia, the comic muse, with timbrel and mask

—Urania, the muse of Astronomy, with the celestial globe—
Calliope, the muse of Epic Poetry— Polyhymnia, the muse

of Rhetoric, with her hands folded in her drapery— Erato,

the muse of History— Terpsichore, the muse of Dancing,

with a lyre in her hand— and Euterpe, who presided over

music, holding flutes.

A long and magnificent gallery, called the Museo Chiara-

monti, contains a large collection of statues, busts, bas-reliefs

and other monuments of ancient sculpture. These were

principally collected by Pope Pius VII, a great lover and

protector of the fine arts, and arranged under his auspices, by

the distinguished sculptor, the Marquis Canova.

The last and not least interesting department of the Collec-
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tion is the ' Museo Gregoriano,' created entirely by the late

Pope Gregory XVI. to contain the numerous monuments of

art, found principally during his pontificate, at Tarquinii, and

other ancient cities of Etruria. To these monuments have

been added those of Egypt, which were formerly at the Capi-

tol, or other public museums.

The Library of the Vatican is on a scale proportioned to

the extent and magnificence of its other departments. It was

commenced as early as the fifth century, by Pope St. Hila-

rius, in the Lateran palace, and has been augmented by all

the successive pontiffs. Clement V, having fixed his seat at

Avignon, in the early part of the fourteenth century, remov-

ed the papal library to that place, where it remained till

1417, when Martin V. brought it to Rome and placed it in

the palace of the Vatican. In 1432 the library was incon-

siderable ; but from 1447 to 1458, transcribers were employ-

ed in many different countries in copying manuscripts ; and

in 1587, Sixtus V, finding the library too small to accommo-

date the collections which had been made by his three imme-

diate predecessors, (Pius IV, Pius V, and Gregory XIII,)

erected the present building, of which Fontana was the ar-

chitect. In the seventeenth century, the Library received

three considerable additions. The first was the Palatine

collection of 2388 Mss. presented to pope Gregory XV. by

Maximilian, Duke of Bavaria; the second, 1711 Mss. of

the Dukes of Urbino ; and the third, the collection of 2291

Mss. of Christina, Queen of Sweden, called the Alexandrine

library.

The great Hall of the Library is two hundred feet long

and fifty wide, with a ceiling glittering with gold, and orna-

mented with frescos. Among the splendid articles of furni-

ture, are tables of granite, supported by gilt caryatides ; ce-

lestial and terrestrial globes of the most beautiful workman-

ship ; a column of transparent alabaster ; and a Sarcophagus

of Parian marble, with a winding sheet of asbestos, found
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about two miles without the Porta Maggiore. The books

and manuscripts are contained in cabinets or presses with

closed doors, and ranged around the walls. The numbers of

printed books is about 30,000 ; the whole collection of Mss

.

is about 24,000 ; and is allowed to be the finest in the world.

The most celebrated Mss. of the Library are a ' Virgil'

of the fourth century of the time of Constantine, written in

characters nearly of the form of the ancient Roman lapidary

letters, and adorned with miniatures of the Latins and Tro-

jans, in the costume of their own times ; a ' Greek Bible,' of

the sixth century, in capital letters, written according to the

Version of the Septuagint ; a Parchment Scroll of a ' Greek

Ms.' of the seventh century, with miniatures ; a Ms. ' Te-

rence,' of the ninth century, with miniatures ; a ' Greek Ca-

lendar,' of the tenth century, brilliantly illuminated ; the

* Homilies of St. Gregory,' of the eleventh century ; a By-

zantine Ms. of the Four Gospels, of the twelfth century

;

several Mss. by Dante, Tasso, and Petrarch ; a large ' He-

brew Bible,' in folio, presented to the library by the Dukes

of Urbino, and for which the Venetian Jews offered its weight

in gold ; and a Greek Ms., containing the ' Acts of the Apos-

tles,' in letters of gold, presented to Innocent VHI, by Char-

lotte, Queen of Cyprus. The most remarkable printed books,

are the ' Epistles of St. Jerome,' printed at Rome in 1468 ;

an edition of ' Aulus Gellius,' bearing date 1469 ; the ' Poly-

glot of Cardinal Ximenes, 1514; 'Henry VIH. on the Seven

Sacraments,' printed at London in 1501 ; the ' Aldine Greek

Bible,' of 1518 ; and the 'Arabic Bible,' printed at Rome in

1671.

THE MUSEUM OE THE CAPITOL.

Of all the magnificent temples that once adorned the an-

cient Capitol, and the proud and gorgeous Citadel, display-
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ing to the dazzled eye its brazen portals and its roof of gold,

scarcely a vestige remains. The central portion of the Hill

is now occupied by a large open square, in the midst of which

stands a bronze equestrian statue of Marcus Aurehus. On
the three sides are three public buildings, erected by order of

pope Paul III, about the year 1540, after a design of Michael

Angelo. The central building is the Palace of the Senator,

who is elected annually, and whose duty is confined to the

administration of justice; on the left is the Palace of the

Conservators, who have the care of the Capitol, the treasury,

and the government of the city and territory ; and, on the

right, is the Capitoline Museum, second, among the collec-

tions in Rome, only to the Museum of the Vatican.

The Palace of the Senator, erected by Pope Boniface IX.

in 1380, on the ruins of the ancient Roman Tabularium, or

depository of records, stands upon the very brow of the hill,

between two streets winding down into the Forum. In the

large dreary hall of this palace, Petrarch received the lau-

reate crown on his visit to Rome, and Madame de Stael has

imparted to it an interest, by making it the scene of Corin-

na's improvisation. One corner of this gloomy edifice is

now occupied as a prison ; but the greater part, is left

vacant, and exhibits no traces of senatorial dignity. On the

summit is the Tower of the Capitol, erected towards the

latter part of the sixteenth century by Gregory XIII, offer-

ing a very extensive and interesting view of Rome and its

environs.

The Palace of the Conservators contains the Protomoteca

or Gallery of illustrious men. It comprises eight large

saloons, communicating vv^ith one another, and filled with the

most authentic busts of men eminent in the several depart-

ments of science, literature, and the arts, from the twelfth

century to the present period.

In the second story, over the Protomoteca, is a long suite of

chambers, filled with curiosities of various kinds— statues,
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busts, and paintings. The most interesting monuments are

the ' Bronze Wolf nursing the Twin Boys,' supposed to be

the one mentioned by Cicero, as having been struck by

lightning, on the day of Caesar's assassination in the Senate

House, in token of the displeasure of the gods, and the ap-

proaching ruin of the empire— and the ' Fasti Consulares,'

a collection of marble fragments, on which are engraven the

names of the Consuls and public officers, from Romulus to the

time of Augustus. They were discovered during the six-

teenth century, on the Forum, near the three columns, gen-

erally called the Temple of Jupiter Stator.

The Gallery of Paintings, commenced by Pope Benedict

XIV. about the year 1750, occupies two large rooms of the

Palace, and contains many works of merit, though it cannot

be considered one of the finest collections in Italy. Among
the most interesting pictures, are the ' Resurrection and As-

cension of St. Petronilla,' and the ' Sibyl Persica,' by Guer-

cino ; the ' Beatified Spirit,' ' Fortune,' and a ' Magda-

lene,' by Guido ; the ' Marriage of St. Catharine,' by Cor-

reggio ;
' Vanity,' by Titian ; the ' Seizure of the Sabine

women,' by Pietro da Cortona ; and the 'Europa,' by Paul

Veronese.

The Museum of the Capitol is contained in the building

to the right of the Senatorial Palace, and consists of a noble

collection of busts, monuments and antiquities, disposed in

seven apartments less extensive than those of the Vatican,

but containing many first rate works of sculpture. A suite

of rooms in the basement, is occupied with copies of the Idols

and sacred utensils of the Egyptians, in basalt and black

antique marble ; these were found at Hadrian's Villa, and

are chiefly interesting as illustrative of the religion of that

nation. In ascending to the upper part of the Museum, the

sides of the stairway are lined with fragments of an ancient

plan of Rome, found near the Temple of Remus on the

Forum. The most interesting objects in the Gallery, are a
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large ' Marble Vase' found near the tomb of Cecilia Metalla,

on the Via Appia ; the mosaic of ' Pliny's Doves,' found in

1737 at Hadrian's Villa; so frequently copied in miniature

at the present day ; a ' Statue of Agrippina,' the mother of

Germanicus, seated in a curule chair ; a statue of ' The
Faun,' in red antique marble, represented in the character of

Bacchus, and the statue of ' Antinous,' each found at the

Hadrian Villa ; a group of ' Cupid and Psyche,' found on

the Aventine Hill ; and ' The Dying Gladiator,' lying upon

a shield with a short sword or dao^s^er beside him, and a

broken horn— accounted by critics one of the finest pieces

of sculpture, of its kind, in the world.

THE IMPERIAL GALLERY AT ELORENCE.

The Royal and Imperial Gallery at Florence, a monu-

ment of the taste and activity of the Medici family, by whom
it was formed, is situated on the Piazza del Granduca, and

was commenced under the auspices of Cosmo L in the year

1564. It is in the shape of the Greek letter n, and occupies

the second story of a stupendous edifice, of the Tuscan order,

called the Fabbrica degli Ufiizii. Near the entrance stands

the Palazzo Vecchio, the government house of the republic,

and once the residence of the Medici, elevating its castellated

tower above all the adjacent buildings ; in front of this, there

is a statue in marble, of ' David supposed to be in the act of

slaying Goliah,' by Michael Angelo ; and a group, also in

marble, of ' Hercules slaying Cacus,' by Bandinelli. The

other wing terminates in an open Loggia, or Portico, once

used as the Rostrum of the magistrates of the republic, and

is adorned with a group in bronze, called ' Judith and Holo-

fernes' by Donatello ; a group in marble, of a ' Young Ro-

man warrior carrying off a Sabine woman,' by John of Bo-
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logna ; and * Perseus with the head of Medusa,' in bronze,

by Benvenuto Cellini.*

The interior corresponds to the exterior of this grand re-

pository of the arts. A gallery, twelve or fifteen feet in

width, and about twenty in height, extends in unbroken

aisles quite around the building, a distance, in all, of nearly

eleven hundred feet. The floor is highly polished and kept

perfectly neat, and the ceiling, divided into compartments, is

covered with frescos in grotesque designs. Below the frieze,

is a collection of portraits of eminent men, of all ages and

countries, chronologically arranged ; and under these is a

range of pictures, extending quite around, and illustrating the

progress of the art. A series of distinct apartments, com-

municating with each other internally, extends the whole

length of the Gallery, forming something like twenty magni-

ficent temples of the arts, in which the pictures are disposed

according to the different schools. Some of the finest are

' The Virgin and child,' on a throne, surrounded by several

saints and protectors of the city of Florence, by Fra Bartol-

omeo
;
portraits of ' Francesco, Duke of Urbino,' and his

duchess, and ' Giovanni de' Medici,' the father of Cosmo I, by

Titian ;
' Esther before Ahazuerus,' by Paul Veronese ; a

' Magdalene,' by Carlo Dolce ; and the ' Descent of our

Savior into Hades,' considered the chef-d'oeuvre of Bronzino.

But preeminent over all the rest, is the apartment called

the Tribune, a circular little temple, twenty feet in diameter,

paved with splendid mosaic, and a dome inlaid with pearl,

and containing a selection of the most precious of the pictures

and statues belonging to the Gallery. Among the pictures,

* Benvenuto Cellini was a goldsmith, and exercised his art in Rome,
and other places, during the first half of the sixteenth century. He
published an amusing account of his own life, in which he relates, in a

natural style, the vicissitudes consequent on his irregular and turbulent

conduct, and gives some particulars of the history of his contemporaries,

Michael Angelo, Giulio Romano, and others.
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are the ' St. John in the Wilderness,' a ' Portrait of Pope
Julius IL' and the ' Fornarina,' all by Raphael; the ' Flight

into Egypt,' and the 'Virgin adoring the infant Jesus,' by

Correggio ; a ' Holy Family,' by Michael Angelo ; a ' Re-

cumbent Venus,' by Titian ; a ' Madonna and child,' by
Andrea del Sarto ; the ' Massacre of the Innocents,' by

Daniele di Volterra ; ' Endymion Sleeping,' and the ' Samian
Sibyl,' by Guercino ; a ' Bacchante,' and a • Satyr,' by An-
nibale Caracci ; and ' Herodias and her servant receiving'

the head of St. John in a charger,' by Leonardo da Vinci.

Three spacious apartments contain an interesting and
numerous collection of Autograph portraits of eminent paint-

ers, two hundred of which were collected in the seventeenth

century by Cardinal Leopold de' Medici. They were form-

erly placed in the Pitti palace. The most striking are the

portraits of Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo,

Titian, the Caracci family, Domenichino, Albano, Guido,

Guercino, Van Dyck, Velasquez, Rembrandt, Gerhard

Douw, and Sir Godfrey Kneller.

The Sculptures of the Tribune are the ' Venus de' Medici,'

found in Hadrian's Villa, and supposed to have been chiseled

by Praxiteles ; the Young Apollo, or 'Apollino,' as he is called

on account of his diminutive size, with the right arm thrown

carelessly over the head, and leaning in an easy attitude

against the trunk of a tree, upon which his quiver is sus-

pended—attributed to the same artist ; the ' Arrotino,' or

Knife-whetter, supposed to represent the Scythian slave, who
was ordered by Apollo to flay Marsyas—he is in the attitude

of sharpening his broad knife upon a stone, to prepare him-

self for the bloody office ; the ' Dancing Faun,' evidently a

production of the best age of ancient sculpture, and excel-

lently restored by IMichael Angelo—representing a rural di-

vinity, playing upon cymbals, with a pipe at his feet, and his

countenance wreathed with smiles ; and the antique group of

the ' Lottatori/ or wrestlers, in which the great object of the

33
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artist appears to have been, to exhibit the muscles to advan-

tage, though the face of the vanquished one has a strongly

marked expression.

In the Cabinet of Modern Bronzes is the ' Mercury

'

of John of Bologna, one of the most esteemed sculptors of

modern Italy—the God is in the attitude of mounting upon a

zephyr, blown from the lips of Aeolus, with a form light, airy,

and symmetrical beyond description. In the Cabinet of An-

cient Bronzes is the ' Chimera,' discovered at Arezzo, in 1554,

in the highest state of preservation ; and, in an adjoining

apartment, is the far-famed Group of ' Niobe and her Chil-

dren.'

According to mythological tradition, Niobe, daughter of

Tantalus, king of Lydia, was the mother of six sons and six

daughters ; and, proud of her blooming offspring, she in-

dulged a mother's pride by exalting herself above her sister

Latona, the mother of only two children—Apollo and Diana.

As a punishment for her presumption, it was decreed that she

should witness the destruction of her children by the arrows

of the twin deities ; and the wretched mother, after many

years of wandering, was transformed, in consequence of her

anguish, into a stone, which was shown on Mount Siphylus,

in the territories of her father. The statues, forming this group,

were dug up at Rome, near the Porta Maggiore, in the year

1583, during the pontificate of Gregory XIII. They were

purchased by the Cardinal Ferdinand de' Medici ; and, in

1775, were conveyed by the Grand Duke Leopold to Flo-

rence ; they were at first placed in the Tribune ; but in the

year 1780, were removed to the apartment which they now

occupy. The most beautiful exhibition of ancient art is con-

tained in the group of Niobe and her youngest Child, chiseled

from a single block of marble. The daughter next to Niobe

on the left, is admirably executed ; the opposite statue on the

right has great merit ; and the dead son, upon a cushion, is

wonderfully fine.
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The dissertations upon these figures have been endless.

By some they have been supposed to be the identical statues

of Scopas, described by Pliny, in which opinion Winkelmann

coincides ; while by other writers upon the subject, they have

been attributed to Praxiteles. Respecting their original com-

bination, too, we are equally ignorant. The opinion of the

English architect, Mr. Cockerell, which he published in an

essay upon the group in 1816, and which is received with

much approbation by antiquaries, is that they were arranged

pyramidically in the tympanum of some ancient Grecian tem-

ple, the statue of Niobe occupying the centre. The different

Cabinets of Gems, of Medals, of Vases, and Terra Cottas,

and of Egyptian Antiquities, each contain objects of Art ex-

tremely interesting and beautiful.

GALLEKY OF THE GRAND DUKE.

The collection, next in point of importance at Florence, is

that of the Grand Duke, deposited in the Pitti Palace, a

splendid structure, three stories in height—the first, of the

Doric, the second, of the Ionic, the third, of the Composite

order of architecture, and the whole rusticated in the Tuscan

style, giving to the exterior an air of rude and gloomy gran-

deur. It was built during the fifteenth century, by Luca Pitti,

a wealthy republican merchant and formidable opponent of

the Medici family ; and, on the decline of that family, about

the middle of the sixteenth century, it was purchased by Cos-

mo I, from Giovanni Pitti, the great grandson of the founder.

From that period to the present time, it has continued to be

the principal residence of the Grand Dukes of Tuscany, who

have constantly been contributing to its embellishments, till

the interior has become one of the richest palaces in Europe.

The Gallery, which was formed somewhat later than the
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Rojal Gallery, consists of a series of splendid apartments,

the ceilings of tlie first five of which were painted in fresco

by Pietro di Cortona and his scholars, about the year 1640,

to represent the patriotic actions of the Medici family, under

emblems taken from Heathen mythology. It contains about

live hundred paintings of great excellence, many of which

have been purchased from the churches of Tuscany. They

are all admirably arranged, the larger ones being hung upon

hinges, in order that they may be turned to an advantageous

light. The gem of the gallery, is the 'Madonna della Seg-

giola ' by Raphael. Other excellent pictures in this collec-

tion are the ' Three Fates ' the weird sisters of antiquity, by

Michael Angelo ; the portrait of 'Leo X. with two Cardi-

nals,' one his nephew Giulio de' Medici, afterwards Pope

Clement VII, the other Cardinal Rossi ; the ' Portrait of

Pope Julius II,' considered the second best portrait painted

by Raphael, (Pope Leo X. being the first) ; the ' Madonna

del impannata,' so called from the papered window represented

in the picture—all by Raphael; a 'Portrait of Cardinal Ip-

polito de' Medici ;' portrait of a lady in a rich dress, called

the ' Bella di Tiziano ;' ' St. Sebastian,' and a ' Magdalene,'—
all by Titian ; two pictures of the ' Madonna,' and ' St. Mark,*

a fine colossal design, by Fra Bartolomeo ; an ' Ecce Homo,'

' St. Andrew,' and ' Our Savior in the Garden '—all by Carlo

Dolce ; the far-famed ' Cleopatra,' by Guido ; the ' Catiline

Conspiracy,' three ' Landscapes,' and a portrait of himself, by

Salvator Rosa ; the ' Portrait of Cardinal Bentivoglio,' by

Van Dyck ; and a portrait of himself, by Rembrandt.

The remainder of the principal floor is occupied by state

apartments, at the extremity of which, in a small octagonal

temple, stands Canova's celebrated ' Statue of Venus.' The

Paphian goddess occupies the centre of a magnificent shrine,

richly furnished with drapery and mirrors, and is placed upon

a movable pivot, in order that her charms may be viewed in

all their brilliancy.
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SCHOOL OF THE FINE ARTS.

At the Academy of Painting, called the School of the Fine

Arts, instituted by the Grand Duke Leopold I, there is a

considerable collection of pictures, among which are several

productions of the old masters. The apartments of painting

and sculpture contain casts and copies of all the great works

in Italy ; and in the rooms appropriated to architecture and

design, are several beautiful models for buildings, exhibiting

the most finished proportions of the Grecian orders.

The principal attraction of this gallery, is the collection

of Tuscan paintings, arranged chronologically, from the daw^n

of art to the present time, which have been transferred from

the convents and churches, where they were originally placed.

They consist almost entirely of small altar pieces on grounds

of gold ; but in many of the heads, there is an extraordinary

appearance of nature, and of careful finishing.

THE MUSEUM AT NAPLES.

The Museo Barbonico, or Studii at Naples, is an exten-

sive building, erected by the Count de Lemos, in the year

1587, and opened in the year 1616 as an University, which

in 1790 was removed by Ferdinand L to the convent of St.

Salvador, where the edifice was converted into a Royal Mu-

seum. It occupies two stories, ranged in long galleries around

a spacious court, which is filled with antiquities, embracing

numerous specimens of the fine arts, as well as utensils, illus-

trative of domestic life among the ancients. The apartments

in the basement, are appropriated chiefly to statuary, either

in marble, bronze or terra cotta, the greater part of which

have been found at Herculaneum or Pompeii.

33*
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The most interesting monuments of the Gallery, are the

* Equestrian statues of the Balbi,' father and son, found at

Herculaneum ; a colossal ' Flora,' found in the Baths of Ca-

racalla at Rome ; a statue of ' Agrippina,' the mother of Ne-

ro ; the ' Tor?o Farnese ' in Greek marble, supposed to re-

present Bacchus ; a statue of ' Venus ' attributed to Praxite-

les ; a ' Drunken Faun ' reposing on a skin of wine ; a statue

of the ' Venus Victrix ;' a draped statue of ' Aristides/

deemed one of the most admirable productions of Grecian

skill ; the colossal statue of ' Hercules Resting ;' and the cel-

ebrated group called the ' Farnesian Bull,' representing the

fable of Amphion and Zethus tying Dirce by the hair to the

horns of the animal. These two magnificent specimens of

art, were found in the Baths of Caracalla at Rome.

The Collection of pictures at the Studii, is meagre in com-

parison with the galleries at Rome and Florence. The walls

of two large apartments are covered with fresco paintings

from Herculaneum and Pompeii ; many of them recently

discovered are of great excellence and beauty. The most

celebrated of the pictures are a ' Holy Family,' a ' Madonna,'

and ' Leo X. between two Cardinals,' Passerini and Bembo,

—all by Raphael ; a ' Guardian angel shielding a child from

evil,' by Domenichino ; ' Danae ' and a ' Magdalene ' by Ti-

tian ; an ' Ecce Homo ' by Correggio ; ' St. John,' by Leo-

nardo da Vinci ; a Landscape by Claude ; and a ' Magdalene,'

by Guercino.

Another long suite of apartments contains a public Library

of an hundred thousand printed volumes, including several

of the fifteenth century, and a large collection of Mss. com-

prising a Treatise on Beauty, by Tasso ; the original works

of Thomas Aquinas ; and copies of the fragments recovered

from Herculaneum and Pompeii.
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ACADEMY OF FIXE ARTS AT BOLOGNA.

The Academy of the Fine Arts at Bologna, is in a spa-

cious edifice, formerly the Jesuits' College ; and embraces

schools for drawing, architecture, statuary and painting, sim-

ilar to those in the Royal Academy at Florence. The Gal-

lery itself is small, but one of the most select in Italy ; com-

prising many of the choicest pictures of the Bolognese school,

which have been preserved here from suppressed convents

and churches. The collection commences with a series of

altar pieces of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, placed

near the entrance, and thus affording the student an oppor-

tunity of following the progress of the Art.

The treasure of the gallery is Raphael's ' St. Cecilia lis-

tening to a choir of Angels.' This beautiful personification

of Music, a woman of celestial beauty, stands in the midst of

a choir who have been interrupted in their anthem by a song

issuing from a vision of angels in a cloud from heaven. They

have dropped their instruments, broken, upon the ground, and

are listening with rapt attention ; the countenance of the saint

is elevated, while the others, overcome with the Glory of the

Revelation, have their heads bent upon their bosoms. Other

fine pictures are ' The Madonna and Child in glory, with

St. John and St. Catharine,' a * Madonna throned with saints/

and the ' Assumption of the Virgin,' by Annibale Caracci

;

' The Virgin enthroned, with the infant Savior,' the ' Trans-

figuration,' the ' Calling of St. Matthew,' ' St. John preaching

in the desert,' the ' Flagellation,' and the ' Crowning with

Thorns,'—all by Ludovico Caracci ; the ' Communion of St.

Jerome,' and the ' Assumption of the Virgin,' by Agostino

Caracci ; the ' Martyrdom of St. Agnes,' the ' Martyrdom of

St. Peter ' the Domenican, and the ' Madonna del Rosario,'

by Domenichino ; the * Madonna della Pieta,' the ' Massacre

of the Innocents,' the ' Crucifixion,' and a ' St. Sebastian/
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all by Guido Reni ; ' The Deity/ ' St. Bruno,' and a * Mag-

dalene,' by Guercino ; and the ' Madonna in glory, with saints

and angels,' by Perugino.

THE ROYAL GALLERY AT TURIN.

The Royal Gallery at Turin occupies seventeen apart-

ments in the ancient castle, erected by Amadeus VIII. in

the year 1416, on the centre of the Piazza del Castello, and

now converted into the Palazzo Madama. The rooms are ap-

propriately fitted up, but the light is not always advantageous,

a necessary evil when public buildings are converted into

picture galleries. The principal pictures are the ' Madonna

della Tenda,' by Raphael ; the ' Supper at Emmaus,' by

Titian ; the ' Finding of Moses,' by Paul Veronese ; the

* Four Elements,' Earth, Air, Fire and Water, by Albano ;

and the ' Baptism of our Lord,' by Salvator Rosa.

THE BRERA GALLERY AT MILAN.

The Brera Palace is the great school and centre of the

Fine Arts at Milan. It is a noble establishment in point of

architecture, extent, and the treasures of its splendid halls ;

and was converted by Napoleon, from a College of Jesuits,

into a National Academy of Arts. Both the Gallery and

the Academy, are in the second story of the edifice, which

stands around a quadrangular court, presenting double ranges

of corridors and colonnades of Grecian pillars. The former

comprises eight apartments, four of which are spacious

saloons, and the remaining four, smaller chambers, all con-

tiguous and opening into one another.
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Among the gems in this collection may be named the

' Sposalizio,' or ' Marriage of the Madonna,' by Raphael

;

< St. Peter and St. Paul,' by Guido ;
' Abraham dismissing

Hagar,' by Guercino ; a ' St. Sebastian,' by Georgione ;

' St. Mark at Alexandria,' by Bellini ;
' The Holy Cross,'

by Tintoretto ; ' St. Jerome in the Desert,' by Titian ; and

the 'Marriage at Cana,' by Paul Veronese.

THE AMBROSIAN LIBKARY.

The Ambrosian Library, founded by Cardinal Borromeo

in 1609, contains about fifty thousand printed volumes and

fifteen thousand Mss. ; among which are those of Leonardo

da Vinci, accompanied by his drawings ; Petrarch's Virgil,

with commentaries in his own hand-writing, a splendid folio;

and a curious copy of Josephus, written on papyrus in the

fourth century. The chief pictorial treasure of this collection

is the original ' Sketch of the School of Athens,' by Raphael,

thirty feet in length, in black chalk on grey paper, and ad-

mirably preserved. Besides this, there is a ' Holy Family,'

by Titian ; a fine copy of Leonardo da Vinci's painting of

' The Last Supper,' by Andrea Bianchi ; Sketches, chiefly

studies, for the ' Last Judgment,' by Michael Angelo ; and a

' Crucifixion,' by Guido.

SCHOOL OF THE FINE ARTS AT VENICE.

The Academy of Painting at Venice, called the School of

the Fine Arts, is a modern institution, situated in the build-

ings formerly occupied by the Convent della Carita, the

oldest of the six Scuole grandi, or grand fraternities, which
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are now suppressed. The Gallery contains many of the

riches of the Venetian school of painting, together with other

fine specimens, of which the principal are the ' Assumption

of the Virgin/ and the ' Presentation of the Virgin in the

Temple,' by Titian ; the ' Prophets Ezekiel and Isaiah,' by

Paul Veronese ; the ' Death of Abel,' and the ' Venetian

Slave,' by Tintoretto—which last has been termed 'an aw-

ful work of art.'

THE GALLERY AT PARMA.

The PubHc Gallery at Parma is a small collection, but

contains several pictures of great merit. It is peculiarly

rich in the works of Correggio, whose exquisite grace and

sweetness impart such a charm to his productions. The

most celebrated are the ' Madonna of St. Jerome,' the

'Flight into Egypt,' called the Madonna della Scadella,

the ' Deposition from the Cross,' the ' Martyrdom of Saints

Placidio and Placida,' and the ' Madonna della Scala,' all by

Correggio ; the ' Ascension,' or Jesus glorified, by Raphael

;

the 'Deposition from the Cross,' by F. Francia; the 'Ap-

proach of the Apostles to the Sepulchre,' by L. Caracci

;

and the ' Marriage of St. Catherine,' by Parmegiano. A
fine colossal bust of the Empress Maria Louisa, by Canova,

adorns one of the apartments.

THE PICTURE GALLERY AT VERONA.

The Picture Gallery at Verona, in the Municipal Palace,

is a collection of but little interest, the best of those which

were public property, having been taken to Venice. Verona
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however holds a distinguished place in the annals of paint-

ing, as having furnished some of the most distinguished artists

of the Venetian School. The most interesting are a ' De-

position from the Cross,' and the ' Raising of Lazarus,' by

Paul Veronese ; and a ' Madonna and Angels' by Pisanello.

THE BILDER GALLERY AT DRESDEN.

The Royal Gallery at Dresden, commonly called the

Bilder Gallery, holds the first rank among all the collections

in Germany. It is connected with the Royal Chateau, and

was commenced by Augustus 11. after that prince had succeed-

ed in procuring the superb gallery of paintings at Modena.

The pictures are arranged in fourteen well lighted apart-

ments ; and no collection, out of Italy, can compete with this,

in the works of the Venetian masters, of Raphael, and of

Correggio. The gem of the gallery is Raphael's ' Madonna

di San. Sisto,' by many considered to be equal in beauty,

and richer in coloring than the Transfiguration, though not

so striking for loftiness of conception, or grandeur of forms.

Other fine specimens of the art are the celebrated picture

of the Virgin and Infant in the manger, known by the name

of ' La Notte, the Night ;' a ' Magdalene reading ;' the 'Virgin

and Child with St. George,' and the ' Virgin and Child with

St. Sebastian,' — all by Correggio ; a ' Venus,' by Titian,

with a young cavalier seated at her feet, playing on the

guitar, while a lovely Cupid is in the act of crowning her

golden tresses with a garland of roses ; a ' Saint Cecilia,'

by Carlo Dolce ;
' Fame,' by Annibale Caracci ; the 'Alchy-

mist's Shop,' by Teniers ; the * Painter in his Study,' by

Ostade ; the 'Acis and Galatea,' and the ' Flight into Egypt,'

by Claude ; and finally the ' Penitent Magdalene,' by Pompeo
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Battoni of the Florentine School, who flourished during the

early part of the eighteenth century.

THE PICTURE GALLERY AT MUNICH.

The Pinacothek, or Picture Gallery at Munich, is arranged

according to schools, in seven splendid halls and twenty-

three adjoining cabinets, on the first floor of a magnificent

palace, recently completed, called the Pinacotheca, (reposi-

tory of painting ;) and is unquestionably the most convenient

and appropriate exhibition room in Europe. The collection

comprises about fifteen hundred pictures, many of them pro-

ductions of eminent masters ; among which are the ' Adora-

tion of the Magi,' the ' Annunciation,' and the ' Presenta-

tion in the Temple,' by John Van Eyck ; the ' Annuncia-

tion,' and a * Head of the Virgin,' by Lucas Van Leyden ;

* Portrait of Holbein,' and one of himself, by Albert Durer
;

the * Agony in the Garden,' and the ' Resurrection, by

Wohlgemuth; 'St. Sebastian,' ' Susanna and the Elders,'

and a ' Dead Christ,' by Rubens ; ' Christ in the midst of

the Doctors,' and a ' Descent from the Cross,' by Rembrandt

;

a ' Young Woman knitting,' an ' Old Woman peeling apples,'

and a ' Hermit at Prayer,' by Gerhard Douw ;
' The Fallen

Angels,' ' The Holy Trinity,' ' The Last Judgment,' portraits

of 'Lord and Lady Arundel,' and a ' Lion Hunt,'— all by

Rubens ;
' Susanna and the Elders,' by Domenichino ; whole

length portraits of a ' Burgomaster and his Wife,' by Van
Dyck ; and ' Two Ragged Boys eating Melons and Grapes,'

by Murillo.
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THE GALLERY AT BEELIN.

The Picture Gallery at Berlin ranks below those of Mu-
nich and Dresden in the number of celebrated master pieces

and works of first rate excellence ; but it is by no means de-

ficient in fine works of the great Italian masters, and is par-

ticularly rich in the Flemish and Dutch schools. The Di-

rector, Dr. Waagen, has prepared an admirably arranged

catalogue of the gallery, combining chronological order with

classification according to schools, and explaining, in a brief

introduction, the origin and character of each.

Among the pictures which appear most deserving of at-

tention, are a series of paintings called * the Worship of

the Spotless Lamb,' by John and Hubert Van Eyck ; the

' Madonna Ancajani,' and the ' Madonna di casa Colonna,'

by Raphael ; ' lo and the Cloud,' and ' Leda and the Swan,'

by Correggio ;
' the Hermits,' by Guido Reni ; ' St. John

the Evangelist,' by Carlo Dolce ;
' St. Antony of Padua,'

by Murillo ; the ' Resurrection of Lazarus,' by Rubens

;

portrait of a ' Daughter of Charles I,' by Van Dyck ; and

the ' Temptation of St. Antony,' by Teniers, a very humor-

ous picture.

THE PICTURE GALLERY AT ANTWERP.

The Picture Gallery at Antwerp occupies the building of

the suppressed Convent of RecoUets, newly arranged for its

reception, and contains a great many pictures of merit,

brought from suppressed convents and churches ; the works

of Rubens and Van Dyck give to this collection the highest

celebrity. Those most esteemed are the * Descent from the

Cross,' by Quentin Matsys ; the ' Nativity,' by Frans Flo-

34
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ris ; a ' Pieta/ the ' Crucifixion,' the ' Adoration of the Magi,

and a ' Holy Family,' by Rubens ; a ' Crucifixion,' and a

* Dead Christ,' by Van Dyck ; and a portrait of ' Pope

Alexander VI,' by Titian.

THE PUBLIC GALLERY AT THE HAGUE.

The Public Gallery of Paintings at the Hague, contains

many splendid works by celebrated artists, and in the pro-

ductions of the Dutch School, it has scarcely a rival in the

world. The most remarkable pictures in this gallery, are

*A young Bull,' considered as the master piece of Paul

Potter; two fine portraits of a ' Gentleman and Lady,' by

Van Dyck ; portraits of his ' Confessor,' and of his wives

' Catharine Brants and Helena Forrman,' by Rubens ; the

' Presentation in the Temple,' by Rembrandt ; a ' Storm at

Sea,' by Vernet ; a ' Schoolmaster's house,' by Gerhard

Douw ; and the ' Hay Cart,' and ' Marriage,' by Wouver-

mans.

ROYAL GALLERY AT THE HAGUE.

The Gallery of the King, formerly in his palace at Brus-

sels, when Prince of Orange, has been removed to the Hague,

and contains many fine and valuable pictures, particularly by

the Italian and old German masters. The most remarkable

are a ' Holy Family,' by Fra Bartolomeo ; a portrait of

< Giovanni Penni,' by Raphael ; ' Diana of Poictiers,' by

Leonardo da Vinci ; ' Christ at supper with Matthew,' by

Titian ; two magnificent portraits of a ' Man and Boy,' and

a ' Woman and Child,' by Rembrandt
;
portrait of ' Sir T.

More,' by Holbein ; portrait of an ' Old Man/ by Van Dyck

;
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and two whole-length portraits of ' Philip IV. of Spain and

his minister Olivarez,' by Velasquez.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY AT AMSTERDAM.

The Picture Gallery at Amsterdam is decidedly a Nation-

al Gallery, b^ing composed almost entirely of works of the

Dutch School, of which it contains many excellent speci-

mens. Where it has been deemed necessary, the pictures

are drawn forward, by means of hinges, as in the Ducal

Gallery at Florence, in order that they may be viewed in

the most favorable lights. The finest specimens in the col-

lection represents ' The City Guard celebrating the Treaty

of Munster,' in 1 648, by Van der Heist. Other fine pictures

are ' The Night Watch,' by Rembrandt ;
' The Evening

School,' by Gerhard Douw ; a ' Bear Hunt,' by Paul Pot-

ter ;
portraits of the ' Children of Charles 1/ by Van Dyck

;

the ' Laughing Peasant,' by Ostade ; a ' Stag Hunt,' by

Wouvermans ; a ' Boy blowing a Horn,' and the ' Fete of

St. Nicholas,' by Jan Stein.

THE IMPERIAL GALLERY AT VIENNA.

The Imperial Gallery at Vienna occupies several admira-

bly arranged apartments in the Belvidere Palace, the front

of which commands a very grand and magnificent view of

the city. Several of the pictures in this collection belonged

to Charles I. of England, and are arranged according to

schools. A few of the most striking are the celebrated

* Ecce Homo,' by Titian ; a ' Madonna,' in a meadow, by

Raphael ; ' Christ and the Woman of Samaria/ by Annibale
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Caracci ; the ' Infant Savior crowning St. Rosalia,' by Van

Dyck ; ' St. Ignatius Loyola casting out evil Spirits,' and

' St. Francis Xavier healing the Sick,' by Rubens ; and the

' Martyrdom of the Christians,' by Albert Durer.

THE EOYAL COLLECTION AT COPENHAGEN.

The Royal Collection of pictures at Copenhagen occupies

twelve large rooms in the upper story of the palace of Chris-

tiansburg. It consists of about 1000 pictures painted by

artists of all nations. The best in the collection are ' Jonah

preaching to the Ninevites,' attributed to Salvator Rosa, in

which the prophet with upraised hands is denouncing the

wrath of Heaven against impenitence ; a ' portrait of Rem-

brandt,' by himself; a fine historical painting by Lund, rep-

resenting the ' Introduction of Christianity into Denmark

by Ansgar, the Northern Apostle,' who is preaching to the

people ; and several paintings by Dahl, many of which dis-

play considerable talent.

THE HERMITAGE GALLERY AT ST. PETERSBURG.

The Imperial Gallery at St. Petersburg, occupying forty-

one rooms in the Hermitage, connected v^'ith the Winter Pal-

ace, (one of the largest edifices in Europe, and the winter resi-

dence of the Emperor,) was commenced by the empress Catha-

rine 11. In this magnificent retreat, which she intended as a

place in which she might lay aside the sovereign and enjoy

the pleasures of retirement, she gathered around her all those

most distinguished for their talents and literary attainments.

The Empress first purchased the collection of pictures belong-

ing to M. Crozat of Paris, to which were soon afterwards

added those of the Count de Briihl of Dresden, consisting
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chiefly of specimens of the Dutch and Flemish schools.

Several collections belonging to Franchini of Geneva, the

Count Baudoin of Paris, and others, were next obtained ; but

it was not until the justly celebrated Houghton Gallery, col-

lected by Sir Robert Walpole, consisting of 232 pictures,

was purchased by the Empress for £43,500 that the Her-

mitage boasted some of the finest pictures in Europe. In 1807,

the Emperor Alexander purchased part of the splendid gal-

lery of the Prince Giustiniani ; in 1814, that of M. Hope, the

banker of Amsterdam, consisting chiefly of works of the Span-

ish school ; and in 1815, the Malmaison Gallery, purchased

from the heirs of Josephine, completed the already splendid

collection of the Hermitage. Unfortunately, there exists no

catalogue of the gallery ; it contains 1500 pictures, comprising

many of the finest specimens of all the great masters of the

Italian, Flemish, and Spanish schools.

The best pictures in the collection are ' The Prodigal Son,'

by Salvator Rosa, representing the repentant youth, in the

garb of a shepherd, addressing a fervent prayer to Heaven ;

the ' Consultation of the Fathers of the Church,' by Guercino

;

a ' Holy Family,' by Guido ; and another of the same sub-

ject by Raphael ; the ' Holy Virgin,' performing the first of

a mother's duties to her infant, under the shadow of an oak

tree, attributed to Correggio ;
' A Sibyl,' by Domenichino

;

' A Stag Hunt,' and the 'Interior of a Stable,' by^ Wouver-

mans ; a ' Village Feast,' by Teniers (the son) ; the ' Return

of the Prodigal Son,' and ' Abrah^toi about to offer up Isaac,'

by Rembrandt; the ' Family of Darius before Alexander,'

by Peter Mignard ; a ' Bear Hunt,' by Schnyders ;
' Hercu-

les strangHng the Serpents,' by Sir Joshua Reynolds ; the

' Alchymist,' by Gerhard Douw
;
portraits of Charles I. and

his Queen,' by Van Dyck ; the ' Roman Daughter,' and ' Per-

seus and Andromeda,' by Rubens ; the ' Visitation,' by An-

drea del Sarto ;
portraits of ' Philip IV. of Spain' and the

' Duke D'Olivarez,' by Velasquez ; the ' Repose in Egypt,'

34*
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by Murillo ; a ' Sunrise/ by Claude, the earliest rays of the

light streaming in their golden flood over the sleeping waters ;

and the celebrated picture of ' La Vache,' by Paul Potter

—

more remarkable for its truth to nature, than for the delicacy

of the subject.

The Hermitage contains also a superb collection of intaglios

and cameos, amounting to upwards of fifteen thousand, among

which is the celebrated cameo presented by Josephine of

France to the Emperor Alexander, representing the busts of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, and his cherished queen

Arsinoe, daughter of Lysimachus, cut on a three-colored lapis

sardonyx of large dimensions, and which formed part of the

Gonzaga collection at Mantua—an extensive cabinet of coins

and medals—and a Library containing upwards of 100,000

volumes, ten thousand of which are in the Russian language.

THE GALLERY OF PAINTINGS AT MADRID.

The Gallery of Paintings at Madrid occupies the Museum,

a large common-place edifice, commenced by Charles HI, as

the site of the Academy and Museum of Natural History ;

left unfinished at his death, and slowly continued by his suc-

cessor Charles IV. It remained in this state until 1819,

when it was destined for a i)icture-gallery by Ferdinand VII

;

and the celebrated pictures, formerly in the Escurial, having

been removed hither at the advance of the Carlis's in 1837,

it is scarcely surpassed by any gallery in Europe, contain-

ing, according to the catalogue published in 1843, eighteen

hundred and thirty-three pictures. Among so many gems of

art, it is necessarily very difficult to discriminate. Of the

finest, may be mentioned, a ' Portrait of Alonzo Cano ;' ' St.

Antony and St. Paul,' as hermits; 'The Surprise of lo;'

equestrian portraits of ' Philip IV.' and ' Queen Isabel,' his

wife, and the ' Surrender of Breda, in 1625'—all by Velas-
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quez ; the ' Conversion of St. Paul ;' the ' Adoration of the

Shepherds ;' the ' Infant Savior and St. John ;' the * Annun-

ciation ;' and the ' Conception of the Virgin,' floating in a

golden atmosphere—all painted by Murillo ; a ' Descent

from the Cross,' by Juanes ;
* Jacob's Ladder,' and 'Prome-

theus,' by Rubens ; a ' Virgin and dead Christ,' by Cano

;

the celebrated ' Peria,' by Raphael, considered by Kugler the

most perfect of his Madonna subjects; the 'Madonna del

Pesce,' also by Raphael, of which Wilkie says, the head and

neck of the angel may be considered to realize the beau ideal

of the sup[)osed art of the Greeks ;
' Portrait of Titian,' by

himself, in old age, venerable and intelligent; ' Charles V. on

horseback,' generally considered the finest equestrian picture

in the world ;
' Venus and Adonis ;' ' Salome with the head

of John the Baptist,' an exquisite picture, said to be a por-

trait of Titian's daughter ;
' St. Margaret and the Dragon ;'

' Offering to Fecundity,' with groups of children marvellously

well painted ;
' Ariadne in the Isle of Naxos, abandoned by

Theseus;' and the celebrated ' Gloria or Apotlieosis of Charles

V. and Philip II,'—all by Titian ; the latter is, by many,

esteemed his master-piece ; 'Judith and Holofernes,' and a
' St. Jerome,' by Tintoretto ;

' Moses found in the Nile ;'

' Virtue and Vice,' an allegory ; and ' Cain and his Family,'

a magnificent composition, by Paul Veronese ; a ' Virgin En-

throned,' by Guide ;
' Abraham and Isaac,' and a ' Holy

Family,' by Andrea del Sarto ; and the ' Nymphs surprised

by Satyrs,' by Rubens, a magnificent picture.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM AT SEVILLE.

The National Museum at Seville is rich with pictures of

the Spanish School, and here Murillo is to be seen in all his

glory. Among the best specimens of the art are the ' St.
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Thomas,' the ' Virgin protecting the Monks/ and ' St. Bruno

before Urban II,' by Zurbaran; the 'Annunciation,' the

' Visitation,' a ' Nativity,' and ' The Adoration,' by Juan del

Castillo. The Murillo's are in the Sala de Murillo. The
finest are the ' Nativity,' the ' Adoration of the Shepherds,'

the ' Virgin and Child,' called La Servilletta, and ' The Con-

ception,' the virgin floating in an atmosphere of light, and

borne aloft by a group of angels, in a golden gether, towards

heaven.

THE GALLERY OF THE LOUVRE.

The Palace of the Louvre, occupying the south side of the

Place Carrousel, contains the magnificent collection of paint-

ing and sculpture, which constitutes, to the artist, the chief

attraction of the French metropolis. It is the most ancient

of the numerous palaces at Paris, a royal residence having

existed on the site, at an early period of the monarchy

;

and, during the thirteenth century, the Feudal chieftains of

France were accustomed to assemble within its walls, to do

homage to their king. The Castle, (as it was called,) hav-

ing become ruinous and dilapidated, Francis I. caused the

greater part of it to be removed, and in 1528, commenced

the erection of the present splendid edifice. Its embellish-

ment and improvement engaged the attention of each suc-

cessive sovereign, till Louis XIV, having constructed the

eastern facade, diverted the skill and treasure of the country

to Versailles, where he determined to form a residence wor-

thy of his sumptuous court. The Louvre was neglected dur-

ing the reigns of Louis XV. and Louis XVI, and in the early

part of the Revolution, the entire building seemed destined

to decay ; when Napoleon having resumed and completed its

construction, consecrated it to the Fine Arts, and made it the
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great depository of all the paintings, statues and antiquities,

which he had collected in his campaigns, from almost every

country upon the continent of Europe. His gallery contained

tvv^elve hundred pictures, with a collection of statuary equally

extensive, comprising specimens of the great masters of every

age and nation, and embracing a large majority of the most

celebrated in the world. After the downfall of Napoleon and

the pacification of Europe, the Royal Museum was in turn

stripped of its ornaments, which, sharing the fortunes of war,

were restored in 1815, to their former proprietors. Notwith-

standing the efforts of the French government to negotiate

an exchange of articles, and to retain as many as possible,

the number of pictures and works of art in the gallery were

reduced to fewer than three hundred. With a view to refur-

nish the apartments, the government caused several of the

better paintings at the Luxembourg, Versailles and other

palaces to be removed to the Louvre, and accessions from all

quarters have since been made, till the number is again rais-

ed to upwards of fourteen hundred pictures, forming one of

the finest collections in the world.

The paintings of the Louvre or Royal Museum, occupy a

suite of four contiguous apartments, approached by a grand

stair-case, which is ornamented with twenty-two marble col-

ums of the Doric order, and the whole richly embellished with

sculpture. The first saloon contains a collection of the ear-

liest productions of the French and Italian schools, which are

no otherwise interesting than as furnishing illustrations of the

progress of the art. The second saloon forms a vestibule to

the Grand Gallery, fourteen hundred feet in length and fifty

in width, the walls of which are entirely covered with pic-

tures, and the whole adorned with columns, mirrors, cande-

lebra, busts, altars, ancient and modern vases, and other

works of art, presenting a scene more like enchantment than

reality.

The Gallery is partially, and rather nominally divided,
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by arches erected along the sides, into nine compartments,

three of which are appropriated to the French, three to the

Flemish, German and Dutch, and the remaining three

to the Italian schools. Among the most celebrated pictures

in the Louvre, are the portrait of ' Mona Lisa,' by Leonardo

da Vinci ; the ' Holy Family,' called La belle Jardiniere, by

Raphael ; the ' Entombment of the Savior,' by Titian ;
* Ju-

piter and Antiope,' by Correggio ; the ' Marriage at Cana,'

by Paul Veronese ;
* Hercules and Nessus,' and a ' Magda-

lene,' by Guido ; a ' Beggar Boy,' by Murillo ; and several

landscapes by Claude Lorraine.

The apartments appropriated to sculpture on the first floor,

are princely in size and rich in marbles and mosaics ; and

comprise upwards of fifteen hundred articles, embracing spe-

cimens of every sculptor, from Phidias and Praxiteles to the

no less celebrated Thorwaldson and Canova. Of the an-

tiques which have acquired the most celebrity, are the ' Gla-

diator combatting with an enemy on horseback,' discovered

at Antium in the seventeenth century ; a statue of ' Miner-

va,' and another of ' Pallas ;' group of ' Silenus with the in-

fant Bacchus ;' and a colossal statue of ' Melpomene,' sup-

posed originally to have adorned the Theatre of Pompey.

The Gallery of France, as it is called, occupies a suite of

nine rooms, and contains a choice collection of paintings of

the French Schools.

The Spanish Gallery, comprising four hundred and fifty

specimens of nearly all the masters of the Spanish School,

collected under the auspices of Louis Philippe, was first open-

ed to the public in January, 1837, and occupies a suite of five

rooms in the Palace of the Louvre.

The Standish Gallery occupies a suite of seven rooms on

the northern side of the Louvre, and comprises two hundred

and forty-four pictures of the Italian, German, French, Span-

ish and English schools, besides a very valuable collection of

drawings and designs. They were bequeathed to the King
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of the French in 1838, hj Frank Hall Standish, Esq., well

known by his elegant taste for the arts, his superior informa-

tion on literary subjects and antiquities, and for his ' Ke-

searches in Southern Italy, and Spain," which will continue

standard books in English literature.

Mr. Standish died at Cadiz in December, 1840, in the for-

ty-second year of his age, and evinced his esteem for the

French nation in the following terms : " I give and bequeath

to His Majesty, the King of the French, all my books, manu-

scripts, prints, pictures and drawings at my mansion-house at

Duxbury Hall or elsewhere in Great Britain, or abroad, ei-

ther to or for the private use of his said Majesty, or for the

use of any public institution which his said Majesty may
think proper ; in token of my great esteem for a generous

and polite nation ; one that is always ready to welcome the

traveler and relieve the stranger ; and one that I have ever

gone to with pleasure and quitted with regret." This gallery

contains some good original pictures, and many fine copies

;

the drawings are valuable, and the library, containing about

4,000 volumes, is rich in rare books, among others the Bible

of Cardinal Ximenes, valued at 25,000 francs.

THE LUXEMBOUKG GALLERY.

The Gallery of the Luxembourg, formed by order of Marie

de' Medicis, for the reception of twenty-four large pictures, by

Rubens, represesenting the allegorical history of that queen,

(now in the Louvre), is devoted to the exhibition of the works

of living artists, purchased by the Government ; but in con-

sequence of the rule, which orders the works of each artist, on

his decease, to be removed to the Louvre, changes are con-

tinually taking place in the arrangement of this gallery.
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THE GALLEKY AT VEKSAILLES.

A royal residence was established first at Versailles by Louis

XIII, who, being in the custom of visiting the forests for the

purpose of hunting, caused to be erected, in the year 1624,

a small chateau for his accommodation. The country around

Versailles being highly agreeable to Louis XIV, he conceived

the idea of converting the chateau of his predecessor into a

splendid palace ; and, in the year 1661, commenced the addi-

tions and improvements, which resulted in the erection of one

of the most magnificent edifices in France. In the years 1664

and 1674, those gorgeous fetes, of which the authors of those

times have left such glowing descriptions, were given at Ver-

sailles, in " a chateau," says Moliere, " that may be called an

enchanted palace,—where the symmetry and richness of the

furniture, the beauty of the walks, the sweetness of the flow-

ers, and the rarity of the innumerable orange trees, render the

grounds worthy of that remarkable taste by which it is dis-

tinguished."

The Gallery at Versailles contains a collection of 1030

historical pictures, representing the great battles, military and

naval, which have rendered illustrious the arms of France,

from the 'Battle of Tolbiac,' in the year 1496, to the ' Cap-

ture of Mascara,' in 1835, comprising the age of Louis XIV.

;

the reigns of Louis XV. and Louis XVI. ; the brilliant epoch

of 1792 ; the victories of the Republic ; the campaigns of

Napoleon ; the principal events of the Empire ; the reign of

Louis XVIII. ; the reign of Charles X. ; the Revolution of

1830 ; and the reign of Louis Philippe—seventy-one portraits

of the kings of France, from Pharamond to Louis Phihppe

—

sixty-three portraits of the Grand Admirals, from Florent de

Varennes (1270) to the Duke d'Angouleme (1814)—thirty-

nine portraits of the Constables, from Alberie de Montmo-
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rency (1060) to Le Lesdeguieres (1609)—two hundred and

ninety-nine portraits of the Marshals of France, from Pierre

(1185) to De Grouchy (1831)—seventy-six portraits of cele-

brated warriors, from Montmorency, who died in 1561, to He-
donville, who died in 1825—seven hundred and seventy-five

portraits of persons of note of all ages and countries—sixty

views of chateaux, palaces, and royal residences, which have

a peculiar value as representing edifices, many of which no

longer exist, and as illustrating the costumes of past ages

—

the Hall of Constantine, containing five large pictures of the

taking of that place, by Horace Vernet, besides other scenes

of the war in Algeria, and the capital of Antwerp and Al-

geria—and finally the Gallery of the reign of Louis Philippe,

which was opened to the public in 1838.

THE EOYAL ACADEMY AT LONDON.

The Royal Academy at London was instituted on the 10th

December, 1768, under the immediate patronage of the King,

George the Third, in consequence of a dispute between the

directors and fellows of the Incorporated Society of Artists

of Great Britain ; and Sir Joshua Reynolds, who received the

honor of knighthood on the occasion, was appointed its first

president. The Academy was instituted for the encourage-

ment of the arts of painting, sculpture and architecture, and

entrusted to the management and direction of forty Academi-

cians of the first rank in their several professions. Nine of

the ablest Academicians are annually elected from the Forty,

whose duty it is to attend, by rotation, to set the figures, to

examine the performances of the students, and to give them

necessary instructions. There are likewise professors—of

Painting, Architecture, Anatomy, Perspective, and Sculp-

ture, who annually read public lectures on the subjects of their

35
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several departments, besides a president, a common councily

and other officers. The number of Associates is twenty. The

admission to the Academy is free to all students properly

qualified to reap advantage from the studies cultivated in it

;

and there is an annual exhibition of paintings, sculpture, and

designs, open to all artists of distinguished merit, commencing

on the first Monday in May, and terminating in July, pre-

senting a just specimen of the style of arts in the kingdom.

Benjamin West succeeded Sir Joshua Reynolds, and he was

succeeded by Sir Thomas Lawrence, at whose death in 1830,

Sir M. A. Shee was elected and now fills the office of presi-

dent of the institution.

The Academy at first occupied a suite of rooms in Pall

Mall ; apartments were afterward allotted to it in Somerset-

House ; but in 1837, it was removed to the new National

Gallery, on Trafalgar Square, of which it occupies the east

"wing. The permanent beauties of the rooms of the Academy
are well worthy of note. The Library is adorned with a

painted ceiling, by Angelica Kauffman,* representing Inven-

tion, Composition, Design, and Coloring ; and the Lecture

Room contains, besides the ' Copies of the Cartoons,' by Sir

James Thornhill, a very fine Copy of Leonardo da Vinci's

picture of * The Last Supper.'

* This celebrated artist, the daughter of Joseph Kauffman, a Swiss

portrait painter, was born at Coire, the capital of the Grisons, in 1 742.

She early displayed great talent for Music and Painting, both of which

arts she cultivated with extraordinary assiduity. In 1765, she visited

England, whither a brilliant reputation had already preceded her ; and
during a residence there of seventeen years, she received a full share of

honors, rewards, and distinctions; and, in 1769, was admitted into the

Royal Academy. In 1782, she removed to Rome, where she continued

the exercise of her talents with undiminished reputation till her death in

1807.
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY AT LONTDON.

The National Gallery in London, instituted in 1824, occu-

pies a suite of rooms in an edifice erected for its accommoda-

tion on Trafalgar Square, and contains a few specimens of

different schools, at various periods of the Arts.

This collection, which numbers about two hundred pictures,

is but yet in its infancy ; and, owing to its limited and confined

space, and want of proper classification, does not possess that

systematic arrangement which is generally found in the galle-

ries of art upon the continent. The most admired pictures in

the Gallery are ' The Raising of Lazarus,' by Michael An-

gelo and Sebastian del Piombo, which Dr. Waagen pro-

nounced to be the most important specimen of the Italian

school in England ; an ' Italian Seaport at Sunset ; the * Em-
barcation of the Queen of Sheba,' and the ' Embarcation of

St. Ursula,' by Claude ;' ' Mercury and Cupid,' and the ' Ho-

ly Family, known as ' La Vierge au Panier,' by Correggio

;

' St. Catharine of Alexandria, and a ' Portrait of Pope Julius

II,' by Raphael ;
' Ganymede carried off by the Eagle,' and

* Bacchus and Ariadne,' by Titian ; an ' Adoration of the

Shepherds,' by Rembrandt ; a ' Portrait of Lord Heathfield,'

by Sir Joshua Reynolds ; and a ' Portrait of J. J. Anger-

stein,' by Sir Thomas Lawrence.

WINDSOR CASTLE GALLERY.

Windsor Castle was originally built by William the Con-

queror, in the eleventh century, and has been the favorite

country residence of the English kings for upwards of seven

hundred years. In 1824, the dilapidated condition of the
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Castle attracted the attention of parliament, and a grant of

three hundred thousand pounds, which was subsequently in-

creased to seven hundred and seventy thousand pounds, was

made for restoring it. Previous to this period, the pictures

were arranged in fourteen apartments ; but at the time of the

alteration, twelve more suitable rooms were prepared for their

reception.

Those most remarkable, either for beauty or historical in-

terest, are ' King Charles I,' mounted on a grey horse, finely

foreshortened ; a ' Portrait of Henrietta Maria,' Queen of

Charles I. ; a very interesting ' Portrait of Lady Digby,'

wife of Sir Kenelm Digby ; and a portrait of ' George and

Francis Villiers,' as boys, fuH-length figures, standing—all

by Van Dyck ;
' Portrait of the Chancellor Francescini and

himself,' by Titian ;
' The Misers,' by Quintin Matsys ; 'Ma-

ry Magdalene anointing the feet of our Savior,' by Rubens ;

and several ' Landscapes,' by Claude—all very beautiful.

HAMPTON COUET GALLERY.

The palace at Hampton Court was erected by Cardinal

Wolsey, who, in 1526, presented it to Henry VHI; and,

from that period, it has been much frequented by the English

kings. Previous to 1830, the Gallery contained but about

two hundred pictures ; but, since that period, many of the pic-

tures formerly at Kensington palace, at Buckingham House,

and at Windsor Castle, have been removed hither ; and they

now number nearly eight hundred, distributed through twen-

ty-four apartments.

Much of the celebrity of Hampton Court is owing to ' The

Cartoons,' by Raphael, which formed part of a series of de-

signs for tapestry, and were purchased by Charles L The

most interesting and celebrated pictures are the ' Annuncia-
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tion' and the ' Marriage of St. Catharine,' by Paul Veronese

;

portrait of ' a Florentine Lady,' by Sebastian del Piombo ;

portrait of ' Eleonora of Spain,' attributed to Leonardo da

Vinci ; the ' Triumph of Julius Caesar,' by Andrea Manteg-

na ;
' The Beauties of the Court of Charles II,' by Sir God-

frey Kneller ; and ' The Windsor Beauties/ by Sir Peter

Lely.

THE PICTURE GALLERY AT DULWICH COLLEGE.

The collection of pictures in the College at Dulwich, about

five miles from London, erected in 1813, under the direction

of the late Sir J. Soane, was formed by Noel Desenfans, a

French gentleman, who, for several years, held the office of

Consul in England for the kingdom of Poland, and had been

employed, at the period of the French Revolution, by Stanis-

laus II, to form a collection of paintings for the study and ad-

vantage of the artists of his unhappy country—a project

which was finally defeated by the death of the dethroned king

in 1798. In the year 1801, M. Desenfans endeavored to

dispose of the collection, amounting to one hundred and

eighty-eight pictures, by a public sale, and a few of the best

found purchasers ; but the others remained in his possession,

and on his death he bequeathed them, with the rest of his col-

lection, to his friend Sir Francis Bourgeois, a distinguished

historical painter and friend of the arts. Sir Francis had the

patriotic intention of forming with it, the beginning of a Na-
tional Gallery, provided that a suitable building were erected

by the government for their reception. This not having been

effected, he left the collection, by will, to Dulwich College, on

condition that it should be open to the view of the public, to-

gether with ten thousand pounds for the erection and repair

of the Gallery, and two thousand pounds to provide for the

care of the pictures. Sir Francis died on the 8th January,

35*
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1811, and after his death the present Gallery was erected

from the designs of Sir John Soane, and opened to the public

in 1812.

The pictures, three hundred and sixty in number, are well

arranged in five apartments, judiciously lighted from above

;

and in the chapel of the college, over the altar, is a good Ital-

ian copy of Raphael's ' Transfiguration,' attributed to Giulio

Romano. The most interesting in the collection are ' The

Spanish Boys,' the ' Flower Girl,' and the ' Madonna del Ro-

sario,' by Murillo ; the * Europa,' ' St. Sebastian,' and ' St.

John preaching in the Wilderness,' by Guido ; * Ceres in

search of her daughter Proserpine,' by Gerhard Douw ;
* Ja-

cob's Dream,' and a ' Girl at a Window,' by Rembrandt

;

' Sampson and Delilah,' and ' Mars, Venus and Cupid,' by

Rubens ;
portrait of * Philip IV. of Spain,' by Velasquez

;

and a ' Portrait of William Linley,' by Sir Thomas Law-

rence, which is considered superior to many of his more cele-

brated pictures.
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